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PREFACE. 

THE following pages contain a series of questions 

of ancient history and geography, supplemental to 

“Travels in the Moréa,” which have arisen since the 

publication of that work, chiefly in consequence of 

the increased facilities given to the examination 

of the Peloponnesus by its liberation from the 

Turkish yoke. | | 

The opportunity afforded by that event was 

eagerly embraced. by the French Government,— 

under all its forms a liberal promoter of the advance- 

ment of science. In the year 1829, a numerous and 

select Commission of Geography, Natural History, 

and Archeology, was sent to the Peloponnesus, and 

there employed during two years, under the dangers 

and difficulties of an ungenial climate, and a country 
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desolated by the effects of one of the most cruel 

wars recorded in history. The most important 

result of these labours has been a map, on a scale of 

the two hundred thousandth part of a degree of 

latitude, or twenty-one English inches and three- 

fifths. That which accompanies the present volume 

has been reduced from the French map on a scale 

of something more than a third, but not without 

some variations, a few of which will find their justifi- 

cation in the occasional strictures on the French 

map', made by M. Bory de St. Vincent, Colonel 

d’Etat Major, and Head of the Commission of 

Physical Sciences, but who was not engaged, either 

on the triangulization or the topography of the 

* Particularly in the Section des Sciences Physiques, i. p. 244, 

and il. p. 52. In the former place occurs the following remark : 

‘“‘ Nous devons faire au lecteur l’aveu que cette partie du pays et 

notre route depuis Sidheré-kastro jusqu’a Pavlitza est totalement 

défigurée dans la feuille 3 de la Planche III. I] faut pour mieux 

se reconnaitre dans notre relation avoir recours a la carte de 

~ Gell, dont nous nous faisons un devoir de proclamer la supériorité 

pour l’itinéraire que nous suivons.”—The map to which M. Bory 

alludes was constructed, the positions fixed, and the names 

inserted by me. All the topographical details were the work of 

Sir William Gell. 
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survey. Another deviation from the French autho- 

sities will be found in the modern names, the 

orthography of which has been made conformable to 

the rules followed in my other works relating to 

Greece, as explained in the Preface to “Travels in 

the Moréa:”—to these rules, notwithstanding the 

preference given to a different method by some of 

the most learned travellers in Greece, I continue 

to adhere, because, to those unacquainted with a 

living language, that mode of writing its names is 

the most useful, which informs the ear as well as the 

eye. There seems no reason why in this respect the 

modern Greek should be treated differently from 

the Turkish, Arabic, or Persian; as in all these 

languages, whenever ambiguity is apprehended, or 

greater etymological accuracy required, it is easy 

to add the name in its proper characters. 

The position of some of the ancient names in the 

map, which accompanies these pages, forms a third 

kind of deviation from the authority of the great 

French work; my conclusions on the ancient posi- 

tions differing occasionally from those of the French 

geographers, as well as from those of some recent 

German writers, and not unfrequently from my 
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former self. For this change of opinion, no apology 

is necessary, geography being made up of approxi- 

mations, although it is by no means the only science 

in which error or uncertainty leads to certainty and 

truth. 

The proper mode of representing Hellenic names 

by the English alphabet is a larger question, and 

affects modern works of every class relating to Greek 

literature. Presuming that, as our letters are Latin, 

the ancient Roman method is the best, and that 

exceptions from that rule should be for the pur- 

pose alone of indicating more correctly the ortho- 

graphy of the Greek word, I have not deviated on 

the present occasion from that principle, as exempli- 

fied on former occasions, unless when the Latin 

termination of a name, differing from the Greek in 

its gender, the Roman form has been preferred to 

the Latinized Greek, as more euphonious. Thus 

mountains, which in Greek are generally neuter, 

and in Latin masculine, afford a choice between 

the terminations wm and us, the latter of which is 

more agreeable to the ear. The most eminent of 

the living historians of Greece remarks, in support 

of his method of rendering Greek names into Eng- 
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lish, that “he should not fear much severity of cen- 

sure, if those only should condemn him, who have 

tried the experiment themselves.” In fact, it is 

impossible in any manner to avoid inconsistencies 

without falling into a pedantic rejection of forms 

sanctioned by long usage, and introducing others, 

which no effort is likely to render familiar in our 

language. 
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SUPPLEMENT 

TO 

None 1p. 8: 

THE brazen tablet here alluded to was brought from 

Olympia by Sir William Gell, and is now in the 
Payne Knight Collection in the British Museum. 
It is 7% inches in length and 4 inches in breadth, 

and terminates at the upper angles in two rings, 

showing that it was suspended on a wall, probably 

that of the temple of Jupiter. The following is its 

text in common Hellenic capitals :— 

AFPATPATOIPFAAEIOIZ: KAITOIZE* 

FAOIOIZ: LYNMAXIAKEAEKATONFETEA: 

APXOIAEKATOI: AIAETIAEOI: AITEFENOZAIT EF 

APTON :2YNEANKAAAAOIZ: TATAAKAINA 

PNOAEMO: AIAEMAZYNEAN : TAAANTONK 

APFYPO:ANOTINOIAN : TOIAIOAYNIIO!: TOIKA 

AAAEMENOI!I:AATPEIOMENON : AIAETIPTAPF 

PA®EA: TAIKAAEAEOITO: AITEFETAZAITET 

EAEZTA: AITEAAMOZ: ENTENIAPOIKENEX 

OITO- TOINTAYTEFPAMENOI! 
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yy OLYMPIA. 

And the following are the versions in AXolic, Hel- 

lenic, and Latin, by Professor Boeckh (C. I. G., No. 

11), whose ingenious dissertation on the inscription 

leaves little doubt of the correctness of these con- 

clusions '. 

’ ~ ~ ; 

A Foarpa rotc FaAslowe Kat Tole “HoFaoiore. ouvpayia 
> »S 7 , . om” , ch, ’ , , oS 

K &a ekaTov Fétea’ apyou O& Ka TOL’ al O€ TL O£OL, alTE 
’ \ 

Firoc aire Fagyov, ovvéiav k addaddorg ta Tt aXdA Kal 
, "2 > \ Q y , | ‘ ’ 

Tap TOAEUW aL Oe pa ouveay, TaAavrov K aoyvow aTo- 
~ ~ af 4 

Tivolay TW IN ‘Odvvri TW KadaAnpevyy Aart petouevor. at 
Of A , A. S Ne A / of Ne 

—€ TIO Ta yoapea Tat KacdadéolTO, alte Fétac aire TEAéora 
S Sa “A > > ’ , OF oe , “~~ 9 ee Be , 

alTE auoc EVT, ETLAOW K EvEey OLTO TW VTaUT EVYOAMMEVY. 

~ ~ ~ wn 

‘H pntoa roic HyXstote Kal roic ‘Hoatevou. oumpayia av 
ye oe oe > 0 pail y Brae / yf 

€ln EKaTOV ETH AOYOL O ay TOoE’ El O& TL oéot, ELTE ETOC 
7 DA ~ * > , , J \ \ 

Eire Epyov, auveiev av adAndowc, Ta te aAXAG Kal TEOL 
, ‘ x \ S a , BN > "4 > 

ToAsuov® a Of mn ovvElEeV, TaAaVTOV av apyuplov aTo- 
~ a ww bh 

tivoevy to Aut "OdvpTiw rw KatadnAoupévw aToEvOmEVOY. 
’ / A , , ~ oS A of 

gl O€ TIC Ta yoaupata rade KatadnAoiro, sire Erne sire 
Q of ~ , ’ ~ » , nv es: = ? : 

teXeoTINC Eite ONnMoc EoTL, TH Epleow av EVvEXOITO TH EV- 

rav0a yeypaupévy. 

Pactum Eleis et Hereensibus. Societas sit centum 
annos: eam autem incipiat hie ipse: si quid vero 

opus sit vel dicto vel facto, conjuncti sint inter se et 

cetera et de bello: sin non conjuncti sint, talentum 

argenti pendant Jovi Olympio violato donandum. 

At siquis litteras hasce ledat, sive civis socialis sive 

magistratus sive pagus est, multa sacra tenetor hic 

scripta. 

* This I feel bound to confess, although at variance with some 
of my former remarks, in Travels in the Morea, vol. 1. p. 8, 

note a. 
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There is one doubtful letter only in the tablet, 

the last of the first line, which is so much corroded, 

that it is difficult to say whether it was V or A: 
whether the word to which it belonged was EvFaovote 

or EoFaowre ; whether the place intended was Hereea, _ 
or Eva (possibly Eveea), an Arcadian city mentioned 

by Stephanus. In favour of Herza, the importance 

of that city and its proximity to the Eleian frontier 
nearest to Olympia are strong arguments. The dif- 

ference, undoubtedly, is very great between the Hel- 

lenic HEPAIEIZ or HEPAEIZ (both which Stephanus 

has given as the gentiles of Hera) and the Eleian 

EPFAOIO!I. Boeckh thus explains it:—ut “Hoatic, 
ita et Hoacioe commode dicebantur, pro quo Aolicum 
est ‘Hoaotor ut ETOLYW, la-youooc, Ovoloo¢ (Gregor. 

p- 605). Accedit spiritus mutatio et digamma: HoFa- 
ot. Nothing can be alleged against this conver- 
sion, because the Olympian tablet is the only ex- 

ample occurring of the Eleian dialect, which, accord- 

ing to Strabo, was the same as the Arcadian. But 

it is liable to the observation, that EYFAOIOI 

might be formed from EYAEIZ in exactly the same 

manner ; and that on the coins of Herea, the legend 

of which is AA, in characters precisely resembling 

those of the tablet, except in their direction from 

right to left, no digamma occurs between the 4 and 

the A. 

In regard to the séfops in this inscription, the same 
remark may be made as on those in many other 
documents of very ancient date, namely, that we 

find them sometimes separating single words, some- 

times clauses, and sometimes as breaking a clause 

abruptly, as in the instance of TON A@ENEOEN 

: B2 
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A@AON : EMI on a Panathenaic vase. It seems 

difficult to explain these irregularities but by the 

unskilfulness of the engraver, of which an example 

of another kind occurs in the second line, where 

instead of the final = of the first word and the stop 

which followed, he had engraved Ol a third time, 

which two letters are distinctly seen under the =: 
and the penultimate letter of the eighth line was a T, 
afterwards changed into an E. 

In like manner, on a small votive helmet in my 

possession (see Tr. in Morea, i. p. 47), it is clear that 

the artist by mistake began to engrave the letters 

from left to right, and then changing his intention, 

wrote in the opposite direction, so that we may 

trace the two first letters repeated at the end of the 

inscription, where the two last have been engraved 
over them. 

VoL. i. p. 34. 

Olympia, or the temple and sacred grove of 
Jupiter Olympius, was a dependency of Pisa, on the 
outskirts of that city. Pisa flourished only in the 

early ages of Grecian history. It was the principal 

city of this part of Greece, when Pelops, migrating 

hither from Asia, caused his name in process of time 

to be attached to the entire peninsula; and it was 

among the cities which led the way in planting 

colonies in Italy, where its name is still that of an 
Etrurian city. Even the decline of the Pelopon- 

nesian Pisa belongs to a time anterior to the found- 

ation of Rome. On the return of the Heracleide 
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into Peloponnesus, Oxylus brought a new colony 

from Attolia into the city of Elis, and thereby 

increased its strength so much that the Eleians 

wrested the management of the Olympic Fes- 

tival from the Pisate, in whose hands it had been 

from its first establishment; and retained this 

privilege with little interruption until the 30th 

Olympiad. At that time the Pisate had in some 
degree recovered their power; and during the en- 

suing century, under their kings Pantaleon and _ his 

son Damophon, they presided at the Olympic Games, 

or at least participated in the direction of them’. 

At length the Lacedemonians, having conquered 

Messenia, turned their arms against the Pisatae who 
had assisted their late enemies, and formed with 

Elis an alliance which was cemented by the inten- 

tion of sharing between them the maritime country 

which had belonged to the Pisatz and their allies. 
Two unsuccessful wars, in the 48th and 52nd 

Olympiads, brought ruin upon Pisa, Scillus, Macis- 
tus, and Dyspontium, and annexed ‘all Triphylia to 

Elis, as Messenia had already been annexed to 

Laconia. In the 104th Olympiad the Arcadians 

endeavoured to make use of the name of the Pisatz 
in celebrating the Games, but Pisa did not then 

exist as a city; for when in the 95th Olympiad 

(B.c. 400) the Lacedemonians under Agis had in- 

vaded the Eleia and occupied Olympia, they declined 

taking away the charge of the exhibitions from the 

* Strabo, p. 354 seq.; Ephor. ap. Strab. p. 358; J. African. 
ap, Euseb. Ol. 30; Clinton, Fasti Hellen. iii. p. 192; Pausanias, 

El. post. 22, 2, who asserts that the 8th and 34th were the only 

Olympiads managed by the Pisate. 
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Eleians, because the Pisatee were “mere peasants 

unfit for such a trust }.” 

Such being the antiquity of the ruin of Pisa, we 

are not surprised to find that it no longer existed in 

the time of Strabo, or that Pausanias found the site 

converted into a vineyard, or that we should now be 

unable to find any remains of it, to assist the evi- 

dence of history in determining its site. But al- 

though little may have remained of it even in the 
time of Herodotus and Pindar, they were perfectly 

acquainted with its situation. Pindar continually 

identifies it with Olympia; and the historian is not 
less clear on this question, when in an accurate 

computation of distance he refers to Pisa and 
Olympia as the same point®. As Pausanias shows 

in his description of the road from the mouth of the 

Erymanthus towards Olympia that the latter was to 

the westward of Pisa, the only situation in which we 

can place it, consistently with the preceding testi- 
mony of Herodotus and Pindar, is on the western 

side of the rivulet of Miraka, where it unites with 

the Alpheius, the acropolis having probably occupied 
that separate height in advance of the range of 

Cronius which closes the vale of Olympia to the 
east, and on the northern side of which is the pass 

1 Tov pévroe tpoearavar tov Awe rov ’Oupriov tepod, Kaimep 

ovk aoxaiov "HXelowe bvroc, ovK ArhAacay adrove, vopilovrec TOUS 

CYT LTOLOUPEVOUC Xwpirac elvae Kat ovx ixavoug mpoeoravat. 

Xenoph. Hellen. 3, 2, § 22. 
* He says (2, 7) that there were 1485 stades by the road from 

the altar of the Twelve Gods at Athens to Pisa and the temple of 

Jupiter Olympius (é¢ re Iicay wai émi rov vnov rod Awog rov 

’Odupriov). 
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leading from that vale to Miraka, as well as east- 
ward along the right bank of the A/pheius. 

Olympia, like some other hiera in Greece at which 

athletic contests were celebrated, consisted chiefly of 

a sacred inclosure containing several temples, and 

other buildings which appertained to the sacred 

offices or to the performance of the periodical ex- 

hibitions. We may readily believe also, that after 

the ruin and abandonment of Pisa, many private 

habitations arose round the sacred inclosure. Ves- 

tiges of this town are to be seen near the left bank 

of the Cladeus on either side of the site of the 

sacred grove, which, from the most ancient times 

of its existence, had borne the name of Altis?. 

Although trees were not essential to a sacred grove’, 
the beauty of the buildings of Olympia was much 

enhanced by this finest of embellishments, to the 

growth of which the soil and position of Olympia is 
highly favourable *. In the time of Strabo there was 

a wood of wild olives around the Stadium‘, and we 

learn from Pausanias that there was a grove of 

planes in the middle of the sacred inclosure ’. 

At present the vale of Olympia in the part ad- 

jacent to the hills is level, and carpeted with a fine 

turf supplying winter pasture to sheep. Near the 

Alpheius the land, annually fertilized by the in- 

* “H “Adrtc was the local or Peloponnesian Holic form of 70 

diooc.—To o€ ddooc TO iepov rov Aide tapamoimoarrec TO Ovoua, 

"AArtv ék madawod kadovor. Pausan. El. pr. 10, 1. 

2"Adon Ta ieopa Tavra kay Yura. Strabo, p. 412. 

° [léicac evoevdgoy én’ "AAgew dAooc. Pindar, Ol. 8, 12. 

* Strabo, p. 3538. 

* Pausan. El. pr. 27, 7. (11.) 
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undations of winter, affords a good soil for the 

growth of maize or other productions sown in the 

spring. The Cladeus, which bounds the site of 
Olympia on the west, has its origin at Lala in Mount 

Pholoé, from whence it: turns west and then south, 

arriving at Olympia through a narrow valley, which, 

at the foot of Mount Cronius, is blended with that 

of Olympia. The Alpheius pursues its winding 

course in a westerly direction for two miles beyond 

the junction of the Cladeus, and at the end of that 

distance, being met by heights on its left bank, turns 

suddenly to the north. Immediately below Olympia 

the ridges, which are a continuation of Cronius, 

interrupted only by the vale of the Cladeus, leave 

a valley between them and the Alpheius, which in 

some places is wider than that of Olympia, rather 

more uneven, and more overgrown with shrubs. 

The heights also resemble those which rise from the 

site of Olympia, and are in like manner enlivened 
with the pine, ilex, and other evergreens, among 

which I failed to observe the wild olive. 

The Alpheius in winter is full, rapid, and turbid ; 

in summer scanty, and divided into several torrents 
flowing between islands or sand-banks over a wide 

gravelly bed. Opposite to Olympia, on the southern 

side of the river, rises a range of heights, higher than 

the Cronian ridge, in some parts separated from the 

river by a narrow level, in others falling to the 

rivers bank. Among these hills is observed a bare 

summit, terminating towards Olympia in a lofty pre- 

cipitous ridge, distant about half a mile from the 

river. This is the ancient Typzus, which was held 

out as an object of terror to prevent women from 
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frequenting the exhibitions of Olympia, or even 

from crossing the river on forbidden days, there 

having been a law, which however was never ex- 

ecuted, condemning women who had so transgressed 

to be thrown over the precipice. Pausanias describes 

Typzeus as having been near the road from Scillus to 

Olympia, not far from the ford of the Alpheius'’. 
With the exception of this summit the mountains 

to the left of the river are clothed and diversified 

like those on the opposite side, and complete the 

sylvan beauties of the vale of Olympia. Above 

them, in the direction of s.s.z., and distant five geo- 

graphical miles in a direct line, the peaked summit 

of Smerna forms a conspicuous object from Olympia, 
and was the site perhaps of the ancient A‘py. 

In one of the valleys, opposite to Olympia, stood 

Scillus, the residence of Xenophon. There are no 
remains existing to identify the place, but the position 

can scarcely be questioned, as twenty stades (21 miles) 

is stated by Xenophon himself to be the distance 
from Scillus to the Altis, and there is but one river 

in this vicinity that can answer to his Sellenus or 

Selinus’, as abounding in fish and shell-fish (cyOv<c 

* Kara 6€ rv é¢ OXvpriav ddov rpiv 7 dafsiivae roy ’Adgevov, 

éorly opoc ek Ukiddovyrog éEpxopévw wérpatcc vnrAatc am doropov* 

dvopacerat d& Turatoy ro dpocg. Pausan. El. pr. 6, 5. (7.) 

* Selinus was the name of a river which flowed by the temple 

of Diana at Ephesus. As Xenophon employed a part of his share 

of prize-money, acquired in the Asiatic expedition of the Ten 
Thousand, in the erection of a temple of Diana at Scillus in 
humble imitation of the great Ephesian edifice, it is not unlikely 

that the name attached to the river of Scillus dates only from that 

time. Xenophon endowed his temple with a tenth of the annual 

produce of the estate at Scillus, which the Lacedzemonians had 
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kal koyyat), namely, that of which the mouth is 

opposite to the extremity of the western prolonga- 

tion of the vale of Olympia. This stream collects 

the waters from the surrounding ridges, and has its 

origin in the mountain of Smerna, whereas all the 
other affluents of the Alpheius on the bank opposite 
to Olympia originate in the nearest heights. 

Olympia was visited by Dr. Chandler in the year 
1766, by Fauvel and the late Mr. John Hawkins of 
Bignor between forty and fifty years ago, by myself 

in 1805, by Gell and Dodwell in the following year, 

by Mr. Cockerell in the year 1811. All these per- 
sons observed remains of the temple of Jupiter, and 

recognised them as such’, judging from the agree- 

ment between the apparent magnitude of the found- 

ations and the dimensions of the temple given by 

Pausanias, as well as from the proportions of some 

fragments of the peristyle. Wilkins, in his ‘ An- 

tiquities of Magna Grecia,’ employs the measure- 

bestowed upon him. By means of this tenth, the repairs, the 

service, and the festivals of the goddess were provided for ; and 

the last of these offices was assisted by the produce of the chace 

on Mount Pholoé or in the Scilluntia, where Xenophon, his sons, 

and other citizens of Scillus, hunted the wild boar, the deer, and 

the roe. When Pausanias visited Scillus, between five and 

.six centuries afterwards, the temple of Diana still remained, 

and a monument of Xenophon bearing his statue in Pentelic 

marble. 

* Pouqueville supposed the ruins to be those of the Herzeum ; 

but he adds, that on Fauvel’s plan of Olympia, with which he 
had been furnished by Fauvel himself, they were marked as 

those of Jupiter. Chandler does not expressly state his opinion 
on the question ; but as he describes the ruins as those of a very 

large temple of the Doric order, he could scarcely have thought 
otherwise. 

: 
4 

| 
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ments of Gell to prove the temple to have been 

a hexastyle, and otherwise in agreement with the 

description which Pausanias has left us of the temple 

of Jupiter’. 

It is difficult, therefore, to understand how the 

authors of the ‘Expédition Scientifique de la 

Morée,’ came to the conclusion that nothing more 

had been ascertained at the time of their wszt to 

Olympia in 1829 or 1830, than “the existence of 

a temple in this place’;” or how they could assert 

in their work, which was published in the course of 

1831 and the following seven years, that all beyond 

that fact was mere conjecture until the time of their 

excavation. Dodwell, in his ‘Travels,’ published in 

1819, had described fragments of columns and of 

a pavement of black marble, which he found among 

the ruins, and which he thought quite sufficient to 

identify the temple; and in 1830 my ‘Travels in 

the Morea’ were published, in which are the fol- 
lowing remarks :— 

“About 200 yards southward of the tumulus, I 
arrived at the foundations of a temple, which has 

been excavated by the Agas of Lalla for the sake of 

the materials, almost all of which have been carried 

away to Lalla or Miraka. The foundation-stones 

are large quadrangular masses of a friable limestone 

composed of an aggregate of shells: it is the same 
kind of rock of which all the neighbouring moun- 

tains are formed, the ém:ywptoe twpoc of Pausanias. 

The blocks are put together in the best Greek style. 

Among these foundations are some pieces of 

* Antiq. of Magna Grecia, p. 172. 

* Exp. Scient. i. p. 61. 
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fluted Dorie columns of white marble, and a single 

fragment of a Doric shaft of poros, of such an enor- 

mous size as to leave little doubt that these poor 
remains are those of the celebrated temple of 

Jupiter. The only measurable dimension of the great 

column is the chord of the fluting, which exceeds 

a foot, and, according to the usual number of flutings 

in the Doric order, would require a shaft of at least 

seven feet in diameter. It may be inferred from 

this fact, that the temple was a hexastyle; for 

Pausanias informs us that it was 95 Greek feet 

broad, and 230 long, or very nearly of the same size 

as the Parthenon; whereas had it been an octostyle 

with such columns, its length and breadth must 

have been much greater. The same inference may 

be drawn from the temple having been 68 feet high, 

or 8i feet higher than the Parthenon; for the 
columns, being larger, would, with the usual Doric 
proportions, be higher also than those of the Par- 

thenon.—(Note.) Mr. Cockerell has since discovered 

sufficient traces of the peristyle, cella, and opistho- 

domus to enable him to prove, not only that the 

temple was a hexastyle, but that it faced the east, 

and that the length, breadth, and height mentioned 

by Pausanias are nearly correct. The length and 

breadth are, indeed, rather less than Pausanias has 

given; but this may be accounted for by the suppo- 

sition that Pausanias took his measurement not on 

the upper stylobate but on an exterior foundation.” 

The truth of these remarks was amply confirmed 

by the excavations made by the French commission 

in 1829 or 1830. They cleared a great part of the 

stylobate, obtained an exact measurement of it, dis- 
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covered the lowest portions of thirteen columns in 

their places, and would probably have found more if 

they had completed their excavation: they brought 

to light, also, some remains of the metopes of the 

pronaus and posticum, and had the satisfaction of 

observing that they are in exact conformity with the 

description of Pausanias. 

The Altis was surrounded, in part at least, by 
a wall, but it was probably a mere peribolus, and 

offered little or no means of military defence. When 

the Arcadians occupied Olympia, a little before the 

celebration of the 104th Olympiad, they found 

themselves under the necessity of fortifying Mount 

Cronius, or at least of surrounding the sanctuary on 

the summit of that hill with a palisade, and after- 

wards of adding further to its defences. 

Again, the wall of the Altis offered no impedi- 
ment to the advance of the Eleians when they inter- 

rupted the celebration of the Games of the same 

Olympiad; nor exempted the Arcadians, on that 
oceasion, from the necessity of fortifying their po- 

sition in the Altis when the enemy had retired’. 

* Xenoph. Hellen. 7, 4, § 14. 28. 32. Diodorus therefore 

(15, 77,) is inaccurate in describing Cronium as a fortress, and in 

classing it as such with Coryphasium, Cyparissia, and Marganee, 

all which he says were taken by the Arcadians on the prior of 

the two occasions above-mentioned. He seems also to have 

mistaken Pylus of Coryphasium for Pylus of Eleia, which, 

according to Xenophon, was the only place taken by the Arca- 
dians besides Marganeze. Xenophon, in relating the first occu- 
pation of Mount Cronius, says, qwepicravpwourrec tov (ro?) 

Kpdveov évrav0a éppovpovy cal éxpdrovy rov ’"OXvpmtakod dpove. 

These words have induced some geographers to look for a Mount 
Olympius distinct from Cronius, and one of them (Mannert) has 
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Accordingly, no remains of the sacred inclosure are 

now to be observed; though possibly its foundations 

may hereafter be found beneath the present surface. 

The situation, however, of the wall of the Altis on 

the northern and eastern sides may be deduced from 

the narrative of Pausanias with a great approach to 

certainty; and equally so its three principal en- 

trances, namely, 1. that called the Pompic, 4 Topmiun 

elcodoc ; 2. that which was near the Gymnasium and 

the Prytaneium; 3. that which formed the entrance 
of the Stadium, and which was probably the end of 

the Pompic Way through the Altis. 
The description of Olympia by Pausanias occupies 

five-sixths of his two books entitled ‘The Prior and 

Posterior Eliacs,’ and one-sixth of his whole work. 

As at the other places in Greece which were most 
fruitful in the objects of his inquiries, it is from his 

incidental remarks on the relative situations of the 

monuments, that we chiefly derive an elucidation of 

the topography of Olympia. His description might 

perhaps be divided into,—l. the Buildings; 2. the 

Altars ; 3. the Statues of Jupiter; 4. the Statues of 
Athlete; 5. the Stadium and Hippodrome. But 

although this arrangement would in some degree 

accord with the order of his narrative, it would leave 

many exceptions to that order while it would con- 

tribute little to the principal object of these remarks, 

even placed it to the left of the Alpheius (see Boblaye, Re- 
cherches Géographiques sur les Ruines de la Morée, p. 128); 
but there can be little doubt that the Olympian hill alluded to by 

Xenophon was Cronius itself. Possibly by Kpdvewor is to be 

understood, not the Ad@o¢ but the iepdy on the summit, and that 

7 not rov was the word employed by Xenophon. 
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that of sifting and comparing the dispersed topo- 

graphical evidences. I shall first, therefore, extract 
the description which Pausanias has given of the 

several buildings, with such notice of their relative 

situations as he has afforded, and then endeavour to 

elicit, in following the order of his narrative, such 

other topographical information as the remaining 

parts of his description of the monuments of Olympia 
may afford. 

I. The Buildings of Olympia. 

I. The Olympieium, Olympium, or temple of 

Jupiter Olympius. This temple was built from the 

spoils of Pisa and the other cities taken by the Eleians 

in the war against Elis, conducted by Pyrrhus, 

king of Pisa, in the 52nd Olympiad (B.c. 572). The 
architect was Libon of Elis’. It was not until 

more than a century after its construction that the 

Aéti of the temple were decorated with the statues 
which remained in them during six centuries, and 

we know not how much longer; for these statues, 

as well as the statue of Jupiter in the cella, were 

works of Peonius, Aleamenes, and Phidias, artists 

who flourished not until the middle of the fifth cen- 

tury B.c. At one time the temple contained great 

riches in gold, silver, and precious dedications”; but 

+ Pausan. El. pr. 10, 2. El. post. 22, 2. (4.) 
* Acikvuyrat d€ Kat ypagal woddAai re Kai Oavpacrai epi ro 

tepov, éxetvov (Panteeni sc.) Zoya. Strabo, p. 354. No paintings 
are mentioned by Pausanias, except those on the throne. The 

others were probably tabular and not mural, and may have been 

carried away by Romans after the time of Strabo. 
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when Pausanias saw it there seems to have been 

nothing of much value, besides the great work of 

Phidias, which still remained intact, unless some of 

the solid gold which formed a part of the statue had 

been removed without injuring its outward appear- 

ance, which seems not unlikely. 

The Olympium was a peripteral Doric building, 

formed of the native limestone, which is still called 

poros, and to which, in all the more finished parts of 
the temple, a surface of stueco had been given. The 

temple had six fluted columns of 7ft. 4in. in dia- 
meter in the fronts, and thirteen on the sides. Its 

length was 230 Greek feet, the breadth 95, the 

height to the summit of the pediment 68. The 

roof was covered with slabs of Pentelic marble in 

the form of tiles. At each end of the pediment 

stood a gilded vase, and on the apex a gilded statue 

of Victory, below which there was a golden shield 
inscribed with an epigram showing that it had | 

been dedicated by the Lacedemonians for their 

victory over the Athenians and their allies at 
Tanagra', B.c. 457. As a hexastyle, the Olympium 
resembled the temple of Theseus ; but in its magni- 

tude and general dimensions, in its cella and interior 

columns, in its chryselephantine statue of the deity, 

and in the sculptures of its aéti, it resembled the 

Parthenon. It differed from the Theseium, inasmuch 

as there were no iconically sculptured metopes on 

any part of the exterior order, and inasmuch as the 

interior frieze of the pronaus and posticum consisted 

not of a single tablet of figures in relief, which the 

" Pausan. El. pr. 10, 2. (4.) 
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smaller dimensions of the Theselum admitted, but 

was divided by triglyphs into metopes, which repre- 

sented twelve of the actions of Hercules. 

In the eastern pediment there was a central 

image of Jupiter, having on his right Qinomaus, 

on his left Pelops, prepared to contend in the race 

of the quadriga; the other figures on either side con- 

sisted of their wives, charioteers, chariots, horses, and 

grooms; in the two angles were the rivers, Cladeus 

to the right of the God, Alpheius to his left. 

Kixcept in its central figure, there seems to have 

been a general resemblance between this composi- 

tion and that in the western front of the Parthenon. 

In the western aetus at Olympia was represented 

the contest of the Centaurs and Lapithz. Peirithous 

occupied the centre; on one side was Eurytion 

who had earried off! the wife of Peirithous, and 

Ceeneus his defender. Theseus was attacking a 

Centaur with a hatchet’; and two other centaurs 

-were bearing off a young woman and a boy. Alca- 

menes, the artist, had chosen this subject, because, 

according to Homer, Peirithous was the son of 

Jupiter, and Theseus was the descendant of Pelops 

in the fourth generation. 

On the metopes over the door at the eastern end’, 
Hercules was represented, 1. contending with the 

Erymanthian boar; 2. with Diomedes, king of Thrace; 

3. with Geryon, king of Erytheia; 4. relieving Atlas of 

his burden; 5. cleansing the land of Elis. Over the 

door of the Opisthodomus’ he was, 1. carrying off the 

Amazonian shield ; 2. subduing the doe of Ceryneia ; 

' howaxkwc, Pausan. El. pr. 10, 2 (8). > wenéKel. 
e \ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

umép Tou vaov ror Bupay, (9.) 
e \ ~ . me ~ 

vrEp Tou oOniafodduov THY Auvpwr. 

3 

4 

Q 
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3. the bull of Cnossus; 4. destroying the Stymphalian 

birds with arrows; 5. contending with the hydra of 

Lerne; and 6. with the lion of the Argeia. As 
Pausanias has specified the subjects of no more than 

five of the metopes of the eastern end of the cella, 

and has described the whole as representing the 

greater part of the labours of Hercules’, there is 

reason to believe that the sixth metope of the 

eastern front related to some action which was not 

among his twelve labours commonly so called ”. 

It seems evident from the words of Pausanias, 

that the cella of the temple of Jupiter, like that of 

the Parthenon, consisted of two chambers, of which 

the eastern contained the statue, and the western was 

called the Opisthodomus; that the door of the latter 

was in its western side; and that Pausanias con- 

sidered the posticum or vestibule, supported by two 

columns, which was before the door of this chamber, 

a part of the Opisthodomus ; for the twelve metopes, 

1 ra wodha THY Epywr. 

? The excavations made by the French Commission of Archi- 
tecture have led to the discovery of remains of seven of the 

twelve metopes. Of these, three were found at the eastern, and 

four at the western end of the temple, and in both instances they 

represented the Jabours which Pausanias has assigned respectively 

to the pronaus and opisthodomus ; thus confirming, had any con- 

firmation been necessary, the eastern facing of the temple. 
Among the fragments of the metopes of the pronaus, was one 

which represented Minerva seated on a rock, and presenting 

a branch (probably of olive, as an olive-leaf of gilded copper 

was found near it) to some figure which has been lost. M. Raoul- 

Rochette has suggested with great probability that this sixth 

metope, not described by Pausanias, represented Hercules re- 
ceiving from Minerva the olive-branch destined to be the 

callistephanus. 

on 
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as already hinted, were not immediately over the 
door of the cella, but over the entrances into the 

pronaus and posticum. 

In its interior construction the temple resembled 

the Parthenon: it resembled also the larger hexa- 

style temple at Pastum, and, according to Vitruvius, 

hypethral temples in general. The approach to the 

statue was between a double row of columns; upon 

these stood an upper colonnade of smaller dimen- 

sions, which supported the roof'. The statue of Ju- 

piter was made of ivory and gold, and was crowned 

with olive. He held a Victory of ivory and gold 
in the right hand, and in the left a sceptre 

studded with metallic ornaments, and surmounted 

by an eagle. The Victory held a brow-band’, and 

had a wreath* on the head. The drapery and san- 

1 “Eornkaoce 0& Kal évtoce Tov vaov Klovec’ Kat oroal rE Evoov 

UTEPMOL, KAL TOdOCOE Ou a’ToY Ew 70 Gyadpa Eor TEToIinTaL O€ Kal 

divodoc éxt rov bpogov oxohia. Pausan. El. pr. 10, 3 (10). The 
translation of Amaszeus, which has been followed in its sense by 

other editors and translators, is as follows :—Erectz sunt in templi 

parte interiori column, que sublimes 4 terra sustinent porticus 

per quas ad Jovis signum aditus patet. But this could not have 

been the meaning of Pausanias. The statue reached from the 
floor nearly to the roof, and the upper portico could only have 

led to the upper part of the back of the statue. The zpdodoc 

(rodcodoc? Bekker), or approach to the statue, was evidently 

below, between the great columns. Had Pausanias intended the 
upper portico, he would have employed the words 6v «y or dca 

Tovrwy, not d’ airayv. The dvodog oxodua, or winding-stairs, 

which ascended to the roof, probably communicated midway by 

a door with the upper portico, and, if we may judge from other 

examples, was on one side of the front door of the cella. 
? raviay, El. pr. 11,1. The form of this bandeau of Victory 

is known exactly from coins and vases. It had two long ribbons 
3 suspended from it. orépavor, 

cZ 
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dals of Jupiter were of gold, and the former was 

adorned with figures and flowers. The throne was 

made of ivory and gold, and was resplendent with 

gold and precious stones, and with paintings and 

sculptures: four Victories, in the attitude of dancers, 

were attached to the four legs of the throne, and 

at the foot of each leg were two other Victories '. 

On each of the anterior legs was a boy carried away 

by a Theban Sphinx, and above the Sphinges were 

the children of Niobe slain by the arrows of Apollo 
and Diana. Four transverse pieces united the four 

legs: on that which fronted the entrance of the 

temple were seven figures; an eighth had disap- 

peared. They represented agonistic combats, such 

as occurred in ancient times’. On the other cross- 
pieces were twenty-nine figures, representing Her- 

cules and his companions, among whom was The- 

seus, fighting against the Amazons. Between the 
legs of the throne were four columns, which, as ~ 

well as the legs, supported the throne. The lower 

basis of the throne was enclosed on all sides, so 

that there was no access to the space below the 

throne, as there was at Amycle. The wall of the 
basis fronting the entrance of the temple was painted 

blue. On the three other walls were figures painted 

by Panzenus, nephew of Phidias. The subjects were, 

—Hercules about to relieve Atlas from his burden 
of the Heavens and Earth; Theseus and Peirithous; 

' Nixae pev 0) réooapec, Xxopevovewy mapexdpevar oyHma, KaTa 

éxaotov Tov Opdvov Tov moda’ dvo Oé Eioty AAXaL TOE ExdoTou TECH 

moooc. Pausan. El. pr. 11, 2. On this disputed passage, see 

Quatremére, Le Jupiter Olympien, p. 285. 

* dywvioparwy apxaiwy puprpara, (3.) 
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Hellas and Salamis, the latter bearing in her hand the 
ornament of a ship’s head (acrostolium); Hercules 

and the Nemean lion; the attempt of Ajax on Cas- 

sandra; Hippodameia, daughter of Cinomaus, and 

her mother; Hercules about to deliver Prometheus 

from his chains, after having slain the eagle; the dying 

Penthesileia supported by Achilles; two Hesperides 
bearing apples. On the upper part of the throne, 

above the head of the statue, were three Graces and 

three Hours, daughters of Jupiter. On the Oparov, 

or stool under the feet of the god, were golden 
lions, and the battle of Theseus with the Amazons. 

The pedestal upon which stood the statue and 

throne (and which was between them and the lower 

basis) was adorned with the following representations 

in gold’, the Sun in his car,—Jupiter, Juno, and 

Charis,—Mercury followed by Vesta,—Love receiv- 
ing Venus as she emerges from the sea, and Pei- 

tho crowning her,—Apollo and Diana, Minerva and 

Hercules; and at the extremity of the pedestal, 

Amphitrite and Neptune,—and the Moon, riding on 

a horse. A covered brazen vase” on the pavement 

marked the spot where the lightning fell, sent by 

Jupiter in approbation of the work of Phidias. 
The pavement before the statue was of black mar- 

ble, surmounted: with a border? of Parian marble 

for the purpose of confining the oil which was 

poured within it, and which served to protect the 
ivory of the statue from the effects of the damp air 

of the Altis. At Athens, the Parthenon being in 

* xpvaG moujpara, Pausan. El, pr. 11, 3 (8). 

* bopia wal éxiOnpa, 4 (9). 

* Konmic, 5 (10). 
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a lofty and dry situation, water was similarly em- 

ployed to prevent the ivory of the statue of Minerva 

from receiving injury. At Epidaurus, the statue 

and throne of A‘’sculapius were said to have been 

placed upon a well. The woollen curtain! before the 

statue of Jupiter, adorned with Assyrian embroidery, 

was not drawn up to the roof, like that of the 

Ephesian Diana, but was let down to the pavement 

by relaxing the cordage. 

In the pronaus of the temple were the throne of 
Arimnus, a king of the Tyrrhenians, the first among 

barbarians who sent an offering to Olympian Jove, 

—in entering the pronaus, to the right were 

brazen horses, below the natural size, dedicated by 

Cynisca, daughter of Archidamus, king of Sparta,— 

and a brazen tripod on which the crowns of Olympic 

victors were placed, before the table in the temple 

of Juno was made for this purpose’. Among the | 

statues of Roman emperors in the Olympium, were 

those of Hadrian in Parian marble, erected by the 

Achaian cities—of Trajan, dedicated by all the 

Greeks,—and that of Augustus, made of amber found 
among the sands of the river Eridanus. Here also 
was a statue of Nicomedes, king of Bithynia, the 

first of that name, and which, like that of Augustus, 

was inclosed in a circular construction *. In the 
temple were three garlands (of gold?), made in 

imitation of the wild olive, and a fourth in imitation 

of oak, the gifts of Nero. Here were likewise twenty- 

' wapareracpa, Pausan. El. pr. 12, 2 (4). 
* El. pr.12, 3.3) ;"20, 7. 
* kuraokevdopaoe Tuig mepupepéow éyxeipevar, El. pr. 12, 

5 (7). 
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five brazen bucklers, borne by those who ran in the 

armed foot-race; and several pillars, among which 

was one bearing the contract of alliance’ for one 

hundred years between the Athenians, Argives, and 

Mantinenses’. The temple contained also altars 

of Vesta, Jupiter, and some others. 

II. The Herzeum, or temple of Juno. This tem- 

ple, like that of Jupiter, was a peripteral of the 

Dorie order. In the time of Pausanias one of the 

columns of the opisthodomus was of wood, having 

probably been so formed as a memorial of the 
wooden construction of the original temple, which, 

according to the information received by Pausanias 

from the Eleians, was built about eight years after 

the accession of Oxylus to the throne of Elis, con- 

sequently in the eleventh century B.c. Of the tem- 

ple extant in the time of Pausanias neither the age 

nor the architect were known; nor are we certain of 

its dimensions, for the length attributed to it by 
Pausanias, 65 feet*, is too small for any peripteral 

building, and would require a cella too confined 

1 ovppayxia, Pausan. El. pr. 12, 7 (8). 

? Of this treaty, which was made in the year B.c. 420, 

Thucydides (5, 47) has given the words. By one of the articles, ° 

it was to be engraved on a brazen pillar at Olympia. In the 

British Museum, a brazen plate, found at Olympia, bears a 

similar treaty of alliance for one hundred years (ovrpaxia éxarov 

érea), but of much earlier date, between the people of Elis and 

Herza. Holes at the two upper angles for receiving pegs, show 

that it had been suspended, probably in the temple of Jupiter. 

> "Epyacia pev Of gate Tov vaov Awpuoc’ Kiovec O€ TEpt TavTa 

éaThkaow abrdr. év o& To driaOoddpm dpbog O ErEpog THY KLOVWY 

éorl. pijkoc O€ eiot Tov vaov wddec TpEtc Kal EEHKovra, ovK t7oCEl. 

El. pr: 16,.1. 



for the numerous statues and other objects which it 

contained. Perhaps, by some error in the text of 

Pausanias, 63 feet has been given as the length 
instead of the breadth; or possibly Pausanias may 

have written roec Kat e&nxovra Kai exarov, and the 
two last words may have been lost; errors of omis- 

sion being common in the often corrupt text of 

Pausanias. Hither of these suppositions would pro- 

duce a temple larger than the Theseium in the pro- 

portion of three to two, and about equal in size to 

the temple of Nemea. 
The Herzum of Olympia contained a seated 

statue of the goddess, beside which Jupiter was 

standing, bearded and covered with a _ helmet’. 

These were of a simple style of sculpture*. Then 

were seen the Hore seated on chairs *, by Smilis 

or Smilus of Avgina, and a standing figure of their 

mother Themis, by Dorycleidas. Also the five 

Hesperides, by Theocles, which had been removed 

hither from one of the treasuries at the foot of 

Mount Cronius*. Dorycleidas and Theocles were 

Lacedzemonians, and disciples of Dipcenus and 

Scyllis. A Minerva, armed with helmet’, spear, 
and shield, was said to have been ‘the work of 

“Medon, brother of Dorycleidas. Here also were 

Ceres and Proserpine opposite to each other, seated ; 

Apollo and Diana in a similar position, standing ; 

Latona, Fortune, Bacchus, and Victory with wings. 

The makers of these works were unknown; but 

they appeared to Pausanias to have been very an- 

24 OLYMPIA. 

' xuvyv, Pausan. El. pr. 17, 1. ? Epya andra. 

> Kabnpévac Ext Opovwr. * See below, p. 41. ° Kpavoc. 
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cient '. They were all made of ivory and gold. It is 
remarkable that Pausanias found in the Herzeum of 

Olympia a greater number of ancient chryselephan- 

tine statues than in all the rest of Greece; and that 

the latest of them in date were of the sixth cen- 

tury B.c. But this latter circumstance is no longer 
surprising when we consider that the toreutic branch 

of art was developed before the plastic; that 

statues in ivory, ebony, and certain kinds of wood 

immediately succeeded rude stones as images of the 
deities; and that the great discovery in plastic by 

the Samians, Theodorus and Rheecus, namely, that 

of casting brazen statues from a model and mould in 

clay, did not occur earlier than the eighth century B.c. 

Smilis or Smilus of gina, who made the Hore in 

the Hereeum, was supposed to be a contemporary of 

Theodorus and Rhoecus’; and the Juno and Jupiter, 

described by Pausanias as goya arda, were probably 

still more ancient. These, we may presume, were 

the original idols of the temple, and coeval with it ; 
the others were subsequent dedications; and some 

of them perhaps had stood in the old temple of 

Jupiter, and had been removed from thence when 

the new temple was commenced. This is rendered 

more probable by the circumstance that, besides the 
chryselephantine statues above-mentioned, there 

were two others of the same materials, made by 

Leochares; one represented Eurydice, daughter (or 

" paiverar 6é eivai pot kal ravra é¢ ra paduora apyaia, Pausan. 

BA, pr. 17,1 (3). 
* Plin. 35, 13 (19). An earlier Smilis of gina was a con- 

temporary of Dzedalus, and wrought only in wood.  Pausan. 
Achaic. 4, 4. Sillig, Catal. Artif. p. 421, 439. 
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wife) of Philip, son of Amyntas; the other, Olym- 

pias. These statues had been removed into the 

Herzeum from the Philippeium'’. 

There were also in the Herzeum, a Mercury in 

marble bearing an infant Bacchus, the work of 
Praxiteles,—a Venus in bronze by Cleon of Sicyon, 

—and a naked child of gilded ivory sitting before 

her, the work of Boethus of Carthage. Two other 

remarkable monuments in the Hereum were, 

1. the tpameZa, or four-legged table, on which were 

placed the garlands prepared for the victors in the 

Olympic contests, formerly placed on a tripod in the 
temple of Jupiter’; 2. the chest of Cypselus. The 

table was the work of Colotes, who was said to have 

assisted Phidias in making the Olympian Jupiter’, 

and, like that work, it was of ivory and gold. Tables 

for depositing offerings were common in the temples 

both of Greece and Egypt, and rpameZar orepavnpopor 

are represented on numerous coins commemorative 
of agonistic contests*. Pausanias, in noticing the 

several works in relief which adorned the four sides 

1 Tladéov émiyovooy KxaOynrac yupvory mpd rig *Agpodirnc* 

BonOoc dé éropevoey aird Kapynddvioc’ perexopioOn O€ avroce 

kal ék Tov Kadoupévou Dilurrelov, ypvaov Kai ravTa Kal édXéparroc, 

Evpvdien re  Pidimmov (kat "Odvpriac). El. pr. 17,1 (4). The 

two last words are supplied from the end of ch. 20, where the 

chryselephantine statues of the Philippeium are described, xetvrae 
dé abréOe Pidurmbe re cai ’Ade~arvdpoc, avy O€ abroic ’Apovrac 

6 Piimmov rarip* epya 0 Eare Kal ravra Aewyxdpouc, edepavrog 

Kal xovood, Kaba Kat rig "Odvpriddoe Kai Evpvodikne eiaiy eikovec. 

2 El. pr. 20, 1. See above, p. 22. 

° See also Pliny, H. N. 35, 8 (34). 
* One of them is represented in relief on a marble Opdvec¢ at 

Athens. Engraved in Stuart’s Athens, i. p. 19. 
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of a broad rim or face immediately below the tabu- 

lar part of the trapeza, describes the second face as 

brisOev, whence we may infer that the first pre- 

sented itself to the spectator in advancing towards 

the statue of the goddess. On this front rim were 

represented Juno, Jupiter, the Mother of the Gods, 

Mercury, Apollo, and Diana; on the second, at 

the back of the table, the Olympic Games were 

described'!. Probably this was a representation, by 

separate groups, of the several kinds of contest, in 

the manner often seen on vases and rilievz. On one 

of the other sides of the table were A‘sculapius, 

Hygieia, Mars, and beside him combatants’; on the 

fourth side were Pluto, Bacchus, Proserpine, and two 

Nymphs, one bearing a globe, and the other the key 

of the infernal regions. In the Hereum were also 

deposited a small couch*, formed chiefly of ivory, 

and said to have been a plaything of Hippodameia ; 

and the quoit* of Iphitus, on which was written in 

a circular form the suspension of arms proclaimed by 

the Eleians at the time of the Olympic contest. 

2. The chest ® of Cypselus was made of the wood 

Kédooc °, and was covered with figures’ in relief, 

some of which were of gold, others of ivory, and 

others of the same material as the chest. The sub- 

jects of these representations were explained by 

f) dudBeore rod ayévoc, Pausan. El. pr. 20, 1 (2). 

"Apne Kat aywy mag’ adroy, (3.) 

kdivn péyeBog ov peyadyn, I. 

dloKoc. > Adovaé or Kupédn, El, pr. 17,.2.(5). 

Probably the larger kind of Juniper, which is still called 

Ké0 p06. , 

” dua. 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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inscriptions. The chest had been dedicated by some 
of the KuyeAiéac or family of Cypselus, (by himself, 

according to Dion Chrysostom ',) and was said to 
have been the identical piece of furniture in which 

Cypselus, when an infant, had been concealed by 

his mother, to save his life from the cruel inten- 

tions of the Bacchiade’. The description of this 
chest by Pausanias has exercised the talents of 

some eminent archeologists, particularly M. Quatre- 
mére de Quincy, who has illustrated that description 

by conjectural drawings*. I shall confine myself, 

therefore, to a mere enumeration of the subjects 

represented on the chest; a statement not without 

some use, as it is by collecting and comparing such 

descriptions with the paintings or sculptures extant 

on works of ancient art, that the best means of 

explaining these monuments are obtained. Pausanias 

describes five sides of the chest. If we suppose him, | 

therefore, to have commenced with one of the: 

longer sides, the fifth or uppermost side* could have 

been no other than the lid; which, as he does not 

describe the form of it, would seem to have been 

flat, or slightly raised. He begins from the bottom’; 

whence it would seem that there was more than 

one line of figures in the height of the box. M. 
(Quatremeére supposes three lines. On the first side, as 

described by Pausanias, were, 1. GAnomaus pursuing 

Pelops and Hippodameia; both parties were in 

" See below, p. 35, n. 2. 

? See Herodot. 5, 92. Pausan. El. pr. 17, 2 (5). 
° Le Jupiter Olympien, p. 124. 
4 avwrarw yxwpa, El. pr. 19, 2 (7). 

> dpxapévw o& avackoreiobat kdrwb_ev, El. pr. 17, 4 (6). 
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bigee, and the horses of Pelops were winged. 2. The 
house of Amphiaraus: an old woman bore the young 

Amphilochus in her arms; the young Alemzeon was 

naked; Eriphyle, having her daughters Eurydice 
and Demonassa beside her, held a necklace’. Baton, 

the charioteer of Amphiaraus, held the reins of his 

horses in one hand, and his lance? in the other; 

Amphiaraus had one foot in the car, and threatened 

with his drawn sword his wife Eriphyle. 3. The 

funereal games of Pelias: Hercules was seated on 

a chair*®; around him were spectators, and behind 

him a woman playing on Phrygian flutes. The 

Argonautz Pisus, Asterion, Pollux, Admetus, and 

EKuphemus were contending in the race of the two- 

horsed chariot‘; EKuphemus was victor. Admetus and 

Mopsus were contending in boxing; in the midst 

was a flute-player. Jason and Peleus were wrestling. 

Kurybotas was throwing the quoit*®. Melanion, 

Neotheus, Phalareus, Argeius, and Iphiclus were 

contending in the foot-race; Acastus was presenting 

the crown to Iphiclus the victor. The daughters of 

Pelias were present, of whom the only one named 

was Alcestis. Tripods appeared as prizes. Iolaus, the 

companion of Hercules, had gained the prize in the 
race of the quadriga®. 4. Hercules discharging 

arrows at the water-serpent of the river Amymone 

in the presence of Minerva. 5. Phineus, king of 

Thrace, (afflicted with blindness,) and the sons of 

Boreas driving away the Harpies who tormented him. 
Pausanias then describes that shorter side of the 

1 dppoy, (7.) * Noyxny, (8.) ° Opdvy, (9.) 

ouvwoilct. ° dioxoy, (10.) ° ixmwy appart, (11.) 4 
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chest which was adjacent on the left to the long 

side already described by him. The subjects were: 

1. Night, bearing Sleep and Death as two sleeping 

children with deformed feet'; Sleep was painted 
white, and Death black. 2. Justice, as a beautiful 

woman, was striking with a rod *, and seizing by the 
throat, Injustice under the figure of a woman of 

disagreeable aspect. 3. Two women were pounding 

in a mortar; there was no inscription annexed to 

them, but they were supposed to represent magicians. 

4. Marpessa following Idas from the temple of Apollo, 
5. Alemena receiving a cup’ and a necklace’ from 

Jupiter in the form of Amphitryon. 6. Menelaus, 
after the capture of Troy, pursuing Helene, sword in 

hand, as iftokillher. 7. The marriage of Jason and 

Medeia: Medeia was seated, Jason standing on her 

right, Venus on her left. 8. Apollo singing, accom- 
panied by the Muses. 9. Atlas bearing the globe on 

his shoulders, and holding the apples of the Hesperides - 

in his hand; Hercules advancing against him, sword 

in hand, to obtain the apples. 10. Mars in armour, 

termed Enyalius in the inscription, leading away 

Venus. 11. Peleus leading away Thetis, from 

whose hand issued a serpent against Peleus. 12. The 

winged sisters of Medusa pursuing Perseus, having 

also wings. ‘The third side of the chest, or second 

long side, represented two bands of warriors, some 

in bigee, but the greater part on foot, who, on the 

point of engaging, recognise each other as friends. 

Opinions differed as to the subject. Pausanias sup- 

posed it to be the reconciliation of Melas of Gonussa, 

" dteorpappévoug rove wodac, Pausan. El. pr. 18, 1. 

* paBdw, (2.) ° Kidexa, (3.) * dopor. 
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ancestor of Cypselus, with Aletes king of Corinth. 

On the fourth side of the chest, or to the left of the 

preceding side', was, 1. Boreas with serpents’ tails 

instead of legs carrying away Oreithyia. 2. Hercules 
contending with Geryones, who was represented 

with a triple body. 3. Theseus holding a lyre, and 

Ariadne a crown. 4. Achilles and Memnon fighting, 

Thetis and Aurora, their mothers, standing beside 
them. 5. Melanion and Atalanta having a fawn 

beside her. 6. The contest of Ajax and Hector, 

between whom was seen Discord’ in the form of 
a woman of horrid appearance. 7. Helene between 

the Dioscuri, one of whom was beardless; the 

captive Atthra in a black dress at the feet of 

Helene*®. 8. Iphidamas prostrate and defended 

by Coon against Agamemnon, the device of whose 
shield was Terror* with the head of a lion. 

9. Mercury conducting the Three Goddesses (Juno, 
Minerva, and Venus) to Alexandrus, son of Priam, 

for his judgment. 10. Diana winged, leading a 

panther in her right hand, and a lion in her 

left. 11. Ajax dragging away Cassandra from the 

altar of Minerva. 12. Eteocles advancing against 

Polynices, who was represented kneeling on one 

knee: behind him was Fate* in the form of a 

woman with the teeth and claws of a wild beast. 

13. Bacchus, bearded, clothed in a long garment °, 

reclining on a couch, and holding a golden cup in 

1 2& aoworepde meptiovTt, El. pr. 19, 1. 7 *"Epte, (2.) 

* Helene, according to Dion Chrysostom, was trampling on 
the head of Aithra, éru3eBnxvia rH Kepadry rijg A’Opag, Orat. xi. 

p- 163. 

* @6Boc, (4.) > Kip, (6.) ° yiT@va ToONpN. 
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his hand, in the midst of vines and trees of apple! 

and pomegranate *. The fifth or upper side of the 

chest was not inscribed, but represented, 1. A man 

and woman, in a cavern, reclining on a bed, and 

intended, in the opinion of Pausanias, for Ulysses 

and Ciree, because before the cavern there were 

four women employed, as Homer has described *. 

2. Vulcan presenting the arms of Achilles to Thetis, 
attended by the Nereids, standing in cars drawn by four 

horses with golden wings. An attendant of Vulcan 

bore his tongs *, and on one side stood the centaur 

Chiron, represented with the fore-feet of a man and 

the hind-feet of a horse. 3. In a car drawn by mules 

were two virgins, one veiled, the other holding the 
reins, supposed to be intended for Nausicaa, daughter 

of Alcinous, with an attendant, on their way to the 

place of washing’. 4. Hercules discharging arrows 

at Centaurs, some of which were lying dead. 

Some of the inscriptions which explained the 

figures on the chest of Cypselus, and gave the 

names of the persons represented, were written in 

direct lines; others were in bustrophedon; and 

others in a writing of which the involutions made 
them difficult to be understood®. It is curious to 

remark how exactly the figures and explanatory 

names, as described by Pausanias, agree with some 

of those on Greek vases still existing, some of 

the most ancient of which are probably as old as 

600 B.c.; and hence the importance of this 

1 pnréat. 7 powai, 

* K. 348. * wupaypay, Pausan. El. pr. 19, 2 (9). 

5 éxt rove mAvvovc. 

® EXvypove oupParéobue yareroue, 17, 3 (6). 
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description of the chest to the archeologist. As to 

the date of the chest, Pausanias states that it 

had belonged to an ancestor' of Cypselus; and he 

supposes that some of the explanatory verses in 

bustrophedon, which he has preserved, were com- 

posed by the poet Eumelus, one of the Bacchiadee, 

who flourished about 750 B.c., or a century before 
the reign of Cypselus, and of whose works some of 

the subjects or titles are known to us’. It is clear, 
however, that this opinion of Pausanias was nothing 
more than an inference from the age and country of 

Kumelus; for there is nothing in the verses them- 

selves that can have identified the authorship. 

Instead of having been prior to Cypselus, the chest 

was more probably made expressly for a memorial 

and votive-offering by Cypselus himself or his son 

Periander, who reigned at Corinth from 625. to 
585 B.c., during which years the laws of Solon 

were engraved in bustrophedon on the agovec of the 

Prytaneium at Athens’*. 

" mpdyovoc, Pausan. El. pr. 18, 2 (7). 

* Clinton, Fast. Hellen. iii. p. 161. 364. 397. 

* Topography of Athens, 2nd edit. p. 127, note 6. The 

original direction of Greek writing from right to left, which 

never varied in its derivative the Etruscan, was continued also 

in Greece in monostich inscriptions, or those of a single line, as 

late or later than 600 B. c.; the modes called xovndy (columnar) 

and zAtv6ndor (plinth-shaped), which were used in the same ages 

when better adapted to the form or dimensions of the monument 

upon which the inscription was to be engraved, were no more 

than modifications of the monostich method of inscribing. Some 

very ancient examples of the wA.v@ndov are still extant, (see Tr. 

in N. Greece, iv. Inser. 166. Trans. of the Royal Society of 

Literature, ii. p. 383,) and columnar inscriptions of various ages 

are not uncommon. When, in the progress of literature and 

civilization, inscriptions were lengthened, and men began to 

D 
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M. Quatremére and M. Heyne, in support of 
their opinion that the chest is to be considered as 

engrave them oarorynddy, that is, in more than one line, expe- 

rience may have taught that it was more easy in writing on brass 

or stone to continue the word, or portion of the word, which 

followed the termination of the first line, in the reverse direction 

of that line, than to separate the same word or portion of the 

word from its antecedent by the length of a whole line; and 

hence the foverpopncoy, or mode which resembles ploughing. 

On the contrary, in writing on skins, or bark, or papyrus, it 
may have been found more convenient to write all the lines in 

the same direction, which direction, in regard to Greek characters, 

is from left to right, just as the opposite direction is the best 
adapted to the Arabic character. It is probable, that the practice 

of writing from left to right became general in the course of the 
sixth century B.c.; though no very precise date can be assigned, 

because in that early age scarcely any Greek customs were uni- 

form in every part of Greece, and because some ancient forms 

in writing were occasionally adhered to when generally obsolete. 

Thus the Eleian tablet consists of ten lines in prose, written from 

left to right: a pedestal lately discovered at Corcyra has four ~ 

hexameter verses in a single line from right to left: on the 
brazen hare of Priene are four lines from right to left: the 

Sigeian pillar has two inscriptions, each of eleven lines, in 

bustrophedon, commencing from the left. And yet probably 

all these documents are not very distant from one another in 

date ; or somewhere about 600 s.c. At Athens we know that 

bustrophedon was employed in the public records as late as 

600 B.c., though it is not unlikely that it had fallen into disuse 

for ordinary purposes before that time; in the same manner as 

the four Ionic letters were in common use at Athens before they 

were introduced into public documents, engraved on marble or 

bronze. It may not be irrelevant here to remark, that we find 
three kinds of bustrophedon in extant monuments: 1. That in 

which the lines were reversed in position as well as in the 

direction of the letters, and, if written on paper, would require the 

paper to be turned round. These inscriptions were probably on 
horizontal surfaces, and were intended to be read as the reader 

moved round the monument. They are among the most ancient 
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a work of the time of the Bacchiade, allege the 
absence among its sculptures of all subjects relating 

to Cypselus or the Cypselide. But it was much 

more conformable to the ancestral pride of the 

Greeks, in decorating dedications to the gods, to 
select as the subjects of ornamental sculptures or 

paintings such as recorded the connexion of the 
dedicators with the heroes of antiquity, rather than 

the actions of the reigning monarch or his family. The 
figures on the chest of Cypselus may all be referred 

to the descent of Cypselus from Czeneus, king of the 

Lapithe, who was a companion -of Hercules, and 
' whose son accompanied Jason to Colchis; or to the 

subsequent descent of Cypselus from Melas, son of 

Antassus, contemporary of Aletes, the first king of 
Corinth, and one of the Heracleidz; or to his con- 

nexion with the Bacchiade by his mother Labda'. 

The allusions to the Trojan war were common sub- 

jects in all similar representations. 
We learn from Dion Chrysostom that the chest of 

Cypselus stood in the opisthodomus of the Hereum’; 

inscriptions in existence. Some examples of them may be seen 

in the Trans. of the R. Soc. of Literature, I., New Series, p. 305, 

and in Boeckh, C. Inscr. Gr., Nos. 20, 21,23. 2. Bustrophedon 

beginning from the right; these we may suppose to be more 

ancient than, 3. Bustrophedon beginning from the left; which 

was probably the latest method before the practice of writing 

from the left became general. The later laws, in the Prytaneium 

of Athens, were distinguished as the laws beginning from the 

left (ék rév ebwvipwy apyoperor vouor, Harpocrat. et Phot. Lex. 

in 6 kdrwOev vépoc). It was probably in the reign of Pisistratus 
that this method expelled the bustrophedon for ever. 

* Herodot. 5, 92. Pausanias, Corinth. 4,4; El. pr. 18, 2 (7). 

a we avro¢g Ewpakwe elnv év ’OdupTig év TO 

OraBodduw Tod vew rie “Hpac tropynpa THe apmayne éeKxeiync 

D 2 
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whence we may infer that the cella of the Herzeum 

consisted of two apartments; for it is not credible 

that such a monument of antiquity as the chest 

should have stood in the posticum, which was 

exposed on one side to the open air, and as we 

learn from Pausanias, as well in describing the 
wooden column of the opisthodomus of the Herzeum, 

as the metopes representing the labours of Hercules 

in the Olympium, was considered to be a part of the 
opisthodomus. 

Ill. The great altar of Jupiter which stood be- 
tween the Pelopium and the temple of Juno, at 
about equal distances from them'. It had two 

platforms: the lower, called the prothysis, was a 

square of 32 feet 3 inches, having an ascent to it on 

every side by steps of stone: the upper altar was a 

square of eight feet, and had steps to it, which, 

as well as all the upper structure, were made of the 

cinders of the thighs of the victims sacrificed on this 
and other altars. The animals were slaughtered on 

_ the prothysis, and the thighs were burnt above. The 

total height of the altar was 22 feet; on comparing 

which with the other proportions, it would seem 

that there were about eighteen steps to the pro- 

thysis, and three from thence to the upper altar; 

and that the whole structure covered a square of 

70 or 80 feet’. 

(Helenes et Aithre, sc.) év ry Evdivn KiBwre avareton bd 

Kuwédov. Dion Chryst, Orat. xi. p. 163. 
* "Bore de 6 rou Awe rod ’Odvpriov Bwyd icov pev padrora 

rou Iledoziou re kal Tov tepov ric “Hpac aréexwr, TPOKELMEVOC PEVTOL 

kal 700 apudoréowy. Pausan. El. pr. 13, 5 (8). 

> Tov Pwpod d& rov év ’Odupmia kpnwidoe per Tijc TowTNC, TpO- 
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IV. The Metroum, or temple of the Mother of 

the Gods. This was a large Doric building ', but it. 

contained no image of the deity from whom its 

name was derived; nor any thing but some upright 

statues of Roman emperors. 

V. The temple of Lucina Olympia’ contained an 

Ovcewe Kadovupérne, WOOEC TWEVTE KAL ELKOOL Kal EKATOY EoTt Tepiodoc’ 

Tov o€ Emi TH TpoDUoEL TEpipETpoc ExaaToV (qU. oKEevasToU?) mddEC OVO 

kal rpdkorvra* 70 dé loc Tov Bwpov rd ciprar éc dv0 Kal eikoow 

avycer médac’ avra pev On) Ta tepeta ev péper TO KAaTW, TH TO0- 

Dice, KaBéoTnKEv avroic OvELv* rove pnpove dé avadeporTEc éc TOD 

Bwpov ro wbndoraroy KaBayilovo.y évravba’ avaBaOpot € é¢ perv 

Thy modOvo ayovowy é& Exarépac Tic TAEVpae, AiDou TETOLNpEVOL 

TO O€ a0 Tic TpvOVGEWS Ec TO dywW TOV Pwpod Téppac TapexETaL 

avaPabpuovc. Pausan. El. pr. 13,5 (9). Pausanias has not stated 
whether the altar was round or square: the words zepiocoe, Tepi- 

perpoc would suit either form; but é& éxarépac rij¢ wAevpac can 

scarcely be applicable to any other than a quadrangular construc- 

tion. Nor does he mention the number of steps from the base to 

the prothysis, or those from the prothysis to the upper platform ; 

but the latter could hardly have exceeded three in number, so 

as to leave (allowing a foot for the breadth, and half a foot for 
the height of each, step,) a breadth to the upper platform and 

prothysis sufficient for their purposes: there would then remain 

40 steps for the ascent from the base to the prothysis, and the 

base would have been a square of 72 feet. 
The great altar at Syracuse, though quadrangular, was not a 

square, as appears by the recent discoveries of the Palermitan 

Commission of Architecture. It was a very disproportioned 

oblong; the length beg 640 feet, and the breadth no more than 
60. Diodorus describes it as a stade in length: 6 wAnoioy rov 

Oedroov Pwpde ro wey paKoc Ov aradiov, 7d & toc Kal rddro¢ 

éxwv rovrw kara Noyor. Diodor. 16, 83. The apparent excess 

of the modern measurement may be accounted for by the materials 
having given way on all sides. 

* vaov peyé0e péyay rat goyacia Awpov, Pausan. El. pr. 20, 

5 (9). * EidciOua ’Odvpia, El. post. 20, 2. 
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altar of that deity, and an inner apartment into 

which a priestess alone could enter, for the purpose 

of sacrificing to Sosipolis, a local dzemon', who had 

a chapel? also at Elis, near the temple of Fortune. 

The situation of the temple of Lucina appears to 

have been on the neck of Mount Cronius. 

VI. The temple of Venus Urania*, in ruins 
in the time of Pausanias, was near that of Lu- 

cina. 

VII. The Prytaneium stood near that entrance of 

the Altis not far from which, on the outside, was the 

Gymnasium‘. It contained a Sanctuary of Vesta’, 
in advancing towards which, from the entrance of 

the Prytaneium there was an altar of Pan, to the 

right. Opposite® to the sanctuary of Vesta there 

was another apartment, called the “Eortaropiov, be- 

cause here’ the Olympian victors were feasted. 

VIII. The BovAeurinpioy or council-house. This 

seems to have been situated between the Prytaneium 

and the great Temple *. | 

IX. The Theecoleon; a building appertaining to 

the office of the 6enxéAo. or superintendents of the 

sacrifices, each of whom was in office for one 

month’. 

X. The Proedria’®: its uses are not stated by 

Pausanias, nor can the situation either of this 

"Hytelove éreywpuoc duipwr. 

oiknpa ov péya, Pausan. El. post. 25, 4. 

"Agpodirne Ovpaviac, El. post. 20, 3 (6). 

El. pr. 15, 5 (8). > oiknpa ripe ‘Eoriac. 

aravruov, El. pr. 15, 8 (12). 7 év rovrw r@ oixhpare. 

Compare El. pr. 23, 1, and 24, 1. 

El. pr. 15, 4 (8). ” El. pr. 15, 3 (4). om a & eo w al 
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building’ or of the Theecoleon be distinctly under- 
stood from his description of Olympia. 

XI. The Philippeium, built by Philip, son of 

Amyntas, after his victory at Cheeroneia, was to the 

left, in proceeding from the entrance of the Altis to 
the Prytaneium*. It was of brick, of a circular form, 

and surrounded by columns; on the summit a brazen 

poppy held together the rafters of the roof”. This 
building was dedicated by Philip after the battle of 
Cheroneia, and contained five chryselephantine 

statues of the royal family of Macedonia by Leo- 

chares. 

XII. The Treasuries. These resembled buildings 

of the same denomination at Delphi, and, like them, 

had been built for the most part by distant cities of 

Italy or Asia, as receptacles for their dedications. 
Two of the treasuries had been totally, and others 

partially, despoiled of their contents; and others 

instead of the original dedications contained statues 

of Roman emperors. The treasuries were situated to 

the north of the Herzeum on the foot of Mount 

Cronius, on a raised platform made of the stone poros’. 

They were ten in number, and had been erected by 

the cities Sicyon, Carthage, Byzantium, Epidamnus, 

Sybaris, Cyrene, Selinus, Metapontium, Megara, Gela. 
In the Sicyonian treasury Pausanias saw two brazen 

beds*, one of Doric, the other of Ionic workman- 

" Pausan. El. pr. 17, 1 (4); 20, 5 (10). 

? éml Koougn Cé éore pHKwy Xadkij cvydecpog Tog CoKotc. 

> ”"Eore C& Aidov twpivov Kpnmle év rH” Adret mpOC apKTOY ‘TOU 

“Hpaiov, xara vwrov o€ abriic rapyKer TO Kopdvioy* ext TavuTne THe 

Kpnridde eiory of Onoaveot* Kaa on Kal év Aedgoic "EAAHVwy TivEec 

éTOLTAVTO 7@ “ArdANwVe Onoavpove. El. post. 19, 1. 

* Paddpove, (2.) 
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ship. On the smaller an inscription testified that it 

weighed 50 talents and had been dedicated by the 

Sicyonii and their tyrant Myron, who was victor in 

the chariot-race in the 33rd Olympiad (B.c. 648). 

In this treasury were also three quoits', and some 

armour, consisting of a brazen shield painted on the 

concave side, a helmet’, and greaves*. An inscrip- 

tion on the shield in letters almost destroyed by 
time showed that these arms were offerings of the 

Myonenses of Locris. Here also were the sword of 
Pelops with a golden handle*, a cornucopia’, the 

offering of Miltiades, king of the Thracian Cherso- 
nesus, for the capture of the fortress Aratus, and a 

statue of Apollo in box-wood °, with a gilded head, 
dedicated by the Epizephyrian Locri, and made by 

Patrocles of Crotona—Next to the treasury of 

Sicyon was that of Carthage, of which the con- 

structors were Pothzeus, Antiphilus, and Megacles. 
The dedications in it were a colossal statue of 

Jupiter’, and three breast-plates of linen §, all pre- 
sented by Gelon and the Syracusans for a victory 

over the Carthaginians by land and sea (B. c. 480).— 
The third treasury was that of the Byzantii, and 
the fourth that of the Epidamnii, constructed by 

Pyrrhus and his sons Lacrates and Hermon. It 

contained Atlas supporting the globe’, and Hercules 

in the garden of the Hesperides, made of cedar by 

" dtoxo., Pausan. El. post. 19, 3 (4). ? Kpavoc. 

* Kynptoec. * ray, (6.) 

* "ApadOeiac Képac. 

ayapa modwvov “ArdAAwvog Exypvaov Tiv Keparyy. 

Zeve peyeder peyac, 4 (7). 

* Pwpaxec devel. ° wodov, 5 (8). 
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Hegylus and his son Theocles', as attested by an 
inscription on the globe. The figures of the Hes- 

perides had been removed from this treasury to the 

temple of Juno’.— Next to the treasury of the Byzan- 

tii was that of the Sybarite °, and near it that of the 
Cyrenei of Libya; the latter containing statues of 
Roman emperors *—Then occurred the treasury of 

the Selinuntii, in which stood a statue of Bacchus, 

having the face, the feet, and the hands, of ivory; and 

near this treasury was that of the Metapontini, in 

which there was a statue of Endymion, every part of 

which was made of ivory except the garment °.—In 

the treasury of the Megarenses® were small figures 

of cedar studded with gold’, dedicated by that 
people, and made by Dontas of Sparta, a disciple 

of Dipoenus and Scyllis, and more ancient than the 

treasury itself, which, according to an inscription 

upon a shield on the summit of the pediment’, 

‘In this interpretation I have followed the emendation of 
Boeckh adopted by Bekker: atroy épo0d instead of Abrovdpov. 

* See above, p. 24. For the reading which gives the third 

treasury to the Byzantii, see Bekker’s edition of Pausanias, p. 393, 

and that of Siebelis, III. adnotationes, p. 72. But the text at 

the commencement of § 5 (8) of El. post. 19, is still defective : 
there may be a doubt whether the Atlas &c. were in the treasury 

of Epidamnus or of Byzantium: the other treasury, it appears, 

was empty in the time of Pausanias, like that of Sybaris. 

* El. post. 19, 6 (9). +n 10). 

°8 (11). ‘Of Metapontium,” says Pausanias, “ there 
remained only in my time the theatre and the walls.” On 

the site of Metapontium there still exist rus of the colonnade 
of a large temple, but neither theatre nor walls. 

° ot Meyapeic mpoc mH Arrixyn, 9 (12). 

" Kédpou Lydia xpvoo euvOropéva. 

* brep rov cerou, (13.) 
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was erected from the spoils of the Corinthians in 

the archonship of Phorbas, one of the Athenian 

archons for life. The figures of cedar above 

mentioned represented the combat of Hercules and 

Achelous, in the presence of Jupiter and Dejaneira, 

and of Minerva as the friend’ of Hercules: but the 

latter statue had been removed into the Herzeum, 

where it stood near the Hesperides. In the pedi- 

ment was represented the Gigantomachia. The 

mention thus made of a pediment gives some idea 

of the appearance and mode of construction of these 

treasuries, as well as of the similar buildings at 

Delphi—On the tenth treasury, which was very 

near the Stadium’, an inscription declared that it 

was dedicated, together with its contents, by the 

people of Gela in Sicily, but it no longer contained 
any statue. 

XIII. The Pelopium. This was an inclosure, 

containing trees and statues, having an opening to’ 

the west. It stood to the right of the entrance 

into the temple of Jupiter, to the north of that 

building, and at such a distance from it that there 

were statues and other dedications in the interval, 

and it was of such a length that it-extended from 

the middle of the temple to the opisthodomus. It 

was equal probably to a square of about 100 feet’. 

' ctppayoc, Pausan. El. post. 19,.9 (12). 
? qpoc air@ pév gory ion TP oradiy, 10 (15). 

°"Eore O€ évrog tHe “Adrewe wal [edmov more rerypnpévoy 

Tépevoc’ yowwy o&€ rév Odvpria rocovroy mooreriyunpévoc early 6 

Ilé\oW td *HXsiwy, doov Zeve OéGv rOv GAwY. EoTLy ody ToD 

vaov Tov Avoc kara dekiay rig Exddov mpdc tivepov Bopéav 7d Tedd- 

Tov, abEsTHKOG MEV TOV vaov ToGOvTOY, We peTakd Kal avdordyTac 

kal dva0ijpara dda avaketoOa’ rapier de we eri Tov driaAddopor 
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XIV. The Hippodamium, named from Hippo- 
dameia (wife of Pelops), whose bones were by order 

of an oracle brought hither from Mideia of Argolis, 
was a réuevoc or sacred inclosure, equal in dimen- 

sions to a square of 100 feet, and surrounded with 

a low wall or balustrade’. Here women once a year 

performed ceremonies in honour of Hippodameia. 

It was within the inclosure of the Altis near the 

Pompic way. 
XV. The Peecile Stoa, or painted portico, was so 

named from the pictures, no longer existing in the 

time of Pausanias, with which it had been painted. 

It was called the portico of the Echo’, because the 

voice of a man calling aloud was repeated from it 

seven times and more. 

All these were within the Altis. Near the walls 

on the outside were: XVI. The Studio of Phidias 3, 

which contained an altar of all the Gods, and was 

not far from the Pompic entrance into the Alltis. 

XVII. The Leonidzeum, so called as having been 

built by Leonidas a native; it separated the Pompic 

way from a narrow street, called the ayua, Atticé 

otevwroc*. The Leonidzum served, in the time 

Bele” S , , ? , rs = \ , ~ 
amo pecov patiora aplapevoy Tov vaov, kai AiOwy TE OovyK@ TeEpL- 

éxerat Kal dévdpa évroc megukora Kal avepiarrec eioly cvakelpevoe 

égococ dé é¢ abro Tpde Ovopey éory HAiov. Pausan. El. pr. 13, 1. 

+ dcov rrEéBpov ywpior, weptexdpevov Boryxo, El. post. 20, 4. 

? "Hyxove oroa, El. pr. 21, 7 (17). 

° épyaornowov Dediov, El. pr. 15, 1. 
\ c Smic : 

*’Oriow dé avaorpédav7e (ab officina Phidiz) aific é¢ rv 
ow > A > ew ~ , ‘\ A > \ , ~ 

AXriy, éorty dravricpv rov Aewridaiov, TO O& EKTOg pév TOU TeEpL- 
, ~ e ~ \ , 7 ~ \ ? , , ~ 

[dXov Tov tepov TO Aewvidawy' tev Cé éoddwy TETOinrae TOY 
> / 4 ~ , 

é¢ THY “Adtiy Kara Tiy Toumikhy, i} povn Tole Mopmevovaly gore 
e , e ~ \ ‘ ~ , 

000c* ToUTO 6 dvoooe pev Tay émixwpiwy éoriv avadnua Acw- 
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of Pausanias, to lodge the Roman magistrates '. 
XVIII. The Gymnasium: in this building, which 

was near the northern entrance into the Altis?, 

there were, between its eastern stoa and the ex- 

ternal wall, chambers for the athlete, opening to 

the west *. ‘In the hypzethrum was a basement of 

marble, upon which stood originally a trophy, in 

memory of a victory gained by the Eleians over the 

Arcadians. The Gymnasium served as a place of 

ViOOV. » « » « » OléaTHKE OF AyuLY amo Tig Eoddov Tic Tommie. 

Pausan. El. pr. 15, 1. 2. 

It is evident that Aewrdaiov cannot be the true reading; and 

as the only building near the Pompic entrance, besides the 

Leonidzeum, was the Studio of Phidias, gpyaornpiov is the only 

substitute that can easily be suggested. The exact situation, 
however, of the Leonideum with regard to the other places 

mentioned will still be obscure ; but it would be less so, if éxro¢ 

in the preceding passage were altered to évrdc. ‘The next para- 

graph, éore Of éV 7m "AXre Tov Aewvidaiov mepgv pédXovte Ec - 

aplarepav "Agpocirne Bwpoc, Kat ‘Qodr per’ avrov* Kara O€ 

OmiaOdcopov pddiord éori év deka mepuKwe KOrevog’ KuXstrat 

éé é\aia Kad\torégavoc, seems to favour the supposition that 

the Leonidzeum was within the inclosure of the Altis; and 

equally so the subsequent paragraph: gore 6€ roe évrog THe 
"Adrewc pev "“Apréptcog *Ayopatac Pwpoc, év deka o& Tov 

Aewridatov. j 

* *Pwpuaiwy ot tiv “EXAdoa émirpomevorTec. 

? El. pr. 15, 5 (8). 

See EY TH yupvaciy To éy ‘Oduprig’ mwevrabXoue pev 

KaQeorykacw év air@ kal dpouevow ai perérar’ Konmic 0 év TO 

tralOow ibov wemoinrar’ ro de && doyie Kal rpdmauy Kara 

’"Aokadwy ext TH Konride Eloriker. Kal dAdrog Cé éoTLY éELaoowY 

wepiPoroc év aprorepG Tig éaddov rie é¢ TO yupvdawv* Kal at 

mahatoroa Toicg aOAnTaic elow évravOa. Tic orode O€ Tie TeUC 

avioxovra Hoy Tov yupvaciov TpOGEXEIC TY TOLxy THY ADAynTOY 

clow at oikhoec, émi re dvepov rerpdppevoy A(Ba Kat Arlov 

dvopdc. El. post. 21, 2. 
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exercise for the pentathli and foot-runners. Other 

athletae were exercised in XIX. The Palestra, 

which was smaller than the Gymnasium, and stood 

near it, to the left of its entrance. 

XX. The temple of Ceres Chamyne: this building 

was situated on one of the extremities of the arti- 

ficial side of the Hippodrome. It had contained 

statues of Ceres and Proserpine, but these had been 

removed, and, in place of them, two others had been 

erected by Herodes the Athenian’. 

Having thus extracted from Pausanias all that 

regards the construction, contents, and situation of 

the several edifices of Olympia, with the exception 

of the Stadium and Hippodrome, a portion of the 
Hierum which it will be more convenient to con- 

sider separately, I shall now follow the order ob- 
served by him in his enumeration of the altars, 

statues of Jupiter, and statues of the athlete. 

Altars. 

After having described the temple of Jupiter, the 

Pelopium, and the great altar of Jupiter, Pausanias 

says, “ Let us now make mention of all the other 

altars in Olympia’.” He particularly remarks, that 

he does not follow the order of locality in this enu- 

“70 6& Erepov Tov ‘Immodpdpov pépog ov yopa yijc éortr, Opog 

dé oby bpnrOv" Ext TO TEepare TOU Opove iepov wewoinrae Anpyror 

éwikhnoty Xapiyyn. El. post. 21, 1.—dayadpara o€ arti rev 

apxyaiwy Kopny xat Anpnroa AiBov rov TevréAnow "AOnvaioc 

aveOnkey ‘Howenc. 2. 

* gépe on [Eronodueba yap Tov Bwpod rod peyiorov prvijpny | 

evehOwpev Kail rau éc dmayrac év ‘Ohuprria rove Pwpotc. El. pr. 

14, 5 (3). 
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meration, but that in which the Eleians sacrificed '. 

The first sacrifices were made in the temple of 

Jupiter, at the altars of Vesta, Jupiter Olympius, 
and four others”, one of which was the altar of 

Minerva Ergane, at which the Phzedrunte, or de- 

scendants of. Phidias, who had care of the great 
statue, sacrificed before they cleaned it. On the 

outside of the temple was another altar of Minerva, 

a pyramidal altar of Diana, an altar common to 

Diana and Alpheius; not far from it another altar 

of Alpheius, and an altar of Vulcan, or of Jupiter 
Areius, as it was called by some of the Eleians. 

Then occurred altars of Hercules Parastates, and of 

his brothers, Epimedes, Idas or Acesidas, Pzeonzeus, 

and Iasius. Near the ruins of the house of Gino- 

maus were altars of Jupiter Herczeus erected by 
(nomaus, and of Jupiter Ceraunius in memory of 
the house of Ginomaus having been struck by light- 
ning. Of the great altar of Jupiter Olympius (which — 

1 ry rake, ca? ivreva "HXéioe Ovety vomtfovow éxi rov Bopor. 

? The passage of Pausanias relating to these altars within the 

temple is so corrupt, that it remains uncertain to what deities the 
altars were erected. But the words rpiru dé. émt Evdcg Bwpyod 

lead to the belief, that among them were one or more of the six 

double altars (cédujoe Bwyol), or altars to two deities, founded by 
Hercules, which are enumerated by Herodorus (ap. Sch. Pindar. 

Ol. 5, 10). These were,—the altars of Jupiter and Neptune, of 
Juno and Minerva, of Mercury and Apollo, of the Graces and 

Bacchus, of Diana and Alpheius, of Cronus and Rhea. But 

four of these double altars were not in the temple, as we learn 
from Pausanias ; namely, the first (El. pr. 24, 1); the third 

(El. pr. 14, 6 (8)); the fourth (El. pr. 14, 8 (10)); and the 

fifth (El. pr. 14, 5 (6)). Those of Juno and Minerva, and of 

Cronus and Rhea, may have been within the temple. 
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occurred next) Pausanias observes that he had already 

spoken'. Very near it? was an altar of the Un- 
known Gods; beyond it* an altar common to Jupiter 

Catharsius and Victory; and then altars of Jupiter 

Chthonius, of All the Gods, of Juno Olympia, made 

of ashes and erected by Clymenus; an altar common 

to Apollo, inventor of the cithara, and to Mercury, 

inventor of the lyre; altars of Concord *, of Minerva, 

and of the Mother of the Gods. Very near the 
entrance of the stadium were two altars; one of 

Mercury Enagonius, the other of Opportunity’. 

Near the treasury of the Sicyonii was an altar of 

Hercules. At the Sanctuary of the Earth® was an 

altar of Tellus’ made of ashes®. Here in ancient 

times there was said to have been an Oracle, and 

upon the place called Stomium’ there was an altar 

of Themis; that of Jupiter Catzebates (the conductor 
downwards) was surrounded witha rail’. “Be it 

remembered,” repeats Pausanias, “that in the enu- 

meration of these altars, the order of sacrifice, and not 

that of locality, has been observed ''.”. Nevertheless, 

Pausan. El. pr. 14, 5 (8). See above, p. 36. 1 

* mpdc aro, 6 (8). 5 pera Tovrov. 

* "Oporolac. ° Kawpot, 7 (9). 

5 °Eml dé 79 Tatw xadovpéve, 8 (10). 

Tae. ® réppac. 
9 A hollow in the earth, from which the Oracle was supposed 

to proceed. Thus the cavity of the Oracle at Delphi, which was 

surmounted by a tripod, was named 76 Zropiov :—ireoxeiobar oe 
Tov oTopiov rpimoda iWndrdv. (Strabo, p. 419.) The altar of 

Jupiter Catzebates had obviously a reference to the Stomium. 

* gpaypa. 
> pepvnoOw O€ TLC Ov KaTa arTixov Tic ioovcEwe ao. Loupévouc 
‘\ ~ ~ , © 

Tove Bwpove, ™7 Oe ragee trav "HXElwy éc rac Avaiac. 
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it would be difficult to believe, the altars having 

been so numerous, that there was not, in many 

places, an agreement between the order of locality 

and the priority of sacrifice; sufficient, at least, to 

afford in some cases a presumption as to the rela- 

tive situation of some of the objects mentioned 

by Pausanias in his description of the altars of 

Olympia. 
Near the sacred inclosure of Pelops' was an 

altar common to Bacchus and the Graces, and be- 

tween it and the Pelopium an altar of the Muses, 

and then’ one of the Nymphs. 

Pausanias then proceeds to notice the ergasterium 

of Phidias and the Leonidzeum, and adds, that on 

entering the Altis from the Leonidzeum there were, 
within the Altis, to the left, altars of Venus and of 

the Hore; and towards the right, near the opis- 
thodomus of the temple of Jupiter, a wild-olive tree, 

called Callistephanus, because from its branches’ 

were formed the garlands with which the conquerors 

in the Olympic contests were crowned; near it was 

an altar of the nymphs Callistephanee. Within the 
Altis, to the right in proceeding from the Leoni- 

dzeum, were an altar of Diana Agoreea and another 
of Despoena. Beyond this was the altar of Jupiter 

Agoreeus, and in front of the building called the 

Proedria® that of Apollo Pythius; then an altar of 

Bacchus, which was not ancient and was raised by 

private individuals *. On going towards the Hippa- 

1 2 \ ~ r ~ , Ld ~ / 

mpoc Tw TEpever Tov IléeXoTOC. Epeciic TOUTWY. 

* po Tite Kadouplevnc [Ipoedpiac, Pausan. El. pr. 15, 3 (4). 
4 39 ~ 

(CLWTWY. 
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phesis, or starting-place of the horses ', was the altar 

of (Jupiter) Moeragetes, and near it an oblong altar 

of the Fates’, an altar of Hermes, and two altars of 

Jupiter the Supreme. In the Hippaphesis, towards 

the middle, were altars of Neptune Hippius and 

Juno Hippia; and near the column’, an altar of the 

Dioscuri. In the entrance leading to the embolus 

was an altar of Mars Hippius on one side, and of 

Minerva Hippia on the other. In the entrance of 

the embolus were altars of Good-Fortune, of Pan, 

and of Venus; and in the further part of the em- 

bolus * an altar of the nymphs surnamed Acmene. 

Proceeding from the stoa, which was called Agnap- 
tus, from the name of the architect who built it, 

there was on the right an altar of Diana. 
Returning into the Altis by the Pompic’ way, 

there were behind the Herzeum altars of the river 

Cladeus, of Diana, of Apollo, of Diana Coccoca, and 

of Apollo Thermius. In front of the Theecoleon 
was a small building °, at the angle of which stood 

an altar of Pan. 

Pausanias then describes the Prytaneium and its 

contents’; and, after noticing the altar of Vesta, 

adds, that on all these altars® the Eleians  sacri- 

 émt ryv dgeow trav ixxwy, Pausan. El. pr. 15, 4 (5). 

7 Mowry Bwyde éorivy éxysykync. It seems to have resembled 

in form the great altar of Syracuse. 
* mpoc ro Kiov, (6.) * évéordry tov éuPddov. 

* dua rico Topwixijc. (7.) From another passage (El. post. 20, 
4 (7) it appears that 7 [opm Eoodoc was applied not only to the 

entrance at the Leonidzum, but to the whole road of the pro- 
cession from thence through the Altis to the Stadium; but the 

ordinary appellative was probably % Topaexy. 

° oixnpa, (8.) olibspre 15,'54(8): 

* émt wavrwy toy Kareeypévor [Jwuor, 6 (10). 
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ficed once a month in the ancient manner, burning 

incense, and placing cakes on the altar, covered -with 

branches of olive and vine. The ministers who had 

charge of the sacrifice were the Theecolus, who was 

changed every month, the prophets', the libationers’, 

the interpreter *, the flute-player*, and the wood- 

man*. Libations were offered in the Prytaneium 

to Juno Ammonia and to Parammon (Mercury) ; for 

the Eleians from very ancient times had consulted 

the Oracle of Ammon in Libya, and had dedicated 

altars there, on which their questions and the oracles 

were inscribed, as well as the names of the Eleians 

who had been employed on the occasion. The 

Eleians poured libations also in the Prytaneium 

to the heroes and heroines of Eleia and Attolia. 
Hymns were sung here in the Doric dialect, but 

the author of them was unknown. 

The chapters of the Prior Eliacs, from 16 to 20, 

§ 2 (5), inclusive, describe the temple of Juno and 
its contents. Pausanias then abruptly notices the 

wooden column called that of G{nomaus®, which 

stood between the great altar and the temple of 

Jupiter. It was said by the Eleians to have be- 
longed to the house of Gnomaus, and to have 

been the only part of the house which escaped 

when it was burnt by lightning. The wooden 

column was protected by a roof supported by four 

columns, and was kept together by bands’. In 

an epigram on a brazen tablet before the column 

2 3 pcvrece. oTrevoopopot. einynrie. 

avAnriyc. > Evdevc. 

iv Kadovor Oivopdov kiova, Pausan. El. pr. 20, 3 (6). 
e \ + ~ 
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it was described as having stood “near Jupiter ',” 

showing that it was at no great distance from the 

temple of Jupiter. 

Pausanias then notices the Metroum?, which, he 

remarks, was within the Altis as well as the Philip- 
peium, of which the situation near the Prytaneium 

has already been mentioned. He then proceeds 

to describe the several statues of Jupiter in the 

Altis; these form the subject of chapters 21, 22, 

23, 24 of the Prior Eliacs. Although some abrupt 

transitions occur in this part of his narrative, we can 

hardly suppose that he has not in general followed 

an order of locality, as there was no such reason as 

occurred in regard to the altars, for disturbing any 

part of that order. In following the way which led 

from the Metroum to the Stadium, there was seen 

on the left a basement of stone built on the foot of 

the mountain °; upon this basement stood statues of 

Jupiter, raised from the produce of fines levied upon 

athletze who had violated the regulations of the 

games. By the natives these statues were called 

the Zanes. The six which first occurred were pro- 

duced from a fine levied in the 98th Olympiad on 

Eupolus of Thessaly and his three antagonists in 

boxing, whom he had bribed: two of these statues 

were by Cleon of Sicyon, and on four of them were 

elegiac inscriptions alluding to the cause of their 

erection. Next occurred six other Jupiters, pro- 

duced from a fine levied in the 112th Olympiad on 

the Athenians for the misconduct of Callippus of 

" mapa Koovidny. ? Pausan. El. pr. 20, 5 (9). 

* mpdc aro TH dpe Kpymic Kal avaBacpol dv abric. El. pr. 

od Ree 
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Athens, in bribing his antagonists in the pentathlum. 
All these were inscribed with verses not better’ 

than those on the preceding six statues. Next 

occurred two statues of Jupiter, the produce of 

a fine upon some wrestlers whose names had 

escaped the memory of the Eleian interpreters’, 

though it appeared from the inscriptions, that the 

statues had been erected at the expense of the Rhodii. 

Another similar fine was levied upon Apollonius of 

Alexandria, surnamed Rhantis, who, in the 218th 

Olympiad having arrived too late, was excluded 
from the concurrence, and in a rage struck the suc- 

cessful athlete in the presence of the Hellanodice, 

and when he was already crowned with olive*. In 

the time of Pausanias, in the 226th Olympiad, from 

a fine levied on two Egyptian athlete in the contest 

of boxing, one of whom had been bribed by the 

other, a statue of Jupiter was erected on each side 

of the entrance into the Stadium*. Connecting the 

latter remark of Pausanias with that at the outset 

of his description of the Zanes, which places those 

monuments on a platform to the left in proceeding 

to the Stadium from the Metroum, there remains 

no doubt as to the relative situations.of the Metroum, 

Zanes, and Stadium. Two other statues of Jupiter 

were placed, one in the Gymnasium, the other before 

the Stoa Poecile, the produce of fines levied on Da- 

monicus, an Kleian who had bribed the antagonist 

(in wrestling) of his son Polyctor, and on Sosandrus 

of Smyrna, father of the young man who had 

received the bribe’, 

’ obdév re Oekiwrepa éc¢ mwoinoty, Pausan. El. pr, 21, 3 (6). 

? éEnynrac, 4 (8). ° 5 (14). "<6 (18): + (1G 
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These were the statues of Jupiter erected from 

the produce of fines. The following had been dedi- 

cated by states and individuals':— At an altar 

within the Altis, near the entrance of the Stadium, 

which was not employed by the Eleians for sacrifices, 

but at which the trumpeters and heralds contended 

in their art, there stood a brazen statue of Jupiter, on 

a pedestal of the same material, six cubits in height, 

and having a thunderbolt in each hand; it had been 
dedicated by the people of Cynztha; here also was a 

Jupiter in early youth’, with a collar’ on his neck, 

the offering of Cleolas of Phlius. Near the building 
named Hippodamium, a semi-circular basement sup- 

ported statues of six Greeks about to engage with 

as many Trojans, and in the midst of them were 

Thetis and Aurora, imploring Jupiter to favour their 

sons, Achilles and Memnon, who were opposed to 

each other. This great work was by Lycius, son of 

Myron, and was dedicated by the Apolloniate from 

the tenths of the spoils of the Abantes and Thro- 
nium*. In proceeding thence a little, occurred a 

Jupiter facing towards the rising sun, the work of 

Aristonous of Avgina, and an offering of the people 
of Metapontium’. There was also a dedication of 

the Phliasii, consisting of statues of Jupiter, of 

Asopus, and of the five daughters of Asopus, and 
a Jupiter, presented by some men of Leontium, 

seven cubits in height*®, Passing onwards there 
was, near the entrance of the Council-house, a 

Jupiter without any inscription; and in turning 

oy , \ ~ ~ Onpooig re Kal UrO avdpwy avareDévra idwwroy, Pausan. El. 

pr. 22, 1, ? wale Ere. > dppor. 

* 2 (3), 5 4 (5). ° 5 (7). 
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again towards the north stood a Jupiter facing 

towards the rising sun: it was the work of Anax- 

agoras of Avgina, had been dedicated by the Greeks 

who fought at Platzea, and bore the names of their 

several cities on the base'. Before it was a pillar 

of brass, on which was engraved the thirty years’ 

suspension of arms between the Lacedzemonians and 

Athenians (B. c. 445). Near the car of Cleosthenes * 

was a Jupiter, offered by the Megarenses, and made 

by Thylacus and Onzethus and their sons’. Near 
the car and statue of Gelo® was a very ancient 

Jupiter bearing a sceptre, an offering of the Hyblei’®, 

and near it a brazen pedestal supporting a Jupiter 

18 feet high, dedicated by the Cleitorii, and made 

by the brothers Ariston and Telestas of Sparta’. 

Near the altar common to Jupiter Lecetas and 

Neptune Lecetas, was a Jupiter on a pedestal of 

brass, the work of Musus, and dedicated by the 

people of Corinth °. ; 

In proceeding from the Council-house to the 
great temple, there was a statue of Jupiter on the 
left, crowned with flowers, and having a thunderbolt 

in the right hand; the work of Ascarus of Thebes, 

and an offering of the Thessalians:; Near it was 

another Jupiter, dedicated by the people of Psophis. 

To the right of the great temple was a Jupiter 
(facing) towards the east, 12 feet in height, and said 

to have been an offering of the Lacedzemonians 

* Pausan. El. pr. 238, 1.-2 (8). 2 3 (4). 

° V.-EI. post. 10, 2 (6). ‘ El. pr. 23, 4 (5). 
* V. El. post. 9, 2 (4). ° El. pr. 23, 5 (6). 

B i ee E]. pr. 24, 1. 
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during the second Messenian war. Mummius pre- 
sented, from the spoils of Achaia, the brazen Jupiter 

which stood to the left of the offering of the Lace- 

dzmonians near the first column of the temple on 

that side. But the greatest of the brazen statues of 

Jupiter was dedicated by the Eleians for their vic- 

tory over the Arcadians; it was 27 feet in height. 
Near the Pelopium a low column supported a small 

statue of Jupiter extending the left hand. Opposite 
to this, among other monuments in a line’, were 

statues of Jupiter and Ganymedes, made by Aristo- 
cles, son of Clecetas, and dedicated by Gnothis of 
Thessaly ; then a Jupiter without a beard, one of 

the offerings of Smicythus’; then another beardless 

Jupiter, presented by the Elaite of the Asiatic 

Molis; then a Jupiter with Pelops on one side and 
Alpheius on the other, presented by the people of 

the peninsular quarter of Cnidus; and a Jupiter 

dedicated by the Ephesii of the quarter of Coressus *. 
Near the wall* of the Altis stood a Jupiter facing 

towards the west and not inscribed, but supposed to 

have been a part of the produce of the Achzean 

spoils acquired by Mummius. But of all the statues 

of Jupiter, that in the Council-house, surnamed 

Horcius, having a thunderbolt in each hand, was the 

most terrible to unjust men. Before it the oaths 
were taken by the athlete, and by their fathers, 

brothers, and masters °*, as well as by the judges of 

adda avaOnpara éxi oroixov, El. pr. 24, 1 (5). 

V. El. pr. 26, 3, & seq. 

El. pr. 24, 1 (8). * mpoc To TElxEet. 

yupvacraic, 2 (9). uo wo ws -_ 
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the boys and young horses'. At the feet of this 

statue was an elegy inscribed on a brazen tablet, 

intended to terrify those who took the oaths. The 

statue near the great temple, dedicated by the 

Roman colony of Corinth, was not of Jupiter, but 

of Alexander, son of Philip, in the character of ° 

Jupiter °. 

Pausanias next proceeds to enumerate the dedica- 

tions which were not representations of Jupiter ’. 

First, he describes some statues of children, with 

those of a master of a chorus * and of a flute-player ®, 

which were placed by the Messenii, in memory of 

a chorus of thirty-five children and their two leaders, 

who were lost in crossing the strait between Messene 

and Rhegium, to attend a festival at Rhegium. 

These figures were works of Callon of Elis, and an 

elegiac inscription on the monument was composed 

by Hippias, surnamed o cogde. On the wall® of the 
Altis were children of brass by Calamis, extending 
their hands as if invoking the gods; these were 

dedicated by the people of Acragas from the spoils 

of Motye, a city inhabited by Phoenicians and 

Libyans. On the same wall were two naked statues 

of Hercules, one representing him as very young, 

the other’ as killing the lion of Nemea with 

arrows; the latter was the work of Nicodamus of 

Meenalus, and had been presented by Hippotion 

: ‘ ~> a ~ e ~ , / \ 4 

Oot TOUC Tuldac 7 THY inmTwWY TwY AywriGomErwY TOG TWAOUE 

kpivovoty, Pausan. El. pr. 24, 2 (10). 
7 24, 3 (25, 1). ° ob pipnote Acoc, El. pr. 25, 1. 

* dddaxadov xopov. (4.) > abAnrhy. 

* él rov reiyouc, 2 (5). 
7 \ ~> , \ , 
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of Taras; the former, dedicated by Anaxippus of 

Mende, had been brought by the Eleians from 

the extremity of the sacred way which leads from 

Elis to Olympia’. Near the great temple stood 

statues of the warriors who drew lots to determine 

which of them should fight with Hector. Eight 

armed Grecian chieftains were represented stand- 

ing before Nestor, who on a separate pedestal was 

putting their symbols* into his helmet. A ninth 
figure, that of Ulysses, had been conveyed to Rome 

by Nero. On that of Agamemnon alone was the 

name, written from right to left. A cock on the 

shield of Idomeneus showed that he was descended 

from the Sun by Pasiphaé, and an inscription in two 

verses on the same shield, that the statues were 

the works of Onatas; another distich on the basis? 

declared them to have been dedicated by the 

Acheans. Near them was a Hercules fighting with 

an Amazon on horseback, the work of Aristocles 

of Cydonia, and presented by Evagoras of Zancle, 
before that city had assumed the name of Messana* 

(Bp. c. 494). There was also a brazen Hercules, son 

of Amphitryon, ten cubits high, armed with club 

and bow, on a pedestal of brass; a work of Onatas, 
and a dedication of the Thasii®. <A statue of Vic- 

tory, on a column, made by Peeonius of Mende, was 
presented by the Messenii of Naupactus, from the 

spoils of war®. The following were the dedications 

‘ mp0 rovrou EketTo émt Tic Goud TO wépart, 7) dyer prev EF ”HALdoe 

éc ‘Odvpriav, kaXetrac ¢ iepa. Pausan. El. pr. 25, 4 (7). 

? ov Exaorou KAjpor, 5 (8). * émi rp BaOpw (10). 

* 6 (11). * (12). ° El. pr. 26;.1. 
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of Smicythus, son of Choeerus'. To the right of 
the brazen doors, at the entrance of the temple of 

Jupiter’, were Amphitrite, Neptune, and Vesta, by 

Glaucus of Argos. To the left of the same temple 
were Proserpina, Venus, Ganymedes, Diana, Atscu- 

lapius, Hygieia, Homer, and Hesiod’. Not far from 
the Pelopium were the beardless Jupiter, already 
mentioned *, also Bacchus, Orpheus, and Agon, holding 

aAdrnoec, or semicircular weights, in his hands, such 

as are used by those who contend in leaping. All 
these were works of Dionysius of Argos. Other 
dedications of Smicythus had been carried away by 
Nero®. Near those made by Glaucus (7.e. on the 
right of the entrance into the temple of Jupiter) 

was a Minerva, with «gis and helmet, by Nicoda- 
mus of Meenalus, presented by the Eleians; and 

near it a Victory, without wings, by Calamis, an 
offering of the Mantinenses®. Near the smaller 

offerings of Smicythus, made by Dionysius, (7. e. 

towards the Pelopium,) were the exploits of Her- 

cules against the Nemean lion, the Lernzan hydra, 

the dog of Hades, and the Erymanthian boar, dedi- 

cated by the people of Heracleia from the spoils 

of the Maryandini’. Over-against® these statues 

‘ Smicythus, according to Herodotus (7, 170), Pausanias, and 

the inscriptions on some of the monuments at Olympia, had 

been a slave, and treasurer of Anaxilas of Rhegium; after the 

tyrant’s death, he retired to Tegea, and on the recovery of his 
son from sickness made these votive offerings. 

? V. Pausan. El. pr. 10, 3 (10). 

> El. pr. 26, 2. * See above, p. 55. 

5 El. pr. 26, 3. ® 5 (6). 
716 LT). ® ayrexpv, El. pr. 27, 1. 
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stood in order’, turned towards the south, and very near 

the Pelopium, some dedications; among which were 
those of Phormis of Meenalus, who distinguished 

himself in war, and became wealthy in the service 

of Gelon, son of Deinomenes, and his brother Hieron, 

—namely, two horses, each having a charioteer’ 

beside it; one of these two pairs of figures was by 

Dionysius of Argos, the other by Simon of Aégina; 

there were also three pairs of statues, representing 

Phormis fighting with an opponent ; which had been 

presented by Lycortas of Syracuse®. Here likewise 

was a Mercury, clothed with a helmet, chlamys, and 

shirt, and having a ram under his arm, dedicated 

by the Pheneatze, and the joint work of Onatas and 

Calliteles. Next occurred a Mercury, bearing a 
caduceus, by Callon of Elis, dedicated by Glaucias 

of Rhegium*; then two brazen oxen, by Philesius 

of Eretria, one presented by the Corcyreei, the other 

by the Eretrienses’. Under the plane-trees, which 

were near the middle of the Altis, was a brazen 

trophy erected by the Eleians, for their victory in 

the Altis over the Lacedzemonians (B. c. 364), made 

by Deedalus of Sicyon®. Near the statue of Anau- 
chidas’, there was a statue having weights in the 

hands, like a pentathlus, which had been dedicated 

by the people of Mende after having taken Sipte®. 

This closes the Prior Eliaces, or fifth book of Pau- 

sanias. Of the Posterior Eliacs, the first eighteen 

' émt oroixov, Pausan. El. pr. 27, 1. ? jvioxos, (2.) 

piel Bx * 5(8), 
° 6 (9). ° 7 (11). V. EI. post. 2, 4 (8). 
7 V. El. post. 14, 5 (11). 16, 1. * El. pr. 27, 8 (12). 
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chapters describe statues of victorious athlete and 
horses, together with those of some other individuals 

to whom statues had been here erected. The author 

omits to notice the monuments of those athletze who 

owed their honours to chance more than to their own 

merits, while he names some to whom no monument 

had been erected. It is evident, from his frequent 

reference to the inscriptions on the monuments, and 

sometimes by the citations of the epigrams them- 

selves, that in every part of his description of 

Olympia, Pausanias derived his information chiefly 
from this source. To the right of the temple of 

Juno stood statues of Symmachus of Elis, of Neo- 
laidas of Pheneus, and of Archidamus of Elis, all 

made by Alypus of Sicyon, a disciple of Naucydes: 

of Argos; also that of Cleogenes of Elis, and near 
it those of three other Eleians, Deinolochus, Pyr- 

rhus, and Troilus; the first was made by Cleon of 

Sicyon, that of Pyrrhus was a work of Lysippus. 

Near the Troilus, on a basis of stone, stood the 

car of Cynisca', with her statue and that of her 

charioteer, works of Apelles. And near this monu- 

ment were statues of the horses of two men, who 

had gained the prize at Olympia, namely, Anaxan- 
drus, represented as praying to the god, and Poly- 

cles, surnamed Polychaleus, who was holding in 

his right hand a brow-band of victory’, with two 

boys beside him, one of whom held a hoop’, while 

* Cynisca was daughter of Archidamus, king of Sparta, and 
was the first woman who trained horses for the Olympic contest 

(Lacon. 8,1). Her jjpe@ov was in the Platanistus at Sparta 
(Lacon. 15, 1). 

2 -yv rawiav. Pausan. El. post. 1, 2 (7). 3 , 
TpO0XO Vv. 
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the other demanded. the tenia. Next occurred 

statues of Xenarges of Stratus in Acarnania, by 
Lysippus, and of the Lacedemonians, Xenarges, 

Lycinus, Arcesilaus, and Lichas, son of Arcesilaus, 

who had been whipped by the Hellanodice for 

having tied a tenia on the head of his victorious 

charioteer!. There were two statues of Arcesilaus, 

by Myron of Athens. Near the Lichas stood Thra- 

sybulus, a prophet of Elis, examining the entrails of a 

dog, while a lizard? was creeping up his right shoulder ; 

Timosthenes of Elis, and Antipatrus of Miletus, the 

latter by Polycleitus, the former by Eutychides of 

Sicyon, who had made a highly venerated statue of 

Fortune for the Syrians of the Orontes, and who 

was a pupil of Lysippus. Near the Timosthenes 

were figures of Timon, and of his young son 

fAsypus, seated on a horse, works of Deedalus of 

Sicyon. The statue of a nameless athlete of Samus 

was dedicated by Mecon his instructor’. Here also 

was the statue of Damiscus of Messene, an Olympic 

victor at twelve years of age’. Very near the Da- 

miscus was a nameless statue, inscribed as a dedi- 

cation of Ptolemy son of Lagus, a Macedonian (the 

king of Egypt). The statue of Chereas of Sicyon 

was the work of Asterion. Next stood those of 

Sophius, a boy of Messene, and of Stomius of Elis, 

who, besides three agonistic victories, had been a 

successful commander of Eleian cavalry*®. Then 

were Labax of Lepreum, and Aristodemus of Elis, 

the latter made by Aristodemus, a disciple of 

' Ed. pest. 2, 1 (2); * yadewrne, 2 (4). 

* ratcorpiBne, 4 (9). +5 CLO): 

Pvc post. 3, 1 (2). 
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Deedalus of Sicyon. The statue of Hippos of Elis 

was made by Damocritus of Sicyon'. Before that 

of Cratinus of Atgeira stood the statue of his 

instructor, made by Cantharus of Sicyon. The 

statue of HKupolemus of Elis was made by Dedalus 
of Sicyon’.. That of Gibotas of Paleia, afterwards 

called Dyme, had been erected by the Achzeans, 

74 Olympiads after his victory, by command of the 

Oracle of Delphi. The statue of Antiochus of Le- 

preum was the work of Nicodamus, and near it 

stood that of Hysmon of Elis, which had weights in 
the hands, of ancient form’, and was the work of 

Cleon. Next to the Hysmon was Nicostratus of 

Herezea in Arcadia, made by Pantias; then Dicon 

of Caulonia, who gained fifteen victories at the four 

great Grecian contests, and erected as many statues 

at Olympia*. Near the Dicon® was Xenophon of 

Aigium by Olympus, and Pyrilampes of Ephesus, by 

Pyrilampes of Messene under Ithome. The statue’ 

of Lysander, son of Aristocritus of Sparta, was 

dedicated by the Samii, and inscribed by them with 

a distich in honour of his virtues®. Next to the 

Lysander was Athenzus of Ephesus, then Sostratus 

of Sicyon, surnamed Acrochersites, because he 

gained his victories in the pancratium by squeezing 

his adversaries hands’. Then occurred the statue 

of Leontiscus of Messene in Sicily, who pursued a 

similar method in wrestling; it was the work of 

Pythagoras of Rhegium*. A nameless statue repre- 

Pausan. El. post. 3, 2 (5). pale Wha ds 

aArioac apyaiouc, 4 (10). “ie 82). 

émi ro Aikwrt, (13.) ° 6 (14). 

E]. post. 4, 1. er ee ge “ wn i) - 
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senting a boy, having his head bound with the 

rawvia, or band of victory, was the work of Phidias. 

The statue of Satyrus, one of the lamide of Elis, 

was made by Silanion; that of Amyntas of Ephe- 

sus, by Polycles of Athens'; that of Chilon of 

Patree, who after numerous agonistic victories fell 

in battle either at Chzroneia or Lamia, by Lysip- 

pus*. Next to the Chilon was a statue of Molpion, 
who had been crowned by the Hleians, and that of 

Aristotle of Stageira’, erected by a disciple, or by 

some military man, Aristotle having enjoyed great 

favour with Alexander and Antipater. Next 

occurred Sodamas of Assus in the Troas*, Archi- 

damus, son of Agesilaus king of Sparta, erected by 
the Lacedzemonians, and Evanthes of Cyzicus; near 

which was Lampus of Philippi, a trainer of horses °, 

accompanied by a chariot in which stood a young 

woman *®. The statue of Cyniscus of Mantineia was 

the work of Polycleitus; that of LErgoteles was 

inscribed as that of a Himerzean, though in reality 

Ergoteles was of Gnossus, from whence he had fled 

to Himera’. On a lofty pedestal stood the statue 
of Polydamas of Scotussa, the largest and strongest 
man since the heroic times; and some of whose 

feats of strength were described in sculpture on the 

pedestal, and others in the inscription *. Near this 

monument were the statues of Protolaus of Manti- 

* Pausan. El]. post. 4, 3 (5). ? 4 (6). 
$5 (8). This and the Lysander were among the statues not of 

athletze. 
* (9). ° avi irnorpodgoc, 6 (10). 

° maic mapBévoc. PE CXE). 

* El. post. 5, 1—4 (1—9). 
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neia by Pythagoras of Rhegium,—of Narycidas of 

Phigaleia, by Dzedalus of Sicyon',j—of Callias of 

Athens, by Micon the Athenian painter,—and of 

Androsthenes of Mzenalus, by Nicodamus of Me- 

nalus. Next occurred Eucles of Rhodes, by Nau- 

cydes; and Agenor of Thebes, by Polycleitus of 

Argos, a pupil of Naucydes, and not the same Poly- 

cleitus who made the Juno (of the Argive Herzeum’) : 

also Damoxenidas of Mzenalus by Nicodamus of the 

same city. Here stood also the statues of Lastra- 

tidas of Elis*, of Euthymus of the Italian Locris, 

by Pythagoras of Rhegium ‘*, of Pytharchus of Man- 

tineia, and of Charmides of Elis. Then occurred 

the statue of Diagoras of Rhodes, by Callicles of 
Megara, and those of his three sons and two grand- 

sons, all of whom had been victorious at Olympia’. 

In like manner Alczenetus of Lepreum, and his two 

sons Hellanicus and Theantus, had statues at Olym- 

pia, and near them were those of Lycinus of Elis; 

and of Gnathon of Dipzea, the latter made by Cal- 

licles of Megara. That of Dromeus of Stymphe- 

lus, who had gained twelve victories in running, 

was by Pythagoras, and that of Pythocles of Elis 

by Polycleitus®°. The next statues mentioned by 

Pausanias are those of Socrates of Pellene, of Amer- 

tus of Elis, of Evanoridas of Elis, of Damarchus 

of Parrhasia, and of Eubotas of Cyrene. That of 

Amertus was made by Phradmon of Argos’. The 

statue of Timanthus of Cleonz was by Myron of 

" Pausan. El. post. 6, 1. * V. Corinth, 17, 4 (5). 

* El. post. 6, 1 (3). om Pees 
> El. post. 7, 1 (2). * 3 (10). 

’ El. post. 8, 1. 2. 
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Athens, that of Baucis of Troezen by Naucydes. Be- 

yond the Baucis occurred statues of EKuthymenes of 
Meenalus by Alypus, of Philippus of Pellene by 
Myron, of Critodamus of Cleitor by Cleon, of Pro- 

machus of Pellene', and near the last that of Tima- 

sitheus of Delphi, by Ageladas of Argos’. The 

statue of Theognetus of Avgina, bearing a cone of 

the cultivated pine in his hand, was the work of 

Ptolichus of the same island: a nameless statue was 

that of one who had gained the horse-race called 

Calpe’, which did not entitle him to be registered 
among the Olympic victors. Near it stood Xenocles 

of Mznalus by Polycleitus, then Alcetus of Cleitor 

by Cleon, Aristeus of Argos and his father Cheimon, 

the former a work of Pantias of Chius, the latter by 
Naucydes, who made another statue of Cheimon, 

which was conveyed from Argos to Rome, and in 

the time of Pausanias stood there in the temple of 

Peace. The statue of Philys of Elis was made by 
Cratinus of Sparta’. The car of Gelon of Gela was 

the work of Glaucias of Aigina’®, near it was the 

statue of Philon of Corcyra by the same artist, and 

that of Agametor of Mantineia®. Beyond these 

stood Glaucus of Carystus, said to have been a 

descendant of Glaucus of Anthedon, who was wor- 

shipped as a marine deity’; the statue was by Glau- 

" Pausan. El. post. 8, 3 (5). Concerning Promachus, see 
Achaic. 27, 2 (5). ? El. post. 8, 4 (6). 

* In the Calpe, the rider throwing himself off from a mare 
towards the latter end of the course, finished it on foot, leading 

the mare; the Apene was a car drawn by two mules. These 

contests lasted only from the 70th to the 84th Olympiad. El. pr. 

9, 2. * El. post. 9, 1 (4). 
ee (5). °3(9). PV. Bocot!/22) 6 (7). 
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cias of Avgina, and represented Glaucus as exercising 

his arms!. The statues of Damaretus of Herzea, and 

his son Theopompus, were works of Eutelidas and 
Chrysothemis of Argos. That of Theopompus, son 

of the aforesaid Theopompus, was by an unknown 

artist. Daimaretus was represented in armour ’. 

Here were statues also of Iccus of Tarentum, and 

of Pantarces of Elis, the beloved of Phidias; next to 

which were the statue, car, four horses and charioteer 

of Cleosthenes of Epidamnus, the work of Ageladas. 

Cleosthenes was the first who raised his statue at 

Olympia for a victory in the Hippodrome; for there 

is no statue in the car of Evagoras of Laconia. That 

of Cleosthenes stood behind the statue of Jupiter, 

which had been dedicated by the Greeks after 

the battle of Plateea*®. The statue of Lycinus of 

Herzea was the work of Cleon, that of Epicradius 

of Mantineia was by Ptolichus of AXgina, and that 

of Agiadas of Elis by Serambus of Aigina. The 

name of the artist who made the statue of Tellon of 

Thasus was not known‘. Next to these were the kings 

Philip son of Amyntas, his son Alexander, Seleucus 
and Antigonus; all except Antigonus on horseback’ : 
and near them Theagenes, who had gained in the 

course of his life 1400 crowns, who received divine 

honours in his native city Thasus, and to whom 

statues had been raised in many places. His statue 

* oxiapaxovyrog o& 6 avepic mapéxerae oxjpa, Pausan. El. 

post. 10, 1 (3). 

* 2(4). As having contended in the dxXirov dpdpoc. Tn later 
times the oracwépdpuoc was not armed. 

* See above, p. 54. 

* El. post. 10, 2 (9). * El. post. 11, 1. 
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at Olympia was by Glaucias of Aigina'. Near it was 

a group, consisting of a brazen car, on either side of 
which was a running horse, with a boy on its 

back. These were memorials of the Olympic vic- 

tories of Hieron, son of Deinomenes, tyrant of 

Syracuse, dedicated by Deinomenes, son of Hieron ; 

the car was made by Onatas, the horses and young 

men by Calamis’. Here also was a statue of 

Hieron, son of Hierocles, who obtained the supreme 

power at Syracuse after the death of Agathocles; 
and another statue of the same king on horseback, 

both dedicated by his sons, and made by Micon of 

Syracuse *. Next to these were statues of Areus, 

son of Acrotatus, king of Sparta, dedicated by the 
Eleians; of Aratus, son of Clinias (of Sicyon), by the 

Corinthians; another of Areus on horseback; that 

of Timon of Elis, mounted on a brazen car; those 

of Callon, by Daippus, and of Hippomachus, both 

young men of Elis,—the car of Theochrestus of 

Cyrene, the statue of Agesarchus of Triteea, by the 
sons of Polycles*, and that of Astylus of Crotona, 

by Pythagoras. A column erected by the Lacede- 

monians recorded the (ancient) victories of Chionis, 

and a statue standing by it,. made by Myron, 

was said to be that of Chionis®, Not far from 

the column of Chionis was the statue of Duris of 

* Pausan. El]. post. 11, 3 (9). ? El. post. 12, 1. 

* 2 (4). Bae 

° El. post. 18, 1 (2). Pausanias here names Hermogenes. of 

Xanthus, Polites of Ceramus in Caria Tracheia, and Leonidas of 

Rhodes, as having distinguished themselves by their victories not 

less than Chionis, but without any mention of their statues. 

r 2? 
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Samus, the work of Hippias'. Near the statue of the 

Tyrant ? (Hieron), stood those of Diallus of Smyrna, 

of Thersilochus of Coreyra, and of Aristion of Kpidau- 

rus, the two latter by Polycleitus. That of Bycelus 

of Sicyon was made by Canachus of the same city; 

and that of Mnaseas of Cyrene, by Pythagoras of 

Rhegium. An Argive artist, not named, had made 

that of Agemachus of Cyzicus *. 
Here was the statue of Aura, the mare of Phei- 

dolas of Corinth, which, after her rider had fallen to 

the ground, completed the course and stopped before 

the Hellanodicze, as if conscious she had gained the 

victory. A pillar, bearing upon it a horse in relief, 

was in commemoration of a victory gained by the 

two sons of Pheidolas. Here also were statues 

of Agathinus and Telemachus of Elis; of these the 
former had been dedicated by the Pellenenses of 

Achaia, that of Aristophon by the Athenians‘; and 

near the last stood that of Pherias of Aigina. Near the 

statue of Hyllus of Rhodes was a small brazen horse, 

dedicated by Crocon of Eretria in honour of his vic- 

tory in the chariot-race; and the statue of Telestas of 

Messene, a work of Silanion®. That of (the cele- 

brated) Milon of Crotona was by -Dameas of the 
same city®. Near the statue of Pyrrhus, son of 

' Pausan. El. post. 13, 3 (5). * rapa ror roparvvor, 4 (6). 
* Pausanias here notices the numerous victories of Tisandrus 

of Naxus in Sicily; and adds, ‘‘ Of Naxus, not even the ruins 

remain; and if its name be now known, it is chiefly owing to 

Tisandrus.”’ 1600 years have elapsed since the time of Pausanias, 

and coins of Naxus 600 or 700 years older are still extant, of 

the greatest beauty and in perfect preservation. 

6 C11), * El. post. 14, 1 (4). 

® 9 (5). 
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Macides king of Thesprotis, which was erected by 

Thrasybulus of Elis, stood a pillar on which was 

represented in relief, on a small scale, a man play- 

ing on (two) flutes, in memory of Pythocritus of 

Sicyon ', who played on the flute during the pen- 

tathlum on six consecutive Olympiads. The statue 

of Cylon, who delivered the Eleians from the 
tyranny of Aristotimus, was erected by the A‘tolians. 

Those of the Messenians, Gorgus and Damaretus, 

were made, the former by Theron, a Boeotian, the 

latter by Silanion of Athens. Here were also 
statues of Anauchidas son of Philys of Elis, and 

of Anochus of Taras, the latter by Ageladas of 
Argos. A boy seated on a horse, with a (young) 

man standing beside him, recorded the victory of 

Xenombrotus of Cos in the horse-race, and that of 

Xenodicus among the youthful pugilists; the former 

statue was the work of Philotimus of Avgina, the 

latter of Panthias.— . 

Two statues of Pythes of Abdera, works of Ly- 
sippus, had been dedicated by some military men 

as memorials of his talents as a commander. Here 

were likewise statues of Meneptolemus of Apollonia 

on the Ionian Gulf, and of Philon of Corcyra, of 

Procles of Andrus, and of Hieronymus of the same 
island, who overcame in the pentathlum Tisamenes, 
the prophet of the Greeks at the battle of Platzea. 

The Procles was made by Somis, the Hieronymus 
by Stomius. Here also were two statues of Ats- 

chines of Elis, for two victories in the pentathlum ’, 

\ a) \ eS : ‘ / ) \ > ’ Cigieg" , 
avnp pikpog avrovg EXwy EoTiv ExreTUTWpEVUG ETL OTNHANS, 

Pausan. El. post. 14, 4 (9). 45.(13). 
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and statues of Archippus of Mitylene, of Zenon of 

Lepreum by Pyrilampes of Messene, of Cleinomachus 

of Elis', and of Pantarces of the same city, who 

had two statues raised to him, one for his victory 

in the horse-race ’, the other for having negotiated a 

peace between the Achzans and Eleians. Here like- 

wise were statues of Olidas of Elis, erected by the 

Atolians, of Charinus of Elis, of Ageles of Chius, 
made by Theomnestus of Sardeis *, of Cleitomachus 

of Thebes, dedicated by his father Hermocrates, of 

Epitherses of Erythrae in Ionia, erected by the 

Erythrei, and two statues of Hieron (son of Hiero- 

cles) dedicated by the people of Syracuse, with a 
third by the sons of Hieron: also the statue of 

Timoptolis of Elis, which had been presented by the 

Palenses of Cephallenia*, that of Archidamus, son 

of Agesilaus; and that of a man without a name, 

represented in the character of a hunter’. Those of. 

Demetrius, and his son Antigonus, were dedications 

of the Byzantii. Eutelidas, who had gained the 
prize in the pentathlum, the only time that boys had 

been allowed to contend for it, had an archaic statue 

on which the inscription was nearly obliterated. 

Then occurred, a second time °, Areus the Spartan 

king, and Gorgus of Elis’. The statue of a man 

with children beside him was said to have been that 

of Ptolemy son of Lagus: near it were two statues 

of Caprus of Elis*. Here also were statues of Anau- 

* Pausan. El. post. 15, 1. ? xéAnrt, (2.) 

ot | sp “i Reh 
* Onpevorroc, 4 (7). ° See above, p. 67. 

’ El. post. 15, 5 (9). * 6(10). 
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chidas' and Pherenicus of Elis; of Pleistanus, son 

of Kurydamus, who commanded the #tolians against 

the Gauls, of Antigonus, father of Demetrius, and 

of Seleucus. The two latter were dedicated by 

Tydeus of Elis; the Pleistanus by the people of 

Thespiz’. Not far from a statue of Timon of Elis, 

who, besides his agonistic victories, had fought with 

the Attolians against the Thessalians, and had 

commanded the Aftolian garrison of Naupactus, 

stood the figures of Hellas and Elis, the former 

crowning Antigonus, tutor of Philip son of Deme- 

trius, with one hand, and Philip himself with the 

other; the latter crowning in the same manner 

Demetrius, who made war with Seleucus, and with 

Ptolemy son of Lagus. Here were statues of 

Aristides? and of Menalces of Elis, of Philonides 

of Chersonesus in Crete, who was runner‘ to 

Alexander son of Philip: then those of Brimias 
of Elis, of Leonidas of the island Naxus, erected 

by the Psophidii, of the Hleians Nicandrus and 

Asamon, the former by Daippus, the latter by 

Pyrilampes: of Evalcis of Elis, and of Seleadas 

a Lacedzemonian’; near which last was a_ pillar 

supporting a small car and a statue of Calliteles, 
dedicated by his son Polypeithes. Between the sta- 

tues of Lampus and Aristarchus of Elis was that of 

Lysippus of Elis, made by Andreas of Argos®. Dei- 

nosthenes of Lacedzemon had placed on one side of 

" Mentioned before, see p. 69. 
> Pausan. E]. post. 16, 1 (2). > 3 (4). 
* }pepocpopoc. > El. post. 16, 5 (6). 

ras) 
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his statue a column, between which and another 

column at Sparta there was a distance of 660 stades. 
Here were statues of the Eleians Theodorus, Nelai- 

das, and Pyttalus, the last by Sthenis of Olynthus. 
Then occurred an equestrian figure of Ptolemzeus, 

and near it statues of Pzeanius and Clearetus of Elis, 

and the car of Glaucon, an Athenian '. 

“Such,” adds Pausanias, “ were the things most 
worthy of notice which presented themselves to him 
who proceeded in the direction before mentioned by 

me’.” But in proceeding to the right of the way 

leading from the Leonidzeum to the great altar, the 
following were the most remarkable monuments 

which occurred *:—namely, statues of Democrates 

of Tenedus, and of Crianius of Elis, the former by 

Dionysicles of Miletus, the latter by Lysis a Mace- 

donian. Those of Herodotus of Clazomenz and of 

Hegepolis of Cos were erected by their native cities *; 

that of Ptolemy, grandson of Lagus, by Aristolaus— 

of Lacedeemon. Here likewise were those of Butas 

of Miletus, of Callicrates of Magnesia on the 

Lethzeus °, made by Lysippus; of Alexibius of Herzea 
in Arcadia, by Acestor; of Emaution by an Arcadian 

artist not named*; of Hermesianax of Colophon, 

' Pausan. El. post. 16, 7 (9). 
* akwdoywrara avépl rovoupérp tiv Epodoy év tH ”AXrEt Kara 

7a hiv cionuéva, El. post. 17,1. Refer to El. pr. 15, 3. 

* ei d€ awd rov Aewridaiov mpdg Tov Pwporv Tov péyay adi- 

kéoOat rH Cekia Oednoeiac, roodde Eori got THv avynKdvtwy E¢ 

pyhpny. El. post. 17, 1. 

* (3). > A small branch of the Meander. 

* El. post. 17, 2 (4). 
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erected by the Colophonii; of Eicasius of Colophon, 
son of the daughter of Hermesianax ; of two young 
Eleians, Cheerilus and Theotimus, the works respec- 

tively of Sthenis of Olynthus and of Deetondas of 
Sicyon'. Then occurred the statues of two men of 

Elis, Archidamus and Eperastus?; and among some 

dedications, not worthy of being specified, were the 
statues of Alexinicus of Elis, by Cantharus of Si- 

cyon, and that of Gorgias of Leontium (the cele- 

brated orator) which had been dedicated by Eu- 

molpus, who was descended from his sister *. Here 

was the car of Cratisthenes of Cyrene, containing 

statues of Cratisthenes and of Victory, the works 

of Pythagoras‘, and the statue of Anaximenes, who 
wrote on the antiquities of Greece and on the actions 

of Philip son of Amyntas, and of Alexander son of 

Philip: this statue had been dedicated by the people 

of Lampsacus, whose city he had saved from the 

wrath of Alexander’. Here also was the statue of 

Sotades of Crete. The statue of Praxidamas of 
AMgina made of the cypress, and that of Rhexibius 

of Opus made of the fig-tree, were near the column 

of Gnomaus. These athletz were the first who 

erected statues at Olympia, the former in the 59th 

Olympiad, the latter in the 61st°. 

Pausanias then proceeds to describe the Treasuries. 

They stood northward of the Hereeum; and the last 

described by him, that of the Geloi, was close to the 

" Pausan. El. post. 17,3 (5). 7 4 (6). 

* 5 (9). * El. post. 18, 1. 
. ° 4 (7). 
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Stadium’. He then says, that upon the summit of 

Mount Cronius, which rose immediately above the 

platform of the Treasuries’, the Basile sacrificed 

at the vernal equinox’. At its extremity towards 
the north, between the mountain and the Trea- 

suries, was the temple of Lucina Olympia‘, con- 
taining the Sanctuary of Sosipolis, who, in the form 

of a serpent, was said to have assisted the Eleians 

in their battle with the Arcadians in the Altis. 

The tomb of the Arcadians who lost their lives on 

this occasion was on the height which occurs to the 

westward after having traversed the Cladeus*®. Near 

the temple of Lucina were the ruins of the temple 
of Venus Urania, containing some altars on which 

sacrifices were made. Pausanias next describes the 

Hippodamium, which, he says, was near the Pompic 
zoodoc, and then immediately remarks, that at the 

extremity of the Zanes or statues which had been 

dedicated from fines levied upon athlete, was the 

+ mpdc a’r@ pév éoriy ijn To oradiy. Pausan. El. post. 19, 

10 (15). 

* To 6€ dpoc 76 Kpovwov xara ra ion AedXeypéva prot Tapa THY 

Kontioa Kal rove én’ avrn maphkec Onoavpotc. El. post. 20, 1, 

See p. 39. 
* To Cronus. ‘The connexion of this worship with Aétolia, 

from whence Elis was colonized, and from whence also came 

Oxylus, the reviver of the Olympic contest, is shown by Strabo, 

pp. 468, 472. 

* gy d& Toic wépact Tov Kpoviov Kara TO mpdc Thy apKroy Early Ev 

péaw tev Onoavpoy Kat Tov dpouvc iepdv EidnOviac. El. post. 

20, 2. 

° roicg 6& rév Apkdadwy arobavovew év rH paxn éort TO prijpa 

éxi rov Adhov duafsavrwy Tov KAddeovy we ext FAlov dvopac. 

3 (6). 
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entrance into the Stadium called the Secret ; through 

which the Hellanodice, who regulated the contests, 

and the Agonistz entered '. 
The Stadium was a mound of earth, in which there 

was a seat for the Hellanodicee, and over-against it an 

altar of white marble, on which sat the priestess of 

Ceres Chamyne to behold the games”. At the extre- 
mity of the Stadium, from which those who contended 

in the races of the Stadium began their course *, was 

* Pausan. El. post. 20, 4 (7). There were ten Hellanodice, 
which number had not varied since the 108th Olympiad, B. c. 

348. El. pr. 9, 5 (6). 
? To pev On orddwyv yijc yopa éort, weroinrar 0 év abr@ KaBEdoa 

toic TWWeiot Tov aywva. “Eore O€ amavrikpy rev ‘EA\avoducéy 

Bwpoc iBov AEvKod* exit rovrov KabeCopévn Tov Bwpov Oearat 

yur) ra ’Ohvpmea, i€peca Atjnrpog Xapivyc. EI. post. 20, 5. 6 

(8. 9). 
This description of the Stadium, as ‘“‘a mound of earth,” on 

which there was a seat of the presiding magistrates, might natu- 

rally lead to the belief that there were no other seats, and that 

spectators witnessed the performances of the Stadium from the 

naked declivities. But such a conclusion would be erroneous. 

Pausanias describes the Stadium of the Hierum of Epidaurus in 

the same words, with the addition, that such in general was the 

formation of Greek stadia, ordédwy, ota “EXAnot ra modAa, 

Yii¢ xopa, Corinth. 27,6 (5). In almost all the Greek stadia 
which still remain in any moderate degree of preservation, 

remains of seats of stone or marble are to be found. At the 

Hierum of Epidaurus, in particular, there are very considerable 

remains of such seats. Pausanias, therefore, intended no more 

than that stadia were generally formed by means of an artificial 

accumulation of earth. The Stadium of Thebes, he says, re- 

sembled those of Epidaurus and Olympia in being a heap of 
earth, orddvov kara ratra r@ re év ’Odvprig Kal ro. ’Emdavpiwy 

re Xopa. Boeot. 23, 1. 

° a Tote aradwopopore ddeore weroinrat. Pausan. El. post. 20, 

6 (9). 
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a monument called by the Eleians the tomb of En- 
dymion. In proceeding towards the Hippodrome 

from that part of the Stadium where was the seat of 

the Hellanodicze, occurred the Hippaphesis, or start- 

ing-place of the horses, the constructors of which were 

the artists Clecetas and Aristides. It resembled in 
form the prow of a ship; the embolus or beak being 

turned towards the running-place. Its widest part 

was adjacent to the stoa of Agnaptus. At the end 

of the embolus was a hollow pillar surmounted by 

a brazen dolphin. ach side of the Hippaphesis 
was more than 400 feet in length, and consisted of 

apartments' which were assigned by lot to those 

who brought horses to the Olympic contest. Before 
the chariots, as well as before the single race-horses, 
a cord was extended, serving as a barrier. An altar 

of crude brick whitened was erected at every Olym- 

piad about the middle of the prow, on which there was _ 

a brazen eagle extending its wings to the utmost. 

The superintendent of the race moved this figure 

by means of machinery within the altar, and caused 

the eagle to rise so as to be seen by all those 
who attended the games; the dolphin at the same 

time fell to the ground’. The first barriers on 

' Tlapéxerac pev obv oxnpa ) adeore Kara mpwpay vewe, ré- 

rpamrat O€ avrijc TO EuPodov &¢ TOV Opdpoy. KaBdrs ce TH ‘Ayvamrou 

oTog TMPOGEXNC EGTLY } TOWEA, KATA TOUTO EvpEia yiverat, deddic de 

éml Kavovocg Kara tkpoy padiora TO EuPodov weroinrar yadxowc. 
2s , \ On x ‘ ~ > 4 ve , x o , 10. 

exaTépa prev On wEvPA THe apecewe wEOV I} TETpaKocioug mddagG 
~ \ ~ 

napéyeTat TOV pijKouc, Gkocopnrat O€ év avraic oiknpara, Pausan. 

El. post. 20, 7 (10). 
2 ‘ be = e ‘ a om ae. ~ / , \ 

moo O€ TWY ApuaTwY j Kai immwy TwWY KEAHTWY, OUKEL TOO 

avT@yv KadXwovoy avr vorAnyyoc. Bwpoc O€ wpic wrivBov, Ta ExTOE 
’ € U , U ~ ‘ ‘ 

KEKOVLAPLEVOC, emt EKAOTNHC Odvpricacog moviTat KaTa THY Tpowpay 

— 
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each side, near the portico of Agnaptus, were then 
removed; the horses, which stood behind them, 

moved forward until they arrived in a line with 

those to which the second rank had been allotted ; 

the second barriers were then withdrawn, and in the 

same manner the others, until all (the horses) were 

in line at the embolus. Thenceforward all depended 
on the skill of the charioteers and the swiftness 

of the horses'. One side of the Hippodrome was 

longer than the other, and was formed by a mound 

of earth. Near the passage through this embank- 

ment was the Taraxippus’; which resembled a cir- 

cular altar, and was named from the fact that the 

horses were seized with terror in passing it, so that 

chariots were often broken and charioteers were 

wounded. On one of the terminal pillars’ stood 

a brazen statue of Hippodameia about to bind the 

tenia on Pelops after his victory. The other side 
of the Hippodrome was not a factitions mound, but 

? , ~ ~ = ~ a 

adword mov peony’ aeroc o€ émt TO Bwpe XAAKOUC KEtral, Th 

mrepa él pyxioroy éxreivwy. avakuvel pév on TO évy TO Popo 
‘ ~ ‘ 

PNXaryynpa Oo Teraypévoc Et TY dpdpw* avakivnOévroc O&, 6 perv éc 
- ~ ~ f TO dvw TEeTOinrat wWHodyY 6 dETOC, WE Tog HKOVOLY Exe THY Béay 

yevéobat auvorroc’ 6 dedgic Oé é¢ Edagoc wimret, Pausan. El. post. 

20.-7.(11), 
1 bY \ ’ A \ SN , ‘ = e 

la TaVTwWY TE KATA TOV ad’TOV NOyor oupPatver TOY inmwY 
> ~ ’ \ ~ 5] 

éor av éliaw0wow aAdAHolc KaTa THe TpwWpac TO EuorOY" TO CE 
> ‘ 7 \ o! U 2 , ? VA e , LY 

ano rovrov Cé On Kabeorynkey Eridetéic EmcoThpne TE Hvedywy Kai 
ef ’ , 

immwy wKutynroc. (13.) 

* Tlapexopévouv dé rov ‘Immodpdpov mapyKovaay éc¢ mAéov Thy 
@ ~ ~ ’ ~ ~ 

Erépayv TWY TAEVPWY, EoTLY Emi TiC peilovoc TAEUPAC, OVENC \w- 

paroc, kara Tiy dreEodoy Tiv dua Tov yaparoc, TO TOY immwy Oeipa 

6 Tapaiirroc. 8 (15). 
3 eri C& vvaonc pudc, 10 (19). 
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a natural hill of no great elevation. On its extre- 

mity stood the temple of Ceres Chamyne ! 

_ Pausanias then describes the Gymnasium and the 
Palzestra, and remarks, that after crossing the Cladeus 

occurred the Tomb of Gnomaus, a heap of earth 

built round, with stone, and that beyond it were 

ruins of buildings which were said to have been the 

stables of the horses of Ginomaus ’. 

In endeavouring to adjust the relative situations 

of the several places, buildings, or other monuments 

of Olympia by means of the description of Pausanias, 
we have but one given point, the Temple of Jupiter. 

All the rest is to be deduced from that description 

applied to the existing site of Olympia, of which 

also there may be said to be no more than one cer- 

tain feature; for, although the identity of the rivers 

Alpheius and Cladeus cannot be questioned, their 

present course near Olympia may be very different 

from that which they followed during the ages when ~ 

Olympia flourished. The most important question 

is the position of the Stadium, which was separated 

from the Hippodrome by the Stoa of Agnaptus and 

the Hippaphesis*. The Stadium and Hippodrome 

having together constituted the place of exhibition 

of all the Olympic contests, there can be little doubt 

that they formed a continued area from the circular 

‘ 70 0€ Erepov TOU "[rmodpdpov HEpoc ov xwpa yijc éorer, dpoc¢ o€ 
, € ‘ a7 B= -% ~ , ~ x e \ , , 

ovx vnrdv Ext TO TEpaTL TOU Opove tepoy wEroinrat Ajpnret 

éxikAnow Xapvyyn. Pausan. El. post. 21, 1. : 

° Acafavrwy df rov KrAddeov ragog re Oivopdov yie Xopa 

Tepkodopnpévov NiBorc Eéori, Kal brép Tov pyhparoc petra 
> a , 7 ~ , , ‘ww Pic P 

vixodopnparwv EvOa Te Olvopaw rove trove avdAiJeaDat NéEyovow,. 
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end of the Stadium to the further extremity of the 
Hippodrome; which could only have been effected 
by placing the Stadium, the Hippaphesis, and the 

Hippodrome on one and the same axis. Supposing, 

for reasons which will be given hereafter, that the 

Hippodrome was about two stades or 1200 feet in 

length, this distance added to 400 for the Hippa- 
phesis, about 150 for the Stoa of Agnaptus, and 640 for 

the Stadium including the semi-diameter of the level 

part of its circular end, will give a total distance of 

near 2400 feet from the cavea of the Stadium to the 

further end of the Hippodrome. Now the whole 

extent of ground from the heights on the north- 

eastern side of Mount Cronius to the bank of the 
Alpheius could not have been much greater than 

this distance. From this cause alone, therefore, we 

are obliged to place the Stadium on the eastern side 

of the Altis; for to the west, although with the aid 

of the Cladean vale, space would not be wanting, 

the course and direction of the river Cladeus and 

the position of the temple of Jupiter forbid the sup- 

position that the Stadium and its appendages could 

have been on that side of the Altis. Strabo, more- 

over, describes the Stadium as situated in a wood of 

wild olives in front of the temple of Jupiter ', which 

as usual faced the east, as indeed Pausanias has 

proved by remarking that the Pelopium was to the 

north of the temple of Jupiter, and to the right in 

entering the temple ’. 

1 

3538. 

* See above, p. 42. 

mooketrar © a&Acoc dypuehaiwy éy W@ 70 ardcor. Strabo, .p. 
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Considering the necessity of placing the Stadium, 

Hippaphesis, and Hippodrome on the same axis, 
as the only hypothesis consistent with the general 

description of Pausanias, and considering at the 

same time the want of space in the vale of Olympia 

for these constructions in any situation except on 

the eastern side of Mount Cronius, there scarcely 

remains a doubt that the semi-circular extremity 

of the Stadium abutted upon the heights to 
the north-east of the summit of Mount Cronius. 

There were two entrances into the Stadium, the 

pompic and the secret. The latter was near the 

extremity of the platform which supported the 

Zanes or statues of Jupiter raised from fines, which 

platform was on the foot of Mount Cronius to the 

left in proceeding to the Stadium from the Metroum, 

a large temple in the midst of the Altis'. The - 

secret entrance, therefore, was near the south-eastern 

foot of that hill, and near the rectilinear end of the’ 

Stadium; and as the seats of the Hellanodicze were 

unquestionably near the entrance which was reserved 

_ \ ~ ’ / 
' "Idvre yap émt ro Mrddwoy tiv bd0v rHy aro Tov Myrpwov, Eorev 
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for their use and that of the Agoniste, it is equally 

evident that these seats were not far from the recti- 

linear end of the Stadium. Two observations of 

Pausanias support this conclusion, and confirm the 

whole arrangement which is delineated in the plan: 

one is, that the Hippaphesis, which led into the 

Hippodrome, was adjacent to that part of the Sta- 

dium where the Hellanodicze sat; the other, that 

the seats of the Hellanodice were at the extremity 

of the Stadium opposed to that at which the foot- 

race commenced, the length of that race being that 

of the Stadium itself, or 600 Greek feet. The 

Hellanodicze were so placed probably because the 

situation was the best for observing all that passed in 

the Hippaphesis as well as in the Stadium, at the same 

time that it was near the end of the course of the 

single foot-race, the most important of all the con- 

tests; the ageoic, or place of departure of the foot-racer, 
having been at the opposite or circular end of the 

Stadium, where stood the tomb of Endymion. 
From the preceding considerations it will follow 

that the rectilinear end of the Stadium projected 

into the plain a little beyond the south-eastern ex- 

tremity of Mount Cronius. Now, as this point was 

almost exactly opposite to the Pompic entrance in 

the western wall of the Altis, which was not far from 

the opisthodomus of the temple of Jupiter, we have 

every reason to believe that the Pompic Way, enter- 

ing in the middle of the western wall of the Altis, 

passed near the temple of Jupiter and through the 

middle of the Altis into the area, which was in front 

of the rectilinear extremity of the Stadium. That 

the public entrances into Stadia were usually at that 

G 
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end, might be presumed from the formation and 

intention of these constructions, and is sufficiently 

confirmed by the mode in which we find them 

turned with regard to the agorze and chief buildings 

in Greek cities in general; of which the Stadia of 

Athens and: Sicyon may be mentioned as furnishing 

examples. 

If the eastern and western entrances of the Altis 

were situated as [ have just stated, the third en- 

trance of the Altis described by Pausanias must have 

been either on the northern or the southern side. 
But on the latter flowed the Alpheius, and allowed 

~ no direct access in that direction, unless by a bridge, 

of the existence of which we find no intimation; or 

by fording the river, which, although it may gene- 

rally have been an easy operation at the season of the 

year in which the Olympic Games were celebrated, 

would have been always inconvenient for ceremonies 

and processions’. The third entrance, therefore, 

was doubtless on the north, where issued the Sacred 

Way to Elis, having a branch which led to Leérinz 
and the adjoining sea-coast. This route, and that 
which leads up the valley of the A/pheius from the 
westward, are in fact the two natural approaches to 

the site of Olympia from every quarter but the east ; 
and we may reasonably presume that these natural 

approaches have, in all ages, caused the artificial 

routes to follow the same direction, and that the 

" After heavy rains the Alpheius is not easily forded; and 

becomes so swollen and impetuous, that there were probably not 

many bridges over it in ancient times. At present there is but 

one, namely, at Kary’tena, where the steep banks have’ particu- 

larly favoured the work. 
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points where the two existing paths cross the sup- 

posed line of the walls of the Altis, on the northern 

and western sides, nearly represent the two entrances 

in question. 

The western entrance having been not far from 

the opisthodomus of the temple of Jupiter, it is pro- 

bable that the western wall was not far from the 

Cladeus, that its direction was nearly parallel to the 

course of that river, and that the northern wall 

crossed the entrance of the vale of the Cladeus. 

Whether this wall was continued over Mount Cro- 

_nius, or what portion of that mountain may have 

been included within it, we have no means of 

judging. 

On the outside of the western or Pompic entrance 

of the Altis were the studio of Phidias, and, still 

nearer to the entrance, or perhaps within it, the 

Leonideum. Very near the northern entrance, on 
the outside, was the Gymnasium, and within the 

entrance, the Prytaneium'. The situation of the 
Metroum is not very exactly designated by Pau- 

sanias; but it appears to have been near the Philip- 

peium, and to the left of the road into the Alltis, 

which entered near the Prytaneium. That it was 

near the southern foot of Mount Cronius is evident 

from the fact that in proceeding from the Metroum 

to the entrance of the Stadium, the foot of the 

" To Iovraveiov 6€ "HXsiowe éori pew rig" AXrewe Evroc, wEeTrol- 

O€ au THY ELOOOY 7H é v ( : P E] nrat d& mapa THY ELodoy H ore TOU yupvaciov mépay. Pausan. E). 

pr. 15, 5 (8). 
"Eore d€ évroc rig “AATewe TO Myrpwor, Kal olknpa mepiepec 

Ovopagouevoy Bitummetov. . . . . TOUTO TO OlKNMa gare pev KaTG 

Tiy e€odoy Thy Kara TO Lpuraveioy év apeatepa. 20, 5 (9). 
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mountain was near that route on the left'. We 

have seen that the Pelopium was a square inclosure, 

one side of which ranged with the western front of 

the temple of Jupiter, and that it stood to the north 

of that temple at such a distance that there was 

space for some of. those dedications, principally sta- 

tues, which abounded in every part of the Altis’. 
It further appears, on considering the situation of 

the Pompic entrance, and the direction of the Pom- 

pic Way, that this road must have passed through 

the interval between the temple of Jupiter and the 

Pelopium. The distance between them, therefore, 

we may conjecture to have been not less than the 

breadth of the temple itself. 

The Great Altar of Jupiter is described by Pausa- 

nias as equidistant from the Pelopium and from the 

temple of Juno, and as being in front of them both’. 
But the Pelopium fronted the west, or at least was 

entered on the western side‘. On the other hand, 

we can scarcely doubt, from numerous examples, that 

such a temple as the Herszeum faced eastward, and 

consequently that its axis was nearly parallel to that 

of the temple of Jupiter. If, therefore, by roo appo- 
zéowy we were to understand that the great altar 

stood in face of the proper front or entrance of both 

these buildings,—that is to say, the eastern end of 

the Herzeum and the western end of the Pelopium, 

—it would be necessary to place the Herzeum very 

near the bank of the Ciadeus. But this is very un- 

likely, indeed scarcely possible, if the wall of the 

' See p. 80, note 1. * See above, p. 42. 

° mpokeipevoc mpo cpporéowy, Pausan. El. pr. 13, 5 (8). 
” 2\ \ ~ 

* savdog 6& €¢ abo TpdC Cvopey eor HALov, 18, 1. 
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Altis was not far from the opisthodomus of Jupiter. 
It is probable, therefore, that the altar was opposite 

to and nearly equidistant from the back-fronts of the 

Pelopium and Herzeum; and that the Herzeum stood 

to the north-eastward of the temple of Jupiter in 

the direction of the Pompic entrance of the Stadium, 

not far from which in fact the Heraum appears to 

have been, as Pausanias after noticing the altars of 

the Hippaphesis, the Stoa of Agnaptus, and an altar 

in his way from thence to the Pompic entrance of 

the Stadium, reenters the Altis through that en- 

trance, and immediately describes two altars behind 

the Herzeum'. 

The Treasuries, like the Zanes, stood on a plat- 

form at the foot of Mount Cronius, and near the 

Stadium. As the Zanes occupied the southern foot 

of the mountain, the Treasuries must have been on 

its eastern side; and they were probably near the cir- 

cular end of the Stadium; for Pausanias describes the 

temples of Lucina and Venus as situated between 

the Treasuries and Mount Cronius, by which latter 

he meant, doubtless, the Sanctuary of Saturn on the 

summit of the mountain: he states also that those 

temples were on the extremity of the mountain, to the 

northward’. The temples, therefore, stood probably 

* amo 6& Tig orodc, iv ot ’"HXeioe kadovow "Ayvanrov, rov ao- 

XITEKTOVa ErOVOUaloYTEC TH CiKOdopHpaTL, ATO TaUTHE éEmTaVdrTL 

éoriy év deka [Jwpodc ’Apréptdoc. “EoedOdvrwy o€ addie dua rife 

TopmKkne é¢ tiv "Adri elow OmicOev rov ‘Hoaiov, KdXadéov te 

morapov Kat ’Apréurooc wpoi. Pausan. El. pr. 15, 4 (6). It 

would seem from these words that Pausanias did not consider 

the Stadium and Hippodrome as parts of the Altis. 
Kass ‘ \ \ 
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on the neck which unites Mount Cronius with the 

heights that rise above the northern end of the Sta- 
dium, and the Treasuries still further to the north- 

ward of the summit. It will be seen on the Plan of 

Olympia, that the Treasuries so situated were exactly, 

as Pausanids says, to the north of the Hereeum; the 

Zanes, indeed, stood nearly in a line between the 

two; but the Herzeum, as having been the principal 

sacred building in the eastern part of the Altis, may 
have been preferred by him as a point for the pur- 

pose of indicating the situation of the Treasuries. 

On this supposition as to the site of the Treasuries, 

it will be a matter of indifference whether we read 

Kata vwrov, OF Kata vorov, OF kara vorov in the text of 

Pausanias', the mountain having been adjacent to 

the Treasuries, and to the south of them. 

The topographical extracts from Pausanias give an 

approximation to the sites of some other remarkable 

monuments or dedications in the Altis. The 

Callistephanus, or wild-olive tree, which furnished 

the garlands of the Olympionice, stood before the 

back-front or opisthodomus of Jupiter’. The column 

Kontioa kal rove éx avrn mapyKet Onoavpove: . . . . év 6& Tog 

mépace Tov Kooviov xara 76 mpoc Tiv ApKroy éoriv Ev péow THY 

Onoavpwy Kat rov dpoue iepov EidnOviac. ...- mwAnciov € Tije 

EidnOviac épeiria "Agpodirne Ovpaviag tepov Aetwerat, Pausan. 

El. post. 20, 1—3 (1—6). 
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of Gnomaus was between the great altar and the 

eastern front of the Temple of Jupiter', and the 

Proédria apparently at no great distance from the 

temple of Jupiter to the east; for Pausanias intro- 

duces the mention of it in describing the altars 

which occurred in proceeding to the right from the 

Leonidzeum, beyond the Callistephanus in the direc- 

tion of the Hippaphesis ’. 

Of the Theecoleon, Pausanias states only that it 

was within the Altis, and that there was another 

building near it*; but as he notices these, in his 

enumeration of altars, between some altars behind 

the Herzum and an altar before the Prytaneium, 

there remains a probability that these buildings were 

not far from the Prytaneium in the direction of the 

Herzeum. 

The inclosure called the Hippodamium is de- 

scribed by Pausanias as situated near the Pompic 

road through the Altis *; and as its mention occurs 
immediately before his description of the Secret 

Entrance of the Stadium, which was adjacent to 

the eastern extremity of the Zanes, the Hippo- 
damium would seem to have stood not far from the 

Zanes, between the Secret and the Public Entrance 

of the Stadium. 
Xenophon alludes to a Theatre at Olympia, but 

Eabherceyntos; Kal roic vek@ou Ta ‘Odvpmia KabeorynKey am’ adrifc 

didooat rove oreddvove. Pausan. El. pr. 15, 3. 

'*Hy 0€ Oivoudou kiova ot ’"HXetor kadovowy, tore pev mde TO 

tepov Tov Atoc idyre aro Tov peyadov Bwpov. El. pr. 20, 3 (6). 

2 El. pr. 15, 3 (4). 2 4 (8). 
*-’Bort dé évroe rie “AXTewe Kara TY Topmuny éoodoy ‘Ir7ro- 

Cdpuov kadovpevorv. El. post. 20, 4 (7). 
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Pausanias says not a word of any such construction ; 

a discrepancy the more remarkable when we consider 

the great care which Pausanias bestowed on the ex- 

amination and description of this place; and on the 

other hand, that Xenophon resided more than 

twenty years within three miles of Olympia’, and 

that there certainly existed a theatre at Delphi, at 

the Isthmus, and at other sites of great agonistic 

games. A Theatre must have been useful on 

various occasions, arising from the assembling of a 

great number of persons from all parts of Greece, as 

well as for music (as contrasted to gymnastic) contests, 

and in the ceremonies which preceded the contests or 

followed the victories *. It is not likely that @carpou 

has erroneously found admission into the text of 

Xenophon instead of cradiov, because the Stadium is 

mentioned on other occasions by the same writer as 

having been the chief place of the Olympic contests *. 

The positive testimony, therefore, of Xenophon may . 

be admitted in proof of the existence of a theatre at 

the time of which he treats; and we may infer 

perhaps from the silence of Pausanias, whose visit to 

Olympia occurred no less than five centuries later, 

* Xenophon received his estate at Scillus from the Lacede- 

_ monians in the year 392 B.c., being then about fifty-two years of 

age, and was deprived of it by the Eleians soon after the battle of 

Leuctra, B.c. 371. He then retired to Corinth, where he proba- 

bly resided during the remainder of his life, although he had been 

recalled from exile by the Athenians before the battle of Mantineia 

(8. c. 362), in which his son Gryllus was slain. 

* It would seem from Lucian (Herodot. 1.) that the Opistho- 

domus of the Temple of Jupiter was the place where authors 

recited their works, 

* Hellen, 1, 2,§ 1; 4, 1, § 19. 
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that music contests having ceased long before his 

time, the theatre had fallen to ruin, and that its 

materials may even have been applied to other pur- 

poses. Its situation, probably, was in that hollow 

which is observable in the western side of Mount 

Cronius; for the Prytaneium, which was near the 

adjacent entrance of the Altis, contained the Sanc- 

tuary of Vesta, and the Sanctuary of Vesta, accord- 
ing to Xenophon, was adjacent to the theatre '. 

The situation of the Buleuterium or Council-house, 

and of the Stoa Peecile, may also receive some light 
from the same passage in Xenophon. It occurs in 

his narrative of the battle in the Altis between the 

Eleians and Arcadians, which interrupted the cele- 

bration of the 104th Olympiad (B.c. 364), and pre- 

sented to the spectators who had assembled to wit- 

ness the ordinary gymnastic exhibitions, a contest of 

a still more interesting kind’. The Arcadians were 

superintending the games in conjunction with the 

Pisatee, when the Eleians, having marched from Elis, 

made their appearance beyond the Cladaus at the 

moment when, the races of the Pentathlum and 

Hippodrome having been concluded, the wrestlers 

were contending, not in the usual place, the Sta- 

dium, but between it and the Great Altar, protected 

by the Arcadians, who, aided by 2000 Argive in- 

fantry and 400 Athenian cavalry, were drawn up 

along the left bank of the Cladaus’. 

» See p. 90, n.-1. 

* Xenoph. Hellen. 7, 4, § 28 seq. Diodor. 15, 78. 

> rv pév immodooplay ion émeroujxecay Kal ra Opopuxee Tov 
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The Eleians, after sacrificing, attacked their oppo- 

nents and caused them to retreat into the space 

between the Council-house, the Temple of Vesta, 

and the adjoining Theatre; and, still pressing upon 

them, drove them at length as far as the Great 

Altar. But here the Eleians were assailed at once 

with missiles from the porticoes and the Council- 

house and the great temple; and having lost, among 

others, Stratolas, commander of the three hundred, 

they retired to their camp’. These circumstances 

seem to place the Buleuterium near the Prytaneium 

on that side of it which was towards the Temple of 
Jupiter and the Stoz, one of which was probably 

the Peecile, otherwise called the Stoa of the 

Kcho ’. 

The Stoa of Agnaptus was adjacent to the widest 
part of the Hippaphesis*, or that opposed to the 

Embolus, which was the immediate entrance into 

the Hippodrome. The Stoa of Agnaptus occupied, 

therefore, the space, or a part of the space, between 

the rectilinear end of the Stadium and the Hippa- 

i}6n avy Tote Ordo ic TO Tépevoc* oi d&” ApKadec woppwTepw peV 

ovK amivrnoay, él d& Tov KXaddov rorapot maperaéarro, O¢ mapa 

tiv "Adrey Karappéwy eic rov Adgevov éufadre. Xen. Hell. 7, 

4, § 29. ‘ 

1 -Emet pevroe karediwbay eic ro peraév rov BovAeurnpiov Kat row 

ric ‘Eoriac tepov Kai Tov mp0¢ Tavra zpoahKovroc Dedrpou, éLaXOVTO 

pey ovoev Hrrov Kal ewOovy mpd Tov Pwpudy* amd pévroe TOY aTOwY 

re kal rov BovdevTnpiov Kai Tov peyddouv vaov addopevor, Kat év 

TD icomédw paxouevot, atobvnaxovory adda re Tov "HAElwy Kai 

avroc 6 Tay TpLakooiwy dpywy Xrparddac* rovTwy o€ m™payOévrwy 

anexwpnsay cic TO ab’r&y orpardrecov. § 31. 

? Pausan. El. pr. 21, 7 (17). See p. 43. 

* See above, p. 76. 
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phesis, having probably been intended to afford 

a refuge from the rain and sun to those who were 

in the Stadium or in the open part of the Hippa- 

phesis ; for we know from some existing examples, 

especially that of the Stadium of Messene, that 

stadia were sometimes, if not generally, furnished 

with porticoes, in the same manner as theatres were 

in general. There may be some question whether 

there was a continuous Stoa across the rectilinear 

end of the Stadium, or whether a vacancy was 

left in the middle, so as to furnish an unity of level 

area and an uninterrupted view from the northern 

end of the Stadium to the southern end of the 

Hippodrome. The latter is the more likely conjecture 

of the two, and possibly the Stoa of Agnaptus was 

confined to the eastern side, the corresponding space 
on the west, in which was the Pompic entrance 

into the Stadium from the Altis, having perhaps 

been adorned with a colonnade, and constructed, as 

usual among the Greeks, with a view to decoration 

as well as utility, in such a manner as to have 

formed a symmetrical counterpart to the Stoa of 

Agnaptus on the eastern side. Such a similarity in 

the two sides is the more probable, as an entrance 
in the eastern side, corresponding to the Pompic 

entrance from the Altis, seems to have been re- 

quired for the convenience of persons entering the 

Stadium and Hippaphesis from the east. An argu- 

ment in favour of the supposition that the Stoa of 
Agnaptus was confined to the eastern side, is, that 

Pausanias notices an altar on the left hand between 

the Stoa of Agnaptus and the Pompic entrance into 
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the Stadium, which seems to imply that there was 

an interval between them. 

The Hippaphesis consisted of an vza)pov or open 

space ', having a row of oicnuara or closed apartments 

(in Latin carceres) on either side of it; in these 

stood the contending horses and chariots previously 

to the contest. The sides of the Hippaphesis con- 

verging towards the opening through which the 

competitors entered the Hippodrome, the whole 

construction was likened to the prow of a ship, 

whence the opening was called the embolus or beak. 

The oixnpata were necessary receptacles for the cha- 

riots and horses of the competitors, serving to sepa- 

rate them, until the moment, when the signal having 

been given by the rising of the eagle, and the falling 

of the dolphin, the carceres were opened, the horses 

or cars were in an instant ranged behind the several 

barriers, these with equal rapidity were successively 

withdrawn’: and the victory belonged to him who 

was the first to complete the circuit or the repeated 

circuits of the Hippodrome, after having rounded the 
terminal pillars as closely as possible without touching 

them. In effecting this, in avoiding collision with 

his competitors, or in oversetting them with as little 

injury as possible to his own chariot, the skill of the 

charioteer chiefly consisted. 

‘Er 6€ rwv immwy rH dé, Ev per Ty vTalDow Tig adécewc 

Kara péoov Tov padvora, Lloverdw voc ‘Irziov kat “Hoac eiaty ‘Inmiac 

Pwpot' TOC oe T@ KLOVL, Avocxovowy. Pausan. El. pr. 15, 4 (5), 

The column here incidentally mentioned, was probably the 
kav@y or hollow column upon which there was a dolphin, and 

which stood in the Embolus. See above, p. 76. 

* See p. 76. In the races of the Roman Circus there were no 
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As the chariot-race of Olympia was the relict of 

an ancient custom connected with the obsolete prac- 

tice of employing chariots in war, we may derive, 

perhaps, from Homer’s description of the races at 

Troy, the most correct idea of the mode of making 

the circuit of the hippodrome. The advice of 

barriers between the carceres and the course. No allusion is 

made to them by the many Latin authors who mention the 

carceres ; 

(Nonne vides subito patefactus tempore puncto 

Carceribus non posse tamen prorumpere equorum 

Vim cupidam tam de subito quam mens avet ipsa. 

Lucret. de R. Nat. 2, 263. 

Ut cum carceribus missos rapit ungula currus, 

Instat equis auriga. Horat. Serm. 1, 1. 114. 

V. et Virgil, Georg. 1. ad fin. 3, 104. Ain. 5, 145; Ovid. 

Trist. 5, 12, 26; Cicer. Brut. sive de Clar. Orat. 47; Varro 

de Ling. Latin. 4.) and Pausanias sufficiently shows, that 

there was a difference between the Olympian and Roman 

methods by the words, xcadwoioy avri taorhnyyoe (see p. 76, 
n. 2), the torAnyé appearing, from Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 

to have been an instrument, by means of which, in the 

Roman circus, all the carceres were opened simultaneously 

(cua pude torrAnyyoe Tacac avovyopévac, Dionys. 3, 68). The 

ruins of the Circus of Romulus, son of Maxentius, at Rome, 

show the manner in which the Carceres were built, for the pur- 

pose of placing them all at an equal distance from the entrance 

of the course. 

CIRCUS OF ROMULUS. 

The disregard to symmetry here shown in the construction of the 

carceres is again observable in that of the Spina, which, instead of 
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Nestor to his son Antilochus proves that the great 

object was to round the terminus as nearly as pos- 

sible without touching it, thereby obliging the rival 

chariot either to make a larger circuit, or to follow 

in the same line; Nestor, by desiring his son to 

keep at the same time to the left of his competitors, 

shows that the direction taken on starting was to 

the right; and this was the direction followed in the 

Roman Circus. 

The Curriculum, or course of the Hippodrome, 

was four stades in circuit’, and we may infer from 

being parallel to the sides of the Circus, is so inclined as to give 
a greater width to the entrance, than to the exit of the course. 

Of the mode in which the corresponding part of the Olympian 

Hippodrome was constructed, Pausanias has not left us any inti- 

mation; nor with respect to the position of the judges at Olym- 

pia, though there can scarcely be a doubt that they were placed 
as in the Circus, opposite to the termination of the course. 

This fact appears from Pausanias, El. post. 16, 3 (4), where he 

informs us that among the statues of Olympic victors in the Altis 

was that of Aristeides of Elis, who had gained the prize for 

running the single stade in armour at Olympia, and for running 

the diaulus or double stade at Delphi: an epigram on his statue 

recorded also that he had gained the boys’ prize at Nemea for 

running the horse-course, a distance of two diauli or double 

stades: ’Aptoreidn d€ "Helm yevéoOar pev Srdov vikny év "Ohvp- 

mia, yevéoOar O€ Kat dvavdov [IvOot ro éxiypappa ro éx abro 

Ondo, Neusiwy re év maoly éxt ro ‘Inmiw. Apdpov dé eist rod 

immiov pijkog pev dtavroc dvo. Mr. Mure, in his interesting 

Journal of a Tour in Greece, (ii. p. 327.) applies the word 

Hijkog in this passage, not to the circuit or length of course, 

but to the length of the construction or inclosure or area of 

the race-course, in which case the curriculum itself would have 

been a distance of nine or ten stades. But it seems quite 

sufficient to the glory of Aristeides that he had surpassed his 
competitors in a race quadruple in distance to that of the men 
who gained the highest prize in the Stadium. In another 
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Pausanias that its area was oblong, or similar in 

form to that of the Stadium, deprived of its theatre- 

shaped end; though, probably, it was not so narrow 

in proportion to its length as the corresponding part of 

the Stadium. Its oblong figure may be deduced from 

passage of Pausanias, cited by Barthélemy, (Voyage du Jeune 

Anacharsis, c. 38.) for the purpose of proving that the Hippo- 

drome of Olympia was two stades in length, the Greek traveller 

states that such was the length of a hippodrome which Trajan 

built, together with an amphitheatre at Rome (@éarpoy péya 

kukdorepeg mavrayd0ev Kal oikoddpunpa éc immwy Cpdpovc, TpoHKov 

kal é¢ ovo oradiwy pijxoc. El. pr. 12, 4 (6). Here it is obvious 

that pyKxoc refers to the construction, and not to the curri- 

culum or circuit; and in like manner we shall find, that if we 

make the curriculum at Olympia four stades, the length of the 
area will be about two. It is true we learn from two gram- 

marians that the Athenians had a race-course of eight stades in 

the plain of Athens, (Ev ’Exedudév* rémocg ’ADhrnoty oradiwy 

OKTw év @ immodpopiar. Etym. M. inv. See also Hesychius in 
immetog Opduoc, and Ev ’ExeAcdov,) but this is no proof as to the 
ordinary distance performed in the horse or chariot races of the 

Greeks. It shows only that the Athenians had a race-course 

which gave them the means of running the ordinary distance as an 

dikapmroc dodpuoc, or of performing in one circuit the distance 

which in other hippodromes required the double circuit; for we 

know that although the usual distance run was two diauli or four 

stades, it was often multiplied (Pindar, Ol. 3, 59; Ol. 6, 124). 

According to Suidas (in AdAryoc) the dédryoe dpduoc was twenty- 
four stades, or three times the circuit of the Attic, and six 

times that of the Olympic course. From the ordinary length of 

the horse-course was derived the word Hippicum, as synonymous 
with four stades (76 0€ immuxov Oidornpa teocdpwy iv oradiwy, 

Plutarch, Solon, 23). It was a law of Solon that no person 
should make use of a well from which his dwelling was more 

distant than a hippicum. This could have been no other than a 

direct distance. Upon the whole, therefore, it is clear that Pau- 

sanias by dpdpov rov immiov pnxoc meant the length of the circuit 

of the Hippodrome at Olympia, and not the length of the area. 
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the description which Pausanias gives of its mdevoat 

or sides, and of the position of the altar of Taraxip- 

pus, which was situated near a défodoc, or opening 

leading out of the Hippodrome through its longer 

side; this difference of length in the two sides being 

explained by his remark, that the longer was an 
artificial mound of earth, and the shorter a natural 

height'. Whence it is evident that the two wAzvoat 

intended by him were the two opposite sides parallel 

to the axis of the Hippodrome; and that the side 

on which the Embolus opened into the Hippodrome, 

as well as the opposite extremity, near which was 

one or more of the vveca or terminal pillars, was 

shorter than the artificial side, so that the inclosed 

space, supposing a prolongation of the natural height 

to the same length as the artificial height, would 

have been an oblong square. 

The altar called Taraxippus, or the terrifier of 

horses, a name which was supposed by Pausanias to 

be an ézixAnotc or epithet of Neptune Hippius, stood 

near an opening in the longer or artificial side of 

the Hippodrome. At the Isthmus, as well as at 

Nemea, there was a similar Seiua rev trrwv: at the 

former it was an altar of Glaucus son of Sisyphus; 

at Nemea a red stone answered the same purpose’. 

The intention, perhaps, of these impediments was to 

increase the difficulty of those who contended for 

the prize, by requiring the greatest docility as well 

as swiftness in their horses, and consequently a 

more perfect training. The sound of trumpets was 

' See above, p. 78, n. 1. 

* At Delphi the horses were said to be fr ightened without any 

apparent cause. Pausan. Phocic. 37, 4. 

ee i ch i, oh ee ee 
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another accompaniment of the race calculated to 

terrify the horses'. Pausanias states that the Ne- 

mean obstacle was at the bending of the course’, 

which leads one to believe that the Taraxippus of 

Olympia, as well as the duéSod0c¢ or passage through 

the embankment, was situated towards the further 

or southern extremity of the Hippodrome. 

The inequality of the two wAzeveai or parallel long 

sides of the Hippodrome may, perhaps, be thus 

explained: no inclosure having been necessary, the 

heights on either side of the course served prin- 

cipally the purpose of providing a convenient place 

for the spectators to view the races, such as was 

afforded by Stadia, although they were not, like 

stadia, furnished with seats of stone. If then 

there was sufficient space for this purpose without 

prolonging both sides to the extremity, there was 

no motive for doing so but that of symmetry, which 

it appears was not regarded. Some accommodation 

was necessary for viewing the part of the course 

most distant from the Embolus, because here the 

charioteers performed the most difficult part of 

their art in driving round the terminal pillar 

or pillars; here likewise occurred the obstacle 

which terrified the horses. On one of the two 

sides, therefore, it was necessary to prolong the 

lateral height, and this prolongation was made pro- 

bably on the same side on which stood the Tarax- 

ippus, as a nearer view of the effect of that ob- 

ject upon the horses would thus be afforded. 
The short side of the Hippodrome, opposite to 

* Pausan. El. post. 13, 5 (9). 
? umep Tay ixmwy THY Kapri, 20,9 (19). 

H 
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the Embolus, required no construction for the pur- 

poses of the races; but it was defended perhaps by 

masonry on the margin of the river from the effects 
of inundations, which disturbing power supplies an- 

other argument in favour of the supposition that the 

longer wAevpa or side of the Hippodrome was the 

eastern, because on that side it was most necessary 

to guard against the effect of currents and inun- 

dations. 

In any endeavour which may hereafter be made, 

by excavating on the site of Olympia, to discover 

remains of its buildings, or of the other works of 

ancient art which the Altis contained, it will be 

necessary to advert to the changeable nature of the 
ground, peculiarly exposed as it is to inundation 

and the alluvion of a river remarkable for its occa- 
sional impetuosity. Nearly in front or to the east 

of the temple of Jupiter, at the distance of about 

180 yards, are the ruins of an ancient building, 

formed of bricks and mortar, and consisting of 

arches and chambers, one of which was octagonal. 

These remains are embedded on one side in an 

earthy cliff which they now seem to support '. 

Upon further examination, we trace this cliff or bank 

through the whole extent of the Olympian valley 

from where the Alpheius approaches nearest to the 

temple of Jupiter, as far eastward as the hill which 

I have supposed to have been the site of Pisa. It is 
thus one of the most remarkable features in the 

’ Several other remains of brick buildings are found on either 

side of the site of the Altis, both to the north and south. One 

of these has been shown by the French Commission to be the 
remains of a church. 
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topography of Olympia. This bank, at the ruin 
above mentioned, is about twenty-five feet high, and 

perpendicular; in other places it varies both in height 

and abruptness, but scarcely anywhere is higher 

than at that ruin. It thus separates an upper level 

of the Olympian valley, on which stood the temple 

of Jupiter, and probably all the other public build- 

ings, from a lower, adjacent to the river, where 

formerly was the Hippodrome. It seems evidently 

to have been at one time the bank of the Alpheius 

itself, which river, like all rapid streams in alluvial 

valleys, is continually changing its course, and at one 

period had advanced northward as far as this bank, 

from which it again retired, and has thus left in pro- 

cess of time an intermediate plain of a lower level 

between itself and the remains of the Altis. The ruin 

of brick to the south-east of the temple of Jupiter 

marks the extent at that point of the river’s en- 

croachments, which further to the westward appear 

to have approached still nearer to the temple. 

There is every reason to believe, therefore, that in 

the course of the last fifteen centuries all the south- 

eastern extremity of the Altis has been destroyed by 

the river, and consequently that all the remains of 

buildings and monuments in that part of the Sacred 

Grove have been buried beneath the new alluvial 

plain, or carried into the river. That the latter 

has really happened is proved by the helmets and 

other ancient monuments of brass, which have been 

found in the bed of the Alpheius', and on some 

" Fauvel saw broken sarcophagi on the point of falling into 
the river, and possessed a helmet of bronze which had been 

found there.—Stanhope’s Olympia, p. 14. 

if Nees 
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of which are inscriptions, showing that they were 

dedications in the Altis'. 

To the same active agent of destruction we may 

attribute perhaps the disappearance of the artificial 

embankment of the Hippodrome, and even of the 

natural height which formed the shorter side. Plu- 

vial action has produced another change in the sur- 

face of the Olympian valley. While the currents 

of inundations from the river have often suddenly 

removed soil from one place to deposit it in another, 

thereby effecting a continual change in the plain, as 
well as in the course of the river itself, the waters of 

the Cladeus and of the Cronian ridges have been 

slowly but constantly raising all that part of the 

upper level which has remained unmoved by the 

river; as becomes instantly manifest on viewing the 

foundations of the temple of Jupiter, the pave- 

ment of which is now some feet below the natural 

surface. This elevation of the upper level we may” 

presume to have been in progress from the earliest 

time. During the ten centuries which had elapsed 

between the first Olympiad and the visit of Pausa- 

nias to Olympia, it appears from his narrative to 

have produced a visible effect. He tells us, that 

being present at an excavation of the ground very 

near the column of Q(nomaus, where a Roman 

senator was about to erect a brazen statue of him- 

self, in memory of a victory which he had gained 

in the games, he saw fragments of armour, bridles, 

* For example, the three following in the British Museum :— 

1. The Eleian Tablet. 2. The Helmet dedicated to Jupiter, by 

Hieron, son of Deinomenes of Syracuse. 38. Another Helmet 

inscribed to Jupiter. 
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and bits' extracted from the ground by the la- 

bourers. 

The elevation of soil around the temple of Jupiter 

has probably caused the Cladeus in the lower part 

of its course to take a more westerly line than it did 

in ancient time. Its tendency to this direction was 

very apparent in the year 1813, at which time it 

turned at a right angle to the west, a little above its 

junction with the Alpheius, and formed a large 

peninsula*, Sixteen years afterwards, when the 

French Commission of Architecture surveyed the 

site of Olympia, the peninsula had vanished, the 

Cladeus joined the Alpheius by a much more direct 

course, and the next reach of the latter river in 

ascending to the eastward had advanced northward 

into the middle of the lower level ’. 

To the disturbance of the upper level, and the 

changes in its surface caused by pluvial action, and 

by the deposits from Mount Cronius and the ad- 

jacent ridges,, we may attribute, perhaps, the dis- 

appearance of the Stadium, its ancient area having 

been so much elevated, and its ywua yne or artificial 

mounds so much altered, as to render the heights 
now occupying its site no longer to be recognized 

with certainty as having ever belonged to a stadium: 

* drwy Kai yadivev xcai Padiwy Opavopara, Pausan. El. pr. 

20, 4 (8). | 
* In the year 1813, Messrs. Spencer Stanhope and Allason 

surveyed the site of Olympia; and the result of their observa- 

tions was published by Mr. Stanhope in his ‘ Olympia,’ folio, 

London, 1824. 

* These changes have been shown on the Plan of Olympia, 

which accompanies this volume. 
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and thus while there is good reason to believe that 

the surface of the soil where the area of the Sta- 

dium formerly existed is now higher, and that the 

site of the Hippodrome is now lower, than those 

situations were in ancient times, there is nothing to 
prevent us from believing, that during the ages when 

the Altis, and every thing belonging to it, was an 

object of unremitting attention, and when walls and 
embankments preserved all the land between Mount 

Cronius and the Alpheius from the effects of tor- 

rents and inundations, the plain may have extended 

at the same elevation, from Mount Cronius to the 

Alpheius, and that the interior platform of the Sta- 

dium, Hippaphesis, and Hippodrome may have been 
all upon an uniform level. 

From the description of Olympia by Pausanias 

we obtain a certainty that in the latter part of the 

second century of the Christian era, there still | 

remained at that place, notwithstanding the spoli- 

ations of Nero and some other emperors, all the 
principal buildings with their external decorations, 

as well as a large portion of the dedications within 

them; and that besides these the Sacred Grove still 

contained more than three hundred figures made 

by the greatest masters of the best ages of Grecian 

art. Those of minor value, which Pausanias has 

not particularized, were still more numerous, if we 

may accept the testimony of Pliny', who says there 

‘ In M. Scauri eedilitate tria millia signorum in scenaé tantum 
fuere temporario theatro. Mummius devicta Achaia replevit 

urbem....+ Multa et Luculli invexere. Rhodi etiamnum tria 

millia signorum esse Mucianus ter consul prodidit, nec pauciora 
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were not less than 3000 statues at Olympia, since 

it is scarcely credible that during the century 

which had elapsed between the times of Pliny and 

Pausanias, the less valuable should have been carried 

away, when the more celebrated remained '. 

Although Pausanias does not always connect the 
word yaAKoc or brazen with the ayaa OY eikwv 

described by him, that epithet may always be under- 

stood, unless when he expressly states that the statue 

is of marble or some other material; for there can 

be little or no doubt that in all such works brass 

was the substance most commonly employed by 

the great artists of Greece at the time when the 
greater part of the works at Olympia, described by 

Pausanias, were made. ‘The same observation will 

apply to Greek cities in general, whether in Greece 
proper, or in Asia, or in Sicily, or in Italy, inclu- 
ding Tyrrhenia’®. When it is considered that of 

Athenis, Olympiz, Delphis superesse creduntur.—Plin. H. N. 

34, 7 (17). 
* Some suspicion, however, may attach to the number stated 

by Pliny, which is obviously a vague computation. He assigns 

the same number of statues to Athens; but in that city, besides 

the public buildings, every house of the better sort contained 

statues, and had one or more before the door: at Athens, there- 

fore, such a large number is not incredible; but it seems difficult 

to believe that they could have amounted to so many at Olympia, 

notwithstanding its having contained, in the time of Pliny, the 

accumulation of 210 Olympiads. 
* The Tyrrhenians or Etruscans were in old times noted for 

their works in brass; their statues in the time of Pliny were 

widely dispersed in the Roman world: Signa Tuscanica per terras 

dispersa, que in Etruria factitata non est dubium.—H. N. 34, 

7 (6). 
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the immense number of brazen statues, which 

had accumulated in all these countries in the 
course of ages, none have been discovered, except 

such as had been buried by convulsions of nature, 

or some other cause of sudden ruin, or such as had 

been hidden,:to protect them from plunder, we may 

safely ascribe the destruction of the larger brass 

statues (the smaller more easily escaped) to some 

common cause operating in every part of the Roman 

empire. And this cause could have been no other 

than the ignorance and insecurity which accom- 

panied the decline of the Roman empire, the gra- 

dual extinction of Paganism, and with it the cessa- 

tion of all respect for such productions of art, either 

as sacred or beautiful; soon followed by Christian 
persecution, the authors of which were not dis- 

pleased to find the objects of their hostility possessing 

a considerable metallic value. When such a feeling 

became general, and when Christianity became the — 
religion of government, a few years may have suf- 

ficed to convert all the best monuments of an art 

which had required ages to be brought to perfection, 

and which we have hitherto tried in vain to imitate, 

into objects of common utility; and- we may still, 

perhaps, have the materials of some of those works 

in the form of the hideous coinage of Ch. 

and his successors. 

It cannot be supposed that ultimately the brazen 

statues of Olympia escaped the fate common to 
such images throughout the Roman world; al- 

though the Sacred Grove had remained uninjured 

during the times when a Verres could clear a city 
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of all its statues in one day’, although it had suf- 

fered little from the momentary violation by a Nero 

or Caligula of the general security which had dated 

from the establishment of the empire, and although we 

may readily believe that some respect was shown to 

the monuments of this place as long as the Olympian 

mavnyverc or quadrennial meeting lasted, which did 

not cease until the reign of Theodosius*. But soon 

afterwards, the monuments of Olympia in general, 

both in brass and marble, could hardly have escaped 

the common destruction. Some of them, however, 

may have been thrown down and involved in the ruins 

of buildings, and may have escaped notice, protected 

by the depopulation of Peloponnesus, and the secluded 

position of Olympia, until the peculiar liability of this 

place to natural changes may have caused some of the 

remaining works of sculpture to be buried under the 

surface of the soil; and these may still remain, toge- 

ther with many monuments valuable to archzeology, of 

which the Sacred Grove had been a place of deposit. 

* Cicero in, Verr. act. 2.1. 1. c. 20. 

* The Emperor Julian and the Sophist Themistius have 

been cited to prove that the Jupiter of Phidias at Olym- 

pia, as well as his Minerva at Athens, were still in their places 

in the reign of Julian, or about a. p. 360. But if the Jupiter 

or the Minerva had been still in existence when Julian resided 

in Greece, he would hardly have failed to leave some clearer 

testimony of the fact than such ambiguous allusions as occur in the 

second Oration of the Emperor (p. 54. Lipsize, 1696) and in his 
eighth Epistle (p. 377 a.), and which are equally applicable to 

their former existence. As to Themistius, (Orat. 25. p. 310 a. 

Paris, 1684. Orat. 27. p. 337 s. Epist. 1052. p. 497.) although 

he assumes the existence of the two statues, his declamations 

differ too little from mere scholastic exercises, to be admitted 

as a proof of the fact. 
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The total disappearance of such large and solid build- 

ings as those of Olympia, is chiefly to be attributed 

here, as on other ancient sites, to their value as mate- 

rials for modern constructions. Their removal to the 

mouth of the Alphezus, or to the shore of the Letrinea, 
was unfortunately not difficult; so that a portion of 

them may have been employed in buildings in various 

parts of the coasts of Greece. But the people of the 
modern villages of the Hea, and of the towns of Pyrgo 
and Lala, were those probably who chiefly worked 

this choice mine of building materials ; and which was 

the more valuable, as quarries of stone are more rare 

in the E/eca than in other parts of Greece. At Lala, 
in particular, where, during the last century, a colony 

of Mahometan Albanians, secure in the strength of 
their arms and position, had created a town of some 

magnitude, there was a long-continued demand of 
materials for the palaces of four opulent chieftains; _ 

and this cause had so entirely destroyed all the 

remains of Olympia, that when I was there in 1805, 

one of the agas of Lala had been lately engaged in 

excavating the site of the temple of Jupiter for 

the purpose of carrying away its foundations; the 
building itself, with the exception of a few frag- 

ments, having been entirely removed '. 

* When Chandler visited Olympia in 1766, a small portion of 
the Olympium was still standing. ‘‘'There remained,” he says, 
‘the walls of the cell of a very large temple, standing many feet 
high and well built, the stones all injured and manifesting the 

labour of persons who had endeavoured, by boring, to get at the 

metal with which they were cemented. From a massive capital 

remaining, it was collected that the edifice had been of the Doric 

order.” Chandler’s Travels in Greece, c. 76. 
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We may confidently expect that excavations will 
be undertaken by the Greeks, whenever they shall 

be sufficiently recovered from the deplorable state of 

poverty in which they were left at the end of their 

struggle to throw off the Turkish yoke; for, even in 

the time of their greatest political depression, they 

proved themselves promoters of education, desirous 

of obtaining a knowledge of the works of their 

accomplished ancestors, and ambitious of rendering 

that knowledge conducive to their own restoration 

to the civilized world. Nor have the hopes conceived 

of them in a servile condition been disappointed by 

their liberation. At Athens, the excavation of the 

Acropolis, and the discovery therein of some of the 
monuments described by Pausanias, the exhumation 

and re-construction of the temple of Victory, the 

clearing of the Propyleea, the Collections deposited 
in the Parthenon and Theseium, the publication of 

a great number of Inscriptions newly-discovered, 

have shown what may be accomplished by the most 

limited means, when a national feeling is carried 

into effect by individual intelligence and activity, 

although meeting with very little encouragement 
from the constituted authorities. It is no more 

than an act of justice to compare these unas- 

sisted exertions of the Greeks in archzeology with 
those of a Government which has never been de- 

ficient in power or pecuniary resources, which has 

been in undisturbed possession for centuries of 

a country second only to Greece as the ancient 

abode of art and literature; who are masters of 

the sites of Syracuse, Taras, Metapontum, Selinus, 

and Agrigentum, but, above all, of Pompeii and 
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Herculaneum, which having been preserved by 

a convulsion of nature in the exact state in which 

they existed in the reign of Titus, gave hopes that 

the losses sustained by literature from the influence 

of northern barbarians, or from the ferocious Arabs 

at Alexandria, might yet in great measure be re- 

paired. But no such hopes have been realized. 

The excavations at Pompeii, though continually 

rewarded by interesting discoveries, have proceeded 

at the most tardy pace, while the excavators of 

Herculaneum, instead of being encouraged by the 

discovery of near seventeen hundred ancient volumes, 

have from that time suspended their labours en- 

tirely. At the end of ninety years, the public is not 

yet fully informed of the contents of such of those 

ancient books as have been found legible; nor is it 

certain that there are not, among those still unex- 
amined, some that might make amends for the dis- . 

appointment which the specimens already published 

have undeniably occasioned. 

VoL. i. p. 54. 

In 1835 General Gordon visited the caverns here 

mentioned and the place where the river Anigrus 

joins the lake of Khaiaffa: the river had an offen- 

sive smell; and in one of the caverns he found 

water distilling from the rock, and bringing with it 

a pure yellow sulphur. The natives have an idea 

that their monoxyla, the only boats in use on the 

lake, would be drawn down under the rocks by a 

current, if they were to approach the caverns, 
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Vou. i. p. 60. 

In the following words of Strabo (p. 344), Merafo 

O& Tov Aemoéov Kal TOU ‘Avtypov TO Lgoov TOU Sapiov 

TloceSwvoe tot, eKaTOY orablove EKaTEOOU duyor, if we 

were to substitute “AAgeov for “Aviypou the distances 

would be correct, and there would be no necessity 

for supposing another temple of Neptune Samius 

near the site of Pylus Triphyliacus; for, although 

temples of Neptune on the promontories were 

frequent in this district ', it is not likely that more 

than one was distinguished by the epithet Samius. 

The village Tjorbadji, on the western extremity of 

Mount Minthe, at the fork of two branches of the 

river of Ai Sidhero, seems to agree in every respect 
with Strabo’s description of Pylus Triphyliacus. 

VOL. i. p. 68. 

In consequence of the imperfection of the text of 

Strabo, no very confident opinion can be entertained 

as to the ancient names of the rivers of Zriphylia. 

As the text now stands, he seems in one place to 

favour the identity of the Acidon with the Acydas 

of Pausanias, which was a branch of the Anigrus, 

and consequently flowed into the marsh of Khaiaffa ; 

in another, he appears to identify the Aczdon with 

* Meorn 0 éoriy i) yh waoa Aprepciwy re Kat "Agpodtaiwy Kat 

Nupdaiwy évy doco avOéwy we TO TOAD Cra THY EViOpiav? ovxXVE 

o€ kal ‘"Eppeta év ratc ddvtc, Wooeidua & émt ratc axraic. Strabo, 

p. 343. 
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the river of Strovitzi. If we adopt the former 

opinion, the probability will follow that the river of 
St. Isidore was not the Amathus, but the Acizdon. 

As some change may always be presumed to have 

taken place in the course of sixteen or eighteen 
centuries at the mouth of rivers on alluvial shores, 

the river of St. Isidore may, in the time of Strabo — 
and Pausanias, have joined the Anzgrus in the marsh 

of Khaiaffa, instead of flowing, as it now does, sepa- 

rately into the sea. 

VoL. i. p. 85. 

Mantineia is 680 metres or 2067 feet above the 
level of the sea, according to the barometrical 

measurements of the French Commission of Geo- 
graphy. 

VoL. i. p. 94. 

“The second temple of Minerva Alea at Tegea 
having been burnt in the last year of the 96th 

Olympiad, B.c. 392 (lege 395), the Tegeatze em- 

ployed Seopas of Parus to build a third.” 

This remark was an interpretation of the follow- 
ing passage in Pausanias', Teyearac d& “AOnvac rig 

“AXéae 70 lepov TO apxatov éroinoey AXs6c" Xpovw PY: 

VoTEooY KaTEsKevacavTo ot Teyeatar Ty Ow vaov peyav 

Kal Qéac aciov’ €&KElvo (al. EKELVOV) pev on Tug npa- 

? Arcad, 45, 3 (4). 
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vioev, emivesnbiv eSaidvnc, Aropavrov map’ ‘AOnvaioic 

apXovroc, VaTéow Os Ere TNC EKTNC Kal EVVEVNKOOTNC 

‘Odvptiacoc, nv EvawoAguoc “HiXstog evika otadiov. O 

dS vaoc O Ep LOY woAv on Te TOY yaw, doo toc IeXo- 

Tovynolotc ELolv, éc KaTaokevny T OOEY EL THY adAAnv Kal éc 

peyeBoc. 

There may be some doubt, however, whether 

there were three successive temples: if there were 

no more than two, the building consumed by fire 

was the ancient temple built by Aleus: if there 

were three, it was the large temple which replaced 

the structure of Aleus. In support of the latter 

supposition, there is great appearance of an intended 

distinction between o 6: vadc 0 ef nnwv, &e., and the 

vaoc péyac Kal Oéac aétoc which succeeded the lepov 

aoxatov. But in that case Pausanias would have 
employed rovrov and not éxewov in referring to the 

temple which was burnt; at the same time that 

éxetvo (Supposing that to be the true reading) is pre- 

cisely the word required, if the temple burnt was 

the aoyatov tepov. The date of the burning of the 
temple agrees perfectly with the time in which 

Scopas began to flourish; but the archonship of 

Diophantus occurred in the second not the last year 

of the 96th Olympiad, and hence it has been sup- 
posed that voréow is an error for devréow. 

VoL. i. p. 104. 

It is here stated that Mantineia had ten gates. 
I have seen a plan of the ruins, taken on the spot, 

in which there are no more than nine. This dis- 
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crepancy is accounted for by the ruined state of one 

part of the inclosure, which leaves a doubt whether 

there was originally a gate in this part or not. If 

the number of gates was nine, we may suppose the 

gates of Methydrium and Helisson to have been one 

and the same; and the road to Helisson to have 

branched to the left from that to Methydrium. The 

remaining eight gates would then have led,—l. to 

Menalus; 2. to Pallantium; 3. to Tegea; 4. to 

Hysiz; 5. to Argos, by Prinus; 6. to Argos, by 

Climax, with a branch to Ornez and Phlius; 7. to 

Orchomenus; 8. to Nasi and Cleitor. The numerous 

roads branching from Mantineia seem to be alluded 

to in the Delphic oracle directing the bones of Arcas 

to be removed from Meenalus to Mantineia, which 

is described as 
doru éoavvor 

Od rpiocdoc Kat rerpavudoe Kat wevrexéAvOoc '. 

VOL. 1. p. aan 

The Saranda-potamo is here described as dis- 

appearing under the rocks to the right of the road, 

about five miles to the south of Zegea. Gell has 

a similar observation in his ‘ Itinerary of the Morea,’ 

(p. 230,) where he describes the same road in the 

opposite direction. He says, that at one hour 

nineteen minutes to the northward of the Krya 

Vrysi, and thirty minutes from the débouché into the 
plain of Tegea, “the glen contracts, and the river 

(Saranda) sinks into the ground. The mountains 

* Ap. Pausan. Arcad. 9, 2 (4). 

: 
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become lower, and the road is in the bed of a tor- 

rent,—a pass between rocks.” It is certain, however, 

that the Saranda, or at least its main body, is not 

lost at that place, but issues from the end of its 

rocky glen into the plain of Zegea, and, turning to 

the right, is joined by the Gareates, or river of 
Dhuliana, beyond which junction the united stream 
winds in an easterly direction through the plain of 

Corythus, and enters a katavothra at the foot of 
Mount Parthenius near Persova. Probably, there- 
fore, the sinking of this river into the earth, seen by 

Gell, and heard of by myself, is nothing more than 

a subterraneous course of the river in its own bed, 

—an occurrence not uncommon where streams flow 

rapidly in narrow rocky ravines. 

There can be no doubt that the Saranda is the 
Alpheius of Pausanias. There is no other river in 
this part of the road from Tegea to Sparta. The 
reputed fountain-head of the Alpheus accords per- 
fectly with the source at Krya Vrysi, and the Sym- 
bola is recognized at the junction of a stream which 
is formed of several small mountain-torrents a little 
below Krya Vrysi; while the latter spot, as well in 
its distance from TYegea as in its position at the 
ascent of the heights, which on the other side fall to 

Laconia, is perfectly suited to the situation of Phylace, 
the frontier demus of the Tegeatze on this side, and 
indicating by its name a fortress for the protection 

of the pass. We may further remark, that the river 
of Varvura, which joins the waters of Krya Vrysi at 

the Symbola, was well adapted to be the boundary- 
line of two states lying north and south of each 
other, its course being nearly from east to west. 

I 
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But if the accuracy of Pausanias is thus far justified 
by a view of the places, a great difficulty occurs on 

following the Saranda into the plain of Tegea. 
Pausanias states that the Alpheius descends into the 

earth in the Tegeatic plain, and re-appears in that of 
Asea, where, after joining the Eurotas, it descends 

a second time into the earth: the Saranda may 
indeed be said to descend into the earth in the 
Tegeatic plain, inasmuch as the Corythenses were 
a demus of Yegea; the plain, therefore, through 
which it flows to the katavothra of Persova, may 
be considered as a branch of the TZegeatic; but 

its easterly course through that plain clearly in- 

dicates a subsequent subterraneous course to the 

eastward, or in a direction exactly opposed to the 

Aseatis. There seems but one mode of solving 

this difficulty, namely, by supposing that anciently 

the Saranda or Alpheius, on entering the Tegeatic 
plain, instead of joining the Gareates in a north- 

easterly direction, flowed to the marsh of Taki in 

a north-westerly. In a plain exposed to inundations, 

and by nature furnished only with drainage through 

the mountains ; where accumulation of soil by allu- 
vion would often change the course of waters; 

where artificial means for the same end, such as 

eanals and embankments, must often have been 

employed; and where, as we learn from history ', 

streams were, from various motives, often diverted 

from one district to another, such a conjecture as to 

the ancient course of the Saranda is any thing but 

improbable. And two remarks may be made in 

* Thucyd. 5, 65. Xenoph. Hell. 5, 2, § 4. 
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favour of it. One is, that the ravine of the Saranda 

for the last two or three miles has a north-westerly 

direction in approaching the TZegeatic plain: the 

other is, that the magnitude of the katavothra of 
Taki is disproportioned to the diminutive streams 

which now flow into it, and seems adapted to 

a larger river. The motive for diverting the Alpheius 
into the Gareates may be found in the effect such 
a diversion would have in diminishing the marshy 

land in the Manthuric and Asean plains, although 
increasing it in the Corythic. Possibly the Corythic 
zerethra were more capable of carrying off a stream 

of water than the Manthuric. Their emissary at 
least could injure no one; if, as there is good reason 
for believing, that emissary is at Anavolo, the an- 

cient Deine, where a large body of fresh water rises 
in the sea, a quarter of a mile from the shore, and 

two or three miles to the northward of Astro on 

the Argolic coast. 

Vot. i. p. 157. 

The ancient bridge at Sparta over the Trypidtiko, 
which river I suppose to have been the ancient Cna- 
cion (Kvaxiwv)', has not been noticed by the French 

Commission. Possibly it no longer exists, having 
been destroyed perhaps for the sake of its materials, 

' Tr. in Morea, i. p. 181. 
Tzetzes on the words of Lycophron (v. 550), Kyyxeiov wépoc, 

supposes the Cnacion to have been the same river afterwards 
called Cinus; but if Aristotle was right in describing Babyca 
as a bridge over the Eurotas, the supposition of Tzetzes 

cannot be correct, as no part of Sparta could have been included 
between the bridge of the Hurotas and the river Ginus, now the 

| By 
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together with the remains of an ancient causeway 

which I observed at either end of it; for, constructed 

as it was in the most simple and massive manner of 

the ancients, consisting only of a few blocks of stone 
of the same length as the breadth of the bridge, and 
forming a Roman arch of small elevation’, it could 

hardly have yielded to decay in so short an interval, 

after having resisted the effects of at least eighteen 

centuries. 

There are some remains also of an arched bridge 

over the Eurotas, nearly opposite to the centre of 

Sparta. It seems to be nearly, if not exactly 

in the situation of the bridge over the Eurotas 
mentioned by Xenophon’; but the arch alone and 

the facing of the walls having been of large stones, 
and the remainder of small and rude materials, the 

whole work has greatly the appearance of having 

been a work of the Roman empire; which is the 
more likely, as the neighbouring ruins of a small 

circular amphitheatre, and the great number of 

inscriptions, found on the site of Sparta, of the Ist 

and 2nd centuries of the Christian era, indicate 

that the city was at that time in a flourishing state, 

although its authority was then confined to a portion 

of the interior of Laconia. The same consideration 

renders it doubtful whether the bridge near Xeré- 

Kelefina, which is distant more than a mile to the north of 

Sparta, 

1 Gell observed it and has thus described it: ‘‘ South of the 

city of Sparta is a bridge of one arch, of large uncemented blocks, 

over the Tiasus (/. Cnacion), a river coming from a place called 

Trupia.” Itin. of the Morea, p. 222. 
? Xenoph. Hellen. 6, 5, § 27, 
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kambo, towards the southern extremity of the 

Spartan plain, be not of Roman times, the masonry 

of the walls being, indeed, of the polygonal species, 

but not of a very massy kind. 

Bridge near Xerékambo, from Mure’s Journal of a Tour in 

Greece, ll. p. 248. 
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On the whole, therefore, these three Laconian 

bridges will not assist much in determining the 
question as to the time at which the Greeks began 

to employ the arch, as those who adhere to the 
opinion, that the concentric arch was not known to 

the Greeks before the time of Alexander the Great, 

will consider all these bridges as posterior to that 

time. And in favour of that opinion, the admission 

may be made, that in those numerous ruins of for- 

tresses or small fortified towns, both in Greece and 

Italy, in which Pelasgic masonry is commonly found, 

and which had ceased to flourish before the time 

of Alexander, the arch was generally constructed 

not by means of the mutual support of segments of 
wedges having edges shaped to 

a common centre, but by the 

shaping of courses of masonry to 

a curve: thus, 
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| Or when a larger opening 

| _ was required, in this man- 

eas ner. So that it would 

[-—— not be too strong an as- 

sumption, at least for the 
sake of obtaining a convenient distinction, to give the 
name of Greek arch to the arch thus constructed, 

and to consider the arch formed on the concentric 

principle as the Roman arch. 

The only example of a Greek arch of which 

there is any approach to certainty as to the date, 
is that of the bridge of Mavrozimeno over the 

Balyra, near the ruins of Messene. Enough of this 
arch remains to show that it was constructed by 

a shaping of horizontal courses to a curved form, as 

in the preceding figures, though the upper part is 

not sufficiently preserved to show in which of those 

two manners it was completed. The masonry of 

this structure resembles that of the walls of Mes- 

sene; and its situation at the distance of three 

miles from the principal gate of that city, at a junc- 
tion of two rivers, where also was a bifurcation of 

one of the principal roads from the city, shows that 
it was an appendage of Messene, and. probably co- 
eval with its walls, or built about thirty years before 
the reign of Alexander. But this is a solitary ex- 

ample of any thing like an approximation to a date 
sufficiently accurate to assist an enquiry which has 

assumed a chronological form. It is therefore from a 
more extensive view and more general considerations, 

that any conclusion on this question is to be drawn. 

There is ample evidence that the Ktruscans, and 
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their pupils the Romans, employed the arch long 

before the age of Alexander. 
If therefore the Greeks were at that time igno- 

rant of the arch, we are to suppose that about 

the middle of the fourth century before the 

Christian era, an increased communication with 

Italy caused its introduction into Greece. But, 

that communication had been incessant from the 

time of the eighth century B. ¢., when colonies were 

settled on the shores of southern and middle Italy 

as well as in Etruria; and it had existed still more 

anciently, when the Pelasgi introduced letters into 
Italy, and all those arts and customs the similarity 

of which in Etruria, Greece, and Italy are un- 

questionable evidences of a common origin; and 

which origin letters alone sufficiently prove to have 

been oriental with respect to Italy. It could not, 

therefore, have been from want of communication 

with Italy, that the Greeks were ignorant of the 

arch. But in truth it seems impossible for any 

people, however uninstructed, to make much pro- 

gress in architecture, employing stone for their 
materials, without a knowledge of the arch, which 

originated in the observation that two stones might 

be made to lean against each other so as to admit 

of a passage between them and to bear a weight 

above them. The entrance of the Great Pyramid at 

Ghizeh is thus covered; and in Greece a similar 

construction in remains of an age not much less 

remote than that of the pyramids is still to be seen 

at Tiryns and at Delus. The addition of an inter- 

mediate or key-stone formed the arch. The same 

principle might be applied to the lintel of a door, as 
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Saori | y- occurs at Methana : 
‘an when greater height 

was desirable, a curve 

would be resorted to. 
Of such arches formed 
of three stones, and 

more or less rudely 
formed, examples oc- 

cur in some of the Pelasgic fortresses of Greece, as 
well as in those of perfectly similar construction 

which are to be seen in great numbers in middle 

Italy. And all these primitive varieties are found 

in the Round Towers of Ireland, or in the very 

ancient churches attached to them ’. 

Acarnania is the part of Greece in which arches are 

now most frequently to be seen. In some instances 
they are formed of courses hollowed into the form of 

an arch; in others, of stones having oblique edges, 
yet not meeting in a common centre. The annexed 
figures represent various doorways, found in ruins of 

Acarnanian cities. 

' See the engravings in Mr. Petrie’s recent work on the Round 

Towers of Ireland. Trans. of the R. Irish Academy, vol. xx. 
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| 
a von I. 

At Ginia, or the city of the Giniade, which, like 

all the second-rate cities of Greece, flourished chiefly 

before the time of Alexander the Great, and where 

the masonry of the ancient walls is, for the most part, 
of the Pelasgic or polygonal kind, there occurs a 

very regular arch of five, and another of nine wedge- 

‘shaped stones, united on the principle of the Roman 

arch. Even in these arches, however, the stones 

are not of equal size, nor do their edges converge 

very exactly to a centre. 

ae we 
~ 
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The latter arch was part of one of the principal gates of 

the city, leading at a very small distance to the shore 
of the great lake or marsh anciently named Melite, 

which served as a seaport to the Giniade by means 

of a river which drained the lake into the sea, and 

was navigable almost up to the walls. This arch has 

a span of 10+ feet, and was pierced obliquely through 

a wall 10 feet in thickness. It led probably through 

a vestibule serving for a guard-house to another 
arched door in the exterior face of the walls, which 

is no longer in existence; the whole thus resembling, 
except in the obliquity of the passage, the arched 
gateway at Volterra in Z'yrrhenia'. It seems evi- 
dent from these various examples, that the Greek 

* See Micali, Monumenti Inediti, plates 7, 8. At the gate of 

Megalopolis at Messene, the intermediate space was a circular 

court 62 feet in diameter. ‘Tr. in Morea, i. p. 372. 
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architects were not unacquainted with the Roman 

arch, although they did not always employ it; but 

diversified their modes of covering doorways accord- 

ing to circumstances, such as the required height 
and width of the passage, or the nature of the 

materials. 
The strong confederacy of the Tyrrhenian or 

Etruscan cities and their well-ordered governments 

had, in very remote times, conducted that people 

to a greater degree of opulence and civilization 

than any others in Italy had then attained. After 
expelling the Pelasgi they had continued to culti- 

vate the arts and mythology derived from that 

people, and had applied the Pelasgic or Greek 
alphabet to their own language, which was totally 
different from the Greek. These sciences, with 

the retention of some national customs and reli- 

gious doctrines, naturally led to a school of art,— 

which, although resembling that of Greece in almost 

all its features, may still be distinguished from it, 

unless in some Etruscan productions of art, which 

may have been executed after the arrival of the 

Greek colonies which settled in Etruria and the 
more southern parts of Italy, in the eighth century 

before the Christian era; and which caused the 

Greek language to become that of learning and 
civilization in all the maritime as well as in some of 
the interior parts of Italy, until the application of 

the Greek alphabet to the Latin, the cultivation 

of the latter language, and the extension of Roman 

power, combined to substitute Latin for Greek. 

In Italy there are undoubtedly now to be found 

a greater number of Aoman arches, which may 
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safely be attributed to an age prior to that of 
Alexander, than in Greece. Those of the gates of 

Volaterre, Perusia, and Ferentinum may particularly 

be mentioned; and those of the bridges of Vudez, 
Cora, and Terracina ; but whether this circumstance 

is to be attributed to the accidental preservation of 

a greater number of the larger gates and bridges 

than has happened in Greece, or to the superiority 

in opulence of the Etrurian cities over those of 

Greece in the first two or three centuries of Rome, 

when Etruria chiefly flourished, there would be 

some difficulty in forming an opinion. It is obvious 
that the arch would be more accurately constructed 

as wider openings in walls became necessary, or 

as wider rivers were to be bridged. 

In Greece Proper, the stone was in general admi- 

rably adapted to architraves; and hence probably it 

happens, that it is much more common in the ruins 

of Greece to meet with gateways surmounted with 

lintels than with arches: the gate of Megalopolis at 

Messene had a lintel 18 feet in length, which still 

remains. The Etruscans and Romans, on the other 

hand, may not have possessed quarries equally capa- 

ble of furnishing beams of so great a length, and 

they may thus have been compelled to a more 

frequent employment of the arch, as well as to that 

more correct construction of it which a greater 

number of smaller wedges would render necessary. 

From the few remaining arches of Greece, which are 
held together upon the so-called principle of the 

arch, it would seem that the solidity of the con- 

struction and the strength of the materials rendered 

it a matter of indifference with the architect whether 
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the junctures of the stones were exactly shaped 
to a centre or not. At Volterra in Etruria, on the 

contrary, we find a very ancient gateway which, 

although less than 13 feet in width, is covered 

with an arch of 19 segments of wedges, all equal, 

and shaped correctly to a common centre. 

At the time when the Greeks employed polygonal 

masonry, their arch seems to have borne the same 

relation to that masonry, which the correctly con- 

centric arch bears to the masonry of equal courses. 

In such solid masonry the arch was very seldom 

required; but to deny to the Greek architects of 

those times a knowledge of the arch, because it is 

seldom found in that kind of masonry, would be 

almost equivalent to the assertion, that they knew 
not how to construct a wall of parallel courses, be- 
cause they more commonly fitted irregular masses 

to one another. At the same time, it may not be 

inconsistent to admit, that in the most flourishing 
ages of Ktruria, the arch may have been more 
frequently used, and more correctly constructed, 

than it was at that time in Greece; although 
even on this question, or indeed in deducing any 

general comparative conclusion on Greek and Etru- 
rian architecture, there can be no absolute certainty, 

on account of the want of a sufficient variety of 
architectural examples, either in Etruria, or in Hellas 

itself, or in the Greek cities of Asia. It may not 
be unworthy of remark, however, with a view to 
this question, that in Asiatic Greece, where arts and 

letters made an earlier progress than on the western 
shores of the Atgzean sea, the arch of concentric 

wedges is found in the ruins of the Doric city of 
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Cnidus in Caria, in a wall which is probably more 
ancient than the age of Alexander. 

Some recent discoveries at Athens serve to show 

that we ought to be cautious in questioning the 
knowledge of the Greeks in any branch of the fine 
arts, but especially in architecture. Those dis- 

coveries prove, indeed, that we are still far from 

being acquainted with the principles upon which 

they proceeded in arriving at their admirable re- 

sults. I have adverted to these discoveries in the 
‘Topography of Athens’ (2nd edit. p. 573). On 

the present occasion it will be sufficient to observe 
that there was scarcely a right line in the Parthenon; 

that while the platform of the columns was convex, 

or depressed at the four angles, the columns them- 

selves, which taper in a curved line from the base to 

the capital, were inclined inwards towards the centre 
of the building; the effect of which has been, that 
the modern Athenians, in endeavouring to replace 
some of the subverted columns, have found that not 

one of the component cylinders would fit any but its 

original place in the particular column of which it 
had formed a part. There is reason to believe, from a 

passage in one of the Verrine orations of-Cicero, that 
this inclination of the peristyle from the perpendicu- 

lar was common in the temples of Rome as well as 

of Greece. Verres had fixed upon an orphan son of 
P. Junius as a fit subject of extortion, because the 

young man, in succeeding to his father’s property, 

had incurred the liability of keeping the temple of 

Castor at Rome in repair. Verres accordingly, in 

his capacity of praetor, visited that temple, in hopes 

of finding it in want of some repairs, for which he 
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intended to exact large sums from Junius. But he 

found the temple so entirely in order, that he was at 

a loss how to proceed in his design, when one of his 

“dogs,” as he was accustomed to call his followers, 

suggested to him that he might order Junius to 
make the columns perpendicular. “Tu Verres,” 
said the dog, “hic quod moliare nihil habes, nisi 
forte vis ad perpendiculum columnas exigere. Homo 

omnium rerum imperitus querit, quid sit ad per- 

pendiculum. Dicunt ei fere nullam esse columnam 

quee ad perpendiculum esse possit. Nam mehercule, 

inquit, sic agamus, columnee ad perpendiculum ex- 

igantur.” The operation was performed accordingly 

by some very simple mechanical process, and with 
scarcely any new materials. Nevertheless, the con- 
tractor of the work having been named by Verres 

himself, six times the requisite expense was extorted 

from Junius, by which he was totally ruined’. 

And yet it would seem that neither the inclination 

of columns, nor their entasis or curved diminution, 

were known to Vitruvius. By him entasis is de- 

scribed as the swelling which is made in the middle 

of acolumn: “adjectio que adjicitur in mediis colum- 

nis.” In another place he says, “acuminis proprium 

est providere ad naturam loci aut usum aut speciem 

(i. e. visum), detractionibus vel adjectionibus tem- 

peraturas efficere, uti cum de symmetria sit detrac- 

tum aut dejectum aliquid, id videatur recte esse 

formatum, in aspectuque nihil desideretur.” In like 

manner Heliodorus (or Damianus), of Larissa, ob- 

serves that in scene-painting a column will appear 

* Cicer. in Verr. Act. 2. 1. 1. c. 50 seq. 
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narrow in the middle unless it be enlarged in the 

representation’. The entasis of Vitruvius, therefore, 

was very different from that of the Greeks, in which 

the diminution, although in a curve line, is con- 

stant from the base to the capital. At the same 

time there is a great probability that among the 

Greeks the entasis of columns, as well as the other 

deviations from right lines, which are instanced in 

the Parthenon, and will probably be found in other 

Greek temples when sufficiently examined, were, as 

Vitruvius states with reference to the “adjectio in 
mediis columnis,” compensations for certain optical 

deceptions; though it is also not unlikely that the 
inward inclination of the columns of the peristyle of 

the Parthenon may have been partly intended to 

give greater resistance to the outward pressure of 

the roof, and an increased stability to the entire 

edifice, in a country liable to earthquakes, the effects 

of which the Parthenon, when destroyed by gun- | 

powder, had thus resisted during 2124 years. 
But if entasis as defined by Vitruvius is inappli- 

cable to Greek columns, another precept of his, 

founded upon the same principle of providing for 

the deceptions of vision, is in a remarkable degree 

confirmed and exemplified by existing remains of 

Greek architecture. The angular columns of peri- 

styles in all the Greek temples which have been 

measured with sufficient correctness are found to 

be, as he directs, larger than the others; and in 

some the excess is very nearly in the proportion 

which he mentions, namely, a fiftieth: “ Angulares 

1 Vitruv. 3, 3; 6, 2. edit. Schneider, ii. p. 198, 427. 
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columnz crassiores faciendse sunt ex suo diametro 

quinquagesima parte, quod ez ab aére circumcidun- 

tur et graciliores esse videntur aspicientibus. Ergo 

quod oculos fallit, ratiocinatione est exzequandum '.” 

In the temple of Segesta, the angular columns are 

6 feet 8°4 inches in diameter; the others are 6. 6°9; 

the excess therefore is rd. In the great temple of 

Pestum the angular columns are 7. 0°03; the others, 

6. 10°35, difference -{,th. In the Theseitum and Par- 

thenon the excess was greater; in the former a 

thirty-sixth, in the latter a forty-third. Other ex- 

amples occur in the work of Vitruvius, which prove 

that in some instances he had accurately derived his 

information from the great Greek authorities whose 
names he has preserved. The examples, however, 

are not less numerous of his disagreement with the 

extant monuments of Greek architecture; a circum- 

stance which, combined with the style of some parts 

of his work more resembling the Latin of the age of 

Diocletian than of Augustus, leads strongly to the 
suspicion that we possess no more than parts of the 

original work of Vitruvius, blended with productions 

of a later age. 

Vot-i. p, 187. 

It is here stated, that “the absence of any re- 
mains of churches at Sparta, and the antiquity of 

* It is said to be an acknowledged fact among builders, that if 
a long line, seen against the sky, such as the roof of a barn, be 
not made to rise in the middle, it will appear hollow. 

K 
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some of those at Mistra, prove that the episcopal see 

was at a very early period of Christianity established 

at the latter place.” 

Mr. Mure (ii. p. 336, note) denies “the absence 

of churches at Sparta” from his own observation, 

and he is confirmed by the Expédition Scientifique 
de la Morée, ii. p. 64, where six ruined churches are 

noticed as existing on the site of Sparta, and are 

laid down in the accompanying plans. Indeed, one 

church may be found on my own plan of Sparta. 

The remark above-cited, therefore, is not correct, 

but it ought not to be separated from the argument, 

of which it forms a part; namely, that the episcopal 

see of Lacedzemon was at an early time transferred 
to Mistra. 

When Sparta was abandoned as the chief town of 

Laconia, the people dwelling in detached villages 

on its site, and the inhabitants of the fortress or 

walled town which lingered for some centuries on 

its heights with a diminishing population, would 

naturally, as Christianity prevailed, convert some of 

the Pagan buildings into churches. Accordingly, 

all the churches appear to have been of this kind, 

unless it be one or two of the smallest and most 

modern, which have been built for the use of the 

villages now standing on the site of Sparta. 
The exact time of the removal of the episcopal 

see cannot easily be ascertained. The first notice 
which occurs of the bishopric of Lacedzemonia is 
in the reign of Leo the philosopher, at the end of 

the ninth century, at which time the Sclavonic in- 

vasions of the Moréa had ceased, and that people 

were either blended with the Greeks or were 

dé ibeiawd S| 
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settled in peaceable, or at least self-governing com- 
munities in various parts of the peninsula. But they 
were much less powerful and numerous here than in 
the north of Greece, where, in the ninth century, 
Lychnidus or Achris became the residence of a 
Bulgarian monarch, and the see of a Greek arch- 
bishop. The fact of the bishopric of Sparta having 
at that early time assumed the name of the pro- 
vince ', instead of Lacedzemon or Sparta, affords 
a suspicion that even then the see had been re- 
moved from the ancient city to Mistra. 

An inscription in hexameter verses, upon a foun- 
tain at Mistra, copied by M. Trezel, to which M. 
Lebas, in his remarks upon it, attributes a date 
of the ninth century, would lend some support to 
this opinion if that date were certain?. But the 
first letter belonging to the date is obliterated, and 
we are left in uncertainty whether the year of 
the world was intended or that of the Christian 
era, whether 6300 of the world or 1300 of the 
Christian era was the century in which the foun- 
tain was erected. The former mode of reckoning 
time was that usually employed by the Greeks; 
indeed, so much so, that in almost every other part 
of the empire of Constantinople, it would have been 
safe, on a lapidary monument of the time of that 

empire, to restore the first letter with the sign in- 
dicating 6000. But there is a difference in this 
respect in the Moréa, where Frank customs were 

already common in the 13th century. M. Lebas, 

" rite Aaxedatpoviac, 

* Expédition Scientifique de la Morée, ii. p. 79. 

K 2 
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in objecting to so late a date as the 14th century for 

this inscription, says, “Comment supposer que la 

langue poétique etit aussi peu souffert, quand nous 

voyons par la Chronique de Morée (written in the 

14th century) combien la langue vulgaire elle-méme 

avait été altérée'?” But men have never been 

entirely wanting in Greece with sufficient learning 

and ability to write “Hellenic verses; in proof of 

which may be adduced the iambics of the church of 

St. Luke of Stiris’, and those of the church of St. 

Demetrius at Salonika ’*, to which many short effu- 

sions of the same kind might be added. Krevatas, 

the name of the constructor of the fountain, is that 

of a family of Mistra, either still existing or very 

recently extinct. It is much more likely that the 

name should be traceable to the 14th than to the 

9th century. 

One of the most remarkable features of Mistra is 
the deserted and ruined quarter a little below the 

castle on the north-eastern side, which I have de- 

scribed in Travels in the Morea, i. p. 130. It is 
distinguished by the name of Kastro, the two other 

divisions of Mistra being known by the names of 

Misokhori and Katokhéri. M. Bory. de St. Vin- 

cent regards Kastro as the Myzithra of Ville- 

hardouin; but the handsome church which, although 

situated a little lower on the hill, certainly be- 

" This is a great mistake on the part of M. Lebas, as will be 

seen hereafter; but he shares it with M. Buchon, the editor of 

the Chronicle. See Notice sur la Chronique Anonyme de Morée, 
p- iv. 

* Chandler, Inscr. Ant. p. 38. 

* Leake’s Tr. in N. Greece, iii. p. 242. 
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longed, as he remarks, to Kastro, serves to disprove 

that opinion; for this church is Greek, as evidently 

appears from its construction and the Greek paint- 

ings still visible on its walls. It formed part of 
a monastery, which, although it was abandoned when 

I visited Mistra, was well known to the metropolitan 

bishop and other Greeks to have been dedicated to 

the Virgin or Panaghia, with the epithet of 1 Xpuoo- 
awavravooa. Had the French princes constructed 

a church when in possession of Mistra, it would pro- 

bably have been of Gothic architecture, like those 
which they built at Karitena and on the left bank 
of the Alpheius, opposite to the mouth of the 
Erymanthus'. Among the ruins of Kastro, I re- 
marked also those of a large building, which was 

believed by the Greeks of Mistra, and probably with 

reason, to have been the palace of the Greek despot, 

who reigned in this part of the Moréa from the 

middle of the 13th to the middle of the 15th 

century. 

Zosimus, in relating the capture of Sparta by 

Alaric in the year 396, says, that it was then neither 

defended by men nor walls, having been reduced to 

this wretched condition by the avarice and oppression 

of those who had governed it under the Romans’. 

In the sixth century Justinian found all the cities of 

' See Tr. in Morea, ii. p. 87. 
2 ef \? 4 , ~ ~ ~ 

kal avry de i) Xmaprn ovvarnyero rH Kou Tig “EXAdCo¢ 
eZ ’ el . ’ & : 
ahwoe, pyre Orhote Ere pire aveoaae Paxipore Tererylopévyn Cute 

THY Tay ‘P ; Aeovegiar, adr’ at EK CEOOME j nv Tov Pwpmaiwy mreoveciar, aX’ dpxovoy ExCedopévn MaoddTULc 
\ ~ ~ , ~ , 

Kal TN TWOY KoaTovYTWY oovn mon8upwe UTNPETOU[MEVOLC ele aravra 
. ‘ > ‘ = 

7a mpoc Kotvoy OAeOpoY gépovra. Zosim. 5, 6. 
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Peloponnesus unprotected, and the only fortifications 

which he raised were at Corinth and the Isthmus. 

After the Gothic invasion circumstances were not 
likely to have given the Spartans the means of im- 
proving the defences of their town; the consequence 

of which, in a naturally weak and exposed position, 

would be the rapid withdrawing of its population 

into more secure places. Nevertheless, we learn 

to a certainty from the ‘Chronique de Morée,’ 

that when the Franks of the principality of Achaia 
reduced this part of the Moréa in the thirteenth 

century, they found a fortress at Sparta, remains 

of which are still to be seen on the heights 

around the theatre. But it appears to have been 

in bad condition, as well as weak in position ; 

for William de Villehardouin, when he had taken 

Monemvasia, immediately looked out for a strong 

place on which to build a fortress, and selected 

the hill of Mistra', which he continued to occupy 

until the year 1262, when it was ceded to the 

emperor Michael Palzeologus, as part of the ransom 

of William, who, in the year 1259, had been de- 

feated and made prisoner by the Greeks in Ma- 
cedonia. Sparta, always called Aaxedamovia in the 

‘Chronique de Morée,’ remained in possession of the 

' Kal dcav éyvpice kaha ra pépn éxeiva d\a 

Evpe Bourviv wapakevor, axdxoppa eic opos, 

"Avwbev Aakedayoridc Kavéva pidde mEor" 

Exel roy dipece TOAAG va Thon Cvvapapiy* 

"Opioev, dvw ic 7d Bouviv Exricay Eva Kaorpor, 

Kat MiZcOpa 7° @ydpace Kal ovrwe Kai TO éyour. 

Chronique de Morée, page 73. 
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Franks during the greater part of the 13th century, 

but they never regained Mistra. The words of the 

anonymous poet, taken literally, tend to the per- 
suasion that Mistra, or Mizithraé, was not an in- 

habited place when William built his castle; but 

this is very unlikely, and indeed is contradicted by 

Dordtheos, Bishop of Monemvasia, whose Chronicle, 

first published in 1684, contains a short account of 

the same events which form the subject of the poem. 

Dorotheos says expressly, that William named his 

castle Mizithra, because the place was so called’. 

He describes it, more correctly than the poet, as 

two miles distant from the site of Sparta, which, in 

his time, was deserted’. M. Zinkeisen, author of a 

history of Greece, has endeavoured to prove that 
Mizithra is a Sclavonic name; but even, in that case, 

it is probably nothing more than a Sclavonic form 

given to a name already existing, which name I still 

believe to have been Messe, or at least a Greek cor- 

ruption of that word *. 

The “Chronicle of the Moréa” is an anonymous 

poem, consisting of upwards of 8000 lines of 
Romaic-Greek in the ordinary accentual verse of 

fifteen syllables *. Its existence in MS. in the Royal 

* dvére 6 rémog éxeivoc erly éhéyero Mi<nOpac. Doroth. ap. 

Buchon. Notice, p. xxx. 

* onpepoy elvat Eonpoc. 

* Tr. in Morea, iii. p. 5, note 6. 

* The rodurecol orixot, so called as having been invented at 
Constantinople. Whether there was any other Greek metre 
on the accentual principle in the middle ages is uncertain: no 
specimen has reached us. Nor is it certain at what time the 

versus politici first came into use. In the twelfth century they 
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Library of Paris has been known for more than 150 

years by means of the Glossarium Medize et Infimze 

Greecitatis of Ducange, many of whose words were 

derived solely from this work, and who has frequently 

cited entire passages from it. Ducange was desirous 

of editing it, but died soon after the publication of 

his Glossary. Boivin, the editor of Nicephorus 

Gregoras, announced a similar intention, which was 

frustrated by the same cause; and it was not until 

the year 1840 that the literary world was indebted 

to Mr. J. A. C. Buchon for the entire text of the 

Chronicle, accompanied by a French translation and 

notes. The title of this specimen of Greek poetry 
of the 14th century is Xpowka rev ev Pwpavia Kat 

padtora ev tw Mooia rotguwv twv Poaykwr. + It is 

had become so popular, that Constantine Manasses wrote in this 

measure his Lvvoyc Xpovrky, and John Tzetzes his Chiliads, 
both composed in Hellenic; though the latter shows that he 

yielded unwillingly to the vulgar taste, by his complaint in 
iambics at the commencement of his book, entitled “Adda 

Tlerfixv movnudrwr. It is remarkable that this measure, 

although seldom, if ever, found in the poetry of other modern 

European nations, was common in the earliest English poetry, 

and has continued to be a favourite with us in compositions of 

particular kinds. The only difference is, that instead of fifteen 

syllables with an accent on the penultimate syllable, the English 

measure is of fourteen, with an accent on the last syllable. 

Rhyme, which is found in the earliest specimens of English 

verse, appears to have been adopted by the Greeks in a later 

age from the Italians, as it is not found before the time when 
the Venetians in Crete, the Genoese at Constantinople and else- 

where, and other Italians in several parts of the islands and 

continent of Greece, had introduced many of their customs, 

and when the greater part of the Romaic poetry consisted of 
translations or imitations of Italian romances. 
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divided into two books, very unequal in length, the 

second containing nearly six times as many verses 

as the first, which is no more than a brief record of 

the crusades, from the pilgrimage to Jerusalem of 

Peter the hermit, to the alliance of Michael Palzo- 

logus with the Genoese against the French and 

Venetians, and the retreat of Baldwin II. from Con- 

stantinople in 1261. The second book, entitled 

Xoowka tne Mwoéac, relates the transactions of the 

French in the Moréa during the greater part of the 

13th century. With a view to illustrate the geo- 

graphy of the Moréa in that age, I shall briefly state 

the events related by the poet. 

On the Ist of May, 1205, William de Champlitte 
landed at Akhai’a, a village on the site of the an- 

cient Olenus, about fifteen miles distant from Patra. 

Having entered the town of Patra without difficulty, 

its citadel surrendered to him. From thence the 

French marched to Andravidha, then the chief town 

of the Kleia ; Ghastini, which was afterwards named 

from some chieftain of the name of Gaston, not then 

existing, unless perhaps as a small village under 

some other denomination. From Andravidha they 

proceeded to occupy Vostitza, and, accompanied by 

their ships, advanced from thence to Corinth, where 

they were joined by Boniface, king of Thessalonica, and 

Geoftroy de Villehardouin, nephew of the historian. 

Lower Corinth was fortified, but yielded after a short 

resistance. Not so the Acrocorinthus, held by Leon 

Sguros, who, as soon as the French had quitted 

Corinth for Argos, descended by night and re- 

captured the town of Corinth. The French, who 

had penetrated into the town of Argos, immediately 
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returned to Corinth, and Boniface retraced his steps 

to Salonika, but Geoffroy remained with Champlitte, 

and became his maréchal’. Despairing of any 
further progress in the conquest of the Moréa in 
that quarter, the French returned to Andravidha, 

and were more successful in a southerly direction. 

They met with little resistance at Pondikokastro; 

and although they failed for the present at Ark- 
adkia, easily reduced Moth6ni, Kor6ni, and Kalamata. 

Not far from the latter town, at the vineyards of 

K6nduro, near Kapsikia, they, with 700 men, attacked 

4000 Greeks, who had assembled from Nikli, Veli- 

gosti, and Sparta, and from the mountainous region 

of Melingas and Lakkus*, which lies between those 
places and Kalamata. The Franks gained a com- 
plete victory; and taking advantage of it, attacked 

and reduced Arkadhia. William de Champlitte 
now returned to France, having succeeded, on the 

death of his elder brother, to the county of Cham- 

' rpwrooTparwo. 

° 6 Suyoc rou Medvyyov was at that time the name of Mount 

Taygetus, as appears still more clearly from the Chronicle of 

Bishop Dorétheos. The Sclavonians seem to have had settle- 

ments on the eastern side of the mountain, as Mistra commanded 

the pass which led immediately to their possessions in Melingis. 

All the southern part of the Cuvydc, quite to Cape Matapan, 

was inhabited by the Maniates, whose language and names of 

places show that they are aboriginal Greeks with little mix- 

ture. The Adxor (ditches) were probably some of the deep 

ravines of the same mountainous region; for this word seems to 

have had no reference to Laconia, which name, throughout this 

poem, is preserved in its corrupted form of Tzakonia, and is 

applied specifically to the eastern portion of Laconia, where the 

name still remains, though confined to the north-eastern ex- 

tremity, where alone the Tzakonic dialect is now spoken. 
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pagne. Before his departure he appointed Geoffroy 

to be his bailli’ and liege’, preserving to himself 

the sovereignty, but allowing Geoffroy to keep it if 

he should not send a successor within a year and 

a day. He appointed also a commission of ten, of 

which Geoffroy was the head, to divide their con- 
quest into fiefs *, to be awarded to the several chief- 

tains, and he bestowed upon Geoffroy in perpetuity * 

Kalamata, Arkadhia, and their dependencies. The 
other lordships were Patra, Vostitza, Kalavryta, 

Khalandritza, A’khova, Karitena, Veligosti, Nikli, 

Gheraki, Gritzena, and Passava. The bishops were 
of Patra, of O'lena (residing at Andravidha), of 

Mothoni, Koroni, Veligésti, Amycle, and Lacede- 

monia. The three principal lordships were A’khova, 
Karitena, and Patra: these had more than twenty 

fiefs each ; the others had from four to twelve. The 

military orders of the Hospital and Temple, as well 
as the Teutonic order, had each four fiefs, and each 

of the bishops as many, except the Bishop of Patre, 

who, as a Metropolitan, had eight. The Assise 

of the kingdom of Jerusalem were adopted as 
the code of laws. The Chronicle has described the 

wise and prudent measures of Geoffroy, and his 

conciliatory conduct towards the natives during the 
year which succeeded the departure of William de 

Champlitte, who, not until eight months after his 

return to Champagne, nominated his cousin Robert 

to the sovereignty of the Moréa. The journey of 

the latter was so much delayed by the snow of the 

* pmaidroc. ? NiLtoc. 

* Written gn, pie, péa, dia. 

* didw oe va Exne yourkoy cou, p. 46. 
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Alps, and by impediments purposely thrown in his 

way at Venice and Corft at the instance of Geoffroy, 

that, although he left Champagne in November, he 

did not arrive at Glaréntza on the coast of Els 

until within a few days of the term beyond which 

Geoffroy was not to be removed from the so- 
vereignty. On hearing of Robert’s approach, Geoffroy 

retired from Andravidha to Vlisiri, near the mouth 

of the Alphetus, and before Robert could reach that 
place, had removed to Kalamata; and thus Robert 
was obliged to follow Geoffroy to Veligésti, to Nikli, 

and finally to Sparta, a distance of 250 miles, re- 

tarded at each place by a pretended difficulty in 

finding horses for him. 

At Sparta at length Geoffroy received Robert 

when the term had expired; and here, supported by 

the interest which a year’s able government had cre- 

ated in his favour, he found little difficulty in obliging 

the Champlitte to give up his claims and return to 

Champagne. Geoffroy was succeeded about the year 

1221 by his son Geoffroy II., who confirmed his autho- 
rity by a manoeuvre not less daring and successful than 

that of his father. The niece of Robert de Courtenay, 
emperor of Constantinople, having anchored with 

two imperial galleys at Pondiddékastro, not far from 

Andravidha, on her way to Spain as the affianced 

bride. of the king of Arragon, Geoffroy arrested the 

galleys, employed the bishop of O’lena to persuade 

her to accept Geoffroy for a husband instead of the 

distant and unknown Spaniard ; and then prevailed 

upon the emperor to pardon him, by engaging to be- 

come, like the Lord of Athens, the emperor’s liege, 
and liable, as such, to afford him assistance in war. 
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An amicable meeting of the two parties took place 

at Larissa, at which the emperor gave Geoffroy the 
Cyclades as a nuptial present', acknowledged him 
a prince’, and conferred upon him the rank of Great 

Domestic of Romania, with the right of coining 

money *. 

One of the first measures of Geoffroy on returning 

to the Moréa, was to build a fortress at Khlemitzi, 

a position which defended Glaréntza, the chief har- 

bour of the Franks, and that by which they main- 

tained their communication with the Adriatic and 

Western Europe. MKhlemttzi served also as a cita- 

del to Andravidha, the ordinary residence of the 
princes of Achaia, where they built a Latin church, 

and where they were buried. 

Nothing further is recorded of Geoffroy IT., who 
died without an heir about 1245, leaving the 

sovereignty to his brother William, who reigned 

about thirty-three years. In the beginning he was 
fortunate, having wrested from the Greeks the for- 

tresses of Corinth, Argos, Anapli, and Monemvasia,— 

partly by the assistance of the Venetian navy, for 

which service they received the fortresses of Mothéni 

and Koréni; those of Argos and Anapli, William 
gave to the Megas Kyrios of Athens *. He subdued 
also the Sclavonians of Skurta (near Karitena) and 

* Ota Owpedy Kal mpoika 

"Odnv tiv Awéexdrnaor, p. 68. 

* mptyximac. He was before no more than av$évrne, seigneur. 

* TO xapayedr trey Tovpvenmy pera TeV Onvapiwy. Livres 

tournois, and deniers. Page 64. 

* According to Bishop Dorétheos, the Venetians obtained 
Anapli by the marriage of a Venetian with the French heiress in 

possession of it. 
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those of Melingiis (near Mistra), as:well as the people 

of Mani. To maintain his conquests in Laconia he 

erected fortresses at Mistra, Leftro, and Mani or 

Maini'. But he remained not long in repose. The 

lords built fortresses, resisted his authority, and 

made war upon one another; and William himself 

quarrelled with the lord of Athens, Guy de la 

Roche, who was assisted on this occasion by the 

lord of Karitena, nearly allied to both parties. 

In this contest William was victorious in a battle 

on Mount Kary'dhi (a name still existing) in the 
Megaris, pursued the enemy to Thebes, and finally 

obliged the Athenian prince to do homage to him 

in the Moréa, in virtue of the supremacy which 

had been conferred upon William de Champlitte 

by the Marquis of Montferrat, King of Thessa- 

lonica. But these dissensions among the Franks 
were advantageous only to their enemies, the 

Greeks, and in 1259, William had the further im- © 

prudence to unite with Michael Kutrélis, Despot 
of the West, in his invasion of Thessaly and Mace- 

donia, governed by his brother, Theodore Ducas, 

who was supported by the emperor’. On the eve 

* MM. Bory de St. Vincent, Boblaye, and Buchon differ in 

their opinions as to the situation of this place; but the followmg 

lines of the Chronicle leave little doubt that it was the castle 

called Maini, which still exists in ruins at Porto Kaio, adjacent 

to the 7'’enarian peninsula :— 

"Exépace rov TacaBdv, eden cic rv Mavny* 

"Exei nipe omhdatoy goPepdv cic akporijp’ aravw' 

Aw rov tipece Toda, Exnkev Eva KaoTLOY, 

Kai Mavy rov ®vdpuace kal ovrwe TO éyoury made. 

Page 73. 

* Acropolit. Chron. Compend. 81. Pachymer. 1,30. Niceph. 

Gregor. 3, 5, § 1. Phranza 1,4. According to the three first 
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of the battle of Pelagonia, William was deserted by 

Nicephorus, and in consequence was defeated, made 

prisoner, and conducted to Constantinople, from 

whence he was not released until he had ceded to 

the Greek emperor the fortresses of Monemvasia, 

Mistra, and Maini; and these the Franks never 

recovered, the Greeks having retained them until 

the Turkish conquest, two centuries later. By 

means of these places the Greeks held the south- 

eastern coast of the Moréa and the greater part of 
Laconia, from whence they observed and often made 

war upon the French princes, though with little 
success. Two of these military occurrences may 

particularly be mentioned, as serving to fix the 

positions of some of the principal places mentioned 

in the Chronicle, the names of which are now obso- 

lete. The first took place not long after the return 

of Prince William to the Moréa in 1263, when the 

emperor, having been informed that the prince was 

already taking measures to regain the places of 

which the Greeks had been put in possession, sent 

a reinforcement to the Moréa under his brother, 

Constantine Paleologus, the Great Domestic. Con- 
stantine, marching from Mistra towards Andra- 
vidha, arrived the first day at Veligésti; on the 

second, at Lidhoréa, which name is still preserved 

in a district to the right of the Alpheius, near its 

junction with the Ladon. From thence they fol- 

lowed the Alpheius to Vsova, or O’siva, the appointed 

of these historians, Mainfroy, king of Sicily, furnished a large 

body of cavalry on this occasion; but the Chronicle is silent as 

to these Italian auxiliaries. 
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place of meeting of a body of Turkish auxiliaries. 
The Greeks burnt the monastery of I’sova, and then 

proceeded to Prinitza, where they encamped in a 

great plain. 

William happened at this moment to be at 

Corinth, whither he had gone to obtain succour 
from Athens, and had left in charge of his do- 

minions John of Catava, who, on hearing of the 

approach of Constantine, marched (it is not stated 

from whence) to Kréstena. This name still subsists 

as that of a village two or three miles from 

the left bank of the Alpheius opposite to Olympia. 
As soon as Catava had knowledge of the arrival of 

the Greeks at Prinitza, he marched by night along 

the Alpheius, through a narrow pass called the 
Agridhi of Kunupitza, and early in the morning 
attacked and defeated the Greeks, who fled into the 

woods of the neighbouring mountains, while Con- 

stantine sought his personal safety in a retreat ~ 

through by-ways to Mistra. 

In the ensuing spring the Greeks were still more 

unfortunate, Constantine having been made pri- 

soner by the Franks, assisted by a body of Turks, 

on Mount Makryplaghi, after which the French 

plundered all Laconia as far as Elos and Vatika; but 
they were obliged to return hastily, after providing 

for the safety of Sparta, on hearing of a revolt of the 

Skortini, who had blockaded Araklovo and Karitena. 

It appears in general, that in consequence of the 

possession of Mistra and Monemvasia by the Greeks, 

the utmost that William could efiect against them 

was, (having fortified Nikli,) to maintain a body of 

his forces on the frontier of Laconia, at Arakhova, 
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a large village still existing in a lofty situation on 
the confines of the Tegeatis and Laconice, from 

whence he could make incursions into Laconia. 

The Chronicle relates some of the principal circum- 

stances which attended the death of Mainfroy and 

the acquisition of the kingdom of Sicily by Charles 

of Anjou, as introductory to an account of the 
alliance between William and Charles by the mar- 

riage of Philip', a younger son of the latter, with 

Tsabella, the daughter of William. After this 
marriage, which took place at Naples in 1269, in 

the presence of Charles and William, the latter re- 

turned to the Moréa, followed by 500 men, whom 

Charles sent to his assistance on hearing of the arri- 

val at Monemvasia of some Greek reinforcements. 

From Glaréntza the united forces of William and 

Charles moved to I’sova, to Karitena, and to Nikli, 

from whence they made an incursion into Tzakonia, 

and plundered it during five days, the Greeks re- 
tiring into the mountains and fortresses. William 

then left a strong garrison in Nikli, and returned 
with his Neapolitan confederates to Andravidha, 

where he was soon called upon by his new liege 

lord, the King of Sicily, to afford him assistance 
against Conradin and the Guebilines*. To some 

military advice of William, the Chronicle attri- 

butes the victory gained by Charles at Scurzola’, 

which was followed by the death of Conradin ; 

and adds, that in gratitude for this benefit, the 

* Erroneously named Louis in the Chronicle. 
* Knredivow. Teredjvo. 

* In the Chronicle this battle is erroneously said to have been 
fought at Benevento (Mov/dr). 

L 
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king despatched, unasked, and at his own expense, 

another body of auxiliaries to the Moréa, William 

having been obliged again to return thither hastily 

in consequence of an attack from the Greeks, who 

took advantage of his absence, although in violation 

of a truce for a year, which had been agreed upon 

before William’s departure for Naples. On_ this 

occasion William was still less fortunate than on the 

last; a dysentery', which, according to the poet, 

was caused by the cold waters of Arakhova, de- 

stroyed a great number; and among them their 

best captain, Geoffroy, lord of Karitena. In the 
same year, 1277, or the following, William de 

Villehardouin himself died, as well as his son- 

in-law Philip, by which Charles II. of Naples, the 

elder brother of the latter, became sovereign of 

the principality of Achaia, which was governed 

for many years by a bailli or deputy’. This 

deputy, for the greater part of the time, was ~ 

Nicolas de Saint Omer, who had married William’s 

widow. In 1292, Florent de Hainault, having 

married Isabella, daughter of William, and widow 

of Philip of Anjou, was appointed Prince of Achaia 
by the King of Sicily. He assisted Nicephorus 

Ducas, despot of the West, with a mercenary force 

of 500 men, against the Greek emperor, and, landing 

in Epirus, marched with the despot and Richard, 

Count of Kefalonia, to Arta and Ioannina, which latter 

city they relieved from the blockade of the Greeks, 
who retreated precipitately, and before they could 

receive advice of the arrival of a Genoese squadron 

at Prévyza, which had been sent to their aid. 

' KowWakoy,  prdiroc. 
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Here ends the Chronicle of the princes of Achaia. 

The remaining pages are devoted to an episode, 
which serves, and was intended probably by the 

author, to intimate to the reader his place of resi- 

dence, and the time at which his work was con- 

cluded. Geoffroy de Brienne, who was cousin of the 

deceased lord of Karitena, and claimed to be his heir, 

having met with no encouragement from the French 

chieftains, obtained possession, by a stratagem, of 

the castle of Araklovo, and offered it for sale to the 

Greeks, who were advancing to take possession of 

it; when Nicolas de Saint Omer, then bailli, appre- 

hensive of the effects which would follow the loss of 

such an important position, entered into terms with 

Geoffroy, and agreed to give him a fief, on the con- 

dition of his restoring the castle. Geoffroy acquired 

another fief by marriage, and his heiress married 
D’Aunoy, lord (avOévrnc) of Arkadhia, whose grand- 

son, Hrard, was recently dead when the poet wrote’. 

As Geoffroy came into the Moréa about the year 

*"O Ged rove EdwKke TuLdiy Kal Hrov dé KopiTLt, 

“EXévny tiv wvdpuacay Kal vorepor UmavdpEevOn 

Mé rov Mioép Biddoy vré ’Avoe*, avBévrny rijc “Apkaciac, 

Kai éxeivoe wadeuy éxnxay vidv kat Ovyarépa, 

"Apapooc } ijkover 6 vidc, ’Avéla t h Ovyarépa, 

Tiv drouy thy evrAoynOnke Cv bualiov yuvaixa 

‘O Misép Srévne ro dvopa, 6 Maitpoe ro éxikAny §. 

Kat éxeivor wadev Exnxay viove Kal Bvyarépate 

"Aro Odovg eic amépetve, TO HTOY KANPOYopMOE, 

*Apapdoyv tov wvdpalay, avdévrny “Apxadiac. 

"Erhovrnvav ra dppava, éxapnoay ai xipec, 

Ot wévynrec Kal of mrwyol ToD oydouy éxHKay 

* Messire Vilain d’Aunoy. + Erard. + Agnes. 

§ Messire Stenis Mavros, a Greek name. 

Ba 
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1285, and the reigning lord of Arkadhia, recently 
deceased, was of the third generation from Geof- 
froy, the poem could not have been concluded 

before the year 1350 or 1360. , 
The Chronicle of the Moréa resembles other 

similar productions of the lower Greeks in the 

tameness and vulgarity of its language, in its 

prolixity, its tedious details, mixed with long 

speeches, intended as an imitation of the Homeric 

style, and its total want of all poetic merit or 

character. But it retains considerable interest as 

a historical document, and as presenting a correct 

sketch of the lives and alliances of some of the most 

successful adventurers of the crusades, of the moral 

and political usages of feudal times, and of military 

customs before the invention of gunpowder. It may 

be read, therefore, with some advantage by those 

not conversant with the Romaic Greek in the trans- 

lation of M. Buchon, who has illustrated the work — 

most fully with notes and illustrations from French 

and Italian authorities relating to the same events. 

There are indeed several passages where I cannot 

exactly agree with the editor in his interpretation 

of the poet; and by his own admission he has found 

much difficulty in explaining the geography of the 
narrative. For the purpose of ‘supplying this indis- 

pensable aid to the historical document, I shall offer 

Kic rov xapov oro0v ade, Tov abdévrov "Apxadiac. 

“Odot rov éuvnpovevere, Kadoc avlérvrne jrov. Ad fin. 

M. Buchon has translated these lines so as to make it appear 

that there was no more than one Erard. But this is corrected 

in his Genealogical Table III., where two are duly named; the 

uncle, son of Helene; and the nephew, son of Mavros and Agnes. 
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a few remarks on the situation of the principal 

places, of which the names are now obsolete. These 

are not numerous, as the greater part of the towns 

and fortresses of the Morea are still named pre- 

cisely as in the 13th century. 

The towns giving names to Frank lordships, which 

are now either obscure places, or no longer exist, 

are A’khova, Khalatritza, Gheraki, Passava, Veli- 

gdésti, Nikli, and Gritzena. 

The situation of A’khova is proved by the name 

Akhovés, still attached to a district adjacent to 

the ancient Thelpusa; the ruined medieval castle 

named Galata is probably the fortress of the lords 

of A’khova. 

Khalatritza, now called Khalandritza', is still 

a considerable village on the heights which rise from 

the right bank of the Pezrus, ten or twelve miles 
above the mouth of that river. The castle of the 

lords of Khalandritza is probably that which occupies 

the summit of a strong height two miles to the 
north of Khalandritza, and is now called Sainé- 

kastro. : 

The ruined castle of the lords of Gheraki, founded 

on the walls of the ancient Geronthre, is still to 

be seen in a conspicuous situation on the heights 

which rise from the left bank of the Hurotas to the 
southward of the Spartan plain. Gheraki is said in 
the poem to have been in Tzakonia: in fact it is 

situated not very far to the southward of the country 

where the Tzakonic dialect of modern Greek is still 

* Xadarrpirla. 
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spoken. ‘Tzakonia, however, seems to have had a 
more comprehensive meaning in the 13th century, 

and to have been synonymous with the ancient 

Laconia. 

The name Passava exists only as attached to a 

river and plain in Kato-Mani; but ruined walls of 

the castle of the lords of Passava are found, as at 

Gheraki, intermixed with remains of the works of 

the ancient city which occupied the same position. 

This city was Las, a name connected with the 
earliest traditions of Laconia. 

The names Veligésti, Nikli, and Gritzena are now 

obsolete. 

Veligésti is described as having been situated on 

a height of small elevation’ beyond Mount Khelmos, 

at one day’s march from Sparta on the way to 

Karitena, and about midway between Sparta and 

Herea. This places Veligdsti very near Londari. 

As we find Londari mentioned among the leading ~ 

towns or fortresses in the 15th century, it rose 

perhaps to importance on the decline of Velig6sti; 

for as there is no mention of Londari in the former 

age, so there is none of Veligdsti in the latter. 

A medieval castle, of which there are some remains 

mixed with Hellenic masonry, on the summit of 

Mount Khelmés, may have secured the communi- 
cation between Veligésti and Sparta through this 

pass, which anciently was commanded by Belemina. 

Nikli stood, like Veligésti, at the entrance of 
some passes leading into Laconia, and which are 

1 Q~ 
Kapopourev, 
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described by the Chronicle as consisting of narrow 
valleys, where an opponent would have great ad- 

vantages, and cavalry would be of little service '. 

This description applies so exactly to the passes 

between Tegea and Sparta, that we can hardly hesi- 

tate in placing Nikli at or near the former place; 
and the more confidently, as we learn, in the same 

page of the Chronicle, that Nikli defended one of 
the approaches to Argos from Sparta, which no situ- 
ation could have effected in any plain to the north- 

ward of Laconia, except that of Zegea. Nor could 

Nikli have been in the plain of Stenyclerus, or upper 
Messenian plain, because when the Franks defeated 

the Greeks a second time in the year 1263, and 

made Constantine Palzologus and his principal 

officers prisoners on Mount Makryplaghi, the Greeks 

had advanced to that mountain from Velig6sti and 

the Franks from Arkadhia. Nikli, therefore, would, 

on that supposition, have been exactly in the route 

of the Franks; and some mention of it could 

scarcely have been avoided. In the Chronicle, 

moreover, the plain of Stenyclerus is clearly described 

as that of a place named Kalami. 

Nikli, situated on the site of Zegea, commanded 
the approach to Sparta, the key of Laconia, from 

\ I ef 

: . TO O.doTHnpa TO Ever amat TO NixNe 

"Ewe tiv Aakedatporiay, Ever Oaswone TOTOE 

Bouma cal orevodkayyada, dzov [Jory deLtwrwy 

Na oréxovy via dogebovaty ude Kai ra adoydpac, 

Kai jpeic va pa) duvapeBa va PAdPopeEr cic avrove. 

Page 156, 
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the great eastern Arcadian plain, as Veligésti com- 
manded it from the western; and this situation il- 

lustrates the military policy of Prince William in 

placing his advanced camp at Arakhova, near the 

sources of the streams flowing southward to the 

Eurotas and northward to the Alpheius; as from 
thence he could maintain a communication with 

Sparta, then in his hands, and could occasionally 
overrun all Tzakonia and the Lacedemonian plain 

up to the walls of Mistra and Monemvasia. 
As Nikli existed before the French conquest of 

the Moréa, it is not improbable that the old church 

on the site of Zegea, called Paleé-Episkopi, and 
which appears to be much more ancient than the 

13th century, was once the principal church of 

Nikli, though I cannot find either Tegea or Nikli 

noticed as a bishopric in any ecclesiastical authority. 

Possibly the Bishop of Argos had an episcopal 

church at Nikli. It has been supposed that Nikli - 

was the same place as the present MoydA7 or Paleo- 

Mokhli, near Akhladhé-Kampo (Hysi@); but Nikli 
was in a plain, whereas Mokhli stands on a pre- 
cipitous height closely environed by mountains. It 

is well known, moreover, that Mokhli is a colony of 

Amycle in Lacedemonia, driven from thence pro- 

bably by the Sclavonians, and that the bishop who 

takes his title from Amycle resided at Mokhli until 
that place was deserted, when he went to Tripolitza, 
where he was living at the time of my first visit to 
the Moréa. 

Both the anonymous Chronicle and the Byzan- 

tine history confirm, by their silence, another tra- 
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dition of the Tripolitziotes which I have mentioned ', 

namely, that Tripolitza was not built until Mokhli 
declined, and that it was formed and named from 

the union of Mokhli, Tegea, and Mantineia. 
The situation of Gritzena is the most difficult to 

be determined, as the name occurs only as that of 

one of the lordships; nor is there any incidental re- 
mark in the poem which throws any light on its 

position, except that it was in Lakos, written crovc 

Aaxxove by Bishop Dordtheos; but as Lakos is 
coupled with the mountain of Melingi (7 aygetus), 
and was one of the places between Sparta and Kala- 
mata, it would seem at least that Gritzena was on 

the southern side of Mount Yaygetus, in a situation 
intermediate between Kalamata and Leftro, where 

William built a castle’. It is highly probable, how- 

ever, that after the cession of Mistra and Maini to 

the Greeks, no part of Laconia was occupied by the 

Franks, except Sparta. Pachymer indeed expressly 
mentions leraki (Gheraki) as having been given 

up together with Monemvasia, Maini, Myzithra, 

Anapli, and Argos. 

One of the most important positions in the in- 
terior of the Moréa was Araklovo. Jt was a small 

castle on a precipitous hill in the narrowest part of 

the pass of Skorta*; and before the castle of Kari- 

tena had been built by Hugues de Briéres, it was the 
key of the communication between the upper and 

lower valley of the Alpheus, as well as a sort of cita- 

' Tr. in Morea, i. p. 336. 

* Chronique de Morée, p. 74. 

> trav Lkopr@y 6 dpdyyoc. 
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del to the mountainous country on either side called 

Skorta, which was generally independent of the 

ruling powers of the Moréa, or in a state of insur- 

rection against them. ‘There are two remains of 
medieval castles, nearly opposite to each other, in 

the middle of those passes of the Alpheius ; one 
standing on the foundations of the ancient Theisoa 

of Cynurea, the other on those of Maratha. The 

former situation, as the more important in every 

respect, and as well defending the left or weaker 

side of the Alphetus, is more probably the Araklovo 
of the Chronicle. This name is Sclavonic, which 

accords with the poem, inasmuch as the latter points 

chiefly to Skorta and Melingis as the abodes of the 
Moreite Sclavonians. 

Below the passes of Skorta, and about midway 

between them and Andravidha, was I’sova or O’siva. 

Here stood a celebrated monastery, which was burnt 

by the Greeks when they marched along the Alpheius ° 
towards Andravidha in 1262. The situation of 

I’sova, as deducible from the Moreite poem, accords 

perfectly with that of the Gothic ruin, called Palati, 

which is situated not far from the left bank of the 

Alpheius, and nearly opposite to the mouth of the 
Erymanthus’. The Madonna of I’sova was believed 

by the Franks to have assisted them in gaining the 

battle of Pirnitza, which accounts for the existence 

of a Gothic church in that place, supposing it to 

be I'sova. Possibly this may have been one of 
the fiefs given to the military orders; for its de- 

struction by the Greeks shows that it was a Latin 

' See Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 87. 
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establishment before that battle. Or the church 
perhaps was built by William de Villehardouin 
after his victory at Pirnitza, in gratitude to the 
Madonna. I'sova was separated by a pass called the 

Agridhi of Kunupitza, from the plain of Pirnitza. 
It was probably where the valley of the Alpheius 

narrows in the way from Strefi to Pyrgo, which 

town stands perhaps on the site of Pirnitza; for its 

name is well known to be very recent, and to be 

derived from the Pyrgo or tower of a Turkish bey ', 

which stood in a subordinate village of the district 

of Ghastini. 

Vlisiri? was a town not far from Pyrgo, near the 
mouth of the Alphezus. 

If the anonymous Chronicle possesses value as 

preserving from oblivion some information on the 
history and geography of the Moréa in the 13th 

century, it is not less interesting as a specimen of 

the Greek language and poetry of those times. On 

this subject the translator of the Chronicle observes : 

—“ Notre chroniqueur défigure cette belle langue 
beaucoup plus que n’avait fait aucun autre écrivain 

avant lui. Le Gree est sous sa plume un patois 

meélé de Grec et de Francais, n’ayant ni la mélodie 
de Tun, ni Vaisance de l'autre. Les cinquante-six 

ans, pendant lesquels les Francs avaient possédé 

* See Tr. in Morea, i. p. 45. 

The Pyrgo, from whence Prince William in 1259 crossed the 

Gulf of Epakto, in his way to Arta, was not, as the editor of the 

Anonymous Chronicle supposes (p. 85) in the Hleia, but on the 

northern shore of the Moréa, probably at the harbour now called 
Psatho-Pyrgo. 

> Brcojjor. 
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empire de Byzance, avaient suffi pour défigurer la 

langue des vaincus, et cette corruption avait du étre 
plus grande encore dans le Peloponnése conquis 

et gouverné en détail par des chevaliers Francais, 
qui avaient morcelé ses vieilles républiques en 

autant de seigneuries, et y avaient introduit leur 

langue.” 
Undoubtedly many French terms occur in the 

Moreite poem, rendered necessary, as in the Hel- 

lenic of Roman times, by the new titles, offices, 

laws, and customs introduced by the conquerors; 

but instead of being written in a dialect which arose 
out of the brief residence of the Franks at Constan- 

tinople and in the Moréa, the language of the 

Moreite poem presents no essential variation from 

the Romaic of the 12th century; nor does it differ 

in any particular of importance from the Romaic of 

modern times. We find in all of them the same 

modes of corruption from the ancient Hellenic, the 

same substitution of prepositions for the inflexions 

of nouns, the same use of auxiliary verbs for the 

tenses of verbs, the same manner of employing arti- 

cles and pronouns, a syntax of the same kind, and 

the same accentual metre, in which the ancient 

laws of quantity were totally forgotten. The short 

extracts given in the preceding pages, compared 

with productions of earlier or later date, will con- 

vince every person conversant with Romaic of an 

entire similitude in every essential characteristic. 

The Moreite poem was composed in the same 

century, in which Dante and Petrarca led the way 
in that course of improvement which speedily raised 

Italy to the highest rank in literature, while that 
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of Greece declined, or remained stationary, for four 

centuries, in consequence of the degraded condition 

of the people. Nevertheless, in the manner in 
which the two languages differ from the ancient 

type, in the accentual metre of their versification, 

in the time of their formation, in the causes and 

effects of their divergence from the ancient tongues, 
there is the strongest resemblance. 

But although the Romaic Greek may not have 

undergone greater change than the Italian in the 

course of 500 years, it has varied a little from 

century to century like all languages; and the 

Moreite poem, as being the only published example 

of an intermediate time between the earliest and 

the latest specimens of vulgar poetry, is valuable, 

as affording the means of comparison. The follow- 
ing are some of the instances in which there are 

vestiges of Hellenic, not to be found in later pro- 

ductions :— 

70, tov, ra, resembling the Doric roc, rov, ra, is 

used in the place of the Hellenic 6, ov, a, but oov 

also occurs in the sense of who or which, as in the 

hodiernal dialect; ro is found also in the sense of 

omt, that. orav, when. ov«, ovdev, not: the modern 

form de is not used. avai, vrai, a poetical Hellenic 

form of avo, vr6. 1, or Eve, 78, are. va evn, to be: 

this is corrupted in the more modern dialect into 

civat, Which is used for all the inflexions of ciuat, 

LI am... 70 Wetv, 76 axovoay, the seeing, the hearing. 

woaodrte, Until when. we ov, until that. emnv, with the 

meaning of erudn, the erav of Homer. ciov, whence, 

because. evopov, toxov (ev tw omov) together. Some 
of the tenses of wow, or corrupted forms of them, 
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constitute the ordinary varieties of the verb to make, 

which in the hodiernal language are expressed by 

means of Kav, or TOacoW, ex. gYT. Toinoov, make 

(imperative), ézoinos, he made. wromow, or row, 

re shall make. va Ton, to make. Kal TCE we KEAEVELC, 

and do as you will, éernxa, or éxnxa, [ made. ern- 

kav, OY émnkav, OF érnkave, they made. osBaiv, 

Ovyaorn, by metathesis, for ecBaivw, Ovyarne.  ava- 

werapt, handkerchief, or the fold of a robe.  Snueyép- 
TNC, Onueyepota, rebel, rebellion. duvapapt, fortress. 

edrypovica, I passed two years. émixXn (ewtkAnowv) sur- 

name. mrake (émurayn) message, order. orpéupa, 1e- 

treat. topxia (emiopKia) perjury. 

M. Buchon adduees, as a proof of the Frank cor- 

ruptions of the language of this poem, the use of 

xat in the sense of the Italian che; but though he 
says it is found passim, he refers only to the follow- 
ing line :— 

‘Qe igevper, Eyvwptce, Kai irov i adyGeia. 

When he knew that it was true. 

This use of «ait, however, is idiomatic in Romaic, 

and resembles some of its modes of employment in 
Hellenic. . 

There are many words of Hellenic origin in the 

Chronicle, slightly differing in form from those at 

present employed; and there are some which I 

can neither trace to Hellenic, nor find in the 

ordinary dialect of the present day, though it is 

possible they may have a local existence in some 

parts of Greece. Such is dpoyyoc, which seems to 
be the Peloponnesian form of Adyyoc, a wood, or 
wilderness, or mountainous pass. The names of all 
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the principal places in the Greek empire which 

occur in the poem are written as at present, as well 

as those of foreign countries and people, ex. gr. 

DoavrZa, Beveria, TlovAta, TlooBérrZa, ‘EyyAuréoa, 

"EyyAéoor, Tooxavor, AovuPBaodo, Tovdsoxor, ’AXapa- 

vot, Doarrlelor, BovA yapot, Tevou[3éZor. 

Many words which the editor derives from the 

French, and adduces as proofs of the effects of the 

French conquest of the Moréa upon the language 

of that country, were not derived from the French, 

but were taken at an earlier time from the low 

Latin or Italian. Such as kaBadXapne, horseman ; 
Kamiravioc, OF KaTETavoc, captain ; oparoo, homage ; 

Taccarluo, passage ; peBeotiZw, to invest; poBercdu, 

to rebel; riévra, tent. 

M. Buchon attributes to the poem a date be- 

tween 1324 and 1328. But fifty years later seems 
more probable; for if Erard, the last lord of Arkad- 

hia, was great-grandson of Geoffroy de Brienne, who 
was not married until about 1285, it is evident that 

sufficient time had not elapsed in 1324 for a prince 

of the third generation to have governed Arkadhia 

for several years. Another indication of time is 

given in the following lines, where the poet, after 
relating the defeat of Walter de Brienne by the 

Great Company of Catalans, in 1312, and his death, 

adds that the Company was still in possession of 

the Mega Kyrato or Duchy of Athens, when the 
poet was writing. 

’"Exijpav kat roy romoyrov Tro péyado Kupdroy 

Kat éver avOévrat oijpepov éxeivn ourrpogia. Page 169. 

As the Catalans were not entirely deprived of their 
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possessions at Athens and Neopatra until their 
defeat by Nerio Acciajuoli in 1394, the preceding 

words of the Romaic poet are not adverse to a date 

for the poem of about 1380. 

M. Buchon justly infers, from the poet’s in- 

clination in favour of the Franks, and his severe 

reflections on the Greek character, that he was in 

part, at least, of the race of the conquerors. The 

French were probably never very numerous in the 

Moréa, and the old families at length failed, as 

appears by a Greek (Stenis Mavros) having married 
the daughter and heiress of D’Aunoy, lord of Arkad- 

hia. The poet was possibly of this mixed race. 

VoL. i. p. 187. 

Therapne, Amycle, Brysez, Alesiz, Messapez, 

Pharis, rivers Tiasa, Phellia'. 

* For the better understanding of these remarks and of some 

others on the topography of the great Lacedemonian valley, 

a map of it has been subjoined on an enlarged scale. The 
following is the passage of Pausanias which this map serves to 

illustrate :— 

Oparyyc dé ob rdppw DoiBaioy Kaovpevor éoriv, év O€ a’T@ 

Atosxovowy vadc’ Kat ot Ednfor rH “Evvadiw Ovovow évravOa. 

rourov O& ov ToXv LIlocedwvoc adéornKey iepdv émikdnow Taaov- 

xov, Kal am avrov mooehOdrTe we Exi Tro Taiiyeror, dvopafovor 

"AXeaiac xwpiov. .. . . . Kat odie Aakedaipovoe rov Tavyérne 

évravda éoriy to@ov. AraBdor O€ abrdev rorapov PedAXiay Tapa 

"Apvkrac, iota. evOeiay we ext Oaracoav Papic wddecg ev TH 

Aakwvikh more W?keiro, aworpaTmopévm O&€ amd ric PeddAiac é¢ 
. \ \ 4 \ aA , e> ~ 

detuiv i) mpog ro Opocg ro Tavyerov tory dddc. “Eore O& év ro 
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The difficulty as to Therapne has already been 

stated ', as well as the conclusion, that Therapne can 

only be placed, consistently with ancient evidence, 
at the southern extremity of the pass of Menelaium, 
where that mountain falls steeply to the left bank 

of the Hurotas, opposite to its junction with the 

Trypidtiko, or river of Magila, the ancient Cnacion’. 
Immediately opposite to Therapne, and separated 

only from it by the river, was the Phoebeum. The 

steepness of Mount Menelaium explains the vpimedov 

Ozoarvac edoc of Pindar, and leads to the belief 

that Therapne extended from the bank of the 

river to the summit of that mountain. Thus also 

we perceive the propriety of the description by 

Herodotus of the position of the temple of Helene 
at Therapne*®. From the Scholiast of Pindar, 

compared with Pausanias, we may infer that the 

Phoebeeum was sometimes considered a part of 

Therapne, although separated from it by the river; 

for the former describes the temple of the Dioscuri 

medly Avoc Meooaréwe répevoc. . . . +. ’"Evrevdev éorty amivow 

ék tov Tavyérov ywpiov, EvOa modtc more wkeiro Bovoeai, cat 

Atovvoov vaoc évravOa Ere Nelwerae kal Gyadrpa év braidpw’ rd 

de év TO vaw povatc yuvaéiy gory Opav. yuvaikec yup O} povae 

Kai Ta &¢ Tac Ovaoiac Opwaty év amoppyTo. ”"AKkopa dé tov Tavyérou 

TaXerov imép Bovoeoy avéxye. Pausan. Lacon. 20, 3,—5. 

(2—4.) 

* Tr. in Morea, i. p. 181. 
* On this identification, see Tr. in Morea, i. p. 180. Anciently, 

perhaps, the Cnacion joined the Eurotas by a more direct course 

than it now does. The change would be the natural effect of an 

elevation of surface in the marshy level of the Platanistus. 

* é¢ 0 rije ‘ENévne iepov' ro S gore év rH Orcparyvyn Kadevpery 
irepbe rov orSntov ipod. Herodot. 6, 61. 

M 
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as in Therapne'; the latter, as having been in the 

Phoebeeum. 

Amycle I still place at Aghia Kyriaki, although 

Sklavokhéri is generally supposed to be its site, and 

is so marked in the map of the French Geographical 

Commission. But there is every probability that 

Sklavokhori is a name and place not more 

ancient than the 14th century. From the metrical 

Chronicle of the Moréa we learn, that in the 

12th and 13th centuries some _half-independent 

Sclavonians occupied the ridges of Yaygetus be- 
hind Mistra, and were still in that state when 

Mistra fell into the hands of the Greeks in the 

year 1262, and became for two centuries the capital 

of the Laconian despotate. In the course of those 

years it is probable that the Greeks obliged the 
Sclavonians to exchange their mountain villages, 
where they were naturally disposed to be unruly, 

* Kai rap’ Evpwra rédac 

"Igexdéoe prey malic ouddapoc éwy 

Lraprav yevec 

Tuvdapioag & év ’Axauic v- 

Wimedov Oeparvac oixéwy edoc. 

Pindar. Isthm. 1, 42. 

ioréov, Ore re Aaxwrexic év Oeparvaic 70 tepdv éore r@v Aw- 

oxovpwy. Schol. in |. cit. 

The son of Iphicles was Iolaus. The =raprey yévoc, or race 

of Thebans, suggests a more probable origin of the name Sparta, 

than that of Sparta having been a daughter of Lacedzemon, 

which Pausanias gives, in conformity with the predilection for 

heroic personifications, which was common in his time. In fact, 

Sparta could hardly have existed before the return of the Hera- 

cleide, the city of Amycle having been so near its site, and 

still nearer the cvzupyoc Sepdrvn, as it is termed by Aleman. 

(Frag. 1. Ed. Welcker.) 
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for a settlement in the plain of Sparta. The proofs 
which Sklavokh6ri retains of having once been a 

place of greater importance than it is at present, 
and its name, surrounded on all sides by names not 

of Sclavonic but of Greek or Turkish derivation, 

furnish strong reasons for believing that the origin 

of Sklavokh6ri has been such as I have stated. 
Sklavokhori appears to be situated between the 

sites of Amycle and Bryse@, and to have attracted 
to it fragments of the ancient buildings of both 

those cities. Thus the inscription containing the 
letters AMYKA which I observed at Sklavokhori ' 

may have been brought from the site of Amycle ; 

while there seems strong reason for believing that 

the marble from Sklavokhori, which was presented 

by the Earl of Aberdeen to the British Museum, 
came from Arysee: it bears the names of two 

priestesses, and represents various articles of female 

apparel; and at Brysesx, as we learn from Pau- 

sanias, there was a temple of Bacchus, into which 

women alone were admitted, and in which they 

performed secret rites, Near Sinan-bey, a village 
between Sklavokhori and the Zaygetan cliffs, where 
I found another marble which is now in the British 

Museum, a copious source of water issuing from 

the foot of the cliffs at a small church containing 
ancient fragments, appears to mark the exact site of 

Brysee: this and other fountains in the vicinity 
may have given origin to the name; and Pausanias 

shows that Brysez stood near these cliffs, by his 
remark that the ordinary exit from the mountain 

* Travels in the Morea, Inscr. No. 13. 

M 2 
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was at Brysee. The town extended perhaps 
southward as far as an opening in the cliffs, through 

which a road leads from Sklavokhori to Sokha, and 

through which issues the Takhirti, or river of Sokha, 

which joins the Hwrotas a little north of Vafid. On 

one side of the gorge stands a tower upon a perpen- 

dicular rock. This opening I take to be the place 

of exit of which Pausanias speaks. 

It may be thought perhaps that Brysee, thus 
placed, is too far removed from the highest summit 

of Taygetus, anciently called Taletum and now St. 
Elias, to justify the description of Taletum as situ- 

ated above Brysez; but as Brysez would still be 

the nearest town to that summit, and as it stood 

immediately at the foot of the cliffs, there seems 

nothing unsuitable in the words TaXzrov umie Bovoewv 

avéxe, When applied to the supposed site of Bryseze’. 

Bryseze having been near the place of entrance 

into the mountain, and Alesiz in the way from the - 

temple of Neptune Geeatichus to Mount Taygetus, it 

will follow that Alesize was nearly in a line between 

the southern extremity of Sparta and the site of 

Bryseze, for the Temple of Neptune stood near the 

Phoebzeum, which was near the Platanistus of 

Sparta, on the bank of the Eurotas opposite to 

Therapne. Alesiz appears to have been situated 

between the rivers Tiasa and Phellia, Pausanias 

having noticed only the crossing of the latter after 

* Anavry’'ti, a modern village in the middle region of Taygetus 

immediately above Bryse@, may have derived its ancient name 

from its position above Brysez; or merely as situated at the 

source of a river. 

ee 
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departing from Alesiz to the southward. The 
Tiasa I have given reasons ' for identifying, not with 

the Trypiétiko as marked in the map of the French 

Commission, but with the Pandeléimona, or river 

formed of the streams of Mistra and Parori. The 

Trypidtiko flowed through a part of the site of 

Sparta, while the Pandeleimona accords with the 

mention of the Tiasa by Pausanias, in being the 

principal stream on the road from Sparta to Amycle, 

whether the latter be placed at Aghia Kyriaki or 

at Sklavokhori. Placing Alesie, therefore, at some 

point between the rivers of Mistraé and Anavry’'ti, 

we trace the road of Pausanias from Sparta to the 

southern part of the plain, crossing the latter river 
near Aghia Kyriaki, which thus accords with Amy- 
cle, and beyond it separating into two branches, one 

of which led to Brysee, the other to Pharis. This 
latter place I still consider to have been situated at 

Vafid’, where the ancient treasury seems perfectly 

to accord with the fact of Pharis having been one of 

the old Achzean cities before the Doric conquest ; 

Vafio, moreover, lying exactly in the road from 

Amycle to the sea, alluded to by Pausanias, of 
which road beyond Vafid there are several portions 

still in existence, excavated in the rock, and fur- 

rowed with the marks of wheels. 

The French Commission ‘discovered the remains 

of a temple near a source of water a little north- 

ward of the village of Katzart. This temple, lying 
exactly in a line between the site of Brysee and 
the point in the course of the river Phellia which 

’ Travels in the Morea, i. p. 181. * Ebid. it. p...4. 
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would be intersected by the road from Sparta to 
Pharis, accords with the temple of Jupiter Messa- 

peus, described by Pausanias as having been situ- 

ated on the road to Brysez, which, beyond the 

crossing of the Phellia, branched from the road lead- 

ing from Sparta to Pharis. This temple, therefore, 

may be considered as confirming my supposition as 

to the site of Brysee, and, by implication, as to that 

of Amycle also. It appears from Theopompus (cited 

by Stephanus), that there was a town or village at 
the temple of Jupiter, called Messapee'. 

VoL. i. p. 199. 

There can be little question that the word Helote, 

or Heilote (ciAwc), meant captive, and was derived . 

from Aw, cirov, like sume from sayaw’. And this 

agrees with the testimony of Ephorus, according 

to whom the term was applied by the Heracleidz 

to the conquered inhabitants of the country around 

Sparta before the occurrence of the insurrection 

of Helos, which arose from the violation by Agis, 

son of Eurysthenes, of an engagement made by 

the Dorians, that the conquered people should 

enjoy the same laws and privileges as the Spar- 

1 Meooaréat’ ywpiov Aakwrikdv' ro é0vikoy Mecoareevc. ov7w 

yap 6 Zeve ékei Tysarar. OedwopTog TEvTnKooTP EBcouw. Steph. 

in Vv. 

2 V. Miiller’s History of the Doric Race, 3, 3, § 1. Lennep. 

Etymol. p. 257. 
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tans themselves. After the subjugation of the 

insurgents, all the Heilotes became slaves of the 

Spartans, serving them in their houses as well as in 

war, and cultivating their lands, liable to the pay- 

ment of a fixed rent in kind. The sepioucor, who 
formed the remainder of the Laconian population, 

were subject to tribute and taxation, received go- 
vernors from Sparta, and were obliged to aid the 

Spartans in war without any voice in their coun- 

ceils, or in the civil government of the country: 

but they were in great measure their own masters ; 

were secure in the enjoyment of their property, 

both landed and personal; had the almost exclusive 

exercise of commerce and the arts; and were ex- 

empt from those numerous miseries of the Spartan 

discipline, which made Xenophon say, that he won- 

dered not that many men preferred death to such 

a life. And such continued, with little variation, 

to be the relative condition of the Heilotes, Periceci, 

and Spartans until the Roman conquest, when the 

Periceci were relieved from the Spartan yoke. The 

names of the districts which were united to form 

_ the self-governing community of the Eleutherola- 

cones, sufficiently show that the lands of the Spar- 
tans, cultivated by the Heilotes, were chiefly in the 

interior plains, and that the Periceci principally 

occupied the maritime districts which surround 

them. 

It was undoubtedly to the natural strength of 

these districts, and not to the good-will of the 

Spartans, that the Periceci, who consisted in great 

part of the descendants of the Achaians who had 

not migrated at the time of the Heracleid conquest, 
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were indebted for the superiority of their condition 

above that of the Heilotes. The former seem to 
have been nearly in the same state as the Maniates 

and many other Greek mountaineers were, and some 

of them still are, under the Turkish government ; 

the latter appear to have equally resembled the 

Greeks, who labour on the Turkish farms in the 

plains of Turkey, and who are bound to account to 

their masters for one half of the produce of the soil, 

as Tyrteeus says of the Messenians of his time: 

"“Qomep Ovoe peyddarc &yOeor retpdpevor, 

Agorosvvoit déporvtec CvayKaing timo vypic 

“Hyuwov wav docov Kkaprov Gpoupa pépet. 

Tyrteei Fragm. ap. Pausan. Messen. 14, 3 (5)'. 

Vou..i. p. 199. 

The inscribed column near Priniko was probably — 

a milestone on the Roman road from Sparta to 

Asopus, which is marked in the Peutinger Table. 

VOL. 1..pi 227. 

“Hyperteleatum, a place in the Asopian district 
sacred to A‘sculapius.” 

The French surveyors discovered this site on the 

shore opposite to the southern extremity of Cape 
Xyli, below the village of Demonia. The position 
accords correctly with the distance of Hyperteleatum 

' V.et Alian. V. H. 6, 1. 
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from Asopus as given by Pausanias. They found 

some remains of the inclosure of a temple on a rock 

artificially cut, with many tombs excavated in the 

rock, and towards DemO6nia, a fine source of water. 

Vou. i. p. 228. 

The ruins at Boza are probably those of the 

Christian Asopus, the existence of which in the 

seventh century is shown by Hierocles, who writes 
the name AZOTIOATS, an error perhaps for “Aowzoc 

woduc. Of the origin of the name Asopus, or at 

what time it displaced that of Cyparissia, we have 

no intimation; possibly it was introduced by some 

new colony, when Cyparissia, which had occupied 

the peninsula of Kavo Xyli, and had been inha- 
bited by some of the non-migrating Achzeans of 

Laconia, had been reduced to a state of desolation. 

In the time of Pausanias, the ancient name was 
preserved in that of a temple of Minerva Cypa- 
rissia in the Acropolis of Asopus. This Acropolis 

could have been no other than the summit of Kavo 

Xyli, which was the Acropolis also of Cyparissia, as 
appears by some ruins having been called, in the 

time-of Pausanias, those of the city of the Achzi 
Paracyparissii '. 

‘ kal ’AOnvde tepdv éore Ev TH ckpoToXe (Asopi sc.) Kuragio- 

giac éxik\now, Tig d& akpoTOAEwes TEVE TOIC TOGL TOAEWS EpEiTLE 

KaXoupévne ’Ayatwy rov Tlapaxvrapisciwy. Pausan. Lacon. 

22, 7 (9). 
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VoL. i. p. 248. 

Agee or Aigia, the Augeiz of Homer, is placed 
on the French map at Limni, so called from an exten- 

sive marsh in the valley of the eastern branch of the 

river of Passava: this marsh appears to answer to 

the Lake of Neptune mentioned by Pausanias. The 

distance of Limni from the remains of Gythiwm is 
nearly that which he gives between Atgiz and 

Gythium, namely, thirty stades; and the situation 

agrees, inasmuch as it lies to the right of the 

direction from Crocee to Gythium', the former 
being placed at or near Levétzova. 

Vo. i. p. 249. 

The French Commission discovered ancient quar- 

ries of green porphyry two miles to the south- 

eastward of Levétzova, and the vestiges of a temple 
nearer to that village. As Levétzova is exactly in 

the way from Sparta to Gythium, it is probably the 
site of Crocee, and the temple may have been that 
of Jupiter Croceatas, mentioned by Pausanias. If 
the geologists of the French Commission are right 

in their decision that green porphyry was the mar- 

ble celebrated among the Romans by the name of 

> 
' ’Eml Oadacoay o€ é¢ TvOuoyv karaBaivorri gore Aaxedaporiore 

¢ , , r s a aS , ‘ \ 4) Kwpn Kadovpevn Kpoxéat. . . . . + pera O& Kooxéag arorpameic 

éc delay amo ric é¢ TvOuv evOeiacg éxi wodcopa iéece Aiyiac. 

Pausan. Lacon. 21, 4, 5. 
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Laconian', there can be little doubt that the quar- 

ries of Levétzova are those alluded to by Strabo ’, 

though the ridges of Levétzova can hardly be con- 
sidered a part of Taygetus, and doubtless had some 
other name. The vagueness, however, so common 

in Strabo, may be sufficient to account for this 

inaccuracy. It is less easy to reconcile with a 
quarry of green porphyry the description which 

Pausanias gives of the pebbles at Croceze, which (he 

says) were difficult to work, but when wrought 
formed beautiful decorations for temples, baths, and 

fountains *. Perhaps both kinds of stone were found 

at Crocez; and between the time of Strabo and 

that of Pausanias, the demand for the Croceate 

porphyry may have given way to other fashions, or 

may have been supplied from other quarries; and 

the pebbles alone may have been in request. 

VoL. i. p. 260. 

In the French map we find the name Kakovini 

given to the southern part of the ridge of Mani. 

This is erroneous. Kakavulia, or Kakovulia, an 

* Description de la Morée. Géognosie, ii. 2, p. 120. 

2 Eioi oe Aaropiae NiBov moXrvrEdovc, Tov pév Tatvupiov év 

Tawvapy wadaai* vewori dé kal év ro Taiiyérw péraddoy avéwkav 

rivec evpeyebec, yoonyov Exovrec THY THY ‘Pwraiwy modvrédetay, 

Strabo, p. 367. 

* Kopoxéac’ 4¢ 7 ABoropia, pia Mev wéToa ovVEXNC OV OUjKOVEG, 

NiBoe O€ dpvacorrat OXIA Toc ToTapiorg Eorkdrec, AAAwWe plev 

dvaepyetc, iv o& érepyacbwaty, emtkoopyoaerv av kat Oewy teva, 

Kodup[nOpace 6€ Kai VOaot ouyredAovVat padrusra éc KtAXOg. Lacon. 

D1, 4. 
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ancient word, and here meaning the land of evil 

counsel, is the true name. But even this name is 

applied by the other Maniates as a term of reproach, 

and, as we may easily imagine, is not acknowledged 

by the inhabitants. 

VoL. i. p. 272. 

The remains of Teuthrone are described by 
M. Boblaye' as follows: “Kn descendant de Kava- 

los au port de Kotrones (or K6torna) nous trouvames 

sur emplacement de ce village les ruines de Teu- 

throne. Sa distance, 150 stades au Cap Trenare, 

évaluée en stades Olympiques, nest en excés que 

de huit a dix stades. La citadelle occupait la petite 

presquwile, dite Scopas, que Niger nomme Scopia ; 

son enceinte actuelle est faite de débris antiques, et | 

sur le continent on trouve quelques fits de colonnes, 
les ruines d’une rotonde en briques, et beaucoup de 

débris du moyen age.” The inscription, Tr. in M. 

No. 42, is from Skopa. 

VoL. i. p. 276. 

The French map has not identified Las or Hypsz, 
or the rivers Smenus and Scyras. M. Boblaye 
supposes the Smenus to have been the Turkovrysi, 
which he calls the river of Passava’; and, following 

' Recherches Géog. sur les Ruines de la Morée, p. 80. 
? Ibid. p. 88, 

—=-_—”~ - 
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the old reading of Pausanias, he places Las five 
stades from the right bank of that river at or near 

Khosiari.. At Vathy’, which in the French map is 
called Aghéranos, (a name I never heard,) he places 

Arainus, the name being of similar sound. [I still, 

however, adhere to the disposition of ancient names 

described in the place above cited, except with regard 

to Dictynnzeum, which I now place not on Cape 
Petali, but at Vathy’ or Aghéranos, this promontory 
having been more worthy of notice than that of 

Petali, and agreeing better with the words of Pau- 
sanias by its proximity to the ruins of Hypsz. 
There is indeed this objection, that if Dictynneum 
was at Vathy’, the river Turk6vrysi ought to be the 
Smenus, with which it accords in the purity of its 

waters; but we may imagine that Pausanias had 

already sufficiently noticed this stream in his men- 

tion of the fountain Cagaco, which corresponds per- 

fectly, as I before observed, with the source now 

called Turkovrysi, from whence the water of the 

Turkovrysi river is principally derived, its tributaries 

above that spring being mere torrents: we may easily 

conceive also that in noticing the river Smenus as 

being to the left of Cape Dictynnzeum, Pausanias 

purposely overlooked the promontory Petali, as well 

as the river Turkovrysi. There seems reason to sus- 

pect that the ancient name of the fountain Turk6- 

vrysi was Kvaxw, not Kayaxw, and that the river was 

homonymous with the Kvaxov of Sparta. The neigh- 

bouring mountain Kvaxactov favours this supposition. 

There was a Mount Kvaxadoc and a temple of 
Artemis KvaxaAnoia at Caphyez in Arcadia', names 

' Pausan. Arcad. 23, 3. 
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evidently derived, like those of the Laconian waters, 
from the same etymon, kvnkoc. 

If the French Commission had observed the 

Hellenic remains in the fortress of Passava, they 

would have arrived, perhaps, at a different conclu- 

sion on the surrounding topography ; for those re- 

mains are sufficient proofs of the situation of Las, 

that is to say, of the ancient Las which stood on 

Mount Asia ', for in the time of Pausanias the people 
of Las dwelt in the valley near the fountain Cnaco. 

VoL. i. p. 277. 

The French surveyors have placed Pyrrhichus at 

Kavalo, a village “situé au centre de la vallée 

transversale qui unit Dyro (Dhikh6o?) 4 Kotrénes” - 

(Teuthrone). “Nous y vimes des thermes, un torse 

colossal de femme, et diverses ruines Romaines. Un 

peu au-dessous du village est le puits dont parle 

Pausanias, et un gouffre, oi se perdent les eaux 

torrentielles ?.”. The words of Pausanias, azo 8 

Iluppiyou kataBavre é¢ Sadacoayv ort TevOpwvn *, ac- 

cord with the respective positions of the two places; 

but his distance of forty stades from the Scyrus to 

Pyrrhichus * must be measured, not from the mouth 

of that river, as M. Boblaye proposes, but from near 

its sources. 

1 See Tr. in Morea, i. p. 274. 

* Boblaye, Récherches Géogr. p. 88. 

3 Lacon. 25, 3, 4. * Lacon. 25, 2. 
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VOL. i. p. 287. 

On the highest point of the peninsula of 7’hy- 
rides, or Kavo Groso, are ruins called Orias to 

Kastro. It will be difficult to say whether Hippola 

stood at this place or at Kipala, which is evidently 

a corruption of the ancient name, until a more ac- 

curate comparison of the two places is made. 

Vot. i. p. 299. 

Cape Matapan is here improperly described as 

the most southerly point in Europe. Gibraltar and 

Tarifa are more southerly. 

VoL. i. p. 302. 

I continue to place Psamathus at Porto Kaio and 

Achilleius at Vathy’, although the French geogra- 
phers have reversed these positions. The only argu- 

ment I can imagine in favour of their arrangement 

is derived from the observation of Strabo, that 

Amathus was the first city which occurred in the 

Laconic gulf in proceeding from Tzenarum towards 

Gythium; this accords undoubtedly with Vathy’, if 
we identify Z@narum with Cape Matapan. But 

although this cape had no other ancient name than 

Teenarum, the same appellation was attached also to 
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the whole peninsula, of which it forms the southern 

extremity, and which Strabo has exactly described 
by the words axry exxeapévn', a projecting penin- 

sula. The first harbour beyond 7’enarum, taken in 

this sense, is not Vathy’, but Porto Kaio; Vathy’, 

like Asomato, being a harbour within the penin- 

sula. From Pausanias we learn that Tzenarum was 

a promontory having two harbours, named Achil- 

leius and Psamathus, and that near the extreme 

cape there was a temple of Neptune resembling a 
cavern”. The cavern and some remains of a temple, 

which still exist at AsOmato, or Kistérnes, close to 

Cape Matapan, on the eastern side, leave no doubt 
as to the situation of the celebrated temple of the 

Tenarian Neptune, notwithstanding a slight differ- 
ence between Strabo and Pausanias in the descrip- 

tion of it; the former placing the cavern near the 

temple, which agrees with present appearances; the 

"Ev o€ ro KOATW Tig Tapadiac TO pev Taivapoy axrh éarey 

éxketevn, TO tepdv Exovca rou Tloced@voc, év aoer tOpupevor* 

mAnaiov 0 éoTiv dvTpor, Ov ob TOV KépPepov avayOAvar pvbedvovery 

vo’ “Hpaxdéouc €& ddov......... Mera 6€ Taivapoy, méorre 

ext THY “Ovov yvaboy kat Madeac, "Apabote gave modec' eira 

"Acivyn Kxat Tvduor, TO THC Lmaprng émivewy, év drakootore Kal 

TeTTapdKovra aTadiowe idpvpévov. Strabo, p. 363. 

This measurement is nearly accurate at ten stades to the 

geographic mile, though something in excess if measured to the 

nearest point of the peninsula of Tzenarum. 

2 TevOpwvne ce améyee mevThKovra kal Exarov oradiote é¢ 

Oddagcay avéxovca akpa Taivapoy, cat Nipévec 6 re Axiddevdc 

gare kat Vapabovc. ext Oe TH akpg vadg eikaopévoc orndaly, Kal 

moo uvrov Iocedavoc ayadpa. éroinoay dé “EXXQvwy tie w¢ 

‘Hoakhijg &vaydyou ravrn tov Aidov roy kiva. Pausan. Lacon. 

25, 3, (4). Here again the distance is accurately stated, T'’euthrone 

being placed at Kotrénes. 
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latter describing the cavern before which stood a 
statue of Neptune, as the temple itself. Possibly be- 
tween the times of Strabo and Pausanias the temple 

may have fallen to ruin, and the cavern may have 

become the sanctuary of Neptune. The harbour at 

Asomato is so very small and ill-sheltered that there 

can scarcely be any doubt that the two harbours 

intended by Pausanias were Vathy’ and Porto Kaio. 

Vathy’, surrounded by steep barren hills, seems 
never to have had any habitations near it. At 

Porto Kaio, on the contrary, are cultivable slopes 

and levels, which, together with the ancient remains 

noticed by M. Boblaye, the modern vestiges on the 

shore of the harbour, the fortress of Maini, and the 

monastery of Porto Kaio on the heights, are infalli- 

ble evidences that here chiefly the Z’@narian popu- 

lation has in all ages been collected, and that here 

stood that Amathus or Psamathus, which, in the 

time of Strabo, was a city, although no longer such 

in that of Pausanias, and which was therefore 

noticed by Strabo, while he overlooked Achilleius, 
as having been a desert harbour. From its position 

alone, near one of the most formidable promontories 

in Greece, the name of Achilleius was known pro- 

bably as a harbour to Scylax, who correctly describes 
Psamathus as situated at the back of Achilleius, 

supposing these to have been the modern Porto 

Kaio and Vathy’. In other respects the description 

given of the maritime places of Laconia by Scylax 

* Aaxedaipwr' tOvoc cat wédeg év airy eioly aide’ ’Aoivn, 

Mo8wvn, ’AxidXevoc Athy Kat avtimvyog TovTOV Vapabove uh. 

Tovtwy augorépwy év péow mpoéxov cic Oadaccay iepdy Tocecdvoc 

Tatvapoc’ kat Ade roduc, &e. Scyl. Perip. p. 17, Hudson, 

N 
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affords no correct information : and we must admit 

also, that the authority of Strabo in this question is 
somewhat lessened by his having placed an Asine 

between Amathus and Gythium, the only Asine 

known to history having been in a similar situation: 
in the Messenian Gulf. From this similarity of 

situation may have arisen, perhaps, a textual error in 

Strabo, by which Asine has been substituted for some 

other name, possibly Teuthrone or A‘gila’. 

VOL. i. p. 328. 

Thalamee, according to Pausanias, stood between 

(Etylus and Pephnus; eighty stades from the 

former, and twenty from the latter’. Ctylus is 
identified by the extant remains of antiquity at 

Vitylo, and the preservation of the name in the old 

Laconic form BoirvAoc; Pephnus is known by its 
little island at the mouth of the river Miléa. 
Thalame, therefore, stood probably at or near 
Platza. The distances accord; the comparatively 

fertile district around Platza is likely to have con- 

tained an ancient town; and Vitylo, like Platza, 

having been at a distance of two or three miles 

inland, we may conceive that the ancient road from 

Vitylo to the northward led along the elevated level 

between the coast and the mountain, and conse- 

" Pausan. Lacon. 26, 1, 2. See Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 327. 
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quently through Platza. The words of Pausanias, 
too, describing Pephnus as being on the seaside, 

tend to show that Thalamz was not so situated. 

The river of Miléa, which enters the sea at the. 

island of Pephnus, being the largest, or rather the 
only river on this part of the coast, can be no other 

than the minor Pamisus of Strabo', notwithstanding 

that he describes that river as near Leuctrum; and 

that Leftro is between two and three miles to the 

north of the river of Miléa. The remark of Strabo 
as to this Pamisus having been the subject of an 

adjudication of Philip (son of Amyntas) is explained 

by the speech of Chleneas the AXtolian to the Lace- 

dzemonians in the year B.c. 211; from which we learn 

that Philip, when he made his excursion through 
Peloponnesus in 338, and supported by the authority 

of the congress of Corinth forced the Lacedzemonians 

to terms, he obliged them to cede certain districts to 

Argos, Tegea, Megalopolis, and Messene*. His 

adjudication was founded, probably, upon an ancient 
claim alluded to by Pausanias, when he says that the 

Messenians alleged Pephnus to have once belonged 

to them *, and consequently the four districts also to 

the northward of it, namely, Alagonia, Gerenia, 

Cardamylze, and Leuctra, all which in the time of 

the Roman empire formed part of Eleuthero Laco- 

*"Eare 6€ kal &Xoc MWapuooe xXapadpwone puxpoc repli Aev«rpov 

péwv 70 Aakwvikov, wept ov Kpioww éoyov Mecotvioe mpoc Aaxedat- 

poviouc éxt irixmov. Strabo, p. 361. 

* Polyb. 9, 28; 17, 14. Tacit. Annal. 4, 43.  Pausan. 

Lacon. 24, 6. 
3 \ Of lA e M , , e ~ i \ 

THY fs xXwoayv ol EGOHVLOL TAVTHV AVUTWV pact éivat TO 

apxaioy. Lacon, 26, 2 (8). 

N 2 
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nia. But it is probable that whatever boundaries 

may have been given to Messenia by Philip on this 

occasion, they were not for any great length of time 
respected by the Lacedzmonians. 

VOL. kp cole 

The French Commission have placed G'erenia at 
Zarnata ; but the words of Pausanias, Tspnviac 8 we 

¢ MEsOYyalav avw TpLaKovTa améye otadiove Adayovia’, 

leave little or no doubt that Gerenia was a maritime 
town; and that it is now represented by Kitriés, the 

situation of which relatively to the other ancient 

sites, its harbour, and its vestiges of antiquity, are 

all in favour of the identity. At or near Zarnata 

we may with equal confidence place A/lagonia, its 
distance of about three miles inland from Kitriés 
agreeing with the thirty stades of Pausanias. 

VOL. i. p. 358. 

On reference to that part of the map which re- 

presents the present state of the rivers of Messenia 

near their junction with the Messenzan Gulf, it will 

be seen that the Pidhima joins the Mavrozimeno to 
the northward of Mikromani; consequently there is 

no Dhipétamo at the mouth, as described in Tr. in 
Moréa, i. p. 358. But such a difference may easily 

1 Lacon. 26, ad fin. 
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have happened, in the course of twenty-five years, 
at the mouth of such a river as the Pamisus, and in 

a plain where changes in the courses of the streams 

are continually occurring either naturally or arti- 

ficially. 

VoL. i. p. 365. 

Professor Ross, of Athens, informed me in the 

year 1835, that two inscriptions relating to Diana 
Limnatis had been found in the church of Panaghia 
Volimniatissa, to the southward of Poliani, a village 

in the mountains near the sources of the torrent of 

Thuria; whence it was natural to infer that Poliani 
was on or near the site of Zimne. And some con- 

firmation of this opinion was supposed to be derived 

from another discovery, namely, of two “Eopata or 

terminal pillars near Sitzova, a village in the same 

mountains, about seven miles to the south-east of 

Poliani, and about as much to the north-east of 

Kalamata, on which are inscribed the words OPO> 

AAKEAAIMONI- IIPOD MEZSHNHN. ~ These 

pillars, it is alleged, show that the ancient boundary 

between the Messenians and Lacedzemonians passed 
at no great distance eastward of Poliani; the situation 

of which place, therefore, accords with the testimo- 

nies of ancient history, tending to place Limnee near 

the frontier’. The inscriptions, however, relating to 

1 ro 0 év Atpvaiec rijc ’Aprépicoc tepov, ep’  Meoorjrvioe epi 
BS , e , ~ ‘ > , Pe a lA ’ 

TAC mapBévouc bBpioae Cokovet Trac apuypevac emt THY Ouvoiar, €yv 
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Diana Limnatis are much effaced, and, until their 

purpose is perfectly known, cannot afford decisive 

evidence on this question. A mere allusion to 

Diana Limnatis by no means proves that Limnz 
was situated where the inscription was found; nor 

even that the allusion was to the temple of Diana 
Limnatis at Limnze; as temples of Diana Limnatis 

were common not only in Messenia and Laconia, 

but in other parts of the Peloponnesus, as at Tegea' 
and Patre’. Considering the question, therefore, 

as still undecided, I shall here offer some reasons for 

adhering to the opinion that Limnze occupied a po- 

sition in Macaria’, or the lower Messenian plain, to 

the left of the Pamisus, and perhaps nearly opposite 

to the modern town of Nisi. 
The following is all that Pausanias has left us in 

his Messenica as to the situation of Limnze:— 

“ Highty stades from Phare, towards the interior of 

Messenia, is the city of the Thuriatz. There is 
also in the interior the town Calamez and the place 
called Limne, in which is a temple of Artemis Lim- 

natis, where Teleclus, king of Sparta, is said to have 

been slain. But going from Thuria towards Arcadia 
occur the sources of the Pamisus; and in proceeding 

from these fountains to the left, at a distance of 

forty stades, is the city of the Messenians under 

preBopiote éote rig Aakwrexic Kat rij¢ Meoonviac brov Kotvyy ouy- 

eréXouy Tavhyvpuy Kat Ovoiay appdrepor. Strabo, p. 362. 

anéOavey tro Meoonviwy ThdexXog év "Apréptcoc l€p@* TO O€ 

iepov TovTO év peOopiw rhe re Aakwrikiic Kal rij¢ Meoonviac éme- 

moinro Ev xwpiw Kadoupévmy Aipvatc. Pausan. Lacon. 2, 6. 

1 Arcad. 53, 4. * Achaic. 20, 4. 

’ Strabo, p. 361 
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Ithome'.” It is impossible to understand from this 

passage whether Calamz and Limnez were to the 
right or to the left of the route which Pausanias 

was pursuing; but as he describes the road from 

Thuria to the fountains of the Pamisus, which was 

a part of the modern route from Kalamata to Skala, 
“as the road towards Arcadia,” there is a presump- 

tion that Limnze was not on the road from Thuria 

into Arcadia. But Poliani, near which the inscrip- 
tion relating to Diana Limnatis was found, is no 
less than the fountains of the Pamisus, on the route 

from Thuria into Arcadia; the only difference 
being, that Poliani is in the direction of Megalopolis, 
and the fountains in that of Phigaleia. There is 
a presumption also afforded by the name and situ- 
ation of the modern Kalaémi?, that Calame and 

Limne were in the lower part of the Messenian 

plain; the name Limne, moreover, being peculiarly 

adapted to the marshy plain around Nisi, while 

ai Mapai. “Evrev0ev mo0c pecoyatay rijc Meconviac oradlove 

mooeNOdrre GydohKorrd éotiv 7 Oovpiar@y mode. . .-. » » » "Eore 

dé év TO pecoyaiw Kwpn Kadrapa cat Aiuvar ywplov* év o€ airo 

Awprvaridog iepdy éorty “Aprémidoc Ev0a TnrékAo Baorrevorrt, év 

Lmraprn tHyyv redevTyy cupPiva Néyovow. *Idvre dé ék Oovpiag we 

éml ’Apkadlac, eisly ai mayat rov Tapicov. . . . “lovor dé amo 

TaY mnyOv év apiorepg Kal mpoeAOdvTe we TEGoapdKoYTAa oTacLa 

gore Meoonviote bd TH “LOmpy wodec. Pausan. 31, 1 seq. 

* I have described Kalami as situated on the left of the road 

from Kalamata to Pidhima. In the French map it is to the right. 
The situation of the village may have been changed; or there 
may be a winter and a summer village of the same name. 
Neither of these would be a violent supposition in any part of 

Greece or Asia Minor, at least wherever the lowest plains are 
cultivated. | 
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nothing can be more inappropriate than its appli- 

cation to a country of mountains and torrents like 

that around Poliani. The latter place is, indeed, 
nearer to the line of frontier between Messenia and 

Laconia, than any position near Nisi could have 
been. But .on examining the history of Messenia 

we shall find, that although ethnically the line of 
partition passed through the points where the extant 

Hermezea are found, the Messenians never but for 

a few short mtervals possessed any of the country to 

the left of the Pamisus, from the time of the first 

Messenian war to that of Pausanias, a space of nine 

centuries; and that practically Limne, placed near 

Nisi, was almost always on the frontier of the two 

people, except during the three centuries of Mes- 
senian subjection to Sparta. 

It is remarkable that the terminal pillars near 

Sitzova defined the boundaries, not of Laconia and 

Messenia, but of the cities Lacedzemon and Messene. 

They could not, therefore, have been erected until. 

the year 369 B.c., when the city Messene was 
founded ; but they may have been set up soon after- 

wards, as two of a chain of pillars defining the 
boundaries established on that occasion, when all 

the districts which had been Messenian were at- 

tached to the new city. Sitzova, standing on the 
western side of the ridge of Z'aygetus, is precisely in 

a point which is likely to have been traversed by 
the line of separation between Laconia and the 

eastern districts of Messenia, that is to say, those of 

Abia, Phare, and Thuria. The other occasions upon 

which a demarcation of boundaries between the two 

people may have occurred, are,—l. in B.c. 338, 
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when Philip, son of Amyntas, marched through 

the Peloponnesus, and restored to Argos, Tegea, 
Megalopolis, and Messene, some encroachments 
which had been made upon those states by Sparta’; 
2. in B.c. 222, after the battle of Sellasia, when 

Antigonus Doson abolished the reforms of Cleo- 
menes and replaced the ancient Spartan constitu- 

tion”; 3. in B.c. 195, when T. Q. Flamininus re- 

duced Nabis to submission, and obliged him to 

restore all the property he had taken from the 

Messenians’®; 4. in B.c. 183, when Philopoemen 

subjugated Sparta, and deprived it of its northern 

dependency, the Beleminatis, for the purpose of 

annexing that district to Megalopolis*. But 

whatever demarcation of boundaries there may 

have been on these occasions, it would probably 

have been no more than a renewal of the line 

determined on at the time of the restoration of the 

Messenians to their country and the foundation of 
their city. In the year B.c. 182, when Messene, 

reduced to great distress, entered into the Achaian 

league, Abia, Thuria, and Pharze separated them- 

selves from Messene, and became each a distinct 

member of the same confederacy’. This separation 

of the three eastern districts from Messene con- 

tinued probably to the time of Augustus, and may 
have suggested to him the extent of Messenian 

1 Vid. sup. p. 179, n. 2. 
? Polyb. 2, 70; 9, 36. Tacit. Annal. 4, 43. Plutarch. 

Cleomen. 30. Pausan. Corinth. 9, 2. 

° Liv. 34, 35. 40. Plutarch. Flamin. 13. 

* Liv. 38, 32—34. Plutarch. Philopcem. 16. 
*Polyb..25, 1. 
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territory to be given to Sparta, when he punished 

the Messenians in this manner for having taken 
part with M. Antonius against him’. Pausanias, 
indeed, who states that Pharze as well as Thuria 

were then made tributary to Sparta’, does not say 

the same of Abia; but this follows of necessity ; 

because, had Abia not been included among the 

dependencies of Sparta, the torrent Choerius could 

not have been the northern boundary of the 

Eleuthero Laconians, as Pausanias has described it’. 

Pausanias found Laconia divided exactly as Au- 
gustus had decreed, and consisting of Kleuthero Laco- 
nia, which comprehended all the maritime districts 

from the torrent Choerius westward to Brasiz on the 

confines of Argolis eastward; while Sparta possessed 

all the interior of Laconia, (except the districts of 

Geronthre and Marius, which were Eleuthero-Laconic 

cities *,) together with the Messenian districts of 

Thuria, Phare, and Abia. The most remarkable effect 

of this arrangement was, that Sparta had no seaport on 
the Laconian Gulf, but at the north-eastern angle of 

i > ~ / 

1 Aaxedatmoviote O€ Exety TOlc Ev Saaorn Tny Oovolay éweowKev 
a 

so! ° 7 ‘ , e / ? , 

Avyovoroc. Atyotorw yap PaoWevorre ‘Pwpualwy érodéunoer 

"Avrovic, yéver Kal ovToc ‘Pwyatog’ Kal ot év TH “EXAadt GAXot TE 

kat of Meoonhvioe mpooébevro, dre édodvovy ot Aaxedatmdvit ra 
’ / Anne ‘ , ef , \ ~ of ~ 

Avyovorovu, kal 6 pev rovrwy éveca Meoonvioe kal Tov GAwv THY 

avriragapévwy roig pév avr@y édarrov, roic de Kal é¢ mdéov 

éxeénjAOe. Pausan. Messen. 31, 2. 
\ ! \ ~ ~ 

2 Baowreve d& Avyovaroc rove év Papaic Meconviove ovyrendeiv 

érératey éc ro Aaxwvixov. Messen. 30, 1 (2). 

® Meconviot d& mpdc Tiv oderépay tiv aroveunBetoay Urd TOU 
, 5 ‘ \ el - ‘ ‘ ‘ 5.4 ie Na ~ 

Baoréwe cig TO Aaxwrikdy, 690e Kara thy Tepnviay eioiy ép’ huey 

dvopalopévn Xoiptoc varn. Messen. 1, 1. 

* Pausan. Lacon. 21, 6 (7); 22, 5, 6 (6, 8). 
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the Messenian Gulf possessed the modern harbours 
of Armyr6é and Kalamata. As we cannot doubt 
that the territory of Thuria and Pharz compre- 

hended the plain lying immediately below those two 

cities, the probability is very great that the Pamisus 

formed the boundary of Sparta under the Romans. 

The position in which I have placed Limne would 
thus have been just within the Spartan boundary ; 
and thus also it was very natural that the people of 

Messene should have petitioned Tiberius to reverse 

that part of the decree of Augustus which had the 
effect of depriving them of Limnz. They may have 

been indifferent to the dependency upon Sparta of 

the three Messenian districts which had so long been 
separated from them; or if not indifferent, they may 

have been hopeless of any change in the imperial 

decree upon this subject; but Limne, as a place of 

peculiar sanctity, which it was profitable perhaps as 

well as honourable to possess, and to which they had 
never ceased to assert their claim, might deserve 

every exertion which they could make to recover it. 
The claim of the Messenians to Limnz was founded 

upon its having been in the Dentheliatis, a portion 

of the country which had been assigned to Messenia 

by the Heracleide, when the southern part of 
Peloponnesus was divided between Cresphontes and 

Aristodemus; that of the Lacedzemonians seems to 

have had no other basis than their conquest of all 

the country between Laconia and the left bank of 

the Pamisus at a very early period of their contests 

with Messenia; after which they pretended that the 

Pamisus was their boundary, as Euripides has 
described it in one of his lost tragedies, of which 
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the scene was Messenia in early times’. The 

country eastward of the Pamisus formed the portion 

of Messenia which was named Messola in the 

quinquepartite division of the country by Cres- 
phontes; and Dentheliatis appears to have been the 

part of Messola lying nearest to the river. The name 

Messola still subsisted in the time of Strabo, who, 

speaking of the seven Homeric cities offered by 
Agamemnon to Achilles, and of the opinions of his 

time as to their position, remarks, “ Some place Ire 
at the present Messola, which lies between Mount 
Taygetus and Messenia ;” by Pausanias Ive is identi- 

fied with Abia, which is in the same situation. 

From the middle of the eighth century B.c., when 
the death of Teleclus at Limnze furnished a con- 
venient cause of quarrel to the Lacedzemonians, who 

were covetous of the rich lands of their neighbours, 

Limnz was probably never in possession of the 

Messenians until their restoration to Messenia in 
the fourth century B.c., when the city Messene 

was built, when the districts of Abia, Pharz, and 

‘Thy d& Aakwyixhy kat riv Meconviav dpiley avrov 

(Euripidis sc.) ¢oavroc 

Ildpucoyv sic Oddaccay éLoppwpevor, 

ov ovyxwonréor, dc dua péone pet rii¢ Meconviac, ovdapov rig viv 

Aakwrvikije arrdpevoc. Strabo, p- 366. 

Euripides here seems to have considered the boundary of the 

two provinces as it existed after the first encroachments of the 
Lacedzmonians, and during the three Messenian wars. This 

was an anachronism, if the tragedy to which the fragment be- 

longed was his Cresphontes, but an anachronism of such a kind 

as often occurs in the tragic poets. Strabo alluded to Messenia 
according to its boundaries ethnically and in common parlance. 
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Thuria, which composed the ancient Messola, were 

again attached to Messenia, including Limnz, which 

stood on the extreme frontier of Messola towards the 

next of the five divisions, probably Rhium’. But 

the Spartans soon began to encroach again upon the 

Messenian boundary; and not more than thirty 

years had elapsed from the foundation of Messene, 
when Philip, son of Amyntas, was called upon to 

restore Limnz to the Messenians’. But their right 
to it ceased probably to be respected as soon as the 

power of Macedonia was exerted in a new direction. 

One of the measures of Antigonus Doson, when 
regulating the affairs of Sparta after the battle of 

Sellasia, was the restoration once more of Limnz 

to the Messenians*. We can hardly suppose that 

Nabis, among his other acts of violence against 

the Messenians, one of which was the occupation 

of the city itself, failed to obtain possession of 

Limnz; or in that case, that Philopcemen neg- 
lected to restore it. After this time, when all dis- 

putes among the Greeks were referred to the 
senate of Rome, or their representatives in Greece, 

Limne still continued to be a subject of conten- 

tion between the two cities. Three times, accord- 

ing to Tacitus, Limnz was assigned to the Mes- 

senians, namely, by Mummius in the year B.c. 146, 

by Attidius Geminus pretor of Achaia, and again 
by the Milesii, to whose arbitration the question 

had been submitted. And twice to the Lacedemo- 

nians ; the first time by Julius Ceasar and M. Anto- 

* See Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 457. * Tacit. Annal. 4, 43. 
> Ibid. 
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nius, the second by Augustus; for Limnz having 

been just within the confines of the Messenian dis- 

tricts which Augustus attached to Sparta, he vir- 
tually confirmed the award of Cesar and Antonius 
when he gave those districts to Sparta. But Tiberius 

reversed so much of the decree of Augustus as 
related to Limnze, and assigned it once more to 

Messenia. A situation in the plain of Nisi, near 

the left bank of the Pamzsus, seems the only one 

which can render intelligible all the notices on 

Limne which occur in ancient history. 

VoL. i. p. 413. 

The French Commission observed that the walls 
and towers of the castle of Paleo Avarino stand in 

many parts on Hellenic foundations, and that in 

some places three courses of the ancient work re- 

main, consisting of a kind of masonry! which seems 

greatly to resemble that of Messene. Besides these 
remains of middle Hellenic antiquity, some founda- 

tions are traced of a more ancient inclosure at the 

northern end of the peninsula, with a descent to the 

little harbour of Voidho-kilia, by means of steps 

cut in the rock. Remains of walls of early date are 

to be seen likewise towards the southern extremity 
of the hill, among which is a tumulus,—all tending 
to prove that the entire peninsula of Avarino was 

occupied at a remote period of history by a city 

which can have been no other than the Messenian 

* Exp. Scientifique de la Morée, i. pl. vii. 
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or Neleian Pylus, if the distance of that place from 

Sparta and Mothone has been truly given by Thucy- 
dides and Pausanias; the former of whom places it 

at 400 stades from Sparta, the latter at 100 stades 

from Mothone'; for these are correctly the dis- 

tances of Avarino from those two ancient sites. At 

Avarino, moreover, there is a large cavern, agreeing 

with that which Pausanias describes at Pylus as the 

stable of the oxen of Neleus and Nestor. 

Pylus was abandoned after the conquest of 

Messenia by the Lacedzmonians, and the site 

remained probably during the three centuries of 

Messenian servitude in the condition of a desert 

promontory, as Thucydides describes it, and which 

was called by the Lacedsemonians Coryphasium. 

The Athenians, however, who fortified it in the 

sixth year of the Peloponnesian war, were not igno- 
rant that it was the same place as the Pylus of 

Nestor. At the time of the Achzan league, there 
was a town of Coryphasium, as we learn from a coin, 

which shows that Coryphasium was a member of 

that confederacy. The walls, therefore, at Paleo 

Avarino, of which the masonry resembles that of 

Messene, are those probably of a town which was 

built on the promontory Coryphasium after the 
restoration of Messenian independence, about the 

same time that the city of Messene was built, or 
soon after the battle of Leuctra, B.c. 371. Cory- 

phasium appears not to have comprehended more 

than the Acropolis of Pylus; and it was upon the 

ruined walls of Coryphasium that the medizeval 

* Thucyd. 4, 3. Pausan. Messen. 36, 1. 
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castle of Avarino was built’. The remains of an 

ancient mole at the southern extremity of the 
peninsula, a little within the strait, which forms the 

northern entrance of the bay of Navarino, marks 

the position of the ancient port of Pylus and 

Coryphasium on that side. Voidho-kilia furnished 
another on the north. 

So thoroughly had the name of Pylus, as belong- 

ing to the position of Avarino, been forgotten before 

the time of Augustus, that the situation of the city 
of Nestor was then a subject of dispute among anti- 
quaries; and Strabo, who was not much of a travel- 

ling geographer, perplexed instead of deciding the 

question: but Pausanias, who had carefully ex- 
amined Messenia, as well as every other part of 

Greece, was better informed, and had no doubt that 

the Neleian city had occupied the promontory 

Coryphasium, or the modern Paled Avarino. The 
preservation of these remains of Pylus and Cory- 
phasium is important, as serving to disprove the 

hypothesis entertained by some, that this peninsula 

is the ancient island Sphacteria, converted into 

a peninsula by an accumulation of sand at either 

end, and that the lagoon on its eastern side was the 

harbour of Pylus intended by Thucydides, in which, 

he says, there was at one end an opening capable of 
admitting two triremes, and at the other, an en- 
trance capable of admitting eight or nine triremes. 

Undoubtedly such a hypothesis is admissible, in- 

asmuch as there is scarcely a situation in Greece, on 

' The latter name seems to be of considerable antiquity, by its 

being found in the Latin MSS. of Ptolemy: Pylus, qui et 
Abarmus (/. Abarinus). Ptolem. Geog. 3, 16. 

et 
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the low coasts near the mouth of rivers, where by 

the operation of waters, salt or fresh, or both united, 

some change has not taken place since the times of 
ancient history. In the present instance, therefore, 

there is no great difficulty in imagining either that 

the lagoon may be of recent formation, or that it 

may be an ancient harbour converted into a lagoon 

by an accumulation of sand which has separated it 

from the sea. On the latter supposition, and as- 

suming that it is the ancient harbour of Pylus, there 
would be no difficulty in conceiving that there may 
have been an opening at Voidho-kilia capable of ad- 

mitting two triremes abreast into the water, which is 

now a lagoon, and another opening at the southern 

end of the hill of Paleo Avarino, by which eight or 

nine triremes abreast may have entered the lagoon 
from the great harbour of Navarino; while it is 
impossible to reconcile this estimate of the breadths 

of the two entrances with the actual openings into 
the bay of Navarino, of which the southern is no less 

than 1200 yards wide, the northern about 150 yards. 

But the monumental evidences of the former exist- 

ence of a city at Paled Avarino seem too strong to 

admit of any question as to the position of Pylus, 

or any doubt that the island of Navarino is really 
the ancient Sphacteria, which never contained any 

town. Some error either in the information or in 

the text of Thucydides may be the more suspected, 

as 1200 yards and 150 yards, the real width of the 
two entrances into the bay of Navarino, are not in 

the proportion of the number of triremes by which 

Thucydides estimates that width; they are not as 

8 or 9 to 2, but as 16 to 2, Nor will fifteen 

O 
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stades, the length which he ascribes to Sphacteria, 

agree either with the peninsula of Paled Avarino 

or with the island of Navarino; the former being 

7 stades in length, the latter 25. 

VoL. i. p. 416. 

"Fort TtAoc T00 TlvAoto 

was a Parcemiac verse as old, at least, as the time of 

Aristophanes, when Pylus became famous at Athens 

by the Lacedzemonian disaster'. The hexameter 

was completed at a later time, with the words 

TlvAoc YE uty gotl Kat addoe. 

This occurred probably, when, in the disputes among 

geographers as to the site of the Neleian Pylus, 
a third or intermediate site in Triphylia, between 

the Eleian and Messenian sites, was brought forward 

by some speculators in geography as the true Pylus 

of Nestor. But we may fairly doubt whether such 
a third Pylus ever existed: of the other two and of 

their position there can be no question. 

VoL. i. p. 428. 

In the French map some ancient vestiges are 

marked at the mouth of the river Longovardho. It 

is not unlikely that a small town stood there, bear- 

ing the same appellation as the river, namely, Seda. 

1 Eq. 1059. 

oe 
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VoL. i. p. 448. 

The expectation here held out as to the discovery 

of ancient remains in the district of Saratza, such as 

would confirm the opinion that Aszne was situated 

at or near that village, has not been realized; nor is 

there any point on the shore between Koroni and 

Cape Gallo offering any appearance or probability 

of an ancient site. There can be little hesitation, 

therefore, in placing Aszne at Kordni, Asine having 

been the first town to the eastward of Cape Acritas, 

and having been a place or position so remarkable 

as to have given name to the gulf. In both these 
particulars it agrees with Koroni. Perhaps in the 

ages when Greece became depopulated, the remain- 

ing inhabitants of Corone removed from Petalidhi to 
the deserted site of Asine, and carried with them 

their ancient name. Such migrations of names have 

not been uncommon in Greece. The question then 

remains as to the positions of Corynthetum and 

Colonis or Colonides. The forty stades of Pausanias 
between A sine and Colonides places the latter exactly 
at Kastélia. This place, moreover, has very much 

the appearance of an ancient site; and the French 

Commission discovered here some remains of ancient 

buildings. We may conclude, therefore, that here 
stood Colonis. 

As no similar vestiges of Coryntheium have been 
observed, we have to depend only upon its distance 
of 80 stades from Corone, as given by Pausanias, 
and the fact of its having been nearly, if not exactly, 

in the way from Corone to Asine, as appears from 

02 
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all these places having been on or near the sea- 

shore. As the road distance from Petalidhi to 
Kastélia itself is not more than 80 stades, we may 
presume that Coryntheitum was at no great dis- 
tance from Colonides, perhaps separated only from 
that place by the river which joins the sea at half 

a mile’s distance to the north of Kastélia, and which 

was probably the southern boundary of the district 

of Corone ; for Colonides appears, from the words of 

Pausanias, to have been beyond the boundary of that 
district'. It must be confessed, however, that the 

distances of Pausanias are not sufficiently accurate 

to furnish any strong confirmation of the positions 

here assumed; his 80 stades between Corone and 

Coryntheium are about a tenth too much; his 40 

stades between Asine and Cape Acritas are little 

more than half the true distance; and the 40 stades 

from Colonides to Asine are alone correct. Plutarch 

mentions Colonides as the place which Philopoemen 

moved from Argos to relieve, on hearing of the 

intention of Dinocrates and the Messenians to 

occupy it. He marched in a single day from Argos 

to Megalopolis, a distance of more than 400 stades, 

and on the following day was met by Dinocrates 
between Megalopolis and Messene, made prisoner, 

and put to death at Messene’. Livy, however, says 

that Corone was the place towards which Philopoe- 
men was marching, which seems much more likely, 

' 7H Kopwraiwy c& idee Guopog Kodwvicec. Messen. 34, 5 (8). 

? The action occurred, according to Plutarch, (Philopcem. 18.) 
at the hill of Evander, some place probably among the heights 

of Makryplaghi. Livy (39, 49) says only that they fought “ in 

iniqua valle.” 
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as well from the smaller distance as the superior 

importance of Corone. Moreover, Livy, as following 

Polybius, is the better authority of the two. If the 

foregoing conclusions as to Asine, Colonis, and the 
Coryntheium are correct, it will of necessity follow 

that some of the observations in Travels in the 

Moréa, i. pp. 443—446, will require to be cancelled. 

VoL. i. p. 480. 

The French Commission observed a quadrangular 

opening four feet wide in the south-western branch 

of the bridge of Mavrozimeno ', which I did not see, 

and which fmight have served for the passage of 
water in winter, and for a foot-path under the bridge 

in summer. Bis 
Here six courses of Hellenic masonry still remain ; 

and it appears from the shaping of the stones of 

these courses, where they are united to one of the 
modern arches, that the ancient arch was not formed 

on the principle of concentric wedges, but by courses 

shaped to a curve’. 

* Exp. Scient. de la Morée, i. p. 47. pl. 48. 

? See above, p. 118, and Tr. in Moréa, 1. p. 480. 
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SUPPLEMENT 

TO 

VoL. ii. p. 41. 

BisHop THIRLWALL, in his History of Greece', dis- 

approves of the assertion here made, that the site 
for the new city of Megalopolis was chosen by 

Epaminondas. Undoubtedly it rests upon the au- 

thority of Pausanias alone, who, in stating that 
Epaminondas was the otxiorne or founder both of 

Messene and Megalopolis, and that he selected the 

site for Messene, leads naturally to the inference 
that the site of Megalopolis was also chosen by him. 

There would at least be some difficulty in conceiving 
that it could have been determined without his 

approbation, which, under the circumstances, was 

nearly the same thing as selecting the situation. 

As the greatest master of the art of war then living, 
he was the first to be consulted on such a question. 

The Arcadian confederacy, with its accompaniment, 

the formation of a new city, if not a measure ori- 

ginating with him, was supported by his authority, 

* Vol. v. p. 91, note. 
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which, at that moment, was supreme: the opposition 

of some of the Arcadians made only his immediate 

interference the more necessary; and he was so 

zealous in the prosecution of these designs, that he 

supplied 1000 Thebans to protect the Arcadians, 
while employed in building the walls, from interrup- 

tion by the Lacedzemonians. Nor is it easy to believe 
that the site was fixed upon without due considera- 

tion. By its position in a plain, Megalopolis was 

made to resemble Mantineia, Tegea, and Sparta: 

it seems to have been designedly placed at the 

same time as near as possible to the passes leading 
from Western Arcadia into Messenia and Laconia, 

consistently with a due regard to the supply of 

water. The Lacedzemonians had an immense ad- 

vantage, either for attack or defence, in the posi- 

tion of Sparta at the junction of the two great 

routes leading from Laconia into Arcadia. Tegea, 
at the northern end of the eastern passes, fur- 

nished on that side of Arcadia a protection which 
was deficient in Western Arcadia until Megalopolis 
was built. The preference of a plain for the new 

city, so different from the principles which appear 

to have been entertained more anciently, when a 

rocky and difficult access generally formed part of 

the defences of a Greek city, was the effect of 
advancing civilization, and of the decline of the 

small republics, attended by the transference of a 
part or sometimes of the whole of their population 

to the chief city of the nation. For such larger 
populations, and for the more active communica- 

tions arising from them, a level situation was more 

convenient. The same social and political changes 
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led to a more centralized military system, and to 

those other improvements in the art of war which 

were brought to perfection by Epaminondas, and 

were accompanied by the discovery, that a wall 

in a plain, defended at regular intervals by towers, 

might be made to furnish as effectual a defence 

as a wall placed upon precipices and protected by 

ravines. 

VOL. ii. p. 44. 

Although the French Commission found “ no 
ruins but of the middle ages” at Londari', Major 

Harriott in 1831 observed some Hellenic remains 

in the castle-wall at that place’. Here stood, there- 

fore, one of the towns or fortresses of the Parrhasii, 

or Aigyte. If Cromz, as I have supposed, was so 
near as Samara, Londari could scarcely have been 

any thing more than one of those castles which 

appear to have been numerous in all the Arcadian 

districts confining on Laconia, especially in the times 

preceding the foundation of Megalopolis. 

VOL. li. p. 59. 

The difficulty here mentioned, arising from Pau- 
sanias having described Methydrium as situated on 

* Boblaye, Rech. Géogr. p. 170. 
* Journal of Geogr. Soc. v. p. 366. 
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a lofty hill between two rivers', whereas the extant 
remains called Palatia are in a low situation above 

the junction of the rivers on the right bank of one 

of them, has not been solved by the French Com- 

mission. M. Boblaye says: “Le territoire de Me- 
thydrium renferme plusieurs chateaux forts du 
moyen age; entre autres, Argyro-kastro, Angelé- 
kastro, et le Paleé-kastro au-dessous de Kamenitza, 

qui demanderaient a étre étudiés, ainsi que la ville 
de Methydrium elle-méme, qui n’a été apercue que 

de loin.” It is evident, therefore, that Methydrium 

has not yet been sufficiently explored; and it is 

by no means unlikely that some other vestiges of 

that city may yet be found in a situation more 

consonant with the words of Pausanias, perhaps on 

the heights of Pyrgo; for these heights are embraced 

by the two rivers flowing respectively from above 

Pyrgo and from Karfoxylia, the former of which 
appears to answer to the Maletas, and the latter to 

the Mylaon. At the same time, there can be no 
doubt that the ruins at Palatia are those of a part 

of Methydrium, in whatever situation the remainder 

of the city may have stood :— 1 

1. Because the walls are those of a fortified 

* @vopacbn pev or MeOvepior, Gre KoAwrdc Eorey (ovK?) WNdrde 

Madoira re worapov Kai MvAdovToc pécoc, ed’ oO THY woAL O 

"Opxopevoc guile... ss , gore d&€ év MeOudpiw Tocedarvdc re 

‘Inmiov vadc* ovrog pev émt 7® Mvdaovri gore’ ro 6& opocg Oav- 
7 7 ~ \ e A A \ \ , 

faowy Kadovpevoy Keirat pev treo Tov morapiov Tov Madoiray 

(ies MoXor70y)) 006 3 gore O& mMpOG TH KOOUdH TOV dpouEC 

onijatov tic ‘Péac, kal é¢ avro Gre pry yuvarsi povate tepaic rijc 

Bev, avOpwmwy ye ovdevi écedOciv Eore TOY GAXRWY. MeOvdpiov 
\ , 

€€ We TPLAKOVTA UmEXEL BTAdiOUE Nupgacia mnyn. Arcad. 36, 

1 seq. 
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place, and there was no other city in this part of 

Arcadia except Phalanthus, which could not have 

stood so far to the northward of the ridge which 

separates the vale of Vytina from that of Alo- 

nistena. 
2. The fountain Nymphasia, which is half a mile 

to the east of Vytina, is at a distance from Palatia 
agreeing perfectly with the thirty stades which 

Pausanias gives as the distance between Methy- 

drium and Nymphasia. 

The remains of a temple which I discovered on 

the bank of the river of Karfoxylia were observed 

also by Gell', and the temple agrees with that of 
Neptune Hippius, supposing that river to be the 

Mylaon, near which Pausanias expressly states that 

temple to have been situated. The description of 

Mount Thaumasius, as situated above the Malcetas, 

is ambiguous, the river of Pyrgo descending between 

two mountains: a discovery of the cave of Rhea 
would decide this question as well as that con- 

cerning the rivers. 

There is still, however, another mode of obviating 

the difficulties which attend the description of Methy- 

drium by Pausanias, namely, by supposing the two 
rivers Mylaon and Maloetas, between which Methy- 

drium stood, to have been not the rivers of Kar- 

foxylia and Pyrgo, but those of Pyrgo and Nimnitza, 

which latter is a small stream flowing on the eastern 

side of the ruins’, and joining the river of Pyrgo 

' Itinerary of the Moréa, p. 126. 

* It is mentioned in Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 57, as having been 

crossed by me at 7h. 20m. on the 21st May. 
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above the union of the latter with the river of Kar- 
foxylia. But on this supposition it would be de- 

sirable to emend the text of Pausanias by the 

addition of ovx, a word which has not unfrequently 
been omitted by his copiers; for KoAwvoe ovk dndrdc 

will perfectly suit the height upon which the extant 
ruins are situated. With this alteration in the text, 

and the supposition above mentioned as to the two 

rivers, the description of Pausanias will agree with 

present appearances. But it would follow in this 

case, that the temple on the bank of the river 

of Karfoxylia was not the temple of Neptune, and 
that the ancient name of that river remains un- 

known. 

VoL. i. p. 69. 

The following are the heights of the mountains 

mentioned in the perioptic view from Mount Zak- 

kaka; they are the result of barometrical measure- 

ments taken by the French Commission, reduced 

from metres into English feet :— 
METRES. ENG. FEET. 

1346 1. Fanaritiko or Zakkika, called Mont 

Paleokastron in the French map 

SOP ga ye ee ae ee ALG 

y274 2; Olonos. .~. PP P15: Pte er a 

1016 ~—3.: Sandameridtiko, Scollis Blas fe! Feat ome 

Bc00 4.’ Khelmos, Aroahia so OO. F786 

Ot 96: Ty ranji@yhlene: 6 leh goin) cw lee 4 F788 

1559 6. Apano-Khrepa, Menalus. . . . . 5115 
1981 7. St. Elias of the Menalian range. . . 6499 

1252 8. Tzimbarié, Belemina . . mls Res 

1772 9. Mountain of Turniki, Heeduidbite PE, ond Ss Oe Be 

Pee; 0, loinc, Farihenius <6. . +. « 8993 
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METRES. ENG. FT. 

1937 11. Malevo, Parnon. . . 6355 

914 12. Hill of Beziane, called Kikai in ‘ae 

French map . . . + soe 

2409 13. St. Elias, Z'aletum of Taygdas . 

957 14. Lykodhemo, Temathia. . . 3140 
1391 15. Summit of the Kondovinia, ies Sekhi 

in the French map. ~ .. +2. «+ 4. 456 

1388 ._ 16. Tetrazi, Cerausius .. « '.. .) . =e 

1420 17. Dhioforti, Lyceus . . . +. 

1222 18. Mountain of A’lvena, Minthe A 

772 19. Mountain of Smerna, Lapithus . . . 2538 
1898 20. Erymanthus, highest summit . . . . 6227 

The following are the heights of some other sum- 
mits of the Peloponnesus, by the same authorities:— 
METRES. ENG. FT. 

1927 Voidhia, Panachaicum . . .. . + »« 6822 

1759 Mavron Oros, Chelydorea . . . . .« = Ogee 

1102 Ortholitht «°° Jt .. 300s” 4 se 

575 Acro-Corinthus . . >. «+s | =n 

802 “dihome 3 Vo.) 0 Sone 

583>.;Kary'tema 24 6 ig oho) 5 ot 

630. Mantineia . ». « s+,» eyes) le hee 

VOL. ii. p. 87. 

I have already given some reasons for believing 
that the ruins of the Gothic church here described, 

belonged to a monastery named O’siva, or I’sova': 
we have seen that the situation agrees with the 

occurrence of the name in the movements of the 
Franks, or their opponents, as related in the Anony- 
mous Chronicle. The victory gained over the Greeks 

at Prinitza was attributed in great measure to the 

aid of the madonna of O’siva, indignant at the sacri- 

" See above, p. 154. 
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lege of the Greeks in burning her monastery: it 
is not an improbable conjecture, that the Gothic 
church and monastery, of which I have described 

the remains, was built by William de Villehardouin, 

after the battle of Prinitza, or about the year 1265. 
I regret to observe, that no notice occurs of this ruin 

in the map of the French geographical commission, 

nor any mention of it in the works of M. Bory de 

St. Vincent, or of M. Boblaye, or of any other recent 

travellers. Has it been destroyed, like Olympia, by 
the masons of Lala, or in the course of the wars of 

the Greek revolution, or in renewing the Greek 

villages since the peace ? 

VOL. ii. p. 92. 

According to Stephanus', Herea of Arcadia 
was also called Sologorgus; but as he adds that it 
was towards Messene, no great reliance can be placed 

upon his testimony. 

Vot. ii. p. 102. 

Besides Lycophron, as here cited, Callimachus has 

also noticed the Erinnys Telphuszea. The name Tel- 

phusa had doubtless the same etymon as the Boeotian 

TiAgeooa, and the Phocian Az\¢got. TéAXgovcca was 

the form employed by Polybius as well as Calli- 

machus, but Pausanias followed the local ortho- 

graphy, which is confirmed by the coins inscribed 

" In voc. ‘Hpaia. 
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OEATIOYSIQN. Some of these coins show that 

Thelpusa belonged to the Achzean confederacy; and 
from a similar authority we learn, that the neigh- 

bouring Aliphera or Alipheira was also included in 

the league '. 

Vot. ii. p. 109. 

In the French map, the three sources on the edge 

of the plain, between Karnési and Sudhena, do 
not form a stream flowing “through the gorge of 

Karnési into the vale of Clitor,” as here stated ; but, 

after forming an inundation, they descend into a 

katavothra. The French Commission seems not to 
have noticed the foundations of the temple of Diana 

Hemeresia at the middle source. 

Vou-i-p. a Be. 

The statement here made that Ghermotzani stands 
in the valley of the Upper Peneius, is erroneous ; 

though it is very near the sources of that stream. 
In fact, the reader will find a contradiction in vol. ii. 

p- 235, where the statement is correct, that the waters 

near Ghermotzani flow to the river Erymanthus. That 

town is, in fact, exactly at the sources of the river 
anciently called Avoanius, which joins the Eryman- 
thus at Psophis. 

* Mionnet, Supp. iv. p. 18, 294.—Millingen, Sylloge of Ined. 

Coins, p. 60, pl. 11, No. 33. 
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Vou. ii. p. 128. 

Of this temple of Jupiter Olympius, or some other 

temple of Jupiter at Patra, as well as of a temple 

of Hercules, which Pausanias has not noticed, Pliny 
says that the cella was of brick, and the epistylia 

and columns of stone'. The palace of Croesus at 

Sardeis, that of the kings of Pergamus at Tralleis, 

and that of Mausolus at Halicarnassus, were all of 

similar construction *. The last is thus deseribed by 

Vitruvius :—*“ Item Halicarnassi potentissimi regis 
domus ctim Proconnesio marmore omnia _habet 

ornata, parietes habet latere structos, qui ad hoe 

tempus egregiam prastant firmitatem, ita tectoriis 

operibus expoliti ut vitri perluciditatem videantur 

habere.” 

VoL. ii. p. 155. 

The Petrus is here incorrectly described as skirt- 
ing the foot of Mount Movri. On the contrary, 

below Prevezo and the site of Phare, it tends to the 

hills on the northern side of the valley, and follows 

them in a western direction, until, within a mile of 

-the sea, it makes a sudden bend to the north. This 

course of the Pezrus, along the northern side of the 
vale of Phare has been caused by the circum- 
stance, that all its principal tributaries are from 

the mountains to the south, the deposits from 

which have raised the ground on the southern side 
of the valley. 

alm. HitN.'35, 14 (49). * Vitruv. 2, 8. 
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VoL. ii. p. 157. 

The remark is here made, that “ When the 

Achaic league was revived after its temporary disso- 

lution by the power of the Macedonian kings, the 

Olenii refused to join it; whence it may be inferred, 

that Olenus was at that time a place of some 

importance.”—Upon which Bishop Thirlwall, in his 

History of Greece’, observes in a note, “Colonel 

Leake’s statement, that the Olenii refused to join 

the revived Achaic league, is as little warranted by 

Strabo’s expression, as his inference that Olenus was 

at that time a place of some importance.” This 

observation of the bishop appears to have been made, 

because my statement is adverse to his own text, in 

which the authority of Polybius’ is cited, to show 

that Olenus had been abandoned by its inhabitants 

before the time of the revived Achaic confederacy. 
Polybius, however, does not say that Olenus was 
desolate at the time of the revival of the league, 
but in his own time. His words are these: ro ys 
pnv KOLVOV ToXirevpa, kaQamep ElonKapEV, Ev Onokoateta 

ouvey ely ETELPWVTO" TOUTO © nv éK OWOEKA TOAEWY, ac 

Eve Kal vuv ovpaive Stapéverv, mwAnY 'QXévov kat 

‘EXikne, Tne 700 TwY Aguktoikwr v7o tie Oadaconc. 

KaraTolstonce *. 

Strabo thus speaks of the restoration of the con- 

federacy : "Yorepov © vo rwv Maxedovwv Avbeione tne 

Kowwviac, aviraBov opac 7aAw Kata pukoov" np&av Of, 

Iluppov orparevcavroc sic thv ‘IraXtav, réocapec ouv- 
~ + age! , \ iA. 0 ee ye? 

tovodt TOAELC, WY noaVv Ilaroa Kal Avpn elTa 4oooeAau- 

1 vill. p. 82. * Sy Sat ° Polyb. 2, 41. 
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Bavov tiwag twv dwoeka, TAHY ‘OXévov kat “EXikne™ rig 

pev ov couveA oven, TC o apaviabetonc vTrO kupatoc?. 

From a comparison of these two passages, I still 

infer that in the year B.c. 280, when the Achaic 

league was renewed, Olenus still existed as a city, 

but that between that time and about B.c. 160, 

when Polybius wrote, the Olenii had abandoned 

their city, retiring to the neighbouring towns of 

Dyme, Peire, and LEuryteie*, The ov ovved- 

Movong of Strabo has no intelligible meaning, 

unless Olenus was still in existence at the time of 

the revival of the league. Undoubtedly, if a fact 

alone were in question, the historian of the league 

would be a better testimony than the geographer 

of a later age: but Polybius does not assert that 
Olenus had ceased to be a city when the league 
was revived ; he only says it was no longer a city in 

his own time. MHelice had ceased to exist long 

before Olenus, namely, in the year B. c. 373, 

Vow. .p. Tor. 

The doubts here expressed as to the course of the 

Larissus, and its branch of Aly Tjeleby’, are resolved 
by the French map, which represents the course of 

the streams at a season when the inundations are’ 

much smaller than in February, the season of my 
journey. The streams unite not far from the sea, 

about midway between Cape Kalogria and Porto 
Kunupéli. 

" Strabo, p. 384. * Strabo, p. 386. Pausan. Achaic. 18, 1. 

EF 
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VOL. ii. p. 176. 

The promontory here intended by Cape Glaréntza, 

or Klaréntza, and often so called by the Greek sea- 

men, is the western projection of the peninsula of 

Khlemitzi. In the French map, Tornése is the 

name attached to this cape, and Glaréntza is that 

which lies immediately on the western side of the 

bay of Glaréntza, and is the northern point of 

the peninsula of Khlemttzi. Cape Tornése is the 
Chelonatas of Strabo and Pliny, the former of 

whom identifies it by mentioning the island near 

it; the latter by stating its distance of two miles 

from Cyllene, now Glaréntza. There can be little 

doubt, however, that Chelonatas was often synony- 

mous with the whole peninsula of Khlemitzi, the 

name having been taken from its supposed resem- 

blance to a tortoise. Khlemitzi, or Khlomidtzi, is 

derived from XAwpoc, XAEuoc, or xeAnoe, a hame 

often attached to round grassy hills, in reference to 
their verdure, Hellenicé doa. 

The occasion of the construction of the fortress of 

Khlemitzi is related in the Anonymous Metrical 

Chronicle, on the Wars of the Franks in the Morea'. 

I have already stated that Kastro Tornése is the 

ordinary name of this castle, and Khlemidtzi, that 

of the neighbouring village; that the castle is said 

to have contained the mint of the French princes, 

and that Tornése is probably a name derived from 

the French coins called Tournois’. This opinion 

receives support from the Anonymous Chronicle, from 
which it appears that the castle was built very soon 

' Buchon, Chron. Etrangéres, p. 65. ? Tr. in Moréa, ii. ps 173. 
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after Geoffroy If. had been vested with the right of 

coining money by his liege lord, the emperor of 

Constantinople, and that this fortress served as the 

citadel of Glaréntza'. It is remarkable, that all the 

extant coins of the Frank princes of Achaia, are in- | 

scribed with the words “De Clarencia,” implying 

that they were coined at Glaréntza. 

The reigning prince, Geoffroy I., soon after his 

return from his meeting with the emperor, Robert 

de Courtenay, at Larissa, resolved upon attempt- 

ing to obtain possession of the places then held by 

the Greeks, namely, Corinth, Argos, Anapli, and 

Monemvasia, and, among his preparations, called 

upon the Latin bishops to contribute to the ex- 

pense of the enterprise from the revenues of the 

fiefs, which had been granted to them at the 

time of the conquest, under the usual obligation 

of furnishing military aid in time of war. But 
those priests refused. to comply with his demand, 

pretending that they held only from the pope, and 
owed no more than honour to the prince, Upon this 

refusal, Geoffroy seized their fiefs, and, while the 

prelates excommunicated him, employed the re- 

venues of three years in building the castle of Khle- 

mitzi. When it was finished, he made his excuses 

to the pope, received absolution from him, and 

restored to the bishops their lands. The solidity of 

the construction of the castle of Khlemitzi shows 

that William neither spared the ecclesiastical re- 

' The Chronicle alludes particularly to the protection which 

the castle afforded to the harbour : 

"Apy EBare kal Exrisav Kdortpoy apipwpevor, 

‘Orov gvAdrret Tov Aady Kal Tov Mopewe Aepeva. 

ay? 
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venues, nor was insensible of the importance of the 

place, which not only protected Andravidha and Gla- 
réntza, but afforded, like the lines of Torres Vedras, 

a place of retreat near the principal harbour, from 

whence, under more favourable circumstances, the 

war might be renewed. 

An unfounded opinion has long prevailed, and 

has been repeated by some of the latest travellers, 

that the name of the English dukedom of Clarence 
was derived from Glaréntza or Klaréntza, the mo- 

dern name of Cyllene. But no royal or noble family 
of England is known to have possessed any territory 

in the Peloponnesus, and there can be no question, 

that Clarentia or Clarencia was the district of Clare, 

in Suffolk. The title was first given in 1362, by 
Edward IITI., to his third son Lionel, when the latter 

succeeded to the estates of Gilbert, earl of Clare and 

Gloucester, uncle to his wife, who was heiress also 

of her father, William de Burg, earl of Ulster. On 

Lionel’s death, the title became extinct for want of 

heirs, and was thrice renewed with the same result: 

in 1411, by king Henry IV., in favour of his second 
son, Thomas Plantagenet; in 1461, by king Edward 
IV., in favour of his brother, George Plantagenet ; 

and in 1789, by king George III., in favour of his 
third son, William Henry. KAagévrZa, TAapevrZa, 

or TXapavrZa, is a name found in other parts of 

Greece, and appears to be derived from the Romaie 
I'\apoc, a water-fowl so called. It is possible that 

this error as to the title of Clarence may have been 

partly caused by the identity of the Latin form of 

the name of the two places, although so widely 

distant from one another. 
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VoL. ii. p. 190. 

From another passage in Pausanias, one might 

suppose that the Jardanus was the same as the Neda. 

Pausanias states, that a battle represented on the 

box of Cypselus, at Olympia, was supposed by some 

to relate to the A‘tolians, under Oxylus, fighting 

against the Eleians; by others to be a battle of 

Pylii and Arcadians, near Phigaleia, and the river 

Jardanus '. 

VoL. ii. p. 192. 

The existence of a small island on the western 

side of the isthmus of the promontory Jchthys or 

Katakolo, here asserted on oral information, has not 

been confirmed by the French Commission ; but as 

they seem never to have adverted to the ancient 

evidence as to such an island, or even to have ob- 

served the Hellenic remains in the walls of Pondik6- 
kastro, which favour the opinion of its being the 
site of Pheia, they may possibly have overlooked 

some small island on this shore, or some small penin- 

sula which has formerly been an island, and which 

would decide whether the harbour of Pheia is to be 

identified with the modern port of Katakolo, or with 

the anchorage on the western side of the isthmus of 

Pondik6-kastro, or with that at Port Khortiis a little 

further west. M. Boblaye supposes the ancient 

1 + : TluXfove €é eivae Kai "ApKadac rapa re Dryadevav word Kal 

moTapov payopuévovc “lapcavov. El. pr. 18, 2 (6). 
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town Pheia to have stood either at Port Khortis or 
at Skafidhia, although no ancient remains are ob- 
servable in either place, and that the river Skafidhia 
was the Jardanus of Homer’. The authorities to 

be consulted in this question are Strabo, Thucydides, 
and Polybius. Strabo says’: “Beyond Chelonatas 
occurs a considerable part of the sea-coast of the 

Pisateze, and then the promontory Pheia. Here was 

formerly a small town? (of the same name), and 

there is a small river near*, conformably to the 

words of Homer: 

Daag wap relyeoow, Tapdavov appt péeOoa”. 

Some consider Pheia the beginning of Pisatis. 
Before it is a small island and a harbour, from 

whence® the distance to Cephallenia is 120 stades. 

Then occurs the discharge of the Alpheius into the 

sea, distant 280 stades from Chelonatas, and 540 

stades from Araxus.” 

Here the distances by the coast-line are tolerably 

correct, if we substitute ZaxvvOov for KegadAnviay in 

the text, which seems justifiable, as Cape Katakolo 

is opposed to the southern promontories of Zakytho, 
and its harbour is the ordinary place of arrival from 

and departure to that island, whereas Cephallenia 
is opposite to Chelonatas and Arawus. It is not 
necessary to look for the river Jardanus, if Xaac’ 

Recherches Géogr. sur les Ruines de la Morée, p. 131. 
p- 342, 343. 9 rodixyn. 

éoTL Kal Tordpuov mAnaior. * I. H. 235; 

mpdketrae vnoiov Kal Nuuny, EvOev, &e. 

Xaiarza or Xaidgpa may possibly be corrupted or derived 
from Xaa, but the places do not coincide if Strabo is to- be 

1 

2 

4 

6 

7 
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be substituted for ®aac in the text of Homer; for 

which Strabo himself affords reasons '. 

That the harbour of Pheia was on the western 

side of the promontory Ichthys seems clearly indi- 

cated by Thucydides in his narrative of the circum- 

stances which attended the debarkation of the 

Athenians on the coast of Elis in the first year of 

the Peloponnesian war’. The Athenians sailed 

from Methone, disembarked near Pheia, and ra- 

vaged the country for two days, during which they 

had an action with 300 Eleians, when a strong wind 

on a harbourless coast endangering their fleet *, they 

sailed round the promontory Ichthys into the port 

of Pheia. The place of debarkation, therefore, ap- 

pears to have been the shore of the ancient Letrinea 

to the eastward of Katakolo, between it and the 

mouth of the Adpheius. Here on the side of Pheia 
nearest to the place from whence they came, they 

found a beach and anchorage well suited to their 
purpose, but much exposed to a southerly wind, 

on the occurrence of which not even the harbour of 

Katakolo is safe. Meantime the Messenians and 

some others who had not been in time to re-embark 

employed themselves in taking Pheia, but on the 

assembling of a large force of Eleians evacuated it 

and made good their retreat on board the Athenian 

trusted. Khaiaffa is the name of the pass at the foot of the 

rocks anciently called ’"Ayaai wérpat. (Strabo, p. 347. Tr. in 

Moréa, i. p. 66.) Chaa, according to Strabo (p. 348), was near 
Lepreum. 

' p. 848. See Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 190. 

*-Thueydy 2, 25. * xeqalouevot év aAdweEry yYwpiy. 
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fleet which had sailed round the promontory to 
receive them, and which then departed and ravaged 

other parts of the coast '. 

Thucydides having described the harbour to 

which the fleet sailed after rounding Ichthys, not 
as the port of Pheia, but as a harbour in the 

district of Pheia’, Port Khortis, which is little 

more than a mile distant from Katakolo, may very 

possibly have been the harbour intended by the 
historian. Polybius confirms Strabo as to the ex- 

istence of a harbour at Pheia as well as of an island %, 

but otherwise throws no light upon this question, 

which can only be resolved by identifying the island. 

In the mean time it is to be observed, that the 

placing of the harbour at Khortis will not invalidate 
the evidence as to the position of Pheza itself, 

afforded by the remarkable height and by the 

Hellenic remains at Pondiko-kastro; while the po- 

sition of that place on the isthmus of Katakolo will 

sufficiently account for that promontory having been 
known by the name of Pheza, as well as by that of 

Ichthys ; a circumstance which may have led Strabo 
into the error of describing two promontories instead 

of one. 

' kai Vorepor al re vijeg TepimAEVoacar dvadauPavovoery avrove, 

kat ébavayovrat éxurdvreg Decdv' Kat rov "HAeiwy  wodd} HON 

orparua mpoceBeBonOjxer’ mapamtAevoayrec O€ ot “AOnvaioe ent 

thAa xwpia édyour. 

* rov év TH Derg Améva. 

* amooréhXety Ta TopOpeta Tic “EXelac cic ry Pecada Kadoupe- 

ynv vijcov. Polyb. 4, 9. 
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VoL. ii. p. 206. 

To the other authorities indicative of the site of 

Macistus may be added that of Stephanus of By- 

zantium. He places it to the eastward of the 

Lepreatis'; but this is obviously an error, as Arcadia 

bordered upon Lepreatis in that direction; and con- 

sidering the frequent negligence or ignorance of the 

ancients as to bearings, it is of no great importance. 

The tradition that Macistus and Phrixa were named 

from two brothers, tends to place Macistus in the 

same part of Triphylia as Phrixa; and an occur- 

rence in the Hellenic history of Xenophon leads 

to a similar conclusion. When Agis, who had been 

deterred by an earthquake from proceeding in his 

invasion of the Eleia on the northern side, ad- 

vanced in the following year (B. c. 400) from the 

opposite direction, entering Triphylia through the 

Aulon of Messenia, the first people who joined 

him were the Lepreate, next the Macistii, and 

then the Epitalii, who were near the Alpheius ; 

having passed which river, the king received the 

submission of the Letrinzi, Amphidoli, and Mar- 

ganenses*, As Macistus was in a lofty situation, 

and apparently not far from Samzcum, or the Paledé- 
kastro of Khaiaffa, its ruins will perhaps be found in 

some part of the heights behind Khaiaffa, which 

were anciently known by the name of Lapithus. 

' Madktoroc, wédtc tie TowdudAtac jy oxnoay Kavcwrec, aro U p VY @KY ’ 

Makiorov rov adedpou Poitou, ap’ ov Kal 7 ®piga mode, ex” Opouc 

bpnrov Kempévn, tedg Ew ric Aerpearixhc. Stephan. in v. 
2 év “EmtradXiy mAnoioy rov ’AXgewov. Xenoph. Hellen. 3, 2, 

6 21, *. 3,228: £8. 
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VoL. ii. p. 211. 

The passage of Strabo relating to Harpinna shows 

the caution with which his geographical testimony 
is to be received in opposition to the historians or 

any other authors in whose text geographical in- 

formation occurs incidentally. His words are: 

Tlapa 8: rnv “Odvuriav éort Kal 1 “Aotwva, Kal auTn 

TWY OKTOW, OL TC pet ToTapoc Tlap8eviac WC ELC Onpaiav 

LOVTWY’ 1 OF Pnoaia toTl TNC ‘Aoxkadtac* UTépkerat O& 

rnc Avpatae Kat tov Bovropasiov kat tne *HAwoe, ame 

orl mpoc apKTov TH Tlicaridt!. It is evident that 

Strabo has confounded Herzea with Phare in 

Achaia, which is situated as Strabo states; nor is 

his description of the site of Harpinna less accurate, 

if we substitute “Hpaia for Pnoaia, Harpinna having 
stood twenty stades to the eastward of Olympia on 
the road which led along the right bank of the 

Alpheius to Hera, as Lucian? and Pausanias* 

clearly show. 

Considerable remains of the walls of Harpinna 

were seen by Major Harriott, in 1831, on the river 

of Miraka, a little to the northward of the village of 

that name *. 

VOL. ii. p. 213. 

According to the French map, Rasa is a ruined 
village, not, as here stated, in the vale of the Selinus 

or river of Ladiké, but nearly opposite to the site of 

Pisa. 

) p. 356. * De Morte Peregrini, 35. 

* Eliac. post. 21, 6. 

* Journal of the Royal Geog. Soc. v. p. 366. 
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VoL. ii. p. 229. 

The French Commission observed some ruins at 

Agrapidho-khéri, at the junction of the Ladon and 
Peneius ; their direct distance from Elis is 7 G.M. 

Neither this nor the distance from Elis of the ruins 
on the Ladon near Kulogli, which I have supposed to 
be those of the Eleian Pylus, are inconsistent with 

the 80 stades of Pausanias', or the 12 Mo. Pp. of 

Pliny’. But the site near Kulogli is to be pre- 
ferred for that of Pylus, because, although not in 

a direct line between lis and Olympia, it is not 
so far removed from that line, that it may not have 

been in the mountain-road between those two places, 

which we may easily conceive to have followed for 

some distance the valley of the Ladon in this part 
of its course. Agrapidho-khori, on the contrary, 
could not have been in any ordinary track from Elis 
to Olympia. As to the words of Pausanias regard- 
ing the Ladon, they do not exactly indicate at what 

distance below Pylus that river joined the Peneius. 

Possibly, on considering that which is stated con- 

cerning Marganee in Travels in Moréa, ii. p. 198 

seq., Agrapidho-khori may appear to have been the 
site of that city; in which case the Amphidoli 
and Acroreit may have divided between them the 

country eastward of this point as far as the E7vy- 

manthus, Amphidolia to the west, and Acroreia 

' Tlidov 6& rijg év ry ’"Hdsig fda Tra epeimia Kara ryv ee 

"Ohupriac éorivy é¢ "HXwy opetvyy odor" dyconKkovra b& atadia éc 

*"HXuv amo ric Tvdov. . 2... mapa o& avriy morapoc Addwy 

karevowv éc Tov Lnvedv. El. post. 22, 3 (5). 

“A Hi: N. 4,.5.(6). 
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to the east, comprising the greater part of Mount 

Pholoé and the southern heights of Mount Astra. 

On the mountain of Notena the French Commis- 

sion observed two Hellenic fortresses. These are 

probably two of the Acrorezan towns. That which 

is situated near the village of Skiadha or Skaidha, 

being the more considerable and the furthest re- 

moved from the Arcadian frontier, may be Opus ; 
and the stream which there flows from a small lake 

into the Peneius, may be the river Opus of Elis, 

mentioned by the Scholiast of Pindar'. Thalame 
was probably in the rocky recesses of Mount Scollis, 
perhaps at Portes, that name seeming to indicate 

the existence, or former existence, of ruins in this 

situation. . 

VOL. il. p. 230. 

The branch of the Peneius which flows through 

a narrow valley on the eastern side of the mountain 

of Portes, anciently Scollis, joins the Peneius not 

below but above the junction of the Ladon at Agra- 
pidho-khéri. Sandaméri, as I learn from the French 

map, is not in the eastern but the western valley of 

Scollis. 

Sandaméri and Gastini seem to be the only 

two names which the residence of the French in 

this quarter of the Moréa during the greatest part 
of the 13th century has produced. Next to the 

Villehardouins, the Saint-Omers were the most 

illustrious family which settled in Greece. 

' TIpwroyéveca c&€ xara pév rivac UpopnOéwe, Kara Cé éviove 

‘Orovrvrog rob é€v” HAcce morapov. Schol. Pindar. Ol. 9, 64. 
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VoL. ii. p. 249. 

In the French map the ruins at the sources of the 

river of Paleaé Katina are marked as those of Paus. 

But there is a difficulty in this, arising from the dis- 
tances in the French map itself, which are doubtless 

correct. Pausanias says that Seirz, or the Chains, 

which was the boundary of the Psophidii and 

Cleitorii, was near Paus, that is to say, a little to the 

west of that place; and that Seirze was 30 stades 

from Psophis, now Tripotamo. But the situation of 
Paus in the French map is 5 G. M. from Tripotamo, or 

not less than 50 stades. If we adhere, therefore, to 

the number of stades in Pausanias, Seirze was near 

Dekhini; and the ruins at the sources of the river 

of Paleé Katina are not those of Paus but of 

Scotane, the westernmost of three places in the 

forest of Soron. Some remains of this forest, which 

extended from near Paus to the Ladon, are still 

observable in the vale of Paleé Katina, northward 

of Strézova’. It will be seen that these remarks 

comprehend a correction of the assertion in Tr. in 

the Moréa, ii. p. 250, that 30 stades from Psophis 

“will carry us exactly to the division of waters 

between the two rivers of Lopesi and Palea Katina;” 

for, in truth, that division is about 50 stades from 

Psophis, or not far short of midway from the Ery- 
manthus to the Ladon, the courses of the two tribu- 

taries of those two rivers being not only exactly 

opposite in their direction, but nearly equal in 

length. A small plain separates or contains their 

sources: on its eastern side are the remains of 

Scotane. 
" Tr. in Morea, ii. p. 107. 
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VoL. ii. p. 251. 

The French map has identified the Arsen with a 

stream which rises at Velimakhi, in a mountain 

three miles south of Psophis, and which joins the 
Ladon a mile below Thelpusa, having pursued a 
course westward of, and nearly parallel to, the north 

and south line, which is the general direction from 

Psophis to Thelpusa. The route in Pausanias, there- 
fore, if it had touched this river at all, would (having 

followed it from its sources) not have quitted it 

until one and a half mile short of Thelpusa, and 
would have crossed the Ladon at Thelpusa itself. 

But the ascending course of the Ladon above Thelpusa 

is three miles northward, and then nine miles east- 

ward; and the road which Pausanias was describing, 

passed through Zvope@a, which was on the Ladon. 
Evidently, therefore, that road could not have 
followed so westerly a line as the river of Velimakhi, 

nor even the direct line between the two cities, 

because that would have reached the Ladon at not 
more than thirty stades from Zhelpusa; whereas 
Tropzea, which was on the left bank of the Ladon, 

was sixty-five stades from Thelpusa, plus the distance 

between Tropza and the river Arsen. Whether or 

not, therefore, there was a more direct route from 

Psophis to Thelpusa, touching the Ladon at thirty 

stades north of the latter, there can be no question 

that the route described by Pausanias, for the sake, 
perhaps, of comprehending the places upon it, was 

very circuitous, and lay to the eastward of the direct 

line: it is not unlikely that the modern bridge, called 
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the Lady’s-bridge', stands upon ancient foundations, 

and that the situation of this bridge, as well as 

the direction of the roads leading to it, have in 

all ages been determined by geographical causes, 

of which there is one very obvious, in the steep 

ridges, between the abrupt openings of which the 

Ladon flows, from Syriaému to Vanena (7helpusa). 
These suppositions may warrant the conclusion, 

that Tropea was on the left bank of the Ladon near 

the Lady’s-bridge, that the Arsen was the river of 

Syriamu Kurtaghi, and that Caus stood not far from 

Vervitzi, or perhaps at the castle of Galata. There 

is indeed, or was (for it is not marked on the 

French map), another bridge between Spathari, 

a village on the heights to the left of the Ladon, 

and a ruined castle on its right bank, which shows 

that a road here crossed the Ladon. This bridge 
may possibly have been on the line of an ancient 

route leading from Elis to Thelpusa, and on the 
line also of a direct route from Psophis to Thelpusa. 

We may find perhaps some confirmation of the 

identity of the Arsen with the river of Syriamu, 
in the observation that this river is one of the prin- 

cipal tributaries of the Ladon, and that three of 

these are already identified, namely, the river of 

Katzanes with the Aroanius, the river of Tara with 

the Tragus, and the river of Langadhia with the 

Tuthoa. Those, however, who regard the river of 

Velimaki as the Avsen, will doubtless be inclined to 

apply the same argument to that river. 

1 70 yepupe tpg Kupae. 
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Vou. ii. p. 254. 
There is some difficulty in assigning ancient 

names to the several great summits, which give rise 

to the Erymanthus, Peneius, and Peirus. O’lonos 

is a name derived probably from the earliest times, 

although not occurring in any ancient author. 

It is also the Lampeia of Strabo, as appears by his 

remark, that Scollis, which he describes so as not to 

be mistaken, is adjacent to Lampeia’. If we may 
presume the proper mount Hrymanthus to have 

been the highest of the summits which give rise to the 
river Erymanthus, we must identify it with Kalli- 
foni; indeed all the tributaries of the Hrymanthus, 

except the Aroanius, originate in Kallifoni, or in the 

subordinate heights adjoining it to the south east- 

ward, of which the highest is Tartari, one mile east 

of Sopoto. The following, according to the French 
surveyors, are the altitudes of the several peaks in 

this great cluster of mountains, converted from 

metres into English feet :—O'lono, 7297 feet; Kale- 

foni, 6227; Makhéra, 6165; Astra, 5889; Tartari, 

4683. 

VOL. ii. p. 2638. 

It is here stated that the river of Katzanes joins 

the Cleitor “at a distance from the ruins of Cleztor, 

exactly answering to the seven stades which Pau- 
sanias places between that city and the junction of 
the river Cleitor with the Aroanius.” But this is 

" Strabo, p. 341. All the distances relating to Scollis here 
given by Strabo will be found tolerably correct, if Phare be 

substituted for Tritaa. See Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 183. 
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manifestly incorrect, as the time-distance observed 

between the ruins of Clector and the river Katzanes, 

namely, 29 minutes, is equivalent not to 7 but to 
about 16 stades: the French map gives a direct 

interval of 13 a.m. My conclusion, however, is 

not less correct, that the river of Katzanes is the 

ancient Aroanius, there being no other confluent of 

the river Cleitor eastward of the ruins of Cleztor 

except the river of Karnési, which joined the Cleztor, 

not at any distance from the city, but under its walls, 

or at least in its suburbs. 

VOL. ii. p. 267. 

According to the French map, the distance from 
Lycuria (supposing it to have stood on the same site 

as the modern village of that name) to the source of 

the Ladon is little more than two miles by the road, 

instead of the 50 stades of Pausanias', while his 

60 stades from thence to Cleitor’ is rather below 
the truth. M. Boblaye® supposes Lycuria to have 

stood not at the modern village, but at the partition 

of. the waters in the pass of Lykiria, which is two 

miles nearer to the lake of Pheneus ; but even on 
that supposition Lycuria would have been twenty 

stades short of the distance from the source of the 

Ladon required by Pausanias. Unless, therefore, 

we suppose Lycuria to have stood within the basin 

of Pheneus, (and it is very unlikely that the limits of 

*+Aread. 20, 1. 20, 1. 

* Rech. Géogr. sur les Ruines de la Morée, p. 156. 

Q 
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the territories of Cleitor and Pheneus should have 

been so near the latter,) we can hardly avoid con- 
cluding that there is some error in Pausanias as to 

the number of stades between Lycuria and the foun- 

tain. There is no mention by M. Boblaye of any 

remains of antiquity at the position which he has 

assigned to Lycuria; the modern name, therefore, 
is the best evidence we now possess as to the site of 

that ancient place. 

Vou. ii. p. 268. 

The village here called Tzernota is in the French 
map marked as one of the Kaly’via, or dependent 
hamlets of Filia, and Tzerota is the name of a village 

a mile to the north of Filia on the same heights. 
Whether any change of name has taken place, or 

whether the village which I called Tzernotaé was no 
more than a Kaly'via of that village, it is impossible 

after a lapse of so many years to determine. We 

may still allow it, therefore, for distinction sake, to 

give name as formerly to the valley in which occurs 
the junction of the Ladon and Traqus. 

Vor it. p. 27m 

It is here stated that the Zvagus issues at once 
from the foot of Mount Kastania. Such was the 
fact reported to me at the Khan of Tara, which I 

could not verify on account of the marshy state of 

the plain. The French map, on the contrary, marks 

three sources in that valley flowing to the river of 

oe 
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Vytina, which joins the Ladon in the plain of 
Tzernota. In whatever manner the waters may 

have emerged in the time of Pausanias, whose word 

aveow will apply equally to one or to many sources, 

there can be no doubt that these are the sources of 

the river which, according to that author, com- 

menced its course in the plain of Caphyaz and 

flowed through a yaoua yne, or katavothra, to an 
emissary at Rheunus, and from thence to Nasi, 

which latter was fifty stades from the Ladon; for 

this being very correctly the distance of the Khan 

of Tara from that river, /theunus was probably a vil- 

lage at the sources, and Nas? another at the Khan 

of Tara, which modern name is probably a cor- 

ruption of Zragus. The sources at heunus were 

considered the true sources of the 7’ragus, probably 

because they furnished a more permanent stream 

than the river of Vytina or that of Pungaki, which 
latter rises in a ravine of Mount Saeta and joins the 

Tragus a mile below the Khan of Tara, and is 
identified in the French map with the Z’ragus, but 
improperly, if the preceding observations are well 

founded. The fountain of Pungaki is on a higher 

level than the lake of Caphya@; and cannot therefore 

be an emissary of a stream which commences its 

course in the Caphyatic plain. 

VoL. ii. p. 272. 

In Travels in Moréa, ii. p. 251, and its supplement ', 
I have shown reasons for believing that the places 

" See above, p. 223. 

Q 2 
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in the Thelpuszea mentioned by Pausanias were all, 

to the distance of more than 65 stades above Thel- 
pusa, to the left of the Ladon. In the chapter of 

Pausanias from which that conclusion is derived, 

the author, after having described the road from 
Psophis to, Thelpusa, informs us that Thelpusa was 

said to have been the daughter of Ladon, and upon 

that remark he takes occasion to describe the whole 

course of the Ladon from its sources at Lycuria to 

its junction with the Alpheius, omitting only those 

objects on or near the river to its left which he had 

already described on the road from Psophis to Thel- 

pusa; namely, Tropzea, the river Arsen, the ruins of 

Caus, and the temple of Aisculapius Causius. On 
the descent from Lycuria occurred Leucasium, 

Mesoboa, the Nasi, Oryx, Halus, Thaliadze, and the 

temple of Demeter Eleusinia, which last was within 

the boundary of the Thelpuseei. 

Leucasium and Mesoboa, as before remarked ', are 

probably the places of which I observed some vestiges 

above the plain of Tzernoté near Kabatomy’'lo; in 
which case the valley of Podhogora was probably 

that of Oryx; Alus or Halus, the next place on the 

descent of the river, may be placed at the Hellenic 
ruins which are marked in the French map near 

Glanitza; and Zhaliades having, according to the 

preceding hypothesis, been on the right bank, may 

have been at Syriamu, a village on that bank oppo- 
site to Syridmu Kurtaghi*. The temple of Ceres 
Hleusinia, which was within the Thelpusea, was 
probably at the castle opposite to Spathari. As to 

' Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 272. * Ibid. p. 105. 
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Nast, through which the Ladon flowed, it cannot 

have been the same place as the Nasi of the river 

Tragus, as Pausanias expressly states that place to 

have been fifty stades distant from the Ladon’. 

But as Nasi, or the Islands, was a common name in 

places intersected by diverging or confluent branches 

of a river, it is not difficult to imagine that there 

may have been two Nasi, although at no greater 

distance from one another than six or seven miles. 

For the places below Thelpusa, see Tr. in Moréa, 
i. p. LOL. 

VOL. ii. p. 278. 

Levidhi seems, from the remains here mentioned, 

to have been an ancient site, probably that of Elymia ; 

for this situation is very near the natural boundary 

of the Mantinice and Orchomenia, and thus agrees 
with the circumstances attending the transactions of 

the year B.c. 370, in which Elymia is mentioned by 

Xenophon. See Tr. in Moréa, iii. p. 75. 

VoL. ii. p. 281. 

The French Surveyors have not afforded much 

illustration to the route from Mantineia to Methy- 
drium described by Pausanias’, and here referred to. 

1 Arcad. 28, 6(8). Tr. in Moréa, iii. p. 120. 
> "Ec MeOtdpuoy d& rod pév obkért, Kony d& é¢ 76 Meyado- 

moNTlKOv auyTedovoay, é¢ ToUTO éoTe TO MeOUdpLoy éx Marrtiveiac 

000c. mpoedOdyre dé oradiove TpLtKovTa TWedioyv TE dvopalopevov 

"Adkipédwy kal imép tov mediov TO Opoc éoriv } Oorpakivn, év o¢ 
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There can be no question that the plain of Alcimedon 

was that valley which stretches six miles to the s.sE. 

from near Levidhi, and which is separated from the 

Mantinic plain by a range of subordinate rocky heights 
running parallel to the great M@nalian range which 
bounds the plain of A/cimedon on the west, and of 

which the summit, now called Ai [lia (St. Elias), is 

the highest point. The road from Mantineia to 
Methydrium passed between this summit and that 
next to it southward, named Roino. I have supposed 

the lower ridge, between Kapsa and Simiadhes, to 
have been the Mount Ostracine of Pausanias; and 

to this opinion Iam still inclined to adhere, although 

at variance with that of the French geographers, 

who identify Ostracine with St. Elias; for although 
the thirty stades which Pausanias places between 

Mantineia and the plain of Alcimedon, by reaching 
to the middle of that valley, render the words uz 

rov mediov equally applicable to the Menalian ridge 
as to that of Kapsa, there is a strong objection to 

the identifying of Ostracine with Ai Ilia in the fact 
mentioned by Pausanias, that the boundary between 
the Mantinenses and Megalopolitz was forty stades 

beyond Ostracine. Anciently this was the boundary 

between Mantineia and Methydrium; but the latter, 

having been one of the cities which contributed to 

the foundation of Megalopolis, became a dependent 

cwun Of the Megalopolite. It is evident that a dis- 

bd ~ / 7 / ~ 
av7@ aonyatov, EvOa wKnoey ’Adkipédwy, avip Tov Kaoupévwr 
€ / € , ‘ , > \ ~ s/ > 
eT a ee oe ae 9 wAnotiov mnyn Kiooa amo rij¢ opviBoc dvo- 

2.5 A Fi =e de pe ~ ~ ' 91% 7 
palerat, TEecoapaKxovTa O€ arO Tig THyie orddva apéoryke Terpo- 

, ’ ~ 

gaka kahovupevoy xwplov. Meyadorodray dé cai Mavtiréwy Opoc 

aviv } [erpooaxa. Pausan. Arcad. 12, 1 (2) seq. 
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tance of forty stades beyond the Meenalian ridge 
would reach almost to the site of Methydrium, where 
it is impossible to suppose the boundary between the 

two towns could ever have been. On the other hand, 

the crest of Menalus, being about midway between the 
sites of Mantineia and Methydrium, and about forty 

stades beyond the hill of Kapsa, accords both with 
probability and the data of Pausanias as the place of 

separation between the two districts. The discovery 
of the cavern of Alcimedon and the fountain Cissa 
would determine this question; and the mountain 

Ostracine may perhaps be found to have derived its 

name from the fossil shells of its rocks. There can 

be little doubt, likewise, that the ravine of Kardhara, 

by which a torrent from the Menalian heights dis- 
charges itself into the plain of Alcimedon, and 

crosses that valley in its way to the Katavoéthra, 

westward of Mantineta, marks the direction of the 

ancient route from Mantineia to Methydrium. 

Vot. ii. p. 289. 

The road by which Pausanias arrived at Megalopolis 

from Herza, is the Roman. road of the Peutinger 
Table, Meleenez occurring upon it in both those 

authorities. Melznez was rightly placed by Gell at 
four or five miles eastward of Hera, between the 

villages Kokora and Kakoréos, where he observed 
the remains of a Roman bath, which, according to 

the French Commission, has also been a church, and 

is still sometimes used as such, though it is generally 
inundated even in the dry season. This fact very 
curiously confirms the testimony of Pausanias as to 
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Melzeneze, who says, that the site where it formerly 
stood, was overflowed with water’. 

Gell, who proceeded from Karitena to Ai Tanni 

(Herea), or in the direction opposite to that of the 

narration of Pausanias, observed at one-third of the 

distance from Karitena to Ai Ianni, the Hellenic 

ruins mixed with later repairs, which are now, 

or at least at the time of my journey, were known 

by the name of the castle of Leddhoro. Gell 
supposed them to be remains of Luphagium, found- 
ing his opinion chiefly upon the existence at Ledéd- 

horo, of a fine source of water, one of the feeders of 

a stream which joins the Alpheius a mile from the 
ruins, and which fountain he supposed to be the 

source of the river Buphagus, mentioned by Pausa- 
nias. The distance of this place from the site of 

Melenee@ is, indeed, about forty stades, as Pausanias 

says of Buphagium. But it would be necessary to 
change avwréow into atwréow, to justify the conclu- 
sion of Gell; whereas, following the former reading, 

we find at the same distance above Welenee, near 

Papadha, Hellenic ruins exactly answering to Bu- 

phagium, as well as the sources of a river which joins 
the Alpheius a mile to the westward of Melenee, 
and is doubtless the ancient Buphagus. 

The castle of Ledodhoro is perhaps the site of 

Maratha. This position is not indeed in a line 

1 » > Kara o€ riv é& ‘Hpaiag adyovaav é¢ MeyddAny mode eiot 

MeAauveai* ravrac gktioe prev MedXauveve 6 Avkdovoc’ Epnpocg O€ 
7 ABS ~ e/ \ ~ ~ 
nv &p iua@y, voare O€ Kurappeirar. Medarvewy O€ TecoapaKkovTa 
> + , ’ , , \ ? ~ ” 
EOTLY AVWTEOW Gradiole Bouvdaywov, kai 0 morapog évravOa Exes 

‘ e / ‘\ ’ ~ 4 

mhyac 0 Bouvgayog karwy é¢ tov "Addetdv. Tov Boudadyou oé 
\ ‘ ‘ ef \ , ‘ ~ 

mEept Tac myyac Opo. mpog MeyadonoXracg ‘Hpaedoiv eiocy. 

Pausan. Arcad. 26, 5. 
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between Buphagium (Papadha) and Gortys (Atzikolo), 
as Pausanias seems to require in stating that it was 

between the sources of the Buphagus and Gortys', but 

nothing is more likely than that the ancient commu- 
nication between Buphagium and Gortys, instead of 

crossing the mountain of Zatuna, or that of Sara- 
kiniko, should have made a small detour through the 
gorges of the Alpheus, below Karitena, ascending the 

Gortynius from near its point of junction with the 
Alpheius. If Maratha was at the castle of Ledd- 
horo, we may infer that the Roman road from Herzea 

to Megalopolis crossed to the left bank of the 
Alpheius, between Melzeneze and Maratha, since, 

had it followed the right bank to Karitena, Maratha 
would have been on that road, and would not have 

been described by Pausanias as between Buphagium 

and Gortys. That there was such a crossing of the 

river in the Roman road is rendered likely by the 

structure of the country and the greater facility of 

communication along the left bank. 

Vou. ii. p. 294—7. 

The labours of the French Surveyors have not sug- 

gested any addition or correction tomy former remarks 

on the second and third of the routes radiating from 

‘*Idvre 6€ GO TOU ToTapuv THY THYHY TPGTa pév cE EKOE- 

Eerat Mapada xwoiov, pera 0& advo Tdpruc, kapn ra én’ Epor, 

Ta O& Ere aApyaworépa woduc. Arcad, 28, 1. As Pausanias con- 
ducts his reader to Megalopolis from Herzea, and afterwards 

describes all the other roads which led from Megalopolis as a 

centre, that to Herzea has of course been described by him in a 

direction opposite to that of all the others. 



Megalopolis, except that I subscribe to their opinion 
as to the river Carnion, which I had identified with 

the river rising on Mount Elenitza, but which I now 
believe with the French Surveyors to be the Xeril6 
Potamo, which is the longer and more easterly 
branch of the same tributary of the Alpheius. 

The question is decided by the distance of the 

district called Cromitis from the place where the 

Alpheius received the Gatheates, a river of which 
the sources were at Gathez, in Cromitis. This 

district, according to Pausanias, was forty stades 

above the junction. Now the sources of the western 

branch of the Xeril6 at Khiradhes, in Mount Elenitza, 

which we may suppose to have been towards the 

farther extremity of the district, are not more 

than sixty stades distant from that point; whereas 

those of the eastern branch of the Xeril6 are at 
more than double that distance. The latter, there- 

fore, must be the river Carnion, which arose in the 

territory of the Laconian city Aigys; for thus we 

must interpret the word AXgytis in Pausanias', with- 

out any reference to the ancient extent of the 
Arcadian tribe, the Aigyte, to whom the Bele- 
minatis and Cromitis, as well as the Aigytis proper, 
had belonged. Belemina and Aigys were conquered 

by Sparta at an early time, while the Cromitis, which 

bordered upon Messenia, as well as Laconia, remained 
Arcadian. M. Boblaye has, with great probability, 
identified Kyradhes with Gathee; but I cannot 

equally agree with him as to Cromz, which he places 
at Neokhério’. This place I conceive to have been 

not on the second route from Megalopolis, or that 

234 RIVER CARNION—GATHEZ. 

" Arcad. 34, 8 (5). 

* Rech. Géog. sur les Ruines de la Morée, p. 169. 
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leading to Messene, but on the third, which led to 

Carnasium: and I have already shown reason for 

believing that the site of Cromz is indicated by some 

remains at Samara, a little westward of Londari. 

This position was towards the centre of the Cromitis, 

as placed by Pausanias; it was also not far from the 

road from Megalopolis to Messene, as Cromi appears 
from the same authority to have been; and about 

forty stades, as Pausanias also indicates, from that 

part of the Makryplaghi, where we may suppose 

the Hermea marking the boundaries of Messenia 

and the Megalopolitis to have stood: for the ancient 
road evidently crossed the Makryplaghi, by the 

modern Kokhla Dervéni, entering the pass half an 

hour beyond the Pasha Vrysi, which, as well in its 

nature’ as in its position, midway between Samara 

and the boundary, accords with the Nymphas of 
Pausanias. 

Kamara, by its name, often indicative in Greece 

of an ancient site, by the ruins adjacent to it, and 

by its position near the sources of the Xeril6 or 

Carnion, has every appearance of having been the 

position of the city Agys, the proximity of which 
to Laconia accords with its early subjugation by the 

Lacedzemonians °. 

VOL. ii. p. 295. 

The French Surveyors seem to have considered 
the third route from Megalopolis, or that leading 

Karappeitrat o€ voare kal dévOpwy avamAEewe Ear I Nupdac. 

Pausan, Arcad. 34, 3 (6). 
? Pausan. Lacon. 2, 5. 
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to Carnasium, to have proceeded in a west by south 

direction, towards Dehli Hassan, as they have given 
the name of Mallus to a river which joins the 
Alpheius between Kassimi and Khorémi; but this 

direction from Megalopolis coincides too nearly with 

that from Megalopolis to Lycosura, and Phigaleia 

or the seventh route, to have been the third. The 

Mallus, therefore, I believe to have been the river of 

Neokhori, which, a little westward of Dedébey, re- 
ceives a small stream answering to the ancient Syrus. 
In this case, Phedria, to which the traveller pro- 

ceeded by following the right bank of the Mallus, and 
at the end of thirty stades crossing that river, and 

ascending a hill, appears to have stood on the height 
above Neokhori. About fifteen stades beyond this 
position, occurs the crest of the ridge above Krano, 
a very natural situation fora boundary. Here there- 
fore stood the Hermzeum named Despcena, and small 

statues of that goddess, with others of Ceres, Hermes, 

and Hercules. Carnasium, as I before observed, is 

represented by the modern Krano', and is not to 

be confounded with the Carnasium, or sacred grove 

of Apollo Carneius, on the site of the ancient Gichalia, 

near Andania ’. 

Vot. ii. p. 298. 

On the fourth of the Megalopolitan routes, or 

that to Sparta, we may remark that, assuming Rap- 

1 Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 297. 

2 Pausan. Messen. 2, 2; 38, 5, 4. Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 391, 

481. 
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somati to be the ancient Pegs, and, consequently, 

the river flowing from thence to be the true Alpheius, 
that which joins it near Khamuzaé, named Kutufa- 

rina, must be the 7heius; and this is confirmed by 
the subsequent direction of the road to Sparta, which, 

according to Pausanias, followed the left bank of the 

Theius; for the Kutufarina flows from the south or 

the direction of Sparta, whereas the river of Rapso- 
mati is from the east. The thirty stades measured 

by Pausanias on this route from Megalopolis to 
the Alpheius, is found to be correct; and the 

direction of the road, compared with the course 

of the streams, shows that the crossing was just 

below the junction. Forty stades beyond it was 

Phalzesize, and twenty stades farther the Hermzeum, 

which marked the boundary of the Megalopolitis 

and Belminatis. Phalesie, therefore, was a little to 

the eastward of Bura, where Gell remarked some 

Hellenic remains among the ruins of the Buréika 

Kaly'via'. This place is about four miles short 

of Khelmés, the site of Belemina; midway is the 
division of the waters flowing southward to the 

Hurotas, and northward to the Alpheius, a situation 
exactly suitable to a boundary, and agreeing with 

the distance from Phalesize of the boundary above- 

mentioned, as given by Pausanias. I have to cor- 

rect, therefore, my former opinion as to Phalesie 
having been near Gardhiki. 

* Itin. of Moréa, p. 213. 
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Vot. ii. p. 300. 

The fifth route of Pausanias from Megalopolis 
led through the middle of that portion of Arcadia 

which was surrounded by the rivers Gortynius, 
Alpheius, and Helisson. Although the French map 
has given us more accurate details of this district, 

which is for the most part mountainous, than we 

before possessed, it has not fixed one of the ancient 

sites mentioned by Pausanias either upon the main 

line from Megalopolis to Methydrium, or upon the 

two routes which branched from Tricoloni, on the 

right to the tomb of Callisto, and on the left to 

Hypsus. One important feature, however, is derived 

from the French map, namely, the remarkable west- 

erly reach of the Helisson between Piana and Zibo- 
visi, which places that angle of the river not far east 

of a direct line drawn from Megalopolis to Methy- 
drium, and thus agrees with the words of Pausanias, 

which seem to place Anemosa on or near the Helis- 

son. We find, moreover, that the true distances 

between the sites of Megalopolis, Tricoloni, Anemosa, 

and Methydrium agree with the numbers in Pau- 
sanias, placing Anemosa on the Helisson near Zibo- 

visi, and Z'ricoloni, as before proposed, on the edge 

of the plain of Megalopolis at 3°3 e.m. direct from 
that city, or about the modern Karatila, where it 

appears that the direct route to Methydrium began 
to cross the heights, and from whence diverged 
a road to the left, which passed near some other 

ancient places in the plain or on its edge, and then 

ascended to Hypsus. Placing Tricolont at Karatila, 
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we shall find that seven geographical miles, which is 

the direct distance from thence across the moun- 

tains to Zibovisi, will correspond tolerably with the 
100 stades of Pausanias to Anemosa, and the 31.4. M. 
direct from thence to Methydrium to his 37 stades 
across Mount Phalanthus. 

In Travels in the Moréa, ii. p. 301, I remarked that 

“as there were 100 stades from Tricoloni to Ane- 

mosa, and 55 from Cruni to Anemosa, it would 

follow that the distance from Tricoloni to Cruni, not 

specified by Pausanias, was 45 stades. This was on 

the supposition that Cruni was on the direct route 
from Tricoloni to Methydrium; but considering the 

parenthesis of Pausanias (avrn yao 8n ex Terkoover 

évt Astrerat) Which follows his remark that Anemosa 

was on the ev@zia, or direct road from Megalopolis to 
Methydrium, I now infer that Cruni and the tomb 
of Callisto were not on the direct road, but to the 

right of it; consequently that the distance from 

Tricoloni to Cruni was more than 45 stades, and 

cannot be exactly known until either Cruni or 

the hill and tomb of Callisto is identified; if the 

latter was to the right of the direct road from 

Tricoloni to Methydrium, at a distance of 25 stades 
from Anemosa, it would seem to have been not far 

from the modern Piana. On the road branching to 
the left from 7'ricoloni, there occurs in the French 

map, at a distance from Karatila answering to the 

15 stades which Pausanias places between Tricoloni 

and Zoetia, the ruin of a building, which may have 
been one of the temples seen by Pausanias among 
the ruins of Zoetia. By careful examination perhaps 

Some similar vestiges may be found of Paroria, 
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10 stades from Zoetia', or of Thyrzeum, 15 stades be- 

yond Paroria ’, and which stood probably at the foot 
of the mountain, on a continuation of the line from 

Tricoloni to Zoetia; for that Thyreeum was at the | 

foot of the mountain is shown by the remark of 

Pausanias. which immediately follows his mention of 

the position of Thyreum relatively to Paroria, 
namely, that between the ruins of Thyreum and 

those of Hypsus, which was situated in the moun- 

tain of the same name rising above the plain, al/ the 
country was mountainous and full of wild animals ’, 
whence also we may infer that the distance was not 

inconsiderable. There is great probability, therefore, 

that Mount Hypsus was the mountain of Stemnitza, 
that Stemnitza itself stands on the site of the town 

Hypsus, that Thyreum occupied the site of Pala- 
mari, and Paroria that of Paleomiri. 

As to Phalanthus, an ancient site on a mountain 

of the same name, and as to the other places named 

by Pausanias between Anemosa and Methydrium, no 
light has been thrown by the French survey; but as 

the total distance from Anemosa to Methydrium was 

no more than 37 stades, there can be no doubt as 

to the situation of Mount Phalanthus. As Pausanias 
does not positively state that Schcenus was on the 

direct road, it is not unlikely that the plain of Palus, 

Schoenus, and the curriculum Atalantes may have 

been, not at the foot of Mount Phalanthus towards 

Methydrium, but on the eastern or the western side 

of that mountain. 

* améxovoav Zoriac. Pausan. Arcad. 35, 6. 

? amwréow [lapwpiac. (7.) 
ae: ‘ oe ae Bee ry 

overvy Taaa Eort Kat Onptwone. 
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VoL. ii. p. 302. 

The sixth route from Megalopolis, or that which 

led along the Helisson to Meenalus, entered near 
the modern village of Shalesi, the ravines through 
which that river makes its way from the Meenalian 

valleys to the plain of Megalopolis. There can 

be little doubt that the entrance of these passes 

is the place anciently called the Gates of Helos’, 
and that the temple of Ceres, mentioned by Pau- 
sanias *, stood on a peaked height, which rises from 

the left bank of the river, about a mile Nn. E. of 

Shalesi. But this position, instead of having been 
» stades from Megalopolis, the distance which Pau- 

sanias assigns as that of the temple of Ceres, was not 

less than 25 stades. This correction, therefore, as 

I have already remarked, will be required before we 

can proceed in applying his description to the actual 

topography. Another observation necessary to be 

made is, that Paliscius and Persethes, the only two 

places mentioned by Pausanias between the Gates of 

Helos and the commencement of the Meenalian 
plain, were not in the direct road from Megalopolis 
to Meenalus. This appears evident from the cir- 

cumstance, that the only tributary of the Helisson 

in that interval is the torrent which flows from Val- 

tétzi and Rakhamy’tes, and which must therefore be 

the Elaphus of Pausanias. But the confluence of this 
river with the Helisson was not more than 2 G. miles 

‘ai émt ro "EXdoce dvopalouevae midar. Pausan., Arcad. 36, 

3 (5). 

* Anpnrpoc kadoupévne év "EXet vadc re Kat ddAaoc, 4 (6). 

R 
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from the temple of Ceres, whereas Paliscius was 30 
stades from thence, and was situated on the Ela- 

phus; consequently, it was 10 stades to the right of 

the confluence as well as to the right of the direct 
road to Mzenalus. We find, moreover, that the road 

from Paliscius to Pereetheze followed the left bank 

of the Elaphus 20 stades farther from the con- 
fluence. It seems evident, therefore, that Paliscius 

was near Rakhamy’tes, and Perethee near Valtétzi. 

If instead of ascending the valley of the Elaphus 

to Paliscius and Perzetheze, the traveller crossed the 

Elaphus and proceeded by the direct road along the 

Helisson to Meenalus, he arrived (at the end of 15 

stades, according to Pausanias) in the Meenalian 

plain. But the distance from the junction of the 

Elaphus along the gorges of the Helisson into the 
valleys which extend to the foot of Mount Mena- 
lus, is little, if at all, less than five G. miles. We must 

again, therefore, be allowed to suspect an error in the 

number of stades, according to the text of Pausanias. 

If he should be supposed to have meant that the 

torrent Elaphus was to be crossed at Pereetheze, and 

consequently that the latter part of the route to 

Meenalus described by him was from Perzetheze, and 
not a part of the direct road from Megalopolis, there 

would be some strong objections to this supposition. 

1. The road described would then have had to cross 

the highest part of Mount Rezeniko, and on account 
of its difficulties would have been not many stades 

shorter than that leading from the junction of the 
Elaphus and Helisson along the latter river. 2. 
Pausanias, in the outset of his description of the 

road to Meenalus, expressly says that it led along 
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the river Helisson, which is, in fact, the natural line 

of communication, and still continues to be employed 

as such. We may add, that there can be no am- 

biguity as to the Meenalian plain of Pausanias, nor 
any doubt that it is the plain or valleys which I have 
described as lying at the foot of Mount. Menalus 
on the western side, and which were watered by 

the Helisson and some small tributaries '. 
The places described by Pausanias in these situa- 

tions are, Dipzea, on the right bank of the Helisson ’; 

Liycoa, situated under an extremity of Mount 
Meenalus*; Sumatia, on the southern side of the 

mountain‘; the Triodi, or three ways in the moun- 

tain’; and the remains of the city Meenalus, once » 

the most famous in Arcadia °®. Sumatia, the Triodi, 

and the city Meenalus, appear from Pausanias to 
have been at no great distance apart’. If Triodi, 
therefore, be the pass behind Tripolitza, and Sw- 
matia was to the southward of it, as I have sup- 

posed *, Menalus stood probably on Mount Apano- 

khrépa, and may still possibly be recognised, since 

in the time of Pausanias there remained a stadium, 

a hippodrome, and ruins of a temple of Minerva. 

* Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 116. 11. p. 52. 
* Pausan. Lacon. 11,6(7). Arcad. 80, 1. Tr. in Moréa, 

il. p. 52. 

5 tov bpove UO Toig KaTadhyovor. Arcad. 36, 5 Cas 

* év rolg kara peonuBpiay rov dpove (8). 
Zz ~ of 

Ev T@ OPEL. 

o a Tay év ’Apkadig wé\ewy dvopacrorarny 7O apxaioy Mai- 

vadov. Arcad. 3, 1 (4). 

” Arcad. 36, 5. Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 304. 
* Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 51, 306. 
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VOL. ii. p. 306 seq. 

The seventh route, or that leading from Megalo- 
polis to Phigaleia, crossed the Alpheius midway 

between the city and Despcena, a sanctuary held 

in particular veneration by the Arcadians, and 

which was distant 40 stades from Megalopolis. 

The ruins of Lycosura were immediately above 
it. There can be no doubt, therefore, as to the 

position of those ancient places. There remains 
very little of them above ground ; but considering 

that five temples, with stoze, altars, and works of 

statuary, were still extant towards the end of the 

second century', it is highly probable, that some- 
thing valuable might still be found below the sur- 
face. To the left of the temple of Despcoena ’, 

that is to say, to the north, as being to the left of 

the eastern fronting of the temple, was Mount 
Lyczeus, otherwise called Olympus or the Sacred 

Summit, which is thus identified with Mount Dhio- 

forti. Here were the sacred groves of Jupiter 
Lyczeus and of Apollo Parrhasius, and a temple of 
Pan, adjacent to which was a hippodrome and sta- 

dium which had formerly served for the Lyczean 

games *. The remains of these proofs of the iden- 

* Pausan. Arcad. 37, 1 seq. 
2 év aptorepG Tov tepov rite Acoroivns. 88, 2. 
*"Eore d€ év rp Avcalp Tavdc re iepov, cat wept avo &doocg 

devo eS Ve aN , Re! \ 3 ~ > “ ) Of a ~ dévopwy Kal immddpopdc TE, Kal TPO avrov oraddwv* TO OE aNXator 
~ , 2 \ > ~ > ~ ‘ \ 7 

Ta@v Avkaiwy yyov rov aydva evravOa...... To o€ dpoc 

mapéxerat ro Avxawy xat ddAda é¢ Oadpa, Kat padtora 1dde" 
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tity of Dhioforti with Mount Lyceus were observed 
by Gell'; and the architectural branch of the French 

expedition has given a plan of the site and of the 

Hellenic remains which exist there. 

At the southern extremity of a valley inclosed 
between Dhiof6rti and another summit of the same 
range, and near a fountain which is the source of 

one of the streams flowing to the Alpheus, the 
French officers remarked the foundations of several 

Hellenic constructions; and they confirm the remark 

of Gell, that the summit of Dhioforti appears to have 
been levelled by art: Gell states it to be about 
50 yards in diameter. Here was the altar of Jupiter 

Lyczeus, from whence the greater part of Pelopon- 

nesus was to be seen. As the mention of it by 
Pausanias follows immediately the description of the 

sacred inclosure of Jupiter Lyczus, it is probable 
that the latter was adjacent to the summit. The 

situation of the Hippodrome is clearly indicated by 
the only level of sufficient dimensions, and which 

stretches about 300 yards northward from the 

remains of the ancient buildings near the fountain. 

On the eastern side of the Hippodrome are remains 

of a wall which supported that side; and adjacent 

to the north-eastern angle are foundations, in Hel- 

lenic masonry of the best times, of a building which 

répevoc tatu év a’r@ Avkaiov Atéc, Ecodoc dé ovK Eoriv é¢ adrod 

avOow7owc "Eore O€ emt TH &koa TH &vwrdarw Tov b 0 Betas a chs sO n akog 77 do0ve 

Yiic x@pa, Awe tov Avkaiov wdc, cai 4 WeXomdvynooc ra moAXa 

éortv an’ avrov ovvomToc. .... « "Ear 0€ év roic mpd¢ avarodae 

Tov Opove "ArdANwvoe iepdv érixAnow Tappaciov’ rievrar dé 

airy Kai Tufcov Ovona. Paus. Arcad. 38, 4, (5) seq. 
* Itin. of the Moréa, p. 106. 
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was divided into small apartments. This building 
appears to have been at the rectilinear end of the 

Stadium, which seems to have been contiguous to 

the Hippodrome, on the east, having a_ parallel 

axis. - 

Among. the remains near the fountain, fragments 

of fluted Doric columns, 2ft. 2in. in diameter, were 

found. Some remains, apparently those of another 

temple, were observed at a distance of five minutes 

to the west of the Hippodrome in the way to Basse, 
midway between the summit of Dhioforti and the 
Hippodrome; and on the eastern side of the summit 

Gell found the ruins of a Doric temple of white 
marble with columns 3 feet in diameter and having 
21 flutings. This ruin seems not to have been ob- 
served by the French. It corresponds by its situation 

with the temple of Apollo Parrhasius, which, accord- 

ing to Pausanias, stood to the eastward of the moun- 

tain. As to the remainder of the seventh route, 

one cannot but suspect some omission in the text 

of Pausanias, as it bestows upon a direct distance of 9 
G. M. no other remark, than that the river Platanis- 

ton was crossed thirty stades from Phigaleia'. Fol- 
lowing this indication, Plataniston was the river on 

the western side of Tragéi, which rises not far from 

that village, and is shaded with many large plane- 
trees *, thus in some degree favouring the identity. 

? Pausan. Arcad. 39, 1. 

? Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 489. 
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VOL. ii. p. 316 seq. 

On the eighth road from Megalopolis, or that 

which led to Pallantium and Tegea, were, Ladoceia, a 

suburb of the city, noted for two battles'; Heemoniz, 

once a city; Aphrodisium and Athenzeum, villages 

attached probably to temples of Venus and Minerva; 

and then Asea, an ancient Arcadian city, which is 

fixed beyond a doubt at Paledkastro, by the Hel- 

lenic walls seen on the height which rises above 

the copious source of water called Frangovrysi. 
Asea seems to be nearly in the same state as when 

Pausanias visited it, and the two reputed sources of 

the Alpheius and Eurotas are found as he describes 

them; the latter in the road, the former at some 

little distance from it (to the right), and which lower 

in the plain unites with the former?. Aphrodisium 

having apparently been near Athenzeum, which was 

20 stades short of Asea, it is probable that Hamoniz 
was on the western, and Aphrodisium on the eastern 

side of the ridge of Tzimbara, which separates the 

plain of Asea from that of Megalopolis ; and conse- 
quently that Oresthasium or Orestium was upon or 

immediately adjacent to some part of that ridge ’®, 

’ Thucyd. 4, 134. Polyb. 2, 51. 55. 

> Tod ’AOnvaiov dé padtora eixoot arwréow aradiow épeimea 

’Aaéac éori, kal 6 Adgoc, akpdroAte TérE Oda, Telyouc OnpeEta EXEL 

Kat &¢ TOOE’ oTadiove O&€ Ooov mévre ATO ’AGéae Tov "Adoetov 

ONiyor amo Tig ddov, Tov d& Evpwra rap’ abrhy éore mnyn TY 

a tou d& Evpwra r0 towo avakepdyvurat wedge TOY 

"Adgecov. Paus. Arcad. 44, 2 (8). 
* That Orestium was not very far from Megalopolis, appears 

from the circumstance that Ladoceia, which, after the building 

of Megalopolis, was a rpodoreov of that city, is described by 

Thucydides as in the Orestis. 
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perhaps at the modern village Marmara or Marmaria, 
a name often attached in Greece to places where 

ancient wrought or sculptured stones have been 
found. 

The summit of Mount Tzimbaré is very possibly 
the position of the Castle Athenzeum, described by 

Plutarch as a position in advance of the Laconic 
frontier (euPBorn tn¢ Aaxwyiknc) and near Belemina. 

Athenzeum was fortified by Cleomenes in the year 
B.c. 224, taken by Antigonus, retaken by Lycurgus, 
and finally abandoned by the Lacedzemonians, when 
Philip, son of Demetrius, entered the Peloponnesus 

in the year B.c. 219'. It was evidently not the 

same place as the Atheneum between Megalopolis 

and Asea. 

VOL. ii. p. 322. 

The conjecture here made as to the position of 

Mallea and Leuctrum would place them in Aigytis 
Proper, or the mountainous tract towards the 

sources of the Xeril6 Potamé or Carnion; but it 
seems more likely that Mallsea was on the river 

Mallus, and consequently not far from the third 

Megalopolitan route of Pausanias, which led to Car- 

nasium, the modern Krano; and this accords with 

Thucydides and Xenophon, the former of whom 

describes Leuctrum as on the confines of Laconia 

towards Mount Lyczeus’; the latter, as a fortress 

above the Maleatis *, which guarded one of the two 

easiest entrances from Arcadia into the Laconic 

territory, lum of Sciritis being the other*. It must be 

' Plutarch. Cleomen. 4. Polyb. 2, 46. 54. 4, 87. 60. 81. 

2 Thucyd. 5, 54. ° trep rie MaXecriooe, 

* Xenoph. Hellen. 6, 5. § 24. 
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remembered, that when these two Attic historians 

wrote, all Messenia was a part of the Lacedemonian 

territory, into which, so constituted, it is easy to con- 

ceive that the entrances by the valleys of the Car- 

nion and Theius, on either side of the northern ex- 

tremity of tlte Taygetic ridge, may have presented 

greater difficulties than the more circuitous routes 
of the Sciritis and Maleatis. 

Vot. ii. p. 327. 

The remark here made, that the natural discharge 
of the waters from the valley of Pallantium and the 
heights near Tripolitza are into the river of Dhuliana 
or Gareates, appears from the French map of the 

Moréa not to be correct. Those of Pallantium are 
there seen to descend into the Taki or chasm of the 
Alpheius at the foot of Mount Boreus ; those of the 
Menalian ridges into the chasm of the Ophis at the 
foot of Mount Menalus. Visiting these plains in 

the winter and spring, I was unable to trace the 
course of the streams, on account of the inundations 

which often cover a great part of the plains. The 
French Surveyors had opportunities of tracing the 

water-courses in summer, and even of entering some 

of the katavothra’. It appears that, besides the prin- 
cipal chasms of the Mantinico-Tegeatic plain which 

I have described, namely, those of the <Adpheius 
and Ophis, and that of the Gareates near Persova, 
there is a fourth, which receives a small stream flow- 

ing directly south from Sanga through the valley, 
which Xenophon has described as o omoev KoAmoc 

" Exp. Scient. de la Morée: Sciences Physiques, 11. p. 321. 
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tne Mavrinkne'. This katavothra is immediately 

below the village of Tzipiana: in the mouth of the 
cavern the rivulet turns a mill. There is a small 

katavothra also in the vale of Luka which receives 
a rivulet flowing north ; and a sixth in the marsh to 
the n. w. of Mantineia, which receives the waters of 

Mount Alesius, as well as those of a brook from 

Mantineia itself, and of another from the vale of 

Alcimedon. In such an even level as this plain, 
nothing but a well-regulated system of drainage and 

embankment can prevent the several water-courses 

from winding over the plain and inundating it, in- 

stead of preserving their direction towards the 
several outlets which nature has provided for their 

discharge, and which she has proportioned to the 

several streams, though human industry is constantly 

required to keep the water-courses in order. The ob- 
struction of the subterraneous channels themselves 
by natural accidents is another cause of inundation, 

and one which is not so easily remedied by art; but 

its occurrence is extremely rare, nor is there any 
historical record of there having happened in the 

Mantinico-Tegeatic plain any deluge caused by the 

obstruction of the Zerethra; such as anciently, and 

again recently, has deprived the people of Pheneus 
of the use of their plain for many successive years. 

That the maintenance of a proper drainage was 
sometimes the consequence of a friendly compact 

between the states of Mantineia and Tegea, we 
may presume from the opposite fact, that the course 

of the waters was sometimes a cause of war between 

* Hellen. 6, 5, § 17. See below, in the Supplement to iii. 

p: 56. 
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them'. But during the last fifteen centuries nothing 

has been done with that view, unless for purposes of 
partial cultivation, or when the pressure of aggra- 
vated inconvenience in some particular point may 

have suggested the formation of an artificial water- 

course or embankment. Drainage, for purposes of 

agriculture, has chiefly been applied to the lower 

parts of the plain around the katavothra, with a view 

to render the inundations subservient to the culti- 
vation of such productions as require no more than 

the summer months to advance them from germi- 

nation to maturity. 

Vou. ii. p. 339. 

Mr. Mure justly observes, that in the elevation of 
the pyramid in the woodcut of this page the stones 

are represented as too small*: the given dimensions 
of two of them prove it, and ought to have guided 

the wood-engraver, as there is a scale to the whole. 

Mr. Mure’s remark is equally just as to the too great 

regularity of the stones in the representation of the 

same monument given in the Supplement to Stuart’s 

Athens, p. 23, by Mr. Donaldson (not Mr. Cockerell); 

and I agree with him in supposing the monument 

to be sepulchral, and not a govcrwprov or watch-tower, 
as Mr. Donaldson supposed. In the Expédition 
Scientifique (Architecture, &c. ii. plate 55) there is a 

plan of the monument, which agrees perfectly with 

mine, except that I saw appearances, perhaps no 
longer existing, of two chambers in the interior. The 

same plate of the Expédition Scientifique contains 

* Thucyd. 5, 65. 

* Journal of a Tour in Greece, ii. p. 197. 
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a plan of the “foundations about the pyramid,” and 
a correct elevation of that monument. 

VOL. ii. p. 344. 

In Mount Creium were the rocks Pallantides, so 

called, because Eumedes, priest of Minerva, fled 

thither with the Palladium, when threatened with 

death at Argos, because he was suspected of being 

desirous of delivering it to the Heracleide'. He 
was the same probably as the Kumedes, son of Hip- 

pocoon, whose monument was in the dromus of 

Sparta’. 

VOL. ii. p. 857. 

The corrupted form ro "AvamrXtov or ra ‘Avarda, 
has given way so entirely to the ancient name 
Nauplia, that some travellers have conceived it a 

mistake to suppose that the corruption ever existed, 

unless among the Turks: but Pachymer’ shows 

that the place was so called by the Greeks in the 

beginning of the fourteenth century; and the same 
form constantly occurs in the Metrical Chronicle 

on the wars of the Franks in the Moréa in the 
thirteenth century. 

VOL. li. p. 358. 

I have here supposed, that Palamidhi (Madaun- 

Sov) the modern name of the upper fortress of 

Nauplia, and of the mountain on which it stands, 

has been preserved from ancient times, although no 

1 Callim., Lavac. Pall. v. 37. Schol. ibid. 

? Pausan. Lacon. 14, 6. ee Pe 
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author mentions it. On this Mr. Mure remarks, that 

“unless the name can be traced back with certainty 

to an epoch prior to the Venetian occupation, it 

may, perhaps, with better reason be conjectured, 

that some classic-minded commander, or state- 

commissary of the republic, had baptized their new 

citadel with the name of the local hero, so cele- 

brated in his own time for his talents as a military 

engineer'.” To me, however, it appears, that the 

onus probandi lies the other way. Here is a Greek 
name applied to a Peloponnesian hill, upon which 

stands a fortress built by Venetians. Is it very 
likely that an officer of a nation, than which none 

have ever shown more classical ignorance, or less 

respect for antiquity, or have done so much for the 
abolition of ancient names and recollections,—is it 

likely that it should have been reserved for an officer 

of that nation in the seventeenth century to give a 

Greek name to a Greek mountain? for if we are to 

suppose the name to have passed from the fortress 
to the mountain, we must infer that this remarkable 

feature of the Avgolis had previously no Greek 
name at all, or at least one which has been entirely 

superseded by another Greek name given to it by 

foreigners, who occupied the place no more than 

twenty-five years. If the fact was really as Mr. 
Mure believes, I should rather suggest that the 
officer had been a great chess-player, and for this 

reason had chosen the name; for Palamedes was 

renowned not as an architect, but as a military 

tactician, as the inventor of chess, as having added 

* Journal of a Tour in Greece, ii. p. 188. 
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four letters to the Greek alphabet, and as having 
exposed some of the frauds of Ulysses. But, in fact, 
we are told in history, that when count Koenigs- 

marck, in August, 1686, attacked Nauplia, his first 

proceeding was to drive the Turks from Mount 

Palamidhi, which they were fortifying, after which 
he occupied it with 9500 infantry and 9000 (900?) 
cavalry; so that there was evidently at that time a 

Mount Palamidhi, and no fortress'. At no great 
distance from Nauplia we find ro ‘Ieoorv, the temple 
of the Epidaurian A‘sculapius, giving name to a 
place, and near it the village Koroni, a name which, 
like TlaAaunodvov at Nauplia, is connected with the 

local mythology, although unnoticed as that of a 
place in any extant author. 

VOL, ii. p. 374. 

It is here stated (speaking of the green basalt, 
of which the semi-columns in front of the door-posts 

of the treasury of Atreus are formed) that “the 

same stone was employed for the sculpture over the 

gate of the lions:” this is an error, as Mr. Mure has 

well observed, and who adds, that the stone is of the 

same yellow calcareous kind of which the neigh- 

bouring walls are composed*®. How those words 

found their way into my text I am at a loss to 
account for, as I find no traces of them in my manu- 

script. Perhaps I trusted to Dedwell and Gell, who 

made the same mistake. 

* See Hammer, Hist. de l’Emp. Ottoman, xii. p. 224, and the 

authorities cited by him. 

* Journal of a Tour in Greece, ii. p. 324. 
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Vou. ii. p. 384. 

The remains of four treasuries at Mycene, as 

here described, have not been remarked by tra- 

vellers in general, but the fact of their existence 
is confirmed by the French Expédition Scientifique 
de Morée'. Two of these treasuries are on the 
eastern, and two on the western side of the ridge, 

which branches in a southern direction from the 

Acropolis between the two torrents, which embrace 

the site of lower Mycenez. The natural inference 

is, that the town covered both sides of the ridge, 

and that the excavation along its crest was the main 

street of the town. And this conjecture is supported 

by the remains of a bridge across the eastern torrent, 

and of a causeway which the French have observed 

beyond the bridge; for these fall exactly in a con- 

tinuation of the line of the excavation along the ridge. 

The French Surveyors found also on the south- 
western height towards Kharvati foundations, which 
have much the appearance of having formed the 

western angle of the town-walls, which would thus 

have inclosed within their circumference the treasuries 

marked third and fourth in my Plan, leaving little 
doubt that the entire height between the two tor- 

rents was occupied by the city. The circumference 

of Mycenze would not, on this supposition, have been 
more than three miles, which is as little as we can 

well allow for the capital of the Atreidz, even ad- 

mitting that under their rule the cultivators of the 

soil lived in unfortified villages, which was not in 

* Architecture, &c. ii. pl. 63. 
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general the condition of Greece in those times, as 
numerous small extant fortresses demonstrate. 

Of late years an opinion has prevailed that the 
circular subterraneous edifices at Myceneé were sepul- 

chres, and the greatest of them, or that which alone 
is in a state of considerable preservation, has been 

often named the Tomb of Agamemnon. Mr. Mure 
has “endeavoured to establish that all such buildings 

were the family-vaults of the ancient heroes by 
whom they were constructed '.” In the great edifice 

at Mycenz he supposes “the inner apartment to 

have been the burial-place, and the outer vault 

the heroum or sanctuary of the deceased’.” But 

these constructions are of a kind quite distinct from 

heroa or sepulchres. A heroum was a sanctuary 
containing a sculptured or inscribed stele or a 

statue, and was often a small temple. Sepulchres 

in remote ages were, for the most part, either cham- 

bers cut in the rock, or tumuli, hundreds of which 

have been opened, and have shown that they had 

nothing in common with the extant ruined buildings 

at Mycenz, Erchomenus, and Pharis. 

There is, moreover, complete evidence, that these 

structures were called Oncaveoi*, and belong to ages 
prior to the origin of that architecture of which the 

Doric temple in Europe, and the Ionic in Asia, were 

the crowning inventions. As this later architecture 
advanced, temples served for treasuries; or when 
buildings were erected solely for treasuries, they had 

" Reinesche Museum, vi. p. 240, ann. 1839. Journal of a 

Tour in Greece, 1. 225. 

? Ibid. 1. 167. 
* See Walpole’s collection of Memoirs on Turkey, i. p. 561. 
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the ordinary forms of that later style of architecture, 
as we learn from the description which Pausanias 
has given of the treasuries at Olympia and Delphi’. 
Nevertheless, subterraneous buildings, similar in con- 
struction to the treasuries of the heroic ages, con- 
tinued to serve for containing oil, or corn, or water ; 
and, when attached to private houses, might often be 
employed for depositing property of any kind. These 
are very numerous in Greece, but in no instance are 
they entered at the side. The largest I know of is 
in the acropolis of Pharsalus. 

But the strongest reason for designating the con- 
structions at Mycenz as treasuries is the evidence 
of Pausanias, unless it be denied that he intended 
those buildings by the words iméyata vixoSouhpara, 
which can hardly be alleged, as the ruins agree too 
well with his words, to render such a supposition 
reasonable. Sixteen hundred years ago, therefore, 
those buildings were believed to be the treasuries of 
Atreus and his sons. Nothing had then occurred 
to interfere with the course of the mythology or 
history of Greece, as transmitted to the Greeks by 
their ancestors; and although, on many occasions, 
the reports received by Pausanias from the eEnynrat 
may have been inventions of a date comparatively 
recent, no such suspicion can well attach to the 
principal traditions of Mycenz, which accord with 
all that has reached us concerning that city in 
poetry or prose. The extant edifice was the largest 
of the four treasuries, and bears proofs of having 
been a costly building, highly decorated at the 

' Eliac. post. 19, 1 seq. Phocic. 11, 1 seq. 

Ss 
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entrance, and lined within with metallic plates. To 

Atreus himself, therefore, the most opulent and 

powerful of the kings of the TOAVY pusdoC Moknvn ', 

and not to either of his sons, the greatest of the 

extant treasuries may, with a high degree of pro- 

bability, be attributed. Agamemnon dissipated 
the wealth of Atreus in the expedition to Asia, 

passed the greater part of his reign abroad, and - 

returned home poor and powerless, leaving Mycenze 

to be, after his time, no more than a secondary town 

of Argolis. Nor is it likely, under these cireum- 

stances, that the sepulchre of Agamemnon was a 

monument of any great magnificence. Pausanias, 
who saw it, does not mention it as such, but gives 

us clearly to understand, that the treasuries and the 

gates of the citadel were the most remarkable anti- 

quities at Mycene. 

VoL. ii. p. 391. 

The site of the Hersum, which had eluded the 

researches of all former travellers, was discovered by 

Colonel Gordon, of Cairness, in the year 1831. Mr. 

Finlay, in communicating to me this discovery, 

remarked : “It is a few hundred yards nearer the 

hills than where you passed, but two ravines isolate 

the site, and prevent it from being reached by riding 

close along the slope of the hills.” In a subsequent 

communication, dated 21st Nov., 1831, Mr. Finlay 

stated as follows :—“ While at Nauplia I visited the 

' Il. H. 180. Sophocl. Elect. 8. 
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Herzeum, and spent the whole day there; and I had 

the good fortune to discover a curious subterraneous 

passage, which escaped the attention even of Pro- 

fessor Thiersch, of Munich, who had visited the site 

several times. A _ projection of Mount Hubea 

lengthens the road from Mycenz to these ruins, 

and obliges a horseman to keep so far down in the 

plain, that a small knoll hides the place from those 

who pass near it, while it remains visible at a distance, 

and can be seen both from Argos and Nauplia’. 
The eminence on which the ruins are situated, is an 

irregular triangular platform, having a precipitous 

apex towards Mount Eubcea, and inaccessible though 

not very elevated. The base of the triangle is towards 

Argos, and is supported by a terrace in masonry, 

above which, at the base of the peak, is an upper 

terrace and a quadrangular platform. The walls of 

the lower terrace are generally of an inferior kind of 

regular masonry ; but an angle towards Nauplia is of 

fine workmanship, and differs from all the remaining 

walls, in consisting of two layers of large blocks, 
succeeded by a narrower course. The whole of 

this wall is pierced with square holes, like those 
made for beams, very numerous, and extending 

over the whole surface. Below this terrace I found 

part of the shaft of a Doric column, eleven feet six 

inches in circumference, with twenty flutings. This 

column was of limestone, and covered with cement. 

The wall of the upper terrace consists of blocks, 
heaped rudely together in a very rough Cyclopian 

* From the Larissa of Argos, it bears N. 27 E. From the 

Palamidhi, N. 10 W. 

g 2 
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style; three layers of stone generally remain. One 

stone of a triangular form was twelve feet in the 

sides, and four to five feet thick; another eighteen 

feet long, and six feet thick; the breadth was con- 

cealed by the earth. Below this terrace is another 

piece of a column, which seems not to have belonged 

to the same edifice, of which that before mentioned 

formed a part, being of a harder limestone, roughly 

worked, unfluted, and 4 feet 1 inch in diameter at 

the only end I could measure. There are consider- 

able quantities of pottery scattered about. 

“My recollections of Pausanias induced me to 

search the water-courses around; and in the stream 

to the westward, or towards Mycene, I found a 

conduit which formerly crossed it; higher up I found 

some traces of a large aqueduct capable of containing 

the whole of the stream. This induced me to search 

under the terraces in the side towards Mycenz, and 

IT found a small cavern into which I crawled with 

some difficulty, and after removing some. stones. 

It runs directly under the upper terrace, and is 

about 4 feet wide, lined with that red cement found 

so frequently in ancient buildings. I could not pene- 

trate more than 15 feet, but could see that it went 

much farther. Immediately at its entrance it is 

crossed by a smaller passage about 24 feet wide, 

which runs on towards the lower terrace. This is 

not so well preserved, but can be traced for a short 

distance. Above these ruins, on an eminence, is a 

little chapel; I visited it, and searched in vain for 

any ancient remains, but Professor Thiersch tells me 

he observed some.” 

In the spring of 1836, Mr. Finlay informed me 
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that he had spent a few days at Argos with General 

Gordon, who undertook a small excavation at the 

ruins of the Hereum. Among some remains of 

modern buildings he found part of a marble peacock, 
part of a large antefix of terra-cotta, painted like 

the tail of a peacock, a lion of bronze about six 

inches long, well preserved, some other bronzes 

much corroded, and some terra-cottas very rude. 

Soon afterwards, I received from Mr. itt, a plan 

of the site of the Herzeum '. 

On comparing Mr. Finlay’s description with the 
words of Pausanias it is observable that the two 

terraces, of which the upper was supported by a rude 

Cyclopian wall, and the lower by a wall of regular 

masonry, accord with the ancient testimony *; on the 

upper terrace, Pausanias found ruins of the earlier 

temple, which had been burnt in the year B.c. 423; 

on the lower stood that which had been built by 

Kupolemus of Argos, soon after the destruction of 

the former, and which contained, when it was visited 

by Pausanias, a statue of the goddess, one of the 

finest works of Polycleitus, but deprived of its com- 

panion, the Hebe of Naucydes, which, as well as the 

Juno, had been made of ivory and gold °. 
The piece of column which appears to have fallen 

from the upper terrace, leaves us to infer that the 

columns of the older building were not fluted, that 
they were about four feet and a half in dia- 

meter, and that the temple, supposing it to have 

? See the end of this volume. 

* "Bore 0€ vrep Tov vaoy TovTov Tov mporépov vaov Oepédua TE 

kat ei Of Te GdXo breXimwero GAGE. Corinth. 17, 7 

* Pausan. Corinth. 17, 3. Travels in Moréa, ii. p. 389, seq. 
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been hexastyle, was about 50 feet broad on the 

upper stylobate, a dimension which seems in due 

proportion to the breadth of the peribolus, which 

was about 150 feet; a space of about 50 feet would 

thus be left between the long sides of the temple 

and the peribolus. Between the peribolus and the 
two fronts of the temple there was a greater 

space; for, had it been no more, the length of 
the temple would have been out of proportion to 

the breadth, and would have required not less 
than seventeen columns on the sides. In like 

manner if the piece of column observed by Mr. 

Finlay below the lower terrace, belonged to the 

later edifice, its order was Doric, with fluted columns, 

nearly equal in dimensions to those of the upper 

temple. To the former, the large antefix of terra- 
cotta, painted to resemble the tail of a peacock, may 

be conjectured to have belonged, as the new temple 

had probably a roof of marble like the other cele- 
brated temples of the age, when it was erected. The 

peacock relates to the worship of Juno: within the 

later temple there was a peacock formed of gold and 

precious stones, the gift of the emperor Hadrian. 

Of the two torrents between which the Herzeum 

stood, the north-western was the Fleutherium, this 

having been in the road to the Herzeum from 
Mycenz'; the south-eastern consequently was the 

* pet O€ Kara thy 6ddv Bowe ’ENevOgpvov KadovpEevoy. xpdv- 

Tat O€ a’r@ mpd¢ KaOdpora al wept ro iepov Kal Emi roy DucLwy 

éordow aroppyrwy. Pausan. Corinth. 17, 1. The source of this 

rivulet seems to have been named Cynadra. ’Ev “Apyec Kuvacpa 

kphyn, €& we emuvoy of éXevOepovpevor. OOev ro év Kusadpg 

"EXevOépoy tewp. Eustath. in Od. N. 408. 
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Asterion; and the remains of an aqueduct, as well as 

the subterraneous passages explored by Mr. Finlay, 
appear to have been part of the ancient works 

formed for conveying the water of the Eleutherium 

to a receptacle within the peribolus of the Herzeum, 

where it served, as Pausanias informs us, for expi- 

ations and the secret rites of the temple. As to the 

Asterion, no confirmation of its identity has yet 

been derived from the discovery of the chasm in 
which Pausanias reports it to have been lost, or of 

the herb asterzon, which grew upon its banks. Both 

these rivulets, when I saw them in the winter, were 

lost in the plain at a short distance below the foot 

of the mountain. 

According to the local mythology, the river Aste- 
rion had three daughters, named Eubcea, Prosymna, 

and Acreea. Euboea was the mountain, on the lower 

part of which the temple stood; Acrzea, the height 

which rose over against it—and Prosymna the 
region below it's As we may safely presume 

that the temple faced the east, and as on that side 
alone there can be said to be any hill opposite to 

the temple, we cannot err in identifying Acrea 

\ ~ 

1 Abro d& ro tspdv éorw év xOapadrwrépw rig EvPolac* ro 
\ ~ 45 Ul 4 

yap 61 Opocg rovrTo dvopagovow EvPoay, Réyorvrec ’Acrepiwy 
~ ~ 1 

yevéoOar ro Torayg Ovyatépac EvPoay kat pdovpvay kai 
= a “ \ 

"Akpalay, eivar d& odac rpdpove rij¢"Hpac* kal amo per “Axpaiac 
NS SS. ~ Nae) \ ~ ¢ ! > \ \ > 4 ef 

TO Op0¢ KaXovet TO atayTiKov Tov ‘Hpalov, azo dé Evfotace bcov 
~ \ mept TO tepov, Lpdcupvay dé tiv bro 76 ‘Hoatov ywoar’ 6 oe 

*Acrepiwy ovrog péwy two ro ‘Hpatovy é¢ gdpayya éoninrwy 

agavilerar’ gverac dé adrov moa mpdc Taig OxOac’ *Aorepiwva 
3 , \ \ , , ~ ef \ oN , Ovopalover Kat Tiv moay ravrny. TH “Hog kat avriy gépovor, 

kat aro tov pidAdwY adrijg orepavove TEKOVOLY. Pausan. 

Corinth. 17, 2 (1). 
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with the ridge or rocky summit, which is separated 

from the hill of the Herzeum by the Asterion, and 

was not more than 300 yards distant from the 

temple. According to Strabo, there was a city 

Prosymna, of which the district bordered upon that 

of Mideia; and as Mideia stood near the road from 
Argos to Epidaurus on the left, nearly opposite to 

Tiryns, I had supposed that the city Prosymna 

stood between Mideia and the Herzeum, and that 

the ywea IIpooupva of Pausanias was so called as 
having been part of the district of Prosymna'. But 

this city, there is reason to believe, stood in a dif- 

ferent situation’, and it seems not unlikely from 

the nature of the Mythus, as well as the proximity 

of Mount Acrzea, that all the three names belonged 
to places not far removed from the temple, and all per- 

haps within the réuevoc of Juno. On this supposition 

Kuboea was not the great mountain which is a con- 

tinuation of that which overlooked Mycenze on the 

east, but the small rocky peak which rises imme- 

diately behind the site of the temple, and this seems 
the more likely, as although the words ev y@ayua- 

Awréow THe EvBotac, by which Pausanias describes the 

situation of the temple, are equally true, applied to 

either height, Ooov TEOL TO LEO is hardly applicable 

to the greater mountain. 

" Tr. in Moréa, 1. p. 393, 418. 

* See below, p. 269. 
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VoL. il. p. 396. 

This description of the Theatre of Argos agrees with 

its plan and section in the Expédition Scientifique ’, 

except that I have not noticed the increasing breadth 

of the seats in the two upper divisions, and that, 
according to M. Ravoisié, there are 35 ranges in the 

lower division, or three more than I have stated. But 

these may have been brought to light since my last 

visit to Argos; and when we consider that the low- 

est range in the French plan belongs to a semicircle 

of about 180 feet in diameter, and that the Greek 

orchestra was seldom more than 80 feet in width, 

it becomes highly probable that below the extant 

seats, which are all cut out of the rock, there were 

15 or 20 constructed seats, and another precinction. 

On this supposition, there were about 90 ranges in 

all, capable of containing between thirty and forty 

thousand spectators. The total diameter, according 

to the French plan, was 560 English feet. There 

may still, however, be some doubt, as I before 

suggested *, whether the upper seats were continued 

on either side to the wings: first, because it seems 

unlikely that the theatre of Argos should have been 

so much larger than that of Athens, as such a dia- 

meter indicates; secondly, because the walls sup- 

porting the wings would have been of the enor- 

mous height of 120 feet; and, thirdly, because 

there are some seats cut in the rock adjoining the 

theatre on the south-western side, which appear to 

be too near to that wing to admit of the curve of 

the extant upper seats in the middle of the cavea 

* Architecture, &c. vol. 11. plate 58, 59. 

* Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 398. 
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having been produced so far. The former seats 
were considered by the French Commission as havy- 
ing belonged to another theatre, but no plan of 

them is given; and to me they appeared rectilinear, 

as I have already stated ', which, if true, shows that 

they formed. part of a stadium. 

VOL. ii. p. 399. 

The remains of the aqueduct here stated to be 

traceable to Bélissi are to be seen, according to the 

map of the French Surveyors, two miles beyond 

that village to the north-west. 

Vou. ii. p. 413. 
Though it is evident from the passage of Pau- 

sanias here cited, that Gnoé stood between the 

rivers Charadrus and Inachus*, it was a mistaken 

inference from one part of that passage to conclude, 

that its situation was on or near the left bank of the 

Charadrus ; whereas, in truth, it seems to have stood 

not far from the right bank of the Jnachus. The 
words referred to are tpocAOovor dé avrohk diaBavrwy 

TOTAMOV Xapadcpov kaXoupevov éorw Owon: translated, 

“ After passing the torrent Charadrus, the traveller 
arrived at the place called Ginoe.” But it seems 
that Pausanias by avrofi merely intended to show 
that in the road from Argos to Mantineia the Cha- 
radrus was crossed at the temple of Venus and Mars 

which he had just described; so that mpoe\fovew 

' Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 397. 2 Corinth. 25, 2. 
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leaves an indefinite distance between the crossing of 

the Charadrus and (inoé; and that this distance 

was not small, is evident from his statement in the 

sequel of the same passage, that Ginoe stood at the 

foot of Mount Artemisium, the nearest part of which 

is eight miles in direct distance from Argos, while 

the crossing of the Charadrus could not have been 
so much as two miles by the road from the gate of 

Deiras, at which the route to Mantineia commenced. 

(inoé seems also to have been near the Inachus; for 

Pausanias, having stated that Artemisium rose above 

(noe, adds that the sources of the Inachus were in 

the same mountain’. Again, when he resumes the 

route from Argos to Mantineia, in the Arcadica’, 
and refers to the former passage, he shows that 

one of the roads from the Argolic frontier to Man- 

tinela passed along the Inachus to its sources in 

Mount Artemisium, whence it seems evident that 

this road from Argos must have passed through or 
near Ginoe; probably the other road to Mantineia 
diverged not far from the same place. From all 

which it appears that instead of translating zgo- 

e\Dovor, &c. “after passing the torrent Charadrus, 
the traveller arrived at the place called Ginoé,” we 

ought to translate thus, “having there passed the 

torrent Charadrus, the traveller proceeded to Ginoé.” 

We may also conclude, that instead of Ginoé having 

stood “on or near the left bank of the Rema of 
Argos,” it stood “on or near the right bank of the 
Banitza.” 

* 'Yréo rij¢ Oirdne Opog éariy ’Aprepiouoy, Kai iepoy “Aprépicoc 

éml Kopugy Tov bpove. év TovTw O€ eioe TP OpEL Kal at nya row 

‘Ivayov. Pausan. Corinth. 25, 3. ? Arcad. 6, 2 (4). 
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Vou. ii. p. 415. 

Some remains of Lyrceia have been observed at 
Skala on the left bank of the Jnachus, five G.M. 

direct to the N. w. of the acropolis of Argos, and in 

sight from it; thus according with the 60 stades 
of Pausanias, as well as with the story of Lynceus 
and Hypermnestra. 

VoL. ii. p. 417. 

There are two places at the foot of the hills on 

the eastern side of the Argolic plain where Hellenic 

remains have been observed; Ist, near Dendra, 

51 q@.M. direct rE. by N. from the citadel of Argos, 
forming with Argos and Nauplia a triangle nearly 

equilateral; 2ndly, near Katzingri, 2 eG. m. due E. of 
Tiryns, and forming with Tiryns and Nauplia a 
smaller triangle of the same kind. In the French 

map the position near Dendra has been identified 

with Mideia, or, according to Strabo, Aidea'; but 
this will hardly agree with Pausanias, who says, 
that on returning from Tiryns into the road leading 

from Argos to the Epidauria, the ruins of Mideia 

were on the left’. Dendra is indeed to the left of 

* gonmoc O° éorl kaxeivy (Tiryns se.) kai  tAnotoy Micéa erépa 
7 ~ ha ee SD ‘ , ? , c , : ef \ 

ovoa tic Bowrtkijcg* éxeiyvn yap éort Midea we rpdvora, arn o€ 

Midéa, we Teyéa. Tairy © Spopoc Ipdoupya cat airy tepor 

éxovoa "Hpac. Strabo, p. 373. 

* éravedOdrtwy 0 é¢ THY Newddpov ext Mudeiay é¢ aptorepay 

See Ay 3S kara O€ Tv é¢ ’Eridavpoy evOeiay gore Kopn 

Ajooa. Pausan. Corinth. 25, 8, 9 (9, 10). 
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that line, but more than 3 G.M. in direct distance, 

whereas the words of Pausanias require Mideia to 

be much nearer to the road, and accord with those 

of Strabo, in placing it near Tiryns. /ideza, there- 
fore, seems rather to have been at St. Adrian near 

Katzingri. This place, it is true, was close on the 

right and not to the left of the modern road from 

Argos to Epidaurus; but possibly there was an- 

ciently a junction of routes from Argos and Nauplia 

at the eastern extremity of the plain of Nauplia 

to the s. Ee. of Katzingri, leaving St. Adrian to 
the left, and passing near the southern walls of the 

two Hellenic fortresses which are seen to the right 

of the modern route from Argos to Ligurié. Of 
these fortresses, to which Pausanias makes no allu- 

sion, the westernmost may be Prosymna, as having 

bordered upon Mideia, agreeably to the words of 

Strabo; the situation accords with the “celsa Pro- 

symna” of Statius, who had probably some Greek 

authority for this epithet, as well as for having con- 

trasted Prosymna with the “aptior armentis Mi- 

deia’,” a description well suited to the position on 

the edge of the Argolic plain which I have attri- 
buted to Mideia. The other ancient fortress, which 

lies between the supposed Prosymna and Ligurio, 

(the ancient Lessa,) may possibly be the “pecorosa 

Phyllus,” which Statius joins with the other two; 

for the situation in the midst of heights is not less 

adapted to flocks than the plains around Mideia 

* Huic armat Larissa viros: huic celsa Prosymne, 

Aptior armentis Midea, pecorosaque Phyllus. 

Stat. Theb. 4, 44. 
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were to herds. Phyllus is perhaps the Argolic Phlius 
of Ptolemy ', whose names are often misspelt. 

Vou. ii. p. 419. 
In the text of Pausanias it is said that Mount 

Arachnzeum was more anciently named SamvoeeAarwv. 

‘YootAwov is the name in MHesychius. Perhaps 
Hyoselaton, “YooeAarwv (the swine’s ellie was 
the true name. 

VoL. ii. p. 441. 

M. de Stackelberg, one of the discoverers of the 

Phigalian marbles which are now in the British 

Museum, endeavoured to prove, in his work on the 

temple of Phigalia, (Rome, 1826,) that the ruined 

temple near the north-eastern extremity of the 
island of Avgina is not that of Jupiter Panhellenius, 

as had been generally believed, but that of Minerva, 

mentioned by Herodotus. In this opinion he has 

had many followers, and among them the Rey. Dr. 

Wordsworth ’. 
In a paper read at the Royal Society of Literature 

in May 1833, I gave some reasons for continuing to 

attach the name of Jupiter Panhellenius to this 

temple. I need not, therefore, at present enter 

fully into the arguments which tend to account for 

its having been built at a distance of five miles from 

the peak of St. Elias, which is the highest and only 

remarkable mountain in Avgina, and of which the 

* Ptolem. Geogr. 3, 16. 

* Athens and Attica, p. 267. London, 1836. 
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modern name 70 “Ogoe is supposed to identify it 
with the "Opoc TlaveAAnvoy or "Opoc rov LlaveAAnviouv 

Ave of Pausanias'. I shall merely advert to the 

reasons which Dr. Wordsworth has adduced for 

considering the temple to have been dedicated to 
Minerva. ‘These are, Ist, the figure of that deity in 

the centre of either pediment; 2ndly, an Attic in- 

scription of the fifth century B.c. on the lintel of 
a small church situated a mile to the westward of 

the extant temple, showing that the inscribed stone 

marked the boundary of a portion of land sacred to 

Minerva’; Srdly, a remark of Theophrastus, that 

when clouds rested on the temple of Jupiter Hel- 

lanius in AXgina it was a prognostic of rain at Athens. 

This is supposed to prove that the temple stood on 

the peak of St. Elias. 
But, as I have already observed *, Minerva is not 

introduced into the compositions of the pediments 

with reference to the worship within the temple, but 

to the particular actions represented on the pediments, 

which are probably the heroic deeds of some of the 

Macidee, or descendants of Aacus, who was reputed 

to have been a son of Jupiter, and the founder of the 

Panhellenium. In all such actions Minerva was sup- 

posed to be present as ézixovgoc of the hero, and she 
is generally so introduced in ancient compositions 

of this kind, on gems, vases, and marbles. There is 

* Corinth. 30, 3. 4. 

* TEMENOZ 

“ABENAIAZ 
i. e. (‘Opoc) repévoug ’AOnvaiac. 

* Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature, ii. p. 381. 
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no instance known of a temple with a statue of the 

principal deity over the door; nor would it probably 

have been congenial with the religious customs of 

Greece. On the other hand, Minerva was perfectly 

in her place, as assisting some of the descendants of 

Jupiter in their heroic actions. 2. The existence of 
a temenus of Minerva at the distance of a mile from 
the temple is not at all inconsistent with the fact of 

that temple having been dedicated to Jupiter. Such 

sacred portions were everywhere common, and there 

were probably few of the great temples of Jupiter to 

which there were not attached a sacellum and a sa- 

cred portion of Minerva. Dr. Wordsworth discovered 

in a church at Marathona, on the western coast of 

Aigina, an inscription precisely similar to that near 

the temple, and which shows that at Marathona there 

existed a portion of land sacred to Apollo and Nep- 

tune'. As to the words of Theophrastus, it is to be 

observed, that they do not in strictness relate to the 

capping of the peak, although of necessity they com- 

prehend that meaning, but to the resting of the 

clouds on the ¢emple of Jupiter Panhellenius*. The 

* HOPOZ 
TEMENOZ 
ANOAAQNOZ 
POZEIAQNOZ Athens and Attica, p. 373. 

Dr. Wordsworth considers this imscription a proof that the 

temple of Apollo, mentioned by Pausanias, stood at Marathdéna. 
Pausanias, however, seems clearly to place the temple of Apollo 

in the city of Awgina, and he adds, that adjacent to it was a 
temple not of Neptune but of Diana, and another of. Bacchus. 

(Corinth, 30, 1.) 

Ea év Aiyivyn ext rot Awe rod ‘EXXaviov végedn xabignrar, 

we Ta TOA ew yéyverat. Theophr. de sig. pluv. 
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temple and the peak are very nearly in the same 

line from Athens; and when the peak is capped, the 

clouds overhang the temple, and sometimes cover it. 

Since the publication of the second volume of the 

Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature, 

I have learnt that in the year 1828 there was dis- 

covered among the ruins of the temple a fragment 
of entablature, or perhaps the capital of an anta, on 

which, in letters about an inch in height, are the 

words All NANEAAHNIQI and two letters of a 

second line in smaller characters; all the rest have 

been broken off or obliterated. A drawing of this 
fragment has been published in the Expédition 
Scientifique de la Morée?. 

* Architecture, &c., iii. pl. 52. The subjoined will serve to 

show the form of the fragment and the place of the inscription : 

L772» «) 

{ | | | | | | l 
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Gy aia 
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Doubts lave been thrown on the authenticity of 

this inscription, but without any sufficient reason. 

Indeed, there could have been no motive for the 

forgery but a desire to prove the temple to have 

been that of Jupiter Panhellenius; and to effect this 

purpose, so as to impose upon any one at all accus- 

tomed to examine Greek inscriptions, would have 

been a difficult task. The fragment has been seen 

by many travellers of late years, and among them 

by Mr. George Finlay of Athens, and by M. 

Prokesch, Austrian minister at the court of King 

Otho, both of whom considered it to be a genuine 

monument, found on the spot. Nor can I learn that 

any one who has seen it has suspected it to be a forgery. 

Some persons may think, perhaps, that this dedi- 

cation to Jupiter no more proves this temple to be 

the Panhellenium, than that which preserves the 

words réuevoce ‘“AOnvatac proves it to be a temple of 

Minerva; but there is a difference between a docu- 

ment discovered among the ruins of a temple and 

one found at a considerable distance from it. It is 

true that the dimensions and mouldings of the frag- 

ment will not easily admit of the supposition that it 
ever formed part of the temple: the dialect and 

form of the letters demonstrate also that it was of a 

much later date, possibly as late as the Roman 

Empire. It seems, therefore, to have belonged to 

some separate and subordinate dedication within the 

sacred inclosure, such as were common in all the 

great sanctuaries of Greece. 

Dr. Wordsworth supposes not only that the tem- 

ple was dedicated to Minerva, but that it was built 

by the Athenians; which would require its date to 
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have been posterior to that of their conquest of the 

island in the year 456 B.c., or rather to their colo- 

nization after expelling the Aginete in 431". But 

the temple cannot be less ancient than the statues 

in the pediments, those statues having evidently 

been adapted to the dimensions and form of the 

pediment, and their sculpture being plainly of the 

sixth, not of the fifth, century B.c. All we know of 

the temple of Minerva is, that in the year B.c. 519 
the Aginetz therein dedicated some brazen prows 

in the shape of boars’ heads, which, according to 

a common practice, they had cut off from some 

Samian ships taken in battle*. Such a dedication 
was much more likely to have been made to a 

Minerva Todtde in the city of Mgina than in a re- 

mote temple, unless it can be proved beyond a doubt, 

that, contrary to custom, the Minerva of the A‘gi- 

netans had her principal temple on a mountain dis- 

tant from the city. We must also reflect, that if 

the extant temple be not the Panhellenium, Pausanias 
has not bestowed the smallest notice on this mag- 

nificent building, although he has described that of 

Aphzea, and even mentions his having sacrificed to 

the statues of Damia and Auxesia, made of Athenian 

olive-wood, in the same manner as it was customary 

to sacrifice to Ceres and Proserpine at Eleusis. The 
temple of Damia and Auxesia, according to Herodotus, 

stood ata town of gina named Gia; but neither this 

el nucyd.1, 108. 2, 27. 
eee Os a i Ai ~ ? \ , Rae ? P) ExT@ O€ éErel Alytvirat avrove, vavpayin vuKhaavrec, ivcpa- 

modiaavro pera Kpnrwv’ cai tov vnwv Kamplove éxovctwy Tac 

Tpwpac HKpwrnpiacay, Kal avéDecav éc ro ipoyv tHe "AOnvaing Ev 
Aiyivn. Herodot. 3, 59. 

a2 
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position nor that of the temple of Aphea has yet 

been determined. (ia is described by Herodotus as 

having been in the interior of the island’, a situation 

confirmed by the defeat of the Athenians by the 
Argives between Cia and the sea-shore, in the expe- 

dition of the former to recover the statues of Damia 

and Auxesia, as related by the same historian *. Cha 

was perhaps the chief town of the island before the 

time of Avacus and his mother Avgina, when the island 

was named (none, when safety required an inland 

situation for the town, and when that commerce and 

naval power which drew population to the maritime 

site had not yet commenced, but which had made the 
latter the capital before the time of Herodotus. On 

this supposition it is not unlikely that Ga occupied 

the site of Palea-Khora, the most natural of all situa- 

tions for the chief town when the island was deprived 

of naval protection, and which, in fact, has been the 

capital whenever safety has required an inland situ- 

ation. It was so when I visited Avgina in 1802. 

The maritime site which had been inhabited during 

the occupation of the Moréa by the Venetians was 
then deserted, and so continued until Greece having 

asserted her independence, the ancient site was again 

abandoned, and commerce and population once more 

returned to the place which they had occupied in 

‘ ra aydApara tatra rie tre Aapine cai rie Avénoing irampéor- 

TAL AUTEWY, Kal Odea EKdptady TE Kal iOpvourTo Tie opEeTepNe KwPNE 

éc THY pecoyaay, Ty Oln peév éore ovvopa, orddia d& padora Kn 

azo Tic Téwc we Elkoo Cwéxet. Herodot. 5, 83. V. Pausan. 
Corinth. 30, 5. 

? Urorapopévouve TO axd tov vnov. Herodot. 5, 86. Tr. in 

Moréa, ii. p. 439. 
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Hellenic times. The objection of Palea-Khora as 

the site of Ga is, that its distance from E’ghina, or 
the maritime city, is about thirty stades, instead 

of the twenty of Herodotus. 

The temple of Aphzea, (the Dictynna of Crete,) in 

whose honour Pindar wrote a hymn for the Aiginetze, 

was situated on the road (from the maritime city) to 

the mountain of Jupiter Panhellenius’. But this 

direction is ambiguous, as there are no means of de- 

termining whether Pausanias intended the road to 

the extant temple or to the peak of St. Elias. Two 

very ancient Doric inscriptions, and some other re- 

mains at the foot of this Peak on its north-eastern 

side, prove that here stood another ancient temple, 

which one of the inscriptions gives reason to believe 

to have been dedicated to Hebe’. That there 

should have been a temple of Hebe at Aigina is not 
surprising, when we consider the connexion between 

Aigina and Phlius, and that the Hebaeum was the 

principal temple in the acropolis of Phlius*. The 

chapel of St. Elias on the Peak is formed in part of 

polygonal masonry, demonstrating the former ex- 

istence here of another monument of some kind, 

but which on such a site must have been of small 

dimensions. It may possibly have been an altar or 

sacellum of Jupiter. 

ey Aiyivy O& ™p0¢ TO doc rov IlaveAAnviov Avoce iovaiv éoriv 

"Agaiac teodv. Pausan. Corinth. 30, 3. 

? See Trans. of the Royal Society of Literature, 11. p 383. 

* /Egina was said to have been the daughter of Asopus of 

Phlius, who was a son of Neptune, and to have been carried off 
by Jupiter from Phlius to the island gina. At Olympia and 

Delphi were statues of Jupiter and gina, dedicated by the 

Phliasii. (Pausan. Corinth. 12, 3; 13, 3. El. pr. 22, 5 (6). 
Phocic. 13, 3 (6). Apollod. 3, 12, § 6. Diodor. 4, 72.) 
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Vol. ii. p. 454. 

According to the French geographers there are 

two hot sulphureous sources in the peninsula of 

Methana; one called Vroma on the northern coast, 

the other near a village Vromolimni, a little above 
the eastern shore: these names are derived from the 

smell of the waters. There are traces of ancient 

baths at both the places; but the northern is pro- 

bably that intended by Strabo and Ovid'; for here 
are vestiges of the volcanic eruption which they de- 
scribe; and though the distance of this place from 

the ruins of Methana is rather greater than the ~ 
thirty stades of Pausanias’, that of Vromolimni differs 

much more in defect. The French Commission ob- 

served Hellenic remains in five or six different places 

in the peninsula of Methana besides those at Megalo- 

khorid, the site of the ancient city. There appear 

to have been two fortified towns. towards the ex- 

terior or northern side of the peninsula; and on or 

near the isthmus are the remains of four small 

fortresses, which, having been evidently intended for 

the protection of the peninsula against the main- 

land, were probably built by the Athenians. 
Thucydides informs us, that in the seventh year of 

the Peloponnesian war the Athenians fortified the 

isthmus * of Methana; but the extant remains are 

those of works of a more lasting nature than were 

* Strabo, p. 59. Ovid. Metam. 15, 296. 
* Corinth. 34, 1. 

* agixorvro é¢ MeOwyny tiv perakd "Exiwatpov Kai Tpolijvoc 

Kat awoAaBdrrec, Tov Tipe Xepoovyjcov ioOpoy éreixioay év @ Fj 
M 4) , > ‘ or" / “4 , > / ‘ / 

eUwyn EoTl, Kat Ppovplov KaraoTnoapeEvoL, eAnorevov TOV éETwELTAa 
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in use among the Greeks in military expeditions, and 

leave the probability that the Athenians had per- 

manent possession of this peninsula during the time 

when they were all-powerful at sea. 

Vou. ii. p. 456. 

The most remarkable site in the north-eastern 

part of Avgolis preserving remains of a fortified 

Hellenic town is at Anghelo-kastro. It is perhaps 
Molycium, which, according to some authority fol- 
lowed by Hesychius, was the place where Theseus 

vanquished Periphates’, and carried off his club; for 

Anghelo-kastro lay exactly in the route of Theseus 
from Troezen to the Isthmus, and was in the Epi- 

dauria, where the action is said by other authors 

to have occurred. 

VOL. ii. p. 457 et seq. 

The Argolic Acte has now, by means of the sci- 
ence and diligence of the French Commission, been 

xpdvoy rhv re Toolnviay yyy Kai ‘Adidoa cat ’Emidavpiay. Thuc. 

4, 45. 

Strabo remarks (p. 374) that in some of the copies of Thu- 

cydides Methana was written Methone. This form has prevailed. 

The words év 6 4 McOWvn éori, however, seem not to belong 

to the text: they are not only superfluous, but express that which 

never could have been true; namely, that the town of Methone 

stood on the isthmus of the Chersonese. 

* Moddxov* évOa Avkovpyoe (1. Onoeve) rov Kopurhrny 

aveide, romoc. Hesych. in v. 
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delineated in such a manner as will enable us to 

compare the description of this great promontory by 
Pausanias with its true geography. The difficulties, 

however, to which I have before adverted, are almost 

as great as ever. In meeting these difficulties we 

cannot be allowed to presume that Pausanias, not 

having himself travelled in this part of Peloponnesus, 

had adopted, in default of a personal examination, 

incorrect or imperfect information, as Strabo has 

often done. ‘There is sufficient internal evidence 

that Pausanias visited Hermione and Mases, and 

consequently some if not all the other places of 

which he treats. 

Subjoined is his description of the country be- 
tween Troezen and Hermione'. I need not repeat 

'"Eore d& 600¢ é¢ ‘Epjudyny éx Tporlijvoc cara thy mérpar, 

i) modrepov peév éxaXeiro Weviov Awe Bwpde, pera O€ Onoéa 
> r N , ° , * wo ’ Cs ae avehouevoy Ta yvwpispara dvopdaovoty ot viv Onoéwe avrhy 

‘ , is \ , >. ~ , \ ens ” \ ” ’ 

KaTa TavTHY OvY THY TETpAaV iovoLY OpELYHY OOOY, Eort pev “ATOA- 
, > \ , \ 

Awvog éxikAnowy IINkaravioriou vadc* gore O€ EiXeot Xwolov, éyv 0€ 
~ ws ‘ \ 

avt@ Afpnroog kat Kéone rig Anpnrpos tepa* ta d& modg Oadacoav 
bd e ~ e e \ , , ? bd , / 

EV Opole THC Eppcovidoe teopov Anpnrode éoriy erikdynory Oeopaciac. 

Lradiove O& dydohkovra améyer padiora dkpa, BKvAdaiov and rife 
‘ 

Nicov kadovpévn Ovyarpéc. . . . . . « ‘Amo d&€ XkvAdalov mrEovTe 
€ > \ \ / of b] 7 e , / ‘ X \ 

we emt THY WOoALY, akKoa Tt EoTLv ETEpAa BovKedada, Kat pera THY 
of = 9 ! Se 5e ~ , \ ef , 
dkpay vijcot’ mpwrn pev ‘Adwovcca, (wapéxerae Cé atrn Aupéva 
> s ~ ? , \ a\ ~ e s a ey 
évoppicasOar vavowy eémirHoetoy,) pera Ce Lervovaca’ rpirn ce iy 

‘ 5 I , 

"Aptorepac dvopaZlover. Tavrac Ce Tmapardevoayri éoriy avfic fxoa 

Kwdvepyia KaXoupévn, &véxovoa Ex Tijc ireipov' pera O€ abrijy 

vijoog Toikpava xadoupévyn Kai dp0c¢ éc Oahacoav amo rije IeXo- 

movyycou mpo(se(ZAnpEvov, BouropOpoc. "Ev BourdépOuw dé meroi- 
\ e 4 / \ ~ ‘ , » a | we 

nrac pev tepdv Atnrpoe Kal rij¢ maiddc, wemoinrar de "AOnvac 
Diz ip ae. ~ ~ ’ / \ / 
éxikhynowc O€ éore TH Oem TIpopaxoppa. LTpdxerrac d€ BourdpBuou 

~ , ~ ‘ 

vijsoc “Areporia kahoupéyvyn. Tig d& “Ameporiag agéornkey ov modu 

Erépa vijaoc ‘Yepéa* per ravrnv aiytaddc te TaphKer THE HrEelpov 
\ —* > ‘ \ > \ ge oy le > ~ 

pnvoeonc, Kal aKT) pera Tov aiytadoy émi Tloceicuyv, ex rij¢ 
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the English interpretation, which is contained in the 
pages of Travels in Moréa, stated above. 

Of the position of Hermione itself there can be no 
question: the dimensions of the peninsula of Kastri 

agree with those ascribed to the axry émt Mocediov at 
Hermione by Pausanias; namely, seven stades in 

length, and three in breadth. On this promontory 

are numerous remains of Hermione in its best times, 

with those of a temple at the extremity correspond- 

ing to that of Neptune. There is likewise, at 
the modern village of Kastri, a church preserving 

some portions of another temple; so that Kastri 
seems to occupy exactly the position of Hermione as 

it existed in the age of Pausanias, when the town 

was confined to that which in more ancient times 

had been the acropolis. 

The description by Pausanias of the places be- 
tween Troezen and Hermione may be divided into 

two parts: 1. the route by land from Troezen to 

Hermione; and 2. the sea-shore between Scyllaeum 

and Hermione: for after having conducted his 

reader from Troezen across the Troezenian promon- 

tory to the temple of Ceres Thermasia on the coast 
of the Hermionis, he then states the distance of that 

temple from Cape Scyllzeum, and from the latter 
commences a paraplus to Hermione. Three of the 

\ ~ ‘ \ 

Baracone pev apxouévn tijc med avarohac, mpoHKovea O€ we Emi 
\ ot , ~ ~ ‘ ~ 

THY éorépav. Exar O€ Kal Aypévac év arn’ pijKoc péev O} rife 
> ~ > € , 2 , Q\ < Is UD) Soe 

aKTHC gor ExTad Tov oradd.a, TAGTOC Oé, 9» wAaTUTaTn, oTAadiwy 
~ > , ? ~ e / / ~ eq ~ oH 

ToL@y, ov mhEov. EvravOa 7 mporépa mode roicg “Eppuovedouy jy. 
” , \ ~ o/ e oY > , ~ \ > \ ~ > ~ 

Eort 0€ opto Kat viv Ere iepa adroit, LocedGvocg pev emt rip axrife 
~ 93 ~ ~ +S > A 7 > . , ‘ , ~~ 

™ aoxN, TovENOovor Ce amo Badacone Ec TH plerewoa vaocg AOnvac, 
x \ . ~ , , . 

mapa cé avr@ oradiov Dewédca. (Pausan. Corinth. 34, 6—10.) 
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places mentioned by him have preserved their an- 

cient names in a modern form: the promontory 

Scylleum is now Kavo-Skyli; the ruins of Hi/ez are 
now called I'lio; and the modern name Thérmisi is 

obviously derived from the temple of Ceres Ther- 
masia. Of this temple no vestiges have been ob- 

served, and its exact position, therefore, is uncertain ; 

but the application of the modern name to a lagoon, 
saltwork, and bay, as well as to a cape which shelters 
the bay from the west, leaves no doubt as to the 

whereabouts of the temple, notwithstanding that the 

true distance of Thérmisi from Cape Skyli, namely, 

ten geographical miles, is greater than the eighty 
stades of Pausanias. In stating that this sanctuary 
was within the limits of the Hermionis, Pausanias 

seems to show that the river which joins the sea on 

the eastern side of the bay of Thérmisi formed the 

boundary between the districts of Zra@zen and 

Hermione, but possibly in the lower part of its 

course only; for Av/ez, which is on a height rising 
from the right bank, would rather appear from his 

words to have been in the 77@zenia. The course of 

this river was the most natural line of road from 
Troezen to Hermione, when the mountain of Dha- 

mala, on which occurred the rock of Theseus, had 

been passed. Between the rock of Theseus and 

Kilei there was a temple of Apollo Platanistius; but 
neither the rock has been identified, nor the site of 

the temple determined. 

In the paraplus from Scylleum to Hermione, 
Pausanias names Scylleum first, and then Bucephala, 

with three adjacent islands. Hence it seems neces- 

sary to divide the extremity now generally known as 
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Kavo-Skyli into two parts; the bold round pro- 
montory to the north being the true Scylleum, and 

the acute cape a mile to the south of it Bucephala; 

for the three islands are adjacent to the latter. Of 

these the nearest (» mewn peta tHv axpav) Was named 

Haliussa, the next to it Pityussa, and the outermost 

Aristerze; the last alone is mentioned by Pliny’, 
which is accounted for by its being the most im- 

portant, as well from its dimensions as from its 

position, which renders it an object of greater re- 
mark to navigators. According to Pausanias, there 

was a harbour at Haliussa: modern observation has 

not confirmed this fact, or has overlooked such a place 
of shelter as may have been serviceable to the small 

vessels of the ancients. The only harbour in this 

vicinity noticed by modern surveyors is at Furkaria, 

on the main land, where the shelter is partly derived 

from a small island, and where exist remains of a 

Hellenic fortress or town as well as some Roman 

ruins’. This place is unnoticed by Pausanias, and 

continues to be one of the numerous ancient sites in 

the Argolic peninsula, for which there are no means 

of finding a name. The French Commission observed 

some parts of these ruins to be so much under 

water as to leave no doubt that the sea had here 

gained upon the land *. The same thing has occurred 

in other parts of the eastern coast of Greece. It is 

particularly remarkable at Salamis, Epidaurus, and 

Hermione, and on the south-eastern shores of the 

Moréa at Monemvasia, Elafonisi, and G'ythiwm. 

* Plin. H. N. 4, 12 (19). 

* Boblaye, Rech. Géogr. p. 60. 
* Exp. Scient. Géographie, &c. p. 364. 
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Between Bucephala and Hermione, Pausanias 
places the promontories Colyergia and Buporthmus, 

the island Tricrana near the former, and the island 

Aperopia near the latter. But there are no pro- 

montories on this coast, except Cape Thérmisi, of 
which Pausanias had already spoken, and a low 

alluvial projection of recent formation five miles to 

the eastward of it. Nor are there any islands nearer 

to this coast than four or five miles. Two attempts 

may be made to resolve this problem, though neither 

of them is very satisfactory: Ist, That the island now 

named Ydhra is not Hydrea, but Tricrana; but 
though such a removal of an ancient name is not 

very uncommon in the case of sites on the main- 

land, I know of no example of the same kind of 

change from one island to another. Hydrea, more- 

over, from the transaction relating to it which is 

mentioned by Herodotus, seems to have been of 

some importance anciently’, and for this reason 

alone is likely to have been the largest of the 

islands. On the supposition of Ydhra having been 

Tricrana, the promontory Buporthmus would still 
remain to be identified, and which could not have 

been the modern Cape Thérmisi, because at Buporth- 

mus there were temples of Minerva and of Ceres and 

Proserpine, showing the place to have been not the 

same as that noted for its temple of Ceres Ther- 
masia. Add to which, that the name Buporthmus 

' ‘The Samian exiles after their unsuccessful attempts, in con- 
junction with the Lacedzmonians, to recover their island from 

Polycrates, employed their fleet in raising contributions. They 

exacted 100 talents from the Siphnii; and instead of money 

received from the people of Hermione the island of Hydrea, 

which they pawned to the Treezenii. Herodot. 3, 59. 
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seems clearly to point to Cape Muzaki and the 
narrow passage between it and the island Dhok6. 

The second conjecture is, that the paraplus of 

Pausanias, instead of following the channel between 

Ydhra and the main, may have made the circuit of 
Ydhra, and that Colyergia may have been the eastern 
cape of that island. The island Trikeri, resembling 

7ricrana in name, would then be the next in order, 

and beyond it, in the same order, the entrance into 

the bay of Hermione, between Cape Muzaki and 

Dhok6é, the former answering to buporthmus, the 
latter to Aperopia, near which, as Pausanias truly 

says, was fTydrea, now Ydhra. In this case, no 

addition or alteration would be required in his text ; 

and we must admit that the name Colyergia (from 

kwivw coyov) is well adapted to that promontory, 
which, jutting out farther eastward even than Cape 
Skyli or its islands, is often the main impediment to 

the entrance of ships into the Saronic Gulf. But 
we must then suppose, that which is scarcely admis- 

sible in the case of any one who had really visited 
the places, that Pausanias had mistaken the island 

Hydrea for a part of the continent; for he expressly 

deseribes Colyergia as aviyovoa EK TOU NTELOOV. 

Whatever may be the deficiency in the text or 

information of Pausanias, there can be little hesita- 

tion in attaching the ancient name Aperopia to 

Dhoko, this being, next to Ydhra, the most consi- 

derable of the islands opposite to Hermione, and 

Aperopia being mentioned as one of those islands 
by Pliny! as well as by Pausanias. It may be said, 

‘ Contra Hermionium agrum, Tiparenus, Aperopia, Colonis, 

Aristera. Contra Troezenium, Calauria. Plin. Hist. Nat. 4, 

12 (19). 
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perhaps, that Spétzia, being also adjacent to a part of 
the shore of Hermionis, has an equal claim to have 

been Aperopia; but, on this supposition, the text of 
Pausanias becomes quite inexplicable, while Cape 

Kosta, opposite to Spétzia, is much less adapted 

than Cape, Muzaki, opposite to Dhoko, to the name 
Buporthmus. 

In regard to Spétzia, we may perhaps be allowed to 

conjecture, that it was omitted by Pausanias, because 

his description of this coast terminates at Hermione. 
The order of names in Pliny, and the occurrence 

of Colonis in his text, in the place of Hydrea, 

favour the supposition that Colonis and Hydrea were 

one and the same island. 

Next to Hermione, Pausanias describes Halice 

and Mases'. At seven stades from Hermione the 

road to Halice separated from that to Mases; the 

former led between the mountains Pron and Cocey- 

gium (more anciently called Thornax), while that of 
Mases continued along an extremity of Thornax, on 

~ ~ e " Kard o€ riv émt Mdonra ev0ciavy mpoedOovow extra ov 

aradiove Kat éc dpiorepd éxrpametoty é¢ “AXikny éoriv Oddc* f O€ 

‘AXikn Ta pev é@ tudyv éoriv Eonuoc, wkeiro O& Kal arn TorE n I ~ np pnpoc, & n 
7 > 7% e \ \ ? , ~ \ ‘ \ 

. €ore 0 ovv O00¢ Kai é¢ ravrny tov Tre Tlowvdc péon kat 
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which there was a ruined temple of Apollo, until 
it separated from another road, which Pausanias 

describes as 7 evOeta, probably the main route from 

Hermione to Argos. He does not state on which 

hand the road to Mases branched from this main 

route, but, as Mases was in his time a port dependent 

on Hermione, there can be no question that it was 

to the left. 

The French Surveyors observed two Hellenic posi- 

tions indicated by ruins in the peninsula of Kranidhi. 

One of these is on the south-eastern shore of the 
peninsula, where a small island affords some shelter : 

and is about equidistant, or three miles, from Kastri 

(Hermione), and from Cape Muzaki (Buporthmus). 

The other Hellenic ruins in this peninsula are on 

the southern side of the land-locked basin called 

Port Kheli or Bizati. The former the French 

geographers suppose to have been Halice, the latter 
Mases. But I am more disposed to place Halice at 
Port Bizati, and Mases, as I before suggested, at 

Port Kiladhia'; the ruins which the French geogra- 

phers have named /falice, having more probably 

been some dependency of Hermione, of which the 

name is not recorded in ancient history. The 

position is too near to Hermione to have been that 

of Halice, and the harbour was too inconvenient for 

a people who in the time of the Peloponnesian war 

constituted an autonomy of some importance’; and 
who, though dependent on the Hermionenses in the 

time of Strabo, were still noted for their nautical 

* Travels in Moréa, ii. p. 463. 
* Thucyd. 2, 56. 4, 45. 
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industry '. It is much more probable that such a 

people should have possessed Port Bizati, the situ- 
ation of which, at the entrance of the Argolic Gulf, 

agrees perfectly with the description of Halia by 

Scylax’. And this arrangement of Halice and Mases, 

with regard to Hermione, will enable us better to 

understand the remark of Pausanias, that the road 

from Hermione to Halice led between the moun- 
tains Pron and Thornax; for we know that Pron 

was the mountain on which stood the Hermione of 

the time of Pausanias; and, consequently, Thornar 

or Coccygium, was that which is separated from Pron 

by the valley leading from Kastri to Kranidhi. It 
appears from Pausanias, that the road from Her- 

mione to Halice followed this valley for some dis- 

tance before it turned off to the left over a part of 

Mount Thornax, whereas, had Halice been where 

it is marked in the French map, the road thither 

from Hermione would have led not between Pron 

and Thornax, but between Thornax and the sea. 

After Mases, Pausanias proceeds to notice the pro- 
montory Struthus, Philanorium, the Bolei, Didymi, 

and Asine: after which he describes the places at 
the inner extremity of the Argolic Gulf, namely, 
Lerna, Temenium, and Nauplia. If Mases be 

placed at Kiladhia, the promontory Séruthus, to 
which there was a road to the right from Mases, 
will answer to one of the two great projections 

""Eppudvn 6 éori rév ovx dohjpwv wédewv' He THY Tapadiay 

exovotv ‘“Adteic eyopevor, Oadarrovpyot ruwec avepec. Strabo, 

p-. 373. 

* ‘Ada kal Ayhy? avry éori éxi 7H ordpare Tov “ApyodeKod 

kdAmov. Sceylax, Perip. p. 44, Gronov. 
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from Mount Avgé, which embrace the bay of Vurlia, 

and are the most remarkable promontories on this 

coast, forming, with the island Ypsili, the entrance 

into that subordinate division of the Argolic Gulf, 
which terminated at Tolon, and may possibly have 

been called the Asinean Gulf. As Pausanias has 
not given us the distance from Mases to Struthus, 
we cannot determine which of the two capes he had 

in view: the western is the more remarkable, but 

there is no improbability in supposing that both 

the promontories, as well as the enclosed bay, bore 

the name of Struthus, as they now bear that of 
Vurlia. 

Didymi preserves its name in the form Aidupua, now 

attached to a village situated in a valley, two miles 
in diameter, as well as to a mountain on its north- 

eastern side, which, with the exception of Ortholithi, 

a summit a few miles further to the northward, is 

the highest in the Argolic peninsula. The valley of 

Dhidhyma is remarkable, as being the only one in 

this part of the Moréa, so closely surrounded with 
mountains as to allow no passage for the running 

waters, but through the mountains themselves. That 

so peculiar and secluded a district should have pre- 

served its ancient name, is not surprising: and there 

can be no hesitation, therefore, in here fixing Didymi, 

although no Hellenic remains may be extant to 
confirm it. ~ In the time of Pausanias, it preserved 

temples of Apollo, of Neptune, and of Ceres, con- 

taining upright statues of those deities’. 

* Pausan. Corinth. 36, 4 (3). 
The late Mr. Hawkins, of Bignor, found at Dhidhyma a 

U 
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The intimation given by Pausanias, that the road 

from Struthus to Philanorium, which latter was no 

more than 20 stades from Didymi, led over the 

summits of mountains', agrees perfectly with the 

relative positions of Vurlia and Dhidhyma, between 
which places, through the greater part of the 

distance, stretches the long ridge of Mount Avgé. 
But his distance of 250 stades from Struthus to 
Philanorium, is quite extravagant, neither Argos 

nor Z'rezene being so far from Vurlia: and the 
utmost distance in a direct line from the western or 

most distant Cape of Vurlia to Dhidhyma village, 
being not more than 8 geographical miles. No use 
therefore can be made of this datwm of Pausanias, 

and the situation of Philanorium and Bolei, which 

seem to have been adjacent to one another, must 

remain unknown, unless some monumental evidence 

should come to our assistance. 

After having described Didymz, Pausanias appears 

to have resumed his paraplus, or description of the 

coast onwards from Struthus, towards the head of the 

Argolic Gulf: for A sine, which he next mentions, was 

certainly on that part of the coast. This ancient city, 

curious natural cavity in the earth, so regular as to appear 

artificial, and an ancient well with a flight of steps down to the 

water (ap. Gell, Itin. of Moréa, p. 199); but he seems not to 

have observed any remains of defensive walls, or of the temples 

noticed by Pausanias. : 
1 'Ard Mdonroc d€ ddd¢ év OckiG éoriv eri &kpay Kadoupérvny 

LrpvOovvra’ arddwte o&€ amo Tig cKpac raurTn¢g KaTa TOY OOGY 

Tag Kopupacg mevTiKovTa eioe Kul Ouakdowoe emt Dirardpudy TE 

kadovperov Kal eri Bodeove’ of d€ Bodeot ovroe NOwy iat owpot 

oyadwy’ xwpiov de Erepov, 6 Adbpove dvopafovor, ordoua 

cikoow abréQey apéornxer. Pausan. Corinth. 36, 3. 
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one of five which in Homeric times divided among 
them the Argolic Acte, was besieged, taken, and 
destroyed by the Argives, nearly ten centuries before 

the site was visited by Pausanias; but he found there 
some ruins, and among them a temple of Apollo 

Pythaéus, with the sepulchre of Lysistratus, of Argos, 
who fell in the siege. The district was then annexed 

to the Argeia, and continued to belong to it after the 
general arrangement of the territorial boundaries of 

the free cities of Greece, in the reigns of Augustus 
and Tiberius'. Nevertheless its ancient boundaries 
were not quite forgotten even in the time of Pau- 

sanias, from whom it appears, that to the north they 

were conterminous with those of Epidaurus ’. 

The words of Pausanias, which place Asine next 

in the order of his narrative to Didymi’, lead to the 

conclusion that the plain of Iri was the principal part 

of the territory of Astne, and that the city was placed 
on some part of the shore of that district ; in favour of 
which opinion the remark occurs, that the plain of 

Iri, being the largest and most fertile in the Argolic 

peninsula, seems naturally to have belonged to the 

chief city in this part of the Gulf. On the other hand, 
a position in this plain cannot be said to be “near 

Nauplia,” as Strabo describes Asine*. Such a defini- 

tion is more suitable to Tolon, than to any other place 

on the coast in question. Tol6n is, equally with Ivi, 
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' Pausan. Corinth. 36, 5 (4). * Pausan. Corinth. 28, 2. 
* To 6€ évretOév éoriy "Apyetwy more ’Aolyn Kadoupéevyn kai 

"Actyne early épeixia éxl Oaddooyn. Pausan. Corinth. 36, 5 (4). 

* Oi 6€ éx rife ’Acivne (kai abr O€ Kopn Tic “Apyeiac mANoLov 

NavmAlag) ei¢ trHy Meoonviav perpKiaOnoayr, év 4 EOTLY OMOVULOC 

7H “Apyoduyn ’Acivyn rodixvyn. Strabo, p. 373. 
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situated on the borders of a fertile plain, and here 

a peninsular maritime height retains some Hellenic 

remains. And this position, moreover, is better 

adapted than that of Iri to the words of Homer 

regarding Asine, for it is similar to that of Her- 
mione, being equally in a gulf formed on one side 

by islands; and on the other, by the main land 

of the Argolic Acte'. At Tolon, therefore, I am 

still inclined to place Aszne; for although the great 
distance between Dhidhyma and Tol6én is hardly 
consistent with the simple evrevbéy esti, with which 

Pausanias connects Didymi and Asine, his proceed- 
ing immediately from Asine to Lerna, Temenium, 

and Nauplia, accords on the other hand with the 

proximity of Tolon to those well-known places, and 
favours the supposition that Asine was near the 
bottom of the Argolic Gulf. 

The French geographers, however, have not placed 

Asine either at Iri or at Tolon, but at Kandia, a 

village situated between them, where they found 

some ancient remains above the village, and at a 

mile’s distance from it towards. Iri, above some 

marshes adjacent to the sea shore, the ruins of a 

temple and of two sacella; the temple they sup- 

posed to have been that of Apollo Pythaeus*. The 

* “Eppudyvny, ’Acivny re, Babvy xara KddArov éxovaac. 

Il. (3. 560. 

Homer could not have intended to say that Hermione and 

Asine were situated in one and the same Gulf. He knew the 

geography of Greece too well for that; but Strabo, whose con- 

ception of the shape of the Peloponnesus was very imperfect, has 

so interpreted the poet, for he makes the Hermionic Gulf extend 

from Asine to Troezen, both included (p. 369). 

* Boblaye, Rech. Géogr. p. 51. 
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objection to Kandia for the site of Aszne is, that 
it is not on the sea shore, as Pausanias states 

Asine to have been; and which he repeats by saying 
that the Messenian Asine, whither the Asinzi of 

Argolis migrated, after the destruction of their city 
by the Argives, “was situated on the sea side in the 

same manner as Asine in Argolis'.” In fact, the 
castle of Kor6éni and the Paledékastro of Tolon, are 

precisely similar as peninsular maritime hills—a cir- 

cumstance which confirms the location of the Mes- 

senian as well as of the Argolic Asine, the situation’ 
of the former having for a long time been a difficult 

question of comparative geography, no less than that 

of the latter. 

Kandia and Iri appear rather to have been the 
districts of two of those towns of the Argolic Acte, 
unnamed in history, the former existence of which 

is attested by their remains. The fortress which 

commanded the ancient district of Kandia was on 
the height above that village, and that to which the 
territory of Iri belonged, was on the summit of a 

mountain which rises from the right bank of the 
river of Iri or Bedéni, six geographical miles in 
direct distance from its mouth. The latter may 

have been a subordinate town of the Hpzdauria, and 
in this manner we may explain the statement of 

Scylax, that a portion of the shore of the Argolic 

Gulf, 30 stades in length, belonged to the district of 
Kpidaurus?. Iri (Eipn) was an ancient name occurring 

" Ketrac d& émi Oaddoon kai abr cara ra abra rh wore év 
Hoiog tH ’ApyoXice ’Aoivy. (Messen. 34, 7.) | 

> "H "Emidavpoc dé xwpa pera "Apyoc. KkabiKer yap eic¢ Tov 
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in Messenia and other parts of Greece, and is the more 

likely to have been the name of the town or fortress, 
which stood on the mountain above Avgo and Li, | 

as we find in Pliny, that one of the islands adjacent 

vo this coast was named Irine’, 2. e. Exoww vnooe, 

the island. belonging to Eien. This supposition would 
identify Zrine with the island now called Ypsili. 

If these conjectures have any foundation, it is 
probable that Spétzia is the ancient Ephyre. It is 
true there is a fourth island, Dhaskalio, which, toge- 
ther with Platyaé and Ypsili, may have formed the 
three islands of the Argolic Gulf named by Pliny; 

but it seems more likely that Dhaskalio, divided 
only as it is from the main land by a narrow strait, 

should have been overlooked by Pliny, or those 

from whom he derived his information, than the 

large and conspicuous island Spétzia. 

VoL. ii. p. 485. 

Notwithstanding the dissent of both French and 

German geographers, I am still disposed to place 
Thyrea at Luku. Two ancient names are still pre- 

served on this part of the Laco-Argive coast, Tyr6 

kodmov rovrov aradua dX’. Mera dé rijv Ematpecav ywpav ‘AXia 
kai Ayuwyy.  Scyl. Perip. p. 43, Gronov.—The other places 
follow in their proper order, namely, Hermione, Scyllzeum, 
Troezen, Aigina, and pera d& Tporgnviay modo ’Eridavpog kat 

Aupyy. 

" In Argolico (sinu), Pityusa, Irine, Ephyre. Plin. H. N. 12 

(19). 
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(Tvooc) and Astr6é (Aorpov). Of the former place we 

know only that it was a town of Laconia’; but this 
fact, combined with the modern name, leaves little 

doubt that the Hellenic ruins found on the southern 
cape of the bay of Tyré, are those of Zyrus, and 

not of Brasee, as the French geographers have sup- 

posed. SBrasee, having been adjacent to the Argive 

frontier, is to be placed further to the north. Indeed, 

there can be no question, that the Hellenic ruins at 

St. Andrew (Ai Andhréa), at the southern extremity 

of the Ovpearne KddAroc, or bay of Astré, are those 

of Brasee ; Ptolemy having placed the boundary of 

Argeia and Laconia between Astrum and Brasex?; 

Astrum still preserving its ancient name, and the 
Thyreatis in the time of Pausanias and Ptolemy 

having been a part of the Argeia. The marsh of 

Mosto, which reaches from the mountains nearly to 

the sea, formed, as I before remarked, a natural 

boundary between the two districts: the whole plain, 

therefore, which extends from thence to the foot of 

Mount Zavitza, belonged to the Thyreatis ; and this 
agrees perfectly with Pausanias, who describes the 
plain of Thyrea as fertile, and fitted to the growth of 

olives; as occurring immediately southward of the 

maritime pass, anciently called Anigrzea, which was 
at the foot of Mount Zavitza, and as extending to 

the left to the sea, and inland to the city Thyrea’: 

BRASEA—ASTRUM—THYREA. 295 

"Kore kal Tupoc ti¢ Aaxwyixyc. Stephanus in v., who may 

have been mistaken in accenting this Tipoc and the Phoenician 
in the same manner. 

* Ptolem. 3, 16. 

* 2... “AwéBabuor... . EvrevOer cteAOodouv 'Aveypaia kadov- 
/ c \ 3 3 ae eva Oddy Kal oTevaY Kai ddAwWe Cvoaror, EorLY Ev AploTEepg peV 
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all these can scarcely be made to accord with any 

other supposition than that of the ruins at Luku being 
those of Thyrea. Astrum appears to have been the 

maritime fortress, unnamed by Thucydides, in the 

building of which the Aginetz were interrupted by 

the Athenians in the eighth year of the Peloponnesian 

war, and from whence they retreated into Thyrea, on 

being attacked by the Athenians'. The ancient posi- 

tion at Elliniko accords equally with Anthene, this 
having been the first town, according to Pausanias, 

which the traveller arrived at in proceeding from 

Thyrea to Sparta, over Mount Parnon. The distance 
of Luku from the sea, which is treble the ten stades 

of Thucydides, is undoubtedly a strong objection to 
that place as the site of Thyrea; but we know that 
the distances in the text of Thucydides, although 

generally, are not always correct. 

VOL. li. p. 486. 

The French map differs from my observations as 
to the lower course of the river of Luku, which 

instead of joining the sea, as I have represented it, 

between Astr6 and Ai Andhréa, a little to the 

northward of the discharge of the marsh of Most, 

is made in that map to flow into the sea, to the 

northward of the promontory of Astro, in which 
part of the plain I crossed only a small stream 

kaQijxovoa éxt Oddaocay kai d€vdpa, éaiag partora, aya) 

Tpépev yi idvre O€ vw Tpdc THY Hre—pov Ovpéa ywolov Eariv, 

évOa Oi) Euuxéoavro, &c. Pausan. Corinth. 38, 4. 
" Thucyd. 4, 57. 
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flowing from a marsh at the-foot of Mount Zavitza. 

I could not have been mistaken as to the course of 

the river of Luku through the plain, having observed 

it from the summits of the hills of Astro and Ai 
Andhréa, and having crossed#it between Astro and 

the Kaly'via of Ai Ianni. Nor can I doubt the 
accuracy of the French Surveyors. I conclude, 

therefore, that the river of Luku since my visit to 

the Thyreatis, has been turned into the northern 
bay, for the sake of saving the fertile plain below 

the Kaly'via of Ai Ianni and Meliga, from the occa- 
sional ravages of this torrent in the winter. In fact, 

Mr. Boblaye remarks, “Au sud (d’Astr6os) on 

voit Pancien lit du torrent, qui se jette aujourd’hui 
1” 

au nord du rocher '. 

VOL. ii. p. 492. 

On the road from Luku across Mount Zavitza to 
Lerna and Argos, are two Hellenic sites with ruins; 
they occur between Luku and the plain of Kivéri: 

one on the ascent of the mountain from Luku, 

which appears to have been a mere fortress, the 

other in the valley of the river of Kivéri, about two- 
thirds of the distance from Andritzena to Kivéri. 
These two ancient positions mark the direction of 

the ancient route from Thyrea to Argos, and traces 

of the road itself were observed by the French Com- 

mission. M. Boblaye remarks, “Les rochers ont 

été taillés en plusieurs endroits, et au sommet de la 

‘Ps 66. 
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montée on trouve un petit plateau artificiel ';” the 

platform perhaps of a temple. The route from Argos 

to Sparta by Thyrea coincided, or very nearly so, with 

the modern road by Luku, Ai Ianni, and Aios Petros, 

passing at the foot of the hill of Anthene, now 
Elliniko, leaving a little on the left the remains of 

Neris at Orias-to-Kastro, near Xerokambi, and enter- 

ing the ancient Caryatis, near Arakhova. Between 
Aios Petros, therefore, and Arakhova, the French 

geographers seem to have justly supposed the Herma, 

which marked the junction of the Tegeatic, Laconie, 
and Argive boundaries to have stood; for under the 

Roman emperors Cynuria belonged to the Argeia, 

and the Caryatis to Laconia. At about two miles 

to the south of Aios Petros, the French Surveyors 
discovered some tumuli, on the ridge which sepa- 

rates the waters of the river of Luku, of the Saranda, 

and of the Kelefina’? ; or in other words of the 

Tanus, the Alpheius, and the Ginus, of which the 
first flows to the eastern coast of the Peloponnesus, 

the second to the western, and the third to the 

southern. Near this place probably were the Herma, 
and from thence, therefore, we are to endeavour to 

trace the continuation of the road from Argos to 
Sparta, which led through Sedlasia, leaving Caryeé on 

the right. 

VoL. i. p. 496, (line 15 et seq.) 

These topographical remarks, resting only upon 
oral information, could not pretend to be anything 

' Recherches Géogr. sur les Ruines de la Moree, p. 66. 
’ Ibid. p. 67. 
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better than an approximation. I now learn from 

the French map, that Fakhino or Fokiano, instead 

of two is four or five hours below Kunipia, and that 

Fokiano and Kyparissia do not form equal intervals 

between Lenidhi and Porto Iéraka; the distance 

between Kyparissia and Iéraka being much greater 

than the others. Instead of there being neither 

plain nor harbour at Lenidhi there are both, though 

the latter is not good, and is situated three miles to 
the south-east of the village of Lenidhi. 

Dyrés or Tyros, though accented differently, is 
doubtless the ancient Tipoc rn¢ Aaxwxkn¢e mentioned 
by Stephanus. Considerable remains of the ancient 

town are found on the southern cape of the bay of 

Tyro; from whence, in times of insecurity, the 
people may have migrated to the present village, 

which is situated at the inner extremity of the 

plain two miles from the shore. The village of 

Lenidhi is similarly. situated relatively to the ancient 
site, of which it possesses the territory. 

Mr. Finlay visited Lenidhi and Tyro in the year 
1829. He thus describes them: “ Lenidhi contains 
about 600 houses, which are good and large, and is 
situated in a rich narrow valley about 2 hour from 

the sea-shore : it has no port, but there is a custom- 

house at a bad landing-place to which boats resort 
in summer. There is a large torrent-bed, over which 

is a bridge of three arches with remains of two other 

arches which the torrent has washed away: there is 

water in this torrent only after the rains. Lenidhi 

was not destroyed by the Arabs ', who never reached 
it. At the Dogana there is a rocky mountain which 

TYRUS. 299 

‘ The Egyptian troops of Ibrahim Pasha. 
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approaches the shore: at its base are remains of an 

ancient building converted into a church, now also 

in ruins, and called A’ghios Leonidhas. -Above this 
are considerable remains of an ancient city. Nu- 
merous terraces may be traced, and four courses of 

masonry are in some places to be seen in the wall 

towards Lenidhi. The site is excessively rugged. 
On a peak there is a square tower of rude Cyclopian 
masonry, in which some of the stones seem to have 

been roughly formed to fit the others. The largest 

stone is 7 feet 10 inches by 3 feet. High above this 
are considerable remains of a modern fortress: ruins 

of several houses and churches and of the walls yet 
remain. Some foundations seem to indicate the 
site of an ancient tower or temple, but the fortress 

appears to be of the middle ages, repaired by the 

Venetians. It is called Aghios Athanasios.” 
From Lenidhi Mr. Finlay proceeded by the vil- 

lages of Melano and Katiforo to the bay of Tyré: 
“24 minutes below Katiforo are the ruins of a 
church, and on the right a hill advancing towards 

the sea and forming a promontory, on which are 

remains of a considerable fortress. The walls of the 

Acropolis are in good preservation: two or three 
hundred feet of wall, looking towards the Gulf of 
Argos, is still from six to ten feet high, with three 

towers. The masonry is of the polygonal style, but 

the stones are not very large. Various foundations 

may be observed both within and without the walls: 

30 minutes across the plain is the village of Tyr.” 

Pausanias names no more than two towns of the 

Eleuthero-lacones on the coast between Epidaurus 
Limera, now Palea Monemvasia, and Brasee, now 

Ai Andhrea; namely, Zarax and Cyphanta. There 
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can be no doubt that Zarayv was at Porto léraka; 

and assuming that the ruins at Tyro are sufficiently 
identified by the modern name, there remains only 
one intermediate place, namely, the port of Lenidhi, 

where exist vestiges of a Hellenic city, such as will 

justify us in identifying it with Cyphanta, which, 

from the notice of it taken by Polybius, Pliny, and 

Ptolemy, as well as Pausanias, seems evidently to 
have been once the principal town on this part of 

the Laconic coast, although it was a ruin in the time 

of Pausanias. The fortress of St. Athanasius, which 

is situated on a height above the port of Lenidhi, 
at the direct distance of two geographical miles to the 

south-east of that village, is exactly ten stades inland 

from the port: to this position, therefore, it is pro- 

bable that Pausanias alludes, in stating the distance 
of Cyphanta from the sea; although other Hellenic 

remains are observable below this summit towards 

the Dogana, and others, belonging probably to some 

dependent copay of Cyphanta towards the southern 

extremity of the bay of Lenidhi. 

} must admit that the distance of Cyphanta from 

Brasez, as given by Pausanias, namely, 200 stades, 

will not agree very correctly with the assumed 

position of Cyphanta, near Lenidhi, the real distance 

between the two places being no more than 16 

geographical miles, or 160 stades: but the computa- 

tions of long distances made by Pausanias, in round 

numbers, are generally found to be in excess. Thus 

the distance between Geronthre and Marius stated 

by him at 100 stades, is no more than 60 in a direct 

line. As to the interval which his text gives 
between Cyphanta and Zarax, namely six stades, it 
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is obviously quite erroneous, such a proximity of two 

cities in a country of small resources, and in which 

they were generally far apart, being quite incon- 

ceivable. The direct distance between Lenidhi and 

léraka is 22 geographical miles, or 220 stades. 

Vot. ii. p. 498. 

I have here identified the river Kani with the 
Tanus ; but the following considerations now induce 

me to believe that the Zanus was the river upon 

the right bank of which Luku is situated. Pausanias 
describes the Tanus as the only river, which descend- 

ing from Mount Parnon, flows through the Argeia 
to the Thyreatic gulf'; by the Argeia, meaning the 
Cynuria, which in his time formed a part of the 

Argive territory’. It is true that the Kani has its 
origin in Mount Parnon, not less than the Luku, 

and that all the eastern side of Parnon was in 
Cynuria; but then if the ruins at Ai Andhréa be 
those of Brasee, an Eleuthero-Laconie city, and if 
the boundary between its territory and that of 

Thyrea was at the marsh of Most6’, it is evident 
that none but the higher tributaries of the Kani 

' "Avareives 6€ trep rac Kwpac (Cynurie, sc.) dp0¢ dprvwr, 

Kat Aaxkedatpoviwy éx avrov moog ’Apyetouc dpot kai Teyedrac 

eloiv’ Eorikaoe O&€ emt Tole Opole ‘Eppat AiGov" Kat rov ywpiou 

70 Ovopd éotiv ax’ airov. Tlorapoc dé Kadovpevog Tdvoc* etc 

yap On ovToge ék Tow Iltpvwvoce Karevoe péwy duce rie “Apyeiac 

Kat éxdldway éc rov Ovpedrnv KdAmov. Corinth. 38, 7. 

* én’ Emov tiv Ovpedrev évépovro “Apyeio. Corinth. 38, 5. 

* Travels in Moréa, ii. p. 484. 
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were in Cynuria, and that after the union of its 

branches, its course was through Laconia. Nor does 

it rise near the Herme of the triple frontier, which 
stood, as already hinted, between St. Peter’s and 

Arakhova, but on the eastern side of Mount Parnon. 

On the other hand, supposing the river of Luku to 

have been the Zanus, Luku to have been Thyrea, and 
the Argive territory intended by Pausanias to have 

been Cynuria, of which the Thyreatis was the most 
important part, his description of the course of 

the Tanus was correct and appropriate. The only 

author who mentions the Tanus besides Pausanias 

is Kuripides, according to whom the redgoc of the 

father of Electra fed his flocks on the banks of the 

Tanus, which divided the Argeian from the Spar- 
tiatic land'. In this description of the Tanus, 

Kuripides probably applied the circumstances of his 

own times to his fable, without regard to con- 

sistency, as dramatists often do: for although, in 

his time, the Cynurii were subject to the Lacede- 

monians, and the river may have afforded a con- 

venient boundary between Argolis and Laconia, they 

were independent and allied with Argos at the time 

to which the tragedy refers: and it was this ancient 

condition of, the district that furnished the Roman 

emperors with a reason for annexing Cynuria to 

Argos. 

"EXO wo madaoyv rpddoyv émov pirov rarpoc, 

“Oc appt rorapoy Tavoy *Apyelac dpove 

Téuvorvra yaiac Lmapriaridog re yije, 

Tlotuvatc oOpapret TOES éxPeDAnpévoc. 

Eurip. Elect. v. 409. 
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VoL. ii. p. 505. 

ON THE TZAKONIC DIALECT. 

Mr. Finlay informs me that he found the Tzakonic 

dialect spoken at Kunipia, a village of fifty houses, 

situated about ten miles to the south of Lenidhi, 

and that this is the southernmost limit of the 
dialect. Possibly my informants on the Tzakonic 

dialect, when they named Prast6 as the southern 

limit, intended to include Kunipia as well as some 

smaller villages which lie between it and Prasté, 
among the dependencies of the latter. The extent 
of Tzakonia will thus be about twenty-five miles in 

length, and twelve in breadth. The most curious 

among the numerous monasteries of this district, 

according to Mr. Finlay, who twice visited it, is 

Zinka, or St. Nicolas, built “like Magaspilio, near 

Kalavryta, in a great cavern, but more completely 

covered by the advancing rock.” Zinka stands in 

the ravine of the river of Lenidhi, about three miles 

above that town. 

My short notes on the Tzakonic dialect were 

derived in the course of a single evening, from a 

Bishop and a_ Proestos, neither of whom, from 
their station in life, were likely to employ, very 

frequently, this rustic speech, nor was their scho- 

larship such as qualified them to point out the 
exact peculiarities which distinguish it from the 
common Romaic. We are under great obligations, 
therefore, to Dr. Frederick Thiersch, of Munich, 

who, during his residence in Greece, bestowed great 
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attention on this inquiry; and who, not satisfied 

with the information to be obtained from the 

educated class in the towns of this part of Greece, 

resorted to the shepherds and cultivators of IKas- 

tanitza, Sitena, and Korakovini'. Having thus col- 
lected the sounds of the dialect, and written them in 

Romaic, he examined its grammatical rules and its 

other peculiarities; and on the 5rd November, 1832, 

communicated the result of his inquiries to the first 

class of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Munich, 

in whose Transactions the dissertation was pub- 

lished. As a supplement, therefore, to my own 

slender remarks on the Tzakonic, or rather as entirely 

superseding them, I here subjoin an extract of the 
more important part of M. Thiersch’s paper, which is 

entitled “Ueber die Sprache der Zaconen,” (4to, 

68 pp.’) but must refer to the original for the greater 
part of the author’s ingenious speculations on this 

curious subject. 

" But even these places, it seems, have differences of dialect 

among themselves. Thus, the people of Kastanitza and Sitena 
pronounce the d in Nixddao, Bédov, va AGBwper ; those of Prastod 

elide it, Nikda, Ogov, vc awe. The former pronounce the 6 of 

the aorist subj. like r, éav_varot, gv dparov: the Prastiotes éay 

va0ov, éayv dpa8ov. The former employ for father Covps (kiptoc), 

and for mother, the Sclavonic mati, neither of which words is in 

use among the Prastiotes.—Ueber die Sprache der Zaconen, 

p. 572. 

* It has been carefully translated for me in extenso by Mr. 

Walter Kelly. 
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§ 1. Of the Vowels. 

1. The following employments of vowels are characteris- 
tic of the Tzakonic: 
A the Doric, e. g. a instead of 1): & xépa the village, ’¢ trav 

xepav in the village, cduepe, traxare, ohwepov, torn- 
kare, a .gwva, a yrovxya Puyxh, a yvovn yveun, and 

the like. 
E for Y in devodmeve Suvapmevoe. 
I for E, xole kpéac, évvia évvéa, (compare the Laconic 

vuviwpec, Arist. Lysistr. 1305, for iuvéwuev,) and con- 

trariwise éxavouv ikavw. 
OY for Y, tapaBotpa, rpobra, youvatka, cova kiwv, (com- 

pare the Homeric ciAjAovBa for ciAjAvOa,) and with + 
preceding the sound when it occurs immediately before 
or after several consonants: wovtvra vixta, KrTiouvTov 

kTuT@, Yovxa Wuyi. 

OY for O and Q, orovua ordma, (compare the Latin 
nummus and numerus with vdmoc,) otpovpa crop wpa, 

ypapov ypagw, but not ovvo for dvo, %. € dvoe. 
Compare vovaog and révog (not tovvoc) in Homer, 
and where O was used instead of E, eg. a Govpada, 
kepadnh, and a Govpa; compare Kopf (German). 

The omission of the initial O, as véya dvuvya, which is 

not to be regarded as a corruption but as original, as 
appears on comparing 6vv& with vicow. 

§ 2. Of the Consonants. 

With respect to the consonants, we have to notice the 
thickening of the sibilant sounds, their encroachment on 
the range of the letter P, and the interchange, softening, 

and elision of individual sounds. 

1. The thickening of S and T into sibilants: 
a) of 3 into 2X, rwacxa waca, méoxt Toate. 

b) of © into OSX, f&Ocye EvOev; and of T into TXX, 

e.g. toxi ri. Compare the ancient Laconic ’Aca- 
valoucg, Acdva, ives, Tapaeve, anpokTove, 1. @. 
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"AOnvatove, “ADjvn, jvOa, wapBéve, Onpoxrdve, 

ayaBovc, in Aristoph. Lysistr. 1300 seq. 
2. The encroachment of these sounds on the range of 

others, and in consequence, 

a) the use of 
Z for Il, Zouag wolac; @ g. awd Covace mapiov 

whence comest thou? va Camev, the 
modern Greek va wapev (Wrdywuer). 

for B, poZotmeve PoPotvpevoc. 
for K, before E, I, OY; youvatka pl. youvaiZe 

and youvaigt, wpaxa 2nd pers. woaZepe, 
€é for wat, anciently xé and originally «i, 
Coupa Ke~adrn, Covpe (from Codgue) 
Kkbp.loc. 

for T, va péiZoumev, modern Greek va pvyw- 
pev. 

for 0, Cetoc Detoe an uncle. (Ital. a zo.) 

b) the use of 

=X for P after T, A, 0: TOXI Toxia TOELC TELA, 

Borcxyv drove, Pdroxe Pdrovec, 
dimin. Bdroxia, dayove SpbeEc, aDoxor- 
wo (for a0cxouT0) av0owmoe, taoxixa 
Toya. 

3. The exchange of letters partly softening the forms : 
the letters exchanged are, 

K for I], cevov wecvm and kivov wivw, Kkidavw 

modern Greek widvw J seize, dxota éb7ota 

for 6mov where. 

for N, Ovpotxov Ouudvw, where both K and N 
are what the German grammarians call 
Umlaute, (K as in the word Grecit com- 
pared with Tpaoi,) troxyozovxov modern 

Greek toxpedvw. 
for T, kyov rime, xaipexiZov yapetifw. 

T for K, trevou éxetvov, datrvAo SaxrvAog, which 

is to be considered as a softening of the 
KT. 

x 2 
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P for A, yopovcca yAWooa, xpipov KAéTTW 
(kAégw), the primitive form of the verb 
having remained in use. 

4. The elision of letters, viz., of B, A, A, M, N, &, be- 

tween vowels: B in zrpotata tedBara, A in wova dea, 

dfov dfdw te. idm, A in Gov OéXw, Neda NixdrAaoe, 
xela xetAca, Dacca (2. e. Odacca) OaXacca, Zéa 1. e. CéAXa 

(cella), M in royéov tpéuw, N in kove kdvec, & in aya- 

Tova ayatovoa, duwova Otdovca. Compare (Aristoph. 

Lysistr. 1247 et» seq.) the ancient Laconic épyuaov for 
Spunoov, KAéwa KkAfovoa, Ovpcaddwav Kal Taddwav 
OupcaZovcawyv Kat waiCovodwyv, likewise ékAiToa 

ékAurovea, Mwa Moveoa, which in Tzakonic is ékAurova 

Mova. > is elided in rovua ordéma, éraxate EotyKaTE, 
and at the end of cases and of persons of verbs, rod vomov 
TOVC VOmoVE, TOVE THOEC, yoaPous, WeaKoue yoaWonec, 

wpakapuec. Compare auue and type in Epic for appec 

UMMEC. 
5. The softening of the sound by the omission of K, 

vovta vixta,—by changing, where p occurs twice, the first p 
into y, ayoupa apovpa,—by omitting v before @ in afowo 

dv0o0w7m0¢,— in Zia oxra, where K has also become Z,— 
by transposition and conversion of the tenuis into the media 
in aBpayou agowaZw. We have likewise the elision of the 
paragogic syllables in 76 ya for yada, Zoupa for Zovpara 
keparnh, taxou (not royobyov) rpwyw, and of the first 
syllable: dvra 2. e. dddvra for dav, likewise of the ter- 
mination xa of the perfect when preceded by a, af3ea for 
aBoaxca from apayov. Compare the Epic 6 for dépa, 
kot for xor8%, the former occurring even in the plural, 
xotvoea Ov, Hes. E. 933; ddA ge for dAgira, Hymn A. 209; 

yAaps for yAapupov, Hes. E. 503. 

§ 3. Declensions. 

1. In the terminations of words we remark, 

a) in the first declension the antique A for H&, zgo- 
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pnpa, woXira for tpodnonc, woXirne, like the 

epic immdéra, immnAdra, akakira, rita, 

which the rhythm, and vegeAnyepéra Zede 
which usage and euphony preserved from the 

changes of a later period ; also like the Latin 
poeta, propheta. 

2. In the second declension the open O or E takes the 
place of oc, e.g. 6 vduo, & dvo, codpd, Kaxd, but 6 xopé 

instead of 6 yopdc, 6 éxOpé, 6 ovpavé, not Kadé, copé, these 
being vocatives of this form, but again 6 7A, a diversity 

very deserving of attention. 
3. The third declension presents in the nominative either 

the full form of the more late genitive 6 pnvéc for 6 uhv, 

which manifestly originated in the expansion of the nomi- 

native by the insertion of o into 6 unve; or the nominative 

has the usual form of the accusative a yépa, 6 mova, 2. e. 
6 mda, a youvaika, a wovra 2. €. 7» vixra, a peculiarity 

which this language possesses in common with modern 

Greek. Besides, there are undeveloped terminations in 
Kole Koéac, Kove KUWY. 

§ 4. The formation of the Plural. 

In the formation of the plural the Tzakonic language fol- 
lows in part the common mode, e. g. a xwpa, pl. ai ywpat, 
ToXita woXtra, vduo vopuot, ADoxotro abcxoimo: ; in part 
it has E instead of EX, ova rove, xépa yee, a youvaika, 

ai youvaie, or I, 6 unvde, pl. of uh, perhaps from pie. 
1. The same simplicity prevails in the formation of 

cases: ywpa and zodAira are indeclinable, except as to the 
acc. Tav xwWoav, Tov mwoAirav, where, however, the » is 

sounded very faintly, except in the article rév: the same 
is the case in the plural; ai yepa and of woXjira are 
wholly indeclinable. 

2. The second declension is more developed : 
Sing. N. 6 vépuo _ PLN. of véuor 

G. Tov vduov G. rov vduou 
~ , 

D. ry vonw Diet 

A. 76 vouo A. rod véuou 
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= and N, however, are cut off, as we see, and the dative 

plural is wanting. 
3. Third declension. Forms of 6 unvd¢ and a youvaika: 

Sing. N. 6 pnvéc Pl. N. of pave 

G. rov pnvé G. rov pnvé 
D. ro pnvi Dy: 

A. rév pinva A. rov pnvé 

Sing. N. a youvaixa Pl. N. ai youvaiZe 
G. ra youvaiZe G. rov youvaiZe 
D. Ta youvatce Dp .ie 3 

A. trav youvatka A. tov youvaiZe 

4. We see that « in both forms appears as the charac- 
teristic vowel, in the sing. of the gen. case, in the plur. of 
both gen. and ace., and that c is the characteristic vowel of 
the dative. But there are not wanting instances of geni- 
tives in 0, @ g. TO aoye the star, gen. rov acxio. The 
appearance of of hve instead of of whvee from 6 pnvd¢ 
points to an analogy evident also in doy: (§ 5). The 
article in rob youvaiZe not ra (for rac) youvaiZe 1s not 

a solitary instance of this use of the masculine form ; the 
expressions of youvaiZe, of ywpat are also allowable. The 
presence of the dative, which is discoverable in the sin- 
gular at least, is deserving of note, since every trace of 
that case has utterly disappeared from modern Greek. 

5. For the comparison of adjectives there is only the 
comparative in -reope: kaxd kaxovrepe, but Kcadé xadtrepe ; 

kouBavo, black, kouBavobrepe ; adcxé, big, adcyirepe. 

§ 5. Le«icology. 

1. The vocables are often in accordance with modern 
Greek, but more frequently they coincide with the or- 
thography of ancient Greek, and even exhibit forms which 
have totally disappeared from common use, and analogies 
pointing far beyond the range of all written Greek. The 
number of words too is not inconsiderable, the roots of 
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which are not to be found in Greek, but are met with, not 

wholly but in part, in its kindred tongues. Of this the 
following lists will afford proofs: 

2. A. 

"ABourava, plur. aBourave ra ovara, Hom. 'Ayovpa 
dopovpa. ‘Adcyé, big, identical doubtless with adpoc, 
thick, grown out. "AOcyoiro, advOowroc, man (vir), aIpw7o, 

man (homo), e.g. taxi abowro tv tdcov; abcyoiro, 7 

youvaiZe ; what sort of people are within ? men, or women ? 
"Ai with elision of A and A for Aad, modern Greek, 2. e. 
éAadvov for éAatdrov, dimin. of ZAatov. AindAd quick, com- 
pare the Homeric aia, and with a view to the analogy 
v~nAroce from tyr. Tapya ra apya late. “Apovyya 
n Adpuyé. "Apisto rb dovorov the meal of noon. "Acxe 
gen. rov doxio, dat. rm doy, plur. ra doya dorpa: passing 
into the second declension rov doxov and rey adoxov. 

3. E, I, O, Y. 

"Amavov amavw, tvOcye EvOev, erailov, watZov ér- 

aisow, @.g. wail & HAe the sun rises. ’Emépu éyBéc. 

Compare zéovo. and likewise rarowrépu (ra did ézépv) 
woo0x0éc. "Epipo Eotpog, "Idpoura idowe, plur. idpoure. 
"Ovo dvoc—drra (dd0vTa) d0Wv, gen. Tov dvra, plur. of 

évre, tov évre, and with an enthetic P, rovpovre (7. e. 
Tov-p-dvTE) TWVY SddvTWY.—vo Water: compare bo. Td 
vov. 

4. Tl, B, ®. 

Ilacxe, wacxa, Tacxov, Tac, Tasca, Tav.—rétcxa TE- 

tpa. Ildpe rogog (thoroughfare) door. Moraxt moore. 
Ilova wovc, Tov mova, ty Tova, TO Tova, plur. of ove, 

TOV 7ovE, ACC. TOU Tove. Llpovara wodPBara. Boroyxe 
Boreve, tov Boroxe, plur. of Borcyor, gen. rov Bdrcyov. 

—6 Bou 6 Bove, rov Bow, ry Boi, plur. of Bove, rov Bode. 
56 Bpéxo (2. e. 6 Boéxoc) 4 Booxh. Buia, also modern 
Greek, nacrot, from Siw, BbZw I fill. 
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a K, rr X. 

Kaya heat, from caw, and from the same root a kaga 
fire. Kove xiwv. Ta yada. Tide 2. @. yidiov, modern 

Greek for aiysdtov from alg. Td youva the knee, rov 
youva, plur. ra youve and ra yotvata, gen. Tov youve. 

XaZe (quasi yaGvov, dimin. with elision of Aa) ydAaZa. 

6.- Tt, oe 

Tavo rivoe for éxetvoe. Tavov in amd tavov from there. 

Taxa IM ta ovvraya, 2%. e&. mowt and rayia for raxéa. 

Acvotpeve Suvapmevoc, dtov didwut, Oacca OadrXacca. 

Ovov Obw I slay. Ozovpov Dewpa, Dovoa and rapafovpa 
modern Gr. rapafipiov the window. Toxixa Ooié, plur. 
ai toiye. Zete 6 Oeiog. Zia oxida. Savela cavidec. 

Zovpt, father, properly lord, master, Cotproc, or rather 

Covor, 2. €&. KU PLOC. 

7. Now whereas the foregoing words, however widely 
they may differ from their primitive type, may be traced, 
by no ambiguous analogies, to Greek roots, no indication 
of the following is to be discovered, at least with any cer- 
tainty, in the Hellenic language. 

Si ASAE 

"AD adeXGddc, GDuia adeAOh. "“AvOe Gproc. "Arce 
salt (perhaps ac). ”“Apruua cheese. “Oyxuvua a garment 
(perhaps Zvéuma), trapa now (perhaps év ra ®pa). “Oun- 
onkov evotoKw (perhaps éunoéw, Hom. to come wn contact 
with one, to find him). ’Oyit hither. "Ov not. Compare — 
non and 6x, modern Greek. 

9. I, B, ®, ©. 

IIdoecye now. BovdrAét adéxtwo, perhaps movAoc from 

the modern Greek wovAi a bird, as deve too in ancient 
Greek stands for the common domestic fowl. ®ovxa the 
lower belly. 0ov I roast, pbaré modern Greek Wnrdv. 
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10. Kp Ty ©, >. 

Kauoxe a boy. KadAn wood, perhaps from caw. Keto 
kotOdv. KovPavo black, plur. of covBavor, ra xovfsava. 

Ocxouxo the nose: the analogy, however, of this word to 
Oodvog is not to be doubted. Tyxabn Ovyarnp. yoivo 

a mountarn. 

1l. N, P. 

Naxov azvo@vijoxw. Compare the modern Greek 
mwefavw. “Péxxa a rock or distaff. 

§ 6. Pronouns. 

F thou he 
Sing. N. cot éKiov 

G. pi re ot 
D we , , . pl vi vt 
A peed , , . évtouv klou al 

Pl. N. évi and ub = uod 

G. vdapou vlovjLou cov 
D. vapov vLovj.ou o0v 

A. tuobvave éuov 

7 = 

Exetvoe. 

M. F. We 

Sing. N. érecvepe ETELVaL EKELVE 
, G. Erevvou ETELVapL ETLVOU 

? ” ? A. Eretvevt ETELVAVL EKELVL 

” # eo 7 oe 

Pl. N. trevor ETELVEL erewvat 

Ln ae ee eee 

A. =rétvov 
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Ovroc. 

M. F. N. 

Sing. N. Evrepe Evrat eyyt 
G. Evrov EvTapl EVTOU 
a gee os 
A. Evrev EvTave Eyyt 

PLN. évrei EVTEL 
Geis 
iss, 
A. Evtou 

3. Tic and ri are rZé and roée, e. g. raée Twolov ; what art 
thou doing ? and by coalition toyeumoika for royéc érotka ; 
what have I done? Sia roeumotZepén, 2. €. Oia ti erotnoac 

avré ; why have you done this? wotog is rote, rota: mov 18 
oxota. For dc, 7 are substituted Szove, Sova, analogous 
to é6zotoc, dota, but the place of ézotov is supplied by the 
demonstrative Zrewep., €. g. trevept ADoxouro, Erevov TO 
Kapoxe weveptfov (2. €. yvwpiZw), that man whose son 

(properly, of that man the son) or boy I know. 

§ 7. Numerals. 

eva eic, via pla, dove Ovw, Taxi TpELC, Taxla Tela, 
tégaepe TEgoUpEC.... « Evvla éEvvéea. 

§ 8. The substantive verb simi. 

Present. 

Sing. Eve EOL EVVL 
Pl. Eupe ETE iv 

Past. 

Sing. gua Eoa EKL 
Pl..- Enya Tal Ty Ktat 
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§ 9. Inflection of Verbs. 

1. The augment occurs only in the perfect, and is used 
without reduplication, e. g. éyauinxa; but it thickens 1 
into MI, e. g. gurotka I have made, and K into FX in 
kivov (mivw) éyxixa (Zia). On the other hand, xevov 
(reve from weevaw) makes éxevaka. 

2. The present and imperfect are formed in a peculiar 
manner by coupling the stem developed into a noun,— 
e.g. yoad, masc. yedpov, fem. yodpa,—with the substan- 
tive verb %, the copulative P being interposed: pres. 
yoapoupéve and ypagpapévt, imperf. ypapouvpéua and yoada- 
véua, but o disappears after a, yoapatm and yoagaéua. 
The substantive verb also precedes, pres. %u yodgou and 
Eve yoda, imp. tua ypadov and tua yeaa, and disappears 
entirely where the context indicates the person. 

3. The future is wanting, and is supplied by means of 
the auxiliary Oéov (82dw), ve Oéov, or Oeovpévt ypape, or 
OZov yoape, or by means of 04 and the conj. aor. as in 
modern Greek. The aorist follows the Greek analogy, 

but without augment ypa~a, woitZa from zoinoa formed 
by compression ; and when ov is a contracted syllable it is 
carried over to the aorist yauov (from yapéw) yapovca. 

4. In verbs ending purely, the perfect active 1s in ka, as 
in common Greek, but, as before remarked, without re- 

duplication: éyauinxa, ayarinka, éxriovmiKka, wpaka. So 

also the liquid verbs deipw édexa, oxorobvov éoxorovKa. 
But the pure stem invariably appears in this inflection, 
agivov perf. adika, pabaicov tuabinxa, Cov (Cw) eixa, 
diov (didwut) 2ovKa, kiavov (mod. Gr. miavw I grasp), 
txtatra, OaiGov (datw) I burn, édaxa, prevaxov (arobvnckw) 

érevaxa. ‘There is the sound of » before « in the form 
auaprayKa from auaprayou, and épbyxa, where it is evident 
that the law of euphony alone prevails, ipiyxa for épiya, 
aS IN évékw tvéyKu. 
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5. The verba muta only soften their sounds, ypadou 
éypaBa, Kkoépov (kAémtw) éxoé3a. Those in Z have the 
perfect without consonant, yapeKxiZov, aor. yarpekioa, perf. 

éxaipekta, viovvepiov (yvwpifw) wouvepia. If there is an 
A in the last syllable of the stem, the termination is cut 
off: aBpayou (aprwalw), perf. aBea for aBpaya, Bac- 
racov, perf. gBaora instead of {3acraya. 

6. The pluperfect is periphrastic, and formed by means 
of the auxiliary ciya I had, siya ypagré, ciya dbparé. 

7. The pres. and imperf. passive are analogous to the 
same tenses in the active, being in like manner based on 
the stem developed into a noun: yoapotueve and ypadpod- 
peva: pres. ypapoupevepéve and ypagpoupevapé, OY ypa- 

poupevaéve and Ev yoapotmeve and fv yoadotbusva. In 
the same way the imp. is formed with zua. 

8. The future is formed by periphrasis, Ofov va % 
ayarnré I shall or will be loved. I have not been able to 

discover any distinct traces of the aor. ind. pass. 
9. The perf. is also fully developed in the passive where 

it subjoins ua to the stem : 

wpaka woapa 

EuTrotka EMTOlWa 

éxAsika éxAciua 
3 ? 3 , edapKka éddoua 

In like manner @upodvxov 2OupovKa 20vpovma, orpodvou 
(mod. Gr. oreévw) éorpovpa, Z reverting into B, podov, 
2.€. popaw zpoapma, or with elision of Z, Bacrdfov éBac- 
raya. The muta, too, appear with simple MA, yedgou 
(yoadw) zypaua, kpépov (kAémTw) ekpeua: Eypaupa and 

éxpéuua Would have been as incompatible as Zu with the 
predominant disposition of the language to attenuate. 
The pluperf. is made with a periphrasis, tua yoapré scrip- 
tus eram, and likewise supplies the place of the aor. in the 
indicative. 

10. As regards inflection of moods,—besides the indica- 
tive, the subjunctive of the aor. act. and pass. may be traced : 
ayatrov (from ayamdov), aor. ayatijoa, subj. va ayamnoou, 
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and without o, va ayamiov. So likewise va yoaov, 
xaperiZov, va xapeticov, and 2. aor. (deiow) va ddpov. 

Then in the pass. va ayamnfov, va Kriovrnfov, and from 
dépvov (detow stem dap) va dapIov. Thus also romOoi, 
dpafo, ete. 

11. Of the optative there is no trace, and the imperative 
is supplied by va. The infinitive appears only in the 
periphrastic conjugation of the future, Ofov yoape. 

12. The participles exist in the present: yoadpou yoada, 
plur. yoeapovrvre, there being no ypadovoa or yoadova: 
pass. ypapovmeve and yoapovmeva ; in the perf. yoaupéve 
and yoaupéva: the verbal adjectives ypapré for ypamréc, 
Toujté, Oapré are also employed. 

13. Hence it appears that the bulk of the inflections of 
verbs, with the exception of the pres. and imper. and the 
periphrastic conjugations, follow on the whole the Greek 
analogy, with the restrictions already pees out: yoadou, 
aor. yoawa not tyoaa, ayamioa not Tes ali yoapou 

for ypapw, dapov for dap@, and ayamfov for ayarfow ; in 

like manner aya7nOov for ayawnBo, etc. 

Formation of the Persons. 

1. The formation of the persons is like that of the tenses, 
twofold ; either approximating to the habits of the Greek 
language in that particular, or being a combination of the 
stem and the substantive verb. 

2. To the former system belongs, in the first place, the 
inflection of the subjunctive in ov : 

Pres. 1 Aor. 2 Aor. 
yoapou ypawou dapou 

ypapepe yeapepe Odpepe 
yoape yoawer dape 
ypapoupe yoaLoue dapope 

ypagere ypawere ddpete 
yodpot ypawoi ddpot 

There is no difference in the forms when a vowel pre- 
> , ? , ? ~ cedes ov: ayamhov, ayamhepe, ayamis. 
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3. The 1 aor. and perf. indic. are similarly inflected : 
1 Aor. Pest. Perf. Perf. 
yoawa éypaa eptyka apapTayka 
yoawWepe ey padEepe EpvyKEpE apapTayepE 
ypawe éypa[3e EpuyKE apapraye 
yoalaue éypaBape epuyKape apaprayape 
yoapare éypaPare epvyKarE dpaprayare 
yoarbai éypaBai Epvykai duaptaykai 

4, When K stands alone before E, it is changed into Z: 

eyapika wpaka | 
éyaunGeoe wpacepe 
eyapnGe wpace 
eyapnKape WPaKaple 

éyapinkare wpakare 
éyaunkat wpakai 

5. The pronouns connected with the verb are placed 
either before or after it, but in the latter position they are 
attached to it as suffixes: éav yu dapoi, éav re Sapoi, édy ot 

Sdpot, or av Sapotpul, av Sapoiri, av Sapotor, if they slew 
him. 

6. Personal inflection of the perfect passive : 
woapa éyoapa évapa 
WpaTEpE Eyoarepe évarEoe 

WOaTE éyoare évare 
wodpai éypapat évauat 
wWoaTare éyoararte évarare 

woarai éyodrai évarai 

7. Personal inflection of the aorist subjunctive passive : 
épabov 
dpabinos 

coal 

doabovpe 

opabire 
dpabovv 
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8. Thus we have for the passive personal inflection, 

a) in the perf. pa, Tepe, Te 
pai, TATE, Tal 

b) in the aor. ov, nos, ij 

OUME, NTE, OVVL. 

§ 10. Personal inflection, and Conjugation of the Present 
and Imperfect. 

1. This is effected, as we have seen, by connecting 

the stem as developed in the participle, act. ypadou, 
yodga, plur. yodpovrre, pass. ypagotueve, with the 
substantive verb, by the help of the coupling sound 

P, thus making a distinction of genders ; ypagoupévt 
I write, a man being the speaker, yeapapém I write, 
a woman speaking: we have seen too that the fem. drops 
P, ypapaév, plur. yoapovvrepéupe, and also that the sub- 
stantive verb is put before the participle: % ypagov and 
Eve yoada, tue ypapovrte and Ev yoapobpeve. 

2. If the person is clearly indicated by the context, 
the substantive verb is omitted: ypagouv I write, icod 
yeagov emphatically ; in the third person plural, of co- 
pot yoapouvre, to which the Latin scribunt approaches 
more nearly than the Hellenic yoagovru. 

3. Now, though we have here only a juxtaposition of the 
participle and the substantive verb, still the coalition of 
the two into one and the same form is postulated not only 
by the apparition of P between the stem and the substan- 
tive verb, but also by the commixture of the open sounds, 

é. g. tav évopov not Ev dpov, so likewise éuopov instead of 
EME OOOU WE See. 

4. The same system of personal inflection prevails in 
the compound tenses, or in the periphrastic conjugation 
which we have mentioned as formed by éxov, Zyw, and 
Béov, G\w, and the participle of the perfect pass. or the 
verbal adjective: éxoupéua yeapré I had written, zxov- 
ofua “mré (from ciwov) or Zua Exov yoagré, or Eua "xa 
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ypapré. In the plural the re of the termination expands 
into AI, e@. g. tyyrae Exovre or ExovTa yoagré, and without 
lyyea only Exovra ypagré, where the full form of the third 
person plur. pass. comes forth. 

5. The same appearances are presented by the future 

formed with @égov and va in connexion with the first aor. 
subjunct. 0éou or Deoupévr va yoaou or Evi Déov va ypaou 
or %u OeovypdWov, and in futuro preteriti, tua Oéov va 
yoapou or Oeovpéua va yoaou I would write. 

6. The clearness and completeness of these forms, made 
up of the participle and the substantive verb, remove all 

difficulty from the conjugation of the present and imper- 
fect ; only that when the verb precedes, combination takes 
place even in this case through the accent, and fusion 
when open syllables come together: éuaiéyovre habebamus, 
iyKiaéxovre and iyKtéyovre habebant. 

7. Present: A.) Conjug. verbo substant. postposito. 

Mase. Fem. 
Sing. ypapoupéve yoapapév and yoapaévi 

ypapoupéct ypapapéot and ypapaéor 

yoapoupévur Yyeapapévur and ypapaév 
Plur. ypagpouvrepéupe yoapovrrepéupe, ete. 

YoapovuvtEpére 

yoapovurvtepivur 

B.) Conjug. verbo subst. praeposito. 
Mase. Fem. 

Sing. évvyeddou éviyoapa 
Eavypapou éoryoapa 

évvrypapou évviryoapa 

Plur. gupeyoapourte éueyoapouvTe 
er eyoapouvTe ete. 

évvryoapouvTe 

In like manner dpovpén, dpoupéot, dpovpévv, and with 

synaloepha, évopov, écopov, Evvopov, Eumopovrvre, éTopovrte, 

ivvooouvte. 
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8. Imperfect. 
Mase. Fem. 

Sing. yeapoupéua yoapapéua Or yoapaéiua 

ypapoupica ypapapéca OY yoapaioa 
ypapoupéke ypapapéKt ete. 

Plur. ypagovvrépuai 
YyYoapouvtérat 

ypapouvriyKat or, 

Sing. guaypagou guaypagpa 

éoayoapou éoaypapa 

Extyoagpou exryoapa 
Plur. tuaiyoapovrre, ete. 

éraypapouvre 

iyylarypagpourre, and, with elision of 1, iyy:aypa- 
povuvTe 

In like manner éuafcxov and iuabcyova Etrpwyov 
I ate, tcabcyov and tcabcyova thou atest, éxiPoxov he ate, 

and éxiBcyova she ate; plural iuabcyowrrte, érabcyovrt:, 
iyyabcxovrre. Or Ooyouvpéua Acxovapéua or Aoxovaiua 
I ate, Qcxovpica Ooyovapéua or Ooyovaiua I ate, Ooxov- 
péoa Ooxovapica and Ocxovaica thow atest, AoxovpéKe he 
ate, Ooxovapéx: or Ooxovaéke she ate, &e. 

9. The passive personal inflection runs precisely in the 
same way, with the substitution of the passive form of the 
participle: A.) Present, 

yoapoupeve -pévi ANd yoagpoupevapévt OY yoapoupevaéve 

péot 

pévue 

peupe 
pire 

ptvut 

B.) Imperfect in like manner, 
yoapoupeve -péua, scribebar, ypapoupevapéua OY yoadpou- 

oéoa | wevagua 

OEKL 

péuat 

oérat 

plyKtat x 
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§ 11. Leaicological Remarks on the Verbs. 

The following collection of verbs will serve to indicate 
the analogies of their forms : 

Ay 5. 

1. ‘ABpayou apwafw; subj. av aBpaZov with ¢ recur- 
ring, 2 pers. aBpaZepe, 3. 4BpaZe; perf. aBea (for aBpaxa), 
2. aBedeps, 3. aBoae; plur. aBpapue, aBpare, 4Bparv, where 
vy appears after long a, as it does after ov in dpafovm. 

Passive pres. aBoayoupevepév, subj. 2av Evve aBpayobnueve, 
perf. aBpaua, part. aBpaxré—2. ‘Apuaprivov apapravy, 
perf. auaprayxa, 2 pers. auaprayeor, where N has been 
dropped -and K weakened into ya. Aor. pass. subj. éav 
aupalov.—s3. *Eveykovpgu (comp. évéyxw) I (bring my- 
self hither) come; also without the reduplicating év, e.g. 
Oa taxéyKov, 2. €. Oa rox EyKov; whence comest thou ?— 
4. “Eoécov evoioxw, perf. égpaika evonka, where there 
appears a trace of the obscure pronunciation of H = AI. 

ll, B, ®. 

1. Tlagtov Zo xomar, no doubt from the primitive form 
iw, whence tagiwyv. The plural of tov, viz. ievre and ivre, 
points to eiue. Thus apiovpém, plur. rapisvtepgupe or 
rapwwrepéupe.—2. Bov Boaw I shout, pres. Boupévi or évt- 
Bod, subj. 2av BaiZov BaiZepe, where a compressed Bodlw = 
makes its appearance ; perf. ¢Gaxa for éSoaxa, pluperf. 
tuatxou Baté—3. Priov wrbw, perf. épxva, aor. épxvaa, 

imperf. dxice, pxboere; Compare oloere and the like in 
Homer for otcare—4. PoCovpevepér. poBowvmar, _ perf. 

épooaua, founded upon puCavw (poodvov) ; comp. piZa 
Homer, and guZavw Hesych.: partic. pooaré, aor. subj. 
éav pocalov.—5. Piyou getyw, subj. va aa poceos, 

gue, perf. epvyxa. 

K, T, X. 
1. Keavw, modern Greek mavw I grasp, perf. éxaxa, 

aor. éxiaca, subj. édv Kidcov, pass. Kiavoumeveoém, perf. 
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éxama, partic. katé, xrara.—2. Kivov wivw, perf. tyxika 
for értxa, ék being thiekened into zyx, and thereby sup- 
plying the place of the reduplication, which is alien to 
Tzakonic ; 2nd person éyxfZeoe, aor. subj. éav xlov st babam, 
which leads back to kov Ewcov and to the primitive form 

wiw.—3. Kewov mecvo, subj. gav kewvdov, perf. éxeevaxa.— 
4. KAsiov kAsiw I shut, perf. éxAeixa, pass. éxAciua, part. 

kAsoré, KAgtoTd.—5. Kisov rio, subj. éav Kydov, Kyuaeoe, 
Kyat, dv Kyau, are, ave, perf. éxyua for éxyaka, pass. 

ékyuovupa, part. kwouré, which is to be regarded as wnpure, 
since it carries the syllable ov, contracted from aov, into 

the perfect, contrary to analogy ; aor. subj. gav kipafov.— 
6. Kpépov kXAémrw, aor. Expepa, subj. éav xpéeLou, perf. 
éxpé3a, and pass. éxogua, part. kpepré, koepra.—7. KobZou 

krAbCw I wash, perf. ékpva, pass. ékpvua, part. kpuré, Kourd, 

founded upon the old xcptov (7Abw for rAbvw).—8. Tedov 

vyeAaw, perf. zyeaxa. In the passive the root assumes SK, 
yeaokoupevepeve perf. éyedoua, particip. yearé and yeara.— 
9. Twvoupevepéve yivouar, and from the root TA, which 
appears in yéyauev and yeyaasu, but with N instead of I, 

perf. pass. évaua, évarepe, évare, plur. évapal, évarare, évarai, 

aor. subj. valov, vabinpe, valH, plur. vaovue, vabnre, va- 

Gov, a softening, no doubt, of yevvafov, yvafov (compare 
natus, prognatus, derived from gennatus).—10. XaipexiZou, 
modern Greek yarperifw I greet, aor. yarpexioa, subj. yarpe- 

kisov, perf. 2yaipéxa, from the stem yarpé, which leads up 
to XAIPEQ, extant in keyapnka. 

T; “A;"'@. 

1. Tatyov, I stand up, probably ateew, which had 
thrown off its T; perf. éraixa, aor. subj. 2av raov, rape, 
rai, pl. tame, rare, ravi, where vy recurs as in aeaw, 

doafovm, under similar circumstances of accentuation and 

effect. So likewise Zam, of which hereafter—2. Aaicov 
(Saiw) I set on fire, as if from the more full form AAIZAQ ; 

perf. 2daixa and édaxa, 2aZepe, 2aZe, plur. @dxape, EOaKare, 

¥ix 
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2oaxai.—3. Aevoupevepéve Sbvamat, in which E has been 
assumed in the place of Y, and A lies concealed in the 
contraction. Hence the perf. devaua, aor. subj. gav devabo. 
—4, Aisov and diov (AIAOQ) didwps, subj. gav didov and 

éav vidov, the A assimilating itself to the foregoing v, éav 
wonpe, von, aor. subj, zav dov, Sipe, dt, plural dovpe, diz, 

dovve, perf. eovKa, 2do0vZepe, etc.—5. Ovpodxov, modern 

Greek Ouudvw, subj. av Puuodv, which may be from Oupos- 
xov, though it may also be a relic of the primitive form 
OYMOQ. Perf. 2upyovxa, perf. pass. e#vpovpa, partic. 
Ouyouré and Oupourd. 

=, Z, T2X. 

1. Zirrov wimzw, formed by contraction of AQ, compare 
metavvupe; perf. éira for 2Zuraxa, 2Zirdepe, eZiraZe, plur. 

eCirakape, éCirakare, éCirakat, Subj. va Zirdxov, CiraZepe, ete. 

—2. Skorobvov, modern Greek oxordévw I kill, perf. éoxov- 

ToUKa, Pass. éoxovrovua, part. oKxovrouré, aor. subj. éay 
oxovtov0ov.— 3. XItpobvov crowvvumt, perf. éorpouka, perf. 

pass. éorpovpa, part. atpouré, stpovra.—4. Zov from Zaov, 
that is, w being exchanged for Z, waw the modern Greek 
abbreviation of iwayw I go; subj. va Zaov, Cape, Zai, 
plur. va Zapev, Zare, Zav, perf. #Zaxa, *laepe, etc.— 

5. Toyov for toxovyov towyw, subj. éav roxov, perf. 
éraxouKa, pass. éroxouua, subj. taxovfov, part. toxouré, 

TOXOUTA. 

M, N. 

1. MBatvov avaBaivw, perf. tuBatxa, euPatlepe.— 
2. Mrevaxov ato@Oviokw, or rather the modern Greek 

teQavw for aroAavw, N supplanting ©, and K taking the 
place of N in the termination, as in Oupovcov ; perf. ée- 
yaxa.—3. Mafaivov pavOavw, perf. guafica, aor. subj. 
gav paov, pdbepe, pads, plur. pabeue, pabere, paloi.— 

4. NipiZov yvwpifw, with an attenuating modification of 
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yvw into NI, as before vaBov for yvafov. In the passive 
it takes ox instead of ¢ (comp. ytyveoKw), viproxoupeve- 
pévi, aor. vipioa, Subj. éav vipicov, pert. évipixa, aor. pass. 
subj. av vioicPov.— 5. Niov axodw. Its contraction from 

viaov is manifested by subj. éav waov, perf. évraxa, perf. 
pass. évrovma, partic. waré and wara, so that it is probably 
connected with aiw.—6. Nigpouv vimrw, perf. évia, pass. 
éviua, aor. subj. gav vipOov, part. vipré, vipa. 

§ 12. Specimens of Phraseology. 

l. THE LORD’S PRAYER. 

> ? U e 

Agéivya' vapou 7’ Eat" ’¢ rov® ovpavé. Na Eve ayiaoré 
Q ~ 

TO OvovpavTt, va porn a PBacireavTt, va vaby 7d OeAn- 

pavte adv ‘tov ovpavé Epov’ Ci ’rav iyh. Tov avée 
x > ? 6 ol , i , \ oe 4 \ , TOV émlovclov’ Ot vauwov vi' oapepE, CE Ape vapou Ta xple 
/ ~~ ~~ 

vayov Kafod Cé Evi tupadivte rod ypeoudedire vapov, Zé 
\ ‘ , > - 9 4 AAA G DN , - pn va pepilepe Euobvave ’¢ Ketpacud, adda éAcvsépov vayou 

amo TO Kakd. 

1 agévrnc, mod. Gr. lord. = ? @’ éot is mov Eot, and mov mod. 
Gr. is used in current discourse instead of 6 d7rotoc. $'¢ ror, 

mod. Gr. tic roy, for tv tw, N being added on account of the following 

vowel. 4 gay, mod. Gr. for we dy, i.e. Sorep. 5 &Zpov, 

mod. Gr. érZt, so too, pov is a contraction of p’ ody: alfo nun aud, so for- 

sooth also. 6 The language cannot express the idea conveyed by rov 

értovowoyv: the word, however, is understood from its use in the Lord’s 

Prayer. 7 4. &. give us it. 

2. The Woman and the Hen. 
, ~ IZ >? , 4 1 ¢ 0 , 7 Nia youvaika xnoa Exa via kérta' Grou Kkanuépa Exe 

we e > 22 »” ~ x” OL \ 7 = “ yevvova Eva avyd*. "Ext vopioa av wot tav KétTa TacyXE 
kplot Sa yevvder SuBodat® Kar’ apepa, Ge vi eumote’. 
> A > ~ 

AdXa a KérTa amd 76 Tacyouv TaxoV dev zumopiZe® wAia 
SX va yevvay kavéva avy. 

1 «érta, mod. Gr. hen. 2 abyo, mod. Gr. egg. 3 duBodai, 
mod. Gr. dvoBoraic twice. 4 vi it, éumoile, ézroinos. 5 déy 

éumropife, mod. Gr. déy éumdpice could not. 
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3. The Dog and his Image.in the Water. 
a... O. ~ > A Q Q \ . , 1 4 ~ 

Ileo0v éva Kove avo TO TOTaUO pe TO Kplé ¢ TO TOUMA 
xX ~ / » ict A 50 ” , _ 

re: 0p0Uv TacoV TO VO TO vakOUoye ot. Eke voutCov 7rOU 
A 7 ¢ , ”? AAA ~ 2 aE ” , >) 4 

Ta KaTW OpovpEeve EKL AAAE KOVE T EKL EXOU KLE C TO 
~ id ? ~ . > , ‘ x = \ ¢ lif roupa, Tore agile TO aAnOivd, dia va Tape TH Sootmeve, 
SF oS i > A ‘\ ~ , 

kat éke Ge awd Ta oovo OTEPOUTE. 

1 rdoov therein, from ra tow, racov rd vo for rdcov ’¢ rd vo within 

the water. 

HISTORICAL PART. 

In the historical part of his Essay, the author 
begins by exposing the error of Kopitar, in sup- 

posing the Tzakonic tongue to be of Sclavonic 

origin, an error connected with that greater error of 

another German author (Fallremeyer), who imagines 
that the modern Peloponnesians are entirely of 

Sclavonic descent. To M. Thiersch’s observations on 
this question, we may add the powerful argument 

derived from the proportion between the Greek and 

Sclavonic names of places in the Moréa, of which 

there are ten of the former to one of the latter. 

Tzakonia' was probably neither more nor less exempt 

from Sclavonic mixture than other parts of the 

peninsula; though it certainly is remarkable that: 

the Sclavonic mati for mother should be employed 

by some of the Tzakonians, together with pava and 
untépa, the usual Roman words, as mati is never 

heard with that meaning in other parts of Greece, 
unless very near the Bulgarian frontier. As to the 

’ The more vulgar accentuation of this name is on the last 

syllable—Tzakonia, according to a common Romaic corruption 
of the termination ia, 
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names Kastanitza, Sidinia, Prast6, adduced by Ko- 

pitar as Sclavonic names, the first is derived from its 
chestnut woods, with a termination adopted, indeed, 

from Sclavonic, but naturalized and extensively em- 

ployed in Romaic from an early time. The second 

name is not Sidinia, but Sitena (Sfreva), or as writ- 

ten by Phranza Ziravac. By the same author Prasto 
is written Ilooacraov, a name derived, perhaps, from 

the place having originally been a suburb of Réonda, 

or rather of the more ancient town which stood on 

the same site. 

M. Thiersch, having disposed of the Sclavonic 

origin of the dialect of Tzakonia, proceeds to 

remark that 

From modern Greek is derived the use in Tzakonic of 
many words not current among the ancients, which have 
been adopted into the modern language, such as mavou, 
TLAVvW, VTOXpPEOvKOU, UTOXpPEsvH, DupodKouv, Ouvudvw, and in 

the specimens given above adévya, 1. e. apevrne, mod. Gr. 
lord, master for father, Cover xipioc, with the same meaning, 

’¢ tov for év r@, Sov for bdaic, adyé for adv, dvoPodrai, 

kaveva, we for pera, dra va: still the nucleus of the lan- 
guage preserves its integrity in spite of these foreign 
accessions ; nay, more, it modifies what it borrows from 

modern Greek, in accordance with its own laws for shaping 
syllables and words, so that it transforms them to the very 

core, changing va mwapev into va Zapev, kbptog pov into 
Cover pr, miavw into Kidvov, diocknthe, a word recently 

borrowed, into Zoccnra, and ri rota nothing, into Citra. Far 

then from sinking by its immixture of modern Greek into 
a kind of medley or patois, Tzakonic displays in these 
modifications the power of subjecting to its own laws, and 
assimulating to its own nature, such foreign materials as it 

cannot dispense with,—a power which may be regarded as 
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the fashioner as well as the preserver of language, and as a 

token that the idiom in which it prevails is instinct with 
individual life. In short, these preliminary observations, 
far from being unfavourable to Tzakonic, tend greatly to 
countenance the conjecture that we have here a form of 
language of remote descent and peculiar kind. 

In directing our attention to the peculiarities of the ~ 
language, we shall observe, in the first place, that it 
retains in current use a host (ein Schatz) of ancient 

Greek words, very long extinct in common Greek. Thus 
we have still surviving in Tzakonic, with slight altera- 
tions, apiorov, apovpa, For~oc, ddWv, bvoc, Bow, Dewew, 
dow, &c. ; besides many words, the ancient Hellenic shape 
of which can no longer escape us now, that we have 
got an insight into the Tzakonic system of exchanging 
sounds, such as Pdroxe, raxixa, Ooyov, apovyka, etc." To 
this head belong also remains of old methods of pro- 
nunciation, for instance, that of open az instead of the 

vulgar @, édat ka, from daiw, éuPaixa, from éuBaiv, 

and the like. There is one particular in which we find 

not only antiquity, but a correspondence with the more 
delicate usages of the ancients, namely, in the adverbs, 

with the neuter plural of the article, racov, ra Eow, within, 

Tavov, t.é@ ta advw, above; likewise, neuters plural used 

adverbially, sometimes alone, rayia, 2. e. raxéa, from rayte 
quickly, soon, that is, in the morning ; sometimes with the 
article, ¢. 9. rapyé, 7. e. ra apy late, that is, in the evening. 
There are even some traces of the connexion of adverbial 

* Considering Dr. Thiersch’s “ residence in the mountains of 
Tzakonia, and his prolonged inquiries at Nauplia in 1832,” it is 
to be regretted that he has not supplied us with a larger cata- 

logue of the ‘host of ancient Greek words extinct in Romaic.” 

Even of those here enumerated, and in p. 311 seq., there are 

several not unknown to the Romaic tongue, as dco, R. dedvruwyr, 

Bod (pia Bo&ca une criarde), Vewod. In truth, Hellenic words, 

not found in any other part of Greece, are not very numerous in 
Tzakonia. 
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forms with prepositions, e.g. cdvraya synonymous with 
raxia, compare oby ddw or the common perérera: and in 
this way adjective pronouns are used adverbially in the 
genitive feminine, as amd Covac; whence? When we take 

into consideration these ancient forms of words and adver- 
bial expressions, we may regard Tzakonic as on the same 
footing with the dialects of other districts, where the 
herdsmen and husbandmen in particular, employ a greater 
number of ancient Greek words than are to be found 
in the ordinary language of Greece. Such is the case 
in the larger islands, for instance, in the mountain vil- 

lages of Naxos, even in the interior of Corfu, where no 
little Hellenic is discoverable in the speech of the pea- 
sants, the representatives of the ancient inhabitants, and, 
especially, among the bleak and rugged crags of Icaria, 
which afford only pasture for goats, and scanty crops of 
barley ; and where the inhabitants, secured from molesta- 
tion by their poverty, have descended in direct lineage 
from the Hellenic aborigines of the island, and have re- 
tained in form, dress, manners, and also in language, much 

of what belonged to their forefathers. 
But that which, above all, gives Tzakonic a closer affinity 

than the vulgar tongue to the ancient Greek, is its rich 
infusion of Doricisms. Not only is Doricism certain in 
the article a, rac, rav, in the pronouns, e. g. Zoia, Gorag, in 

the stem as apépa, oduepe, and in words of Tzakonic 
analogy, as yrovya, Yuyxh, TpovTra rpm’, but A subsists 
in full force in those parts of verbs in which common 

" Tpovra in many parts of Greece is more common than 
Tourn, and the same may be said of some other Doric sounds 

occurring in Tzakonia, which may equally be found in some of 

the other secluded parts of Greece. The change of the Hellenic 
o or w into the Romaic ov is one of the most common conversions 

or corruptions of the modern dialect. It is not to be disputed, 
however, that the Greeks of Mount Parnon retain more nume- 

rous vestiges of the Doric dialect than are to be found in any 

other of the more secluded districts of Greece. 
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Greek admits H, as in éGaxa from Goaxa, éxetvaxa from 
Tevaw, «kya for kysaxa, compare retina, likewise édaxa 
and dédna. Thus also from karaaue come kaa and 
causa, 2. e. katafsa0, and érevaxa is TéOyyKa. 

If we ascend further in antiquity, and extend our 

researches to that form of language, which was developed 
previously -to the Doric, in the epic songs which have 
come down to us, we shall here too not fail to meet with 

similarities of usage. With the lengthening of o in 
Tovua otopa compare the vovooe (vdcoc) of Homer, and 
the use of OY instead of Y in youvatka, tpovwa, &c., with 

ciAhAovBa for ciAfAvSa; but, above all, the undeveloped 

forms of nouns of the first declension, wpogijra and Zonta, 

with jira, imméra, and the E of the aor. imper. e. g. 
pxboete wrvcare With the Homeric olcere for oicate. We 
may also remark the keeping open of A in the subjunctive 
of contracted verbs va yevvaov, va kysaov, and the elision 

of whole syllables, e.g. 7d ya for yaAa, like de for dépa, 
kot for korn. 

But behind these stands in far more remote antiquity 
the oldest Doric, such as it is presented to us by Aristo- 
phanes, in the mouths of the Laconians. Here, too, there 
occurs an almost complete parallelism in the dropping of 
= between OY and A, and if we reflect that in Tzakonic 

OY in fact takes the place of Q, then 2kAtwwa poa, which 
in Tzakonic would be écAuova pova, will bear as close a 
resemblance to the latter as can possibly subsist between 
two forms of language. The analogy thus established is 

corroborated by wapoéve, “Acavaio., where & is substi- 

tuted for 0, and tuviwuee for vuvéwuev (c instead of =), 
with which we may compare the Tzakonic xpie, koiac, évvia 
for évvea. 

Professor Thiersch then calls attention 

to those simple forms, standing in nearer relation to their 
roots, which this language displays, whilst all known Greek 
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possesses only the enlarged and deduced forms. To this 
class belongs 6 to the water, where the Greek téwe passed 
through a compound stem; 6 Bpéxo the rain, standing in 
immediate contact with Boéxw, whilst Bpoxh presupposes 
the lengthening of Bozy into Beoyé, and thus also koépou 
and vipou with primitive stems, whilst a T has crept into 
kAém7w and vimrw; so likewise giyou where getyw has 
taken up an ¢, aBpayou (comp. aprayn) whilst in dgTwaZw 
y has been supplanted by 2—To the same high antiquity 
belong, above all, the undeveloped forms of the second 
declension, which, in the progressive development of the 
language, took E as the characteristic that stamped the 
stem as a noun: as in German, from gut, der gute, so from 

kaX, 6 kaXé, 6 éxOpé, 6 odpavé, etc.—this extends even to 
words subsequently received into the third declension, e. g. 
Boroxe PBdrpve: with the Tzakonic Umlaut, we have 
acvoyé 1. €. adpé, adode large, adoyioeoe larger, and macys, 

macxa, a word which indicates the neuter by O, racyou, 

and thereby enters the lists of those forms out of which were 

subsequently developed the terminations oc, n, ov. Besides 
these terminations in O there appear others, e. g. 6 dvo, 
6 vouo, 6 codd, which are to be regarded either as weak- 
enings or as first attempts at the formation of the nomina- 
tive in oc. The analogy is as definite as that of the first 
declension of nouns in A instead of H=; but whilst some 

forms at least of the latter have been preserved in written 
Greek by the epic rhythm, no trace of the other analogy 
has passed into written Greek, and the forms in E have 
remained in use solely for the vocative, the original twin of 
the nominative, as which it has also maintained itself in the 

first declension in A, in relation to the Homeric imméra, 

vegeAnyeoéra. By these phenomena, antecedent to all 
written Greek, we are thus in a measure carried back to 

an ante-hellenic period. 

As it is evident that Greeks and Italians have 
arrived at similar results by the elision of final 
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consonants, it became necessary to the Professor to 

show that 

we must not hastily decide those forms of case to be 
corruptions, but that we are to look upon them, where 
there are no special reasons to the contrary, as unde- 
veloped cases of a primitive tongue. This is made very 

clear by the uniformity of the nominative and genitive, 
a x@oa, Ta xwpa, 6 ToXTa, Tow woXira, Plur. of roXirat, 

gen. tov moAtra, etc., and the whole inflection of 6 Bow 

(from 6 Bde) 6 Pov, rov Bov, TH Pov, Tov Bova, Pl. oi 
Bove, rou (ove, etc., where we see that the language has 
developed but three forms ; so likewise 6 pv Tzakonic 6 
pnvoc, TOV pnvé, TH pyri, Tov pihva, where the dative 

and accusative have arrived at their full growth, whilst 
the nom. and the gen. are still in embryo, as well as all the 
plural. Thus the formation of the cases is, on the whole, 
but rudimentary, and is in the lowest stage of development 
in the plural. On the other hand, there is no mistaking 
the fact that 6 iépoura, a toxixa, a youvatka, 6 Tova 

(78a) follow the analogy of modern Greek, which often 
employs the accusative form for the nominative, if, indeed, 

there be not possibly here a relic of an ancient principle of 

structure, as seems to be indicated by the forms 6 rarépac, 
6 PBaciréac, which can neither be regarded as accusatives 

singular, nor as corruptions, such are the completeness and 
the definiteness of their forms. 

But for this curious part of the Essay, I must 

refer the reader to the ingenious original, which 

terminates as follows :— 

Before we close the philological part of this treatise, 
we must take a nearer view of the constitutional law of 
formation of the Tzakonic tongue itself. To languages - 
belongs the character either of inherent guttwral concision, 
or of labial softness: the former is the genius of the rude, 
unfashioned, full and strong, the mountain tongues; the 
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latter, of the soft dialects affecting richness of tone and 
plasticity, belonging to the inhabitants of the plains and 
the dwellers by the sea. Now it is plain under which of 
these two classes Tzakonic falls. It is intensely, and still 
more decidedly than common Greek, disposed to softness 
and richness of vocalization; and the language in the mouth 
of Tzakonians produces upon the first attentive hearing the 
impression of a soft melody. This proceeds from the open- 
ing of syllables closed in common Greek, for which reason 
the closing consonants v and ¢ do not make their appear- 

ance,—from the rejection of the weak middle sounds, e. g. 
Zéa, Oéov, diov instead of ZéAAa, OZ\w, didSov,—and from the 
lengthening of the sounds thus rendered open, wova for 
766a,—tfrom the softening of the harsher combinations of 
consonants, ¢.g. aBpayou for apTafw, wevepiZw for yrwpiZw, 
aPBoapa for aBoaypa, éyoapua for éypauzua,—tfrom the length- 
ening of Y into OY, rpovra, youvaixa preferably in the case 
of harder sounds Yiovya, xriovrov. The full sound of =X 
for = in wacxe and the adoption of TX instead of TP are 
to be imputed to the same tendency to softness, to which 
such a combination as TP is too harshly offensive. 

To sum up the result of all our foregoing remarks on 
Tzakonic, it is clear that we have in it a language which 
differs from common Greek, particularly in the structure 
of the pronouns and the substantive verb, and in the 
personal inflection of verbs, too widely to admit of its being 
a dialect of that language, and that this tongue is con- 
nected indeed with the modern Greek, the common ancient 

Greek, the Doric, the epic, and the ancient Laconic dialects ; 

but that it also diverges from them, and refers in certain 
essential forms to a language wherein the origines of 
Greek, Latin, and of German, are found. 

This language M. Thiersch supposes to have been 
the Pelasgic, which seems indeed the only mode of 

accounting for some of the grammatical peculiarities 
of the Tzakonic, such as the forms of the present 
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and imperfect tenses; for there is nothing similar in 

the old Peloponnesian, as indicated by inscriptions 
or by the fragments of that language which have 

been preserved by Aristophanes and Thucydides. 

The Professor then inquires into the history of the 

Tzakones, in illustration of his conclusions as to 

their language. This people (he observes) is men- 

tioned by two of the Byzantine historians, Nice- 

phorus Gregoras and George Pachymeres. 

Nicephorus Gregoras relates in his Byzantine History 
(lib. iv. p. 58. ed. Paris, p.49 B. ed. Ven.) that Michael Paleeo- 
logus, when he had driven the Latins out of Constantinople, 
and soon after from Eubcea, equipped a fleet of sixty 
triremes, and manned it chiefly with Gasmulians (Ex 
te GAAwv kal yévove tov T'acuovAuKov). The Gasmulians, 
he says, were reared at once in Roman (Byzantine-Greek) 
and Latin habits: from the Romans they derived the 
faculty of engaging in fight with prudence and forethought 
(éoxeupévwe), whilst boldness (76 e¥roAuov) was their gift 
from the Latins. Besides these men there was a body of 
marines under arms, Laconians, recently procured by the 
emperor from Peloponnesus, and called in the common 
corrupt tongue TZdakwvec. (Suvqv 62 rovroe xat oToaTOC 

év tote dmAoie Badarrioc, Aadxwvec appre mpooerABdvrec &k 

IeAoTovvjcov 7m BactrEd ode H Kovy Tapagbeipaca yAwo- 
ca TZdkwvac petwvdpuacev.) The account given by Georgius 
Pachymeres (Hist. lib. iv. p. 209, ed. Rom. p. 173 D. ed. 

Venet.) is nearly to the same effect, but contains a few 
more circumstantial elucidations. The Gasmuli, he says, 

were dispersed through the city (of ava rhv woAw 
TacpovAor). They were dryeveic, that is to say, born o 

Romaic (Greek) women by Latin fathers, and belonged 
to that medley of foreign or Frankish races that had 
founded the Latin throne in Byzantium. They were 

avopec veavikol Tac bpmac, Kal Tac wooAuputa¢g Aapvorikol, 
men of youthful daring, and greedy of booty ; there were 
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likewise dAAot re wAsioro xk TOV Aaxwrvwrv, ove kat TZakw- 

vag mapapbeipovreg EAEyov, ovc Ek te Mopéov kal Tov 

SuriK@y psowy dua piv woAAove Gua OF Kal paxipovg dua 

yuvaél Kal réxvorce sic KovoravriwdroAw = petukiGev 6 

Koarov. Here then we learn that the Tzakonians were in 
great numbers in the aforesaid fleet, that they were war- 
like men, that they were from the Moréa, and that they 
had been transported to Constantinople with their wives 
and children. 

Pachymeres, in mentioning the western parts, seems to 
point to the Mainote country on the Gulf of Calamata; but 
the term Western is used by the Byzantine writers, not for 
the purpose of more specifically denoting a part of the 
Moréa, but with reference to Byzantium as a general desig- 
nation of regions to the west of that city: in connexion with 
the Moréa, therefore, it is only a general epithet. Imme- 
diately after this we are told that the emperor, convinced 
that Byzantium could only be maintained by acquiring com- 
plete mastery of the seas, collected robust and able seamen 
and rowers all along the coasts, ravrayov twv Kar alyia- 
Aotve ywowy, and took them into his service. Michael 

Paleologus reigned from 1262 to 1283; the expedition to 
the Moréa took place in 1264: it is therefore about the 
middle of the thirteenth century that the name of the 
Tzakonians emerged from obscurity as that of a maritime, 
numerous, and brave people. 

Is it not more likely that both these Byzantine 

authors alluded to the Maniates, who were a mari- 

time and a piratical people? whereas the Tzakones 

were and still are cultivators cf the land, pastors, and 

traders; preserving, indeed, the brave independent 

character common to the mountaineers of Greece, 

but by no means resembling the Tzakones of Con- 
stantinople in the 13th century, or their companions 
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the Gasmuli, who recommended themselves to 

Michael Palzeologus as daring seamen, likely to be 
useful to him in his projected expedition for the 

recovery of Greece. It may be difficult perhaps to 

attach a precise idea to the words of Pachymer, &« 

te Mopiov kat tov dutikwy peowv, but we can hardly 

confine their import to the north-eastern part of 

Laconia ; for it is evident from the anonymous Me- 

trical Chronicle of the Wars of the Franks in the 
Moréa in the 13th century, that Tzakonia had then 
a much wider signification. Even as late as the 
beginning of the 18th century we find the Venetians 

applying the name Zaccunia to all the ancient 
Laconia, including Mani. There remains, therefore, 

the strongest reason to believe that the Aaxwvec or 

TZaxwvec mentioned by Pachymer and Gregoras con- 

sisted chiefly of Maniates. We may add, that an 
ancient language is much more likely to be preserved 

among secluded mountaineers than among a people 

of adventurous seamen. 

It was not until three centuries later than the 

time of Michael Palzologus, that the Tzakones 
became known to the learned of Europe as speak- 

ing a dialect different from other Greeks. Stephen 

Gerlach, who in the year 1574 was attached to 
the embassy sent by the Emperor Maximilian II. 

to Constantinople, wrote as follows to his friend 

Martin Crusius: “Omnes (Greci) quorumcumque 

locorum se intelligunt, exceptis lonibus qui in Pelo- 
ponneso inter Naupliam et Monembasiam quatuor- 

decim pagos inhabitantes antiqua lingua, sed multi- 
fariam in grammaticam peccante, utuntur, qui gram- 
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maticé loquentem intelligunt, vulgarem vero linguam 
minimé. Hi Zacones vulgo dicuntur’.” 

Gerlach, however, not having obtained his inform- 

ation in the Peloponnesus, is not entitled to much 

confidence ; and his remark, that the Tzd4kones un- 

derstood the ancient and not the modern Greek, 

seems to be nothing more than such an exaggerated 
report of the preservation of ancient forms or words 

in Tzakonia, as the traveller often encounters in 

parts of Greece distant from that district. So remote 

is it from the truth, that the Tzakones, instead of 

deriving assistance in a knowledge of Hellenic from 

their own dialect, remain among the most unlettered 

of the Morei'tes. But the designation of Jones, 
which Gerlach gives to the Tzakones, is very curious 
as agreeing with Herodotus, who states, that of 

the seven nations inhabiting the Peloponnesus, 

the Cynurii and Arcadians had never changed 

their abode, and that the Cynurii alone were 

Tonians*. M. Thiersch accordingly discovers traces 

of Zonism in the Tzakonic, in the softness and attenu- 

ation of the forms, in the elision and lapses of the 

consonants, the amplification of the vowels, the 

separation of the diphthongs, and in several cases 

the re-opening of the contraction, as in the subjunc- 

tive gay yevvan, eav ivan, &c.; in the avoiding of 

closed terminations, as o ovo for o ovoc, ypapoue for 

yeapousc, resembling the open termination in the 

mouth of the Pseudartabas in Aristophanes, ov Anyu 

1M. Crusii Turco-Grecia, p. 489. 
2 ot d& Kuvovoit, adroyOovec édvrecg, dokéovor povvor eivau 

"Iwvec. Herodot. 8, 73. 

Z 
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Xpvco xavvorpwxr ‘Taovav'. Tonic, therefore, accord- 
ing to M. Thiersch, was the original dialect of 
Cynuria, and the Tzakonic is its descendant; the 

Dorisms found in the latter being merely adven- 
titious, and having been added to the original Tonic 

in consequence of the position of Cynuria, surround- 

ed by the Dorians of Laconia and Argeia. “But,” 

adds M. Thiersch, “not only is the Ionian of this 
language very peculiar and associated with Doric 

materials, but behind both there may be detected 
analogies and formations more ancient than Ionism 

and Dorism, and we may say, beyond all Greek with 

which we are acquainted by writing or tradition. 
The Cynurian [onic is no derivative, no branch of 

any other Ionic dialect, nor of the Achaico-Epie, 
nor of the Attic, nor of the Ionic of-Asia, but an 

original stock, sprung directly from the fountain- 

head, and more consistent than the others, because 

it has neither been committed to writing nor has 

undergone development and polish,—the two means 

through which languages chiefly suffer alteration. 
That most peculiar and antique personal inflection 

which opens to us a glimpse of the internal growth 

and structure of the tongue, is no where found in 
any ancient Hellenic dialect, but carries us back to a 

time when Greek of every denomination and Latin 

flowed from a common source, and presupposes a 

great parent-tongue from which both languages de- 

scended, namely, the Pelasgic.” 

' Acharn. 104. 
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VoL. ii. p. 510. 

Réonda (ra ‘Péovra) derives its name apparently 

from its standing at the sources of the chief branch 

of the river of St. Andrew. On the eastern side of the 
hill of Réonda is the plain of Paleakhéra, watered 

by a stream flowing from south to north -into 

a katavothra. Mr. Finlay describes the chasm as so 
deep and abrupt that it is impossible to descend into 

it without ropes. A body of water is heard flowing 

below. The emissary is supposed by the natives to 
be in the sea between Ai Andhréa and Tyré. There 
are some ancient foundations near the entrance of 

the chasm. 

VoL. ii. p. 512. 

From the Supplement to vol. ii. p. 492, the 
reader will have understood that I no longer adhere 

to the opinion given in vol. ii. p. 510, that “the 

route of Pausanias led through the pass of Kasta- 
nitza’;” though I still consider that Kastanitza and 

its surrounding district formed, together with those 

of Platano and Sitena, the territory of the ancient 

Eva. The boundaries of Cynuria being well defined 
by the summits of Parnon and the rivers of Luku 

and Ai Andhréa, which embrace it on every side 

except that of the sea; and the respective positions 

of the territories of Thyrea, Anthene, and Neris 

' The observations in vol. ii. pp. 523, seq., founded upon this 

supposition, will require, therefore, to be cancelled. 

ZZ 
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being clearly indicated by the ruins of those cities, _ 

there remains no portion of the country which can 

be assigned to Hva, except that around Platano, 

Sitena, and Kastanitza. The exact site of Eva 

may hereafter, perhaps, be determined by the dis- 

covery of. some Hellenic remains. Stephanus has 
described a town of Argolis, named Eungeea, as in- 

habited by Cynurii', and he places Eva in Arcadia. 

In neither of these is he supported by any other 

writer; but Eva of Cynuria may perhaps have been 

the place intended in both instances, and his error 
may have been partly caused by there having been a 
Cynuria in Arcadia’? as well as in Argolis. A coin 

of the Achzan League, proving that Eva once 
formed a part of that confederacy*, is of no service ~ 

on this question, further than as it shows the im- 

portance of Eva, in which it agrees with Pausanias, 
who describes Eva as the greatest of the Cynurian 

towns, and here alone makes mention of a temple *. 
If the river of Luku be the Zanus, the Kani, or 

at least its western branch, may have been the river 

Charadrus which Statius describes as flowing in 
a long valley near Neris’; for this river rises in the 
heights near the ruins, which I have supposed to be 

those of Neris. 

1 Evvai. ... ore Kat morte “Apyoug Evvaia, iv @KOUY 

Kuvovpio. Stephan. in v. ? Pausan. Arcad. 27, 3 (4). 
* Mionnet, Médailles Ant. Supp. iv. p. 9. 
* roirn O€ Eva, peylorn rev kwpoy Kat icody ToXepoxparove 

éorly év ravrn. Corinth. 38, 6. 

* Queeque pavet longa spumantem valle Charadrum 

Neris. Stat. Theb. 4, 46. 
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VoL. ii. p. 515. 

Having already remarked that the Herma, on the 
road from Thyrea to Sparta, which marked the junc- 

tion of the Tegeatis, Argeia, and Laconice, are to be 
placed between St. Peter’s and Arakhova, on some 

part of the ridge from whence flow, in three adverse 
directions, tributaries of the Alpheius, Tanus, and 

EKurotas, it will follow that the ancient remains at 

Marmara cannot be those of the temple of Jupiter 

Scotitas mentioned by Pausanias; but they appear 

to have been the ruins of a building of the same 

kind, standing probably on the line of another an- 
cient road, or that which led from Brasee and Eva 

towards Sparta. On this route it is observable that 
the forests are of fir, whereas those on the ancient 

road from Thyrea to Sparta were, according to 

Pausanias, of oak (Svc). Five centuries before his 

time a forest appears to have covered the western 

slopes of Parnon, almost as far as Sparta’. It is 

poorly represented at present by scattered trees, 
chiefly of ilex. 

VOL. ii. p. 522. 

From the extract of Pausanias wherein he de- 

scribes the situations of Caryze and Sellasia, we learn, 

that beyond the Herm, which marked the common 

boundary of Tegeatis, Cynuria, and Laconia, the e@eta 

or road from Thyrea to Sellasia and Sparta had, first, 

1 Polyb. 16, 37. Liv. 35, 30. Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 525. 
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the temple of Jupiter Scotitas to the left; secondly, 

a statue of Hercules with a trophy to the left; and, 

thirdly, Caryze to the right’. The only distance 

given by Pausanias is that of the temple of Jupiter, 
ten stades to the left of the road. We remain ig- 
norant of the distance from the Herme, and from 

each other of the three points where roads diverged 
from the main route, except that the turning to the 

Hercules was not far beyond that to the temple of 

Scotitas. We are equally uninformed of the dis- 
tance of Caryze from the main route, of the distance 

of the turning to Caryze from Sellasia, and of the dis- 
tance of Sellasia from Sparta. The important posi- 
tion of Sellasia, therefore, remains uncertain. The 

French Geographers have placed it at the Khan of 
Krevata in one of the principal passes on the modern 

route from Tripolitza to Mistra, where they remarked 

many vestiges on the height which incloses the 
valley on the south, and the remains of a sacellum 

~ \ ~ ~ © ~ 

* "Tove. d&€ amd rév ‘Eppa éoriv 6 rémoc ovrog mac dpvaey 
, fe aN ty ~ r , oN \ ~ ’ Thipyc’ TO O& dvopa TO Xwpiw UKoriray ov TO ovvExXec THY OévOpwY 

3 , > ‘ \ > , by , \ > > = 

éroinoev, adAa Zeve exixAnow Eoxe Bkorirac Kat early ev aAptorepg 
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Avécg. éravehOdvrwy dé évrevOer mpoehOovory Gdiyoy Kal TpareEtoty 
> 2 ? \ ot Zz. 2 e t \ , oe ae 

avOic é¢ aptorepav adyahpa éortvy ‘Hoak\éove Kat tpomatoyv* ava- 
~ M2 GE e Ce 4 e t \ ‘\ ~ . 

orihoa o& EXéyero ‘HpakAfjc awokretvac ‘Immoxdwyra Kat rove Taidac 
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vuugav éorivy ai Kapvat, kai adyadpa éornkey "Apréptdocg év 

iraibow Kapudridoc* xopove dé évratOa ai Aakedamoviwy map- 

Bévoe Kara Erocg iordou Kal éExrywpwoc avraic KabéornKey dpynorc* 

avaotpéWayre d& Kal Kara THY Aewhdpoy idvre épeimia Leddaoiac 
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near the road': but Iam still inclined to the opinion 

that Sellasia stood at the monastery of the Forty 

Saints; the peculiar situation of which relatively to 

the surrounding country, combined with the vestiges 

of antiquity which I there observed, prove it, no 

‘less than the Khan of Krevaté, to have been 

the site of a place occupying one of the most 

important military points in the approach to Sparta, 

and thus equally well adapted to be the posi- 

tion of WSellasia. No fortifications such as were 

common in other parts of Greece are to be traced 

either at the Forty Saints or at the Khan of 

Krevataé; but probably neither Sellasia nor Caryze 

was ever fortified. Sellasia was a ruin in the time 

of Pausanias, and Caryze nothing more than a temple 

of Diana, the scene of an annual festival. 

The geographical structure of the country, and 

the direction of the passes, leave no doubt that the 

ancient road from Tegea to Sparta coincided with 

the present route from Tripolitz’ to Mistra, on 

which the Khan of Krevataé is one of the resting- 

places. But there is reason to believe that Sellasia 

was not on the direct road from Sparta to Tegea, 

although it was certainly at no great distance from 

Sparta on one of the routes to the northward. When 

Titus Quinctius, in the year B.c. 195, marched from 

Argos against Nabis, tyrant of Sparta, he crossed 

Mount Parthenius, and, passing Tegea, (in the course 

of the second day’s march,) encamped on the third 

day at Caryee within the enemy’s territory’. Three 

1 Boblaye, Rech. Géogr. sur les Ruines de la Morée, p. 74. 

2 Liv. 34; 26. 
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years afterwards, Philopcemen, acting at the head 

of the forces of the Achzean League against Nabis, 
marched from Tegea to Caryse, moved forward from 

thence to Mount Barbosthenes, which was ten miles! 

from Sparta, and defeated Nabis near that place, 
between which and Sparta there was another strong 

position, called Pyrrhi Castra’. From these circum- 
stances we may infer that Caryz, Barbosthenes, and 

Pyrrhi Castra were in the direct road from Tegea to 
Sparta, and not Sellasia. Hence, also, the proba- 

bility arises, that the Khan of Krevata was the 
position of Carye, and that the height immediately 
southward of it was Mount Barbosthenes, its direct 

distance of six G.M. from Sparta agreeing with the 

ten M.P. by the road of Livy. 

The passes, in which the contest between Philo- 
poemen and Nabis occurred, are described by Livy 
as the ravine of a torrent, so narrow that the army 

of Philopcemen occupied a line of five miles, when 

it was met by Nabis between Barbosthenes and 

Pyrrhi Castra. This description is in agreement 

with the defile in which stands the Khan of Vurlia, 

and through which the modern road from Tripolitza 
to Mistra descends to the Hwrotas, and, after having 
crossed it, follows its right bank to Sparta®. On 
the day following his defeat, Nabis, fearing that his 

adversary would turn his position, and cut him off 

from Sparta, began to retreat; upon which Philo- 

* Probably eighty stades in Polybius, from whom Livy de- 

rived his narrative. 

? Liv. 35, 27. See Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 525. 

* Travels in Moréa, i. p. 125. 
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poomen attacked and defeated the enemy’s rear- 
guard, and threw all the retreating forces into such 

confusion, that great numbers of them threw away 

their arms, and took refuge in the woods on either 

side of the narrow way. From thence they endea- 
voured during the night, after passing the camp of 

Philopcemen, to gain Sparta by the two roads lead- 

ing to the gates of Barbosthenes and Phere. But 
Philopoemen, having foreseen this intention, had 

already occupied the two routes with his troops, 
who thus killed or captured so many of the enemy, 

that scarcely a fourth part of the army of Nabis 

escaped. Philopcemen then invested Sparta, and 

overran Laconia during thirty days. A comparison 
of this narrative with the map confirms the position 

which I have assigned to Caryze and Mount Barbo- 
sthenes, and leads to the probability that Pyrrhi 
Castra was at or near the junction of the Cinus 
and Eurotas, and that Vérria, as I before observed, 

stands on the site of Pherae’. 

Pyrrhi Castra we may presume to have been so 

named from having been the place of encampment 

of Pyrrhus of Epirus, when he besieged Sparta in the 
year B.c. 272, shortly before his death at Argos’. 

Tegea bears due north from Sparta; and the 
route from the one to the other was almost in 

a direct line. But Polybius, one of the best pos- 

sible testimonies on this question, expressly states 

' Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 515, note a. Béépoua was the Macedonian 

form of ®epat, and may have been the Laconian form also prior 
to the Doric conquest of Laconia. 

* Plutarch, Pyrrh. 26. Pausan. Attic. 13, 6. Lacon. 28, 3. 
Justin, 25, 4. 
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that Sellasia was to the north-eastward of Sparta '; 
and the same fact not less clearly appears from 

Xenophon, who relates that when Epaminondas 

invaded Laconia in the year B.c. 3869, he advanced 

from Sellasia to Thornax, which Pausanias places 

between Sellasia and Sparta’; and that soon after- 

wards the Thebans made their appearance before 

Sparta, separated only from the city by the Eurotas’. 
They seem evidently, therefore, to have approached 

Sparta from the eastward, or on the opposite bank 

to that on which Philopcemen invested the city. 

The route of Pausanias to Sparta tends to the same 

conclusion as to the situation of Sellasia: having 

entered Laconia, from Cynuria, at the Herme, he 
leaves Caryze, the frontier town of Laconia towards 

the Tegeatis, to his right, proceeds to Sellasia, and 

from thence by Thornax to Sparta. I conclude, 

therefore, that the road from the Thyreatis to Sparta, 

upon which Sellasia stood, lay wholly to the eastward 

of that from Tegea to Sparta; and that from the site 

of the Herme of the triple frontier, it passed near 
Barbitza and Basara to the Forty Saints. 

It is evident, on examining the map, that if a post 

at the Khan of Krevata was of the first importance 
on the road from Z'egea to Sparta, the position of 
the Forty Saints or Sel/asia was equally so on the 
route from the Thyreatis, Cynuria, and all the north- 

eastern extremity of Laconia. The geological struc- 

1 6 pév yap Evpwrac cal ra mepl rv Leddaciay xetrat rije 

Umrdprnc we mpoc rac Bepivac avarodac. Polyb. 16, 16. 

? Pausan. Lacon. 10, 10 (8). 

® Xenoph. Hellen. 6, 5, § 27. Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 143. 

a re 
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ture of the country shows a probability that at or 

near the position of the Forty Saints, the roads to 
Sparta from all the cities in those directions united, 

and we have a practical illustration of the fact in 

the position taken up by Cleomenes at Sellasia for 

the defence of Sparta, when expecting the approach 

of Antigonus from Argos. The Herme, on the 
route from Argos to Sparta by Zhyrea, having been 
near Arakhova, Antigonus naturally followed the 
branch of the Ginus which flows from Arakhova 

and Vrestené, and which unites with the other 

branch a little westward of the Forty Saints, there 

forming the single stream now called Kelefina, and 

anciently Ginus, which joins the Kurotas one mile 

northward of the bridge of Sparta. On arriving at 
the junction of the river of Vrestena, which I sup- 

pose to have been the Gorgylus, with the Ginus, he 
found himself in presence of Cleomenes, who, after 

having guarded and obstructed the other approaches 

to Sparta’, had entrenched his army on the two 

mountains rising from either side of the united river, 

along which led the road to Sparta; himself, with 

the Spartans, on Mount Olympus to the right, while 
his brother, Eucleidas, held Mount Eva to the left, 

with the periceci and auxiliaries. There was no place 
where Antigonus could have disposed his infantry 

but along the left bank of the Gorgylus; here, there- 

fore, he encamped, having his cavalry in the valley 
adjoining the junction of the rivers, where also was 

posted the cavalry of the enemy. Antigonus was 
superior in numbers by 8000, but this superiority 

* pvdrakaic Kai rappoic Kal dévdpwy éxkorraic. Polyb. 2, 65. 
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was more than compensated by the strength of the 
position of Cleomenes. Nevertheless, he was at- 
tacked and completely defeated by Antigonus, who 
was aided by three fortunate circumstances: 1. the 
promptitude of Philopcemen in attacking without 

orders the Lacedzemonian cavalry, which threatened 

to prevent the Illyrians, who formed the right wing 

of Antigonus, from advancing against Kucleidas; 2. 
the negligence of Eucleidas in allowing the Illyrians 

to attack him on the summit of Eva, instead of 

meeting them on the declivity; and, 3. the irresist- 
ible weight of the Macedonian phalanx in the final 

attack which they made upon the Spartans in the 
presence of the two kings upon Mount Olympus’. 

In addition to the preceding arguments in favour 

of placing Sed/asia at the Forty Saints, and not at 
the Khan of Krevataé, we ought not to omit the 

consideration, that the narrative of Polybius requires 

on the scene of the battle of Sellasia the junction 
of two rivers®; and that he describes the Gorgylus 
aS a worauoc: Whereas at the Khan of Krevata, 

although the river of Vrestena may be presumed to 
have been the Ginus, there is nothing but a very 

small torrent to represent the Gorgylus. 
It will follow from the placing of Sellasia at 

A‘ghii Saranda, and Carye at the Khan of Krevata, 
that the mountain marked Zhornax in the French 
map was not Thornax, but the southern extremity 

of Barbosthenes, and that the ruined temple observed 
by the French Surveyors on the heights, two miles 

’ Travels in Moréa, li. p. 526. 

? Polyb. 2, 65. Tr. in Moréa, 11. p. 527. 

: 
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to the N.E. of Sparta, is probably that of Apollo 
Pythaéus on Mount Thornax'’. 

On the summit, to the south of the Khan of Kre- 

vata, distant 14 G.m. south from thence, which I have 

supposed to be the ancient Mount Barbosthenes, the 
French map marks some “ Ruins:” these have been 

visited by Professor Ross, of Athens, who supposes 

them to be remains of Sellasia’. To this we may 
object, 1. That they are too distant from the valley 
at the Khan of Krevata, in which M. Ross, as well as 

the French geographers, suppose the battle of Sed/asia 

to have been fought. 2. That if these be remains 

of Sellasia, Carye must have stood to the north- 
westward of this site in the midst of the desert 
hills of Sczrztis, where not a single modern village 

occurs, nor any situation in which Caryze can with 

any degree of probability be placed. It is more 
likely that the ruins in question are those of Bar- 

bosthenes, which appears to have been a town or 

fortress, as well as a mountain, by its having given 

name to one of the northern gates of Sparta *. 

* Pausan. Lacon. 10, 10 (8).—The statue of Apollo Pythaéus 

resembled that of Apollo Amycleus, which was nothing more 
than a column of brass, between forty and fifty feet high, with 

a head, hands, and feet. The face was of gold; this gold had 

been presented to the Lacedemonians by Crcesus, and was 

intended for the statue at Thornax, but was applied to that of 

Amycle. MHerodot. 1,69. Athen. 6, 4. 

? Annali del’ Inst. di Corr. Archzeologica, vill. p. 15. 
* Duarum portarum que Pheras, queque Barbosthenem 

ferunt. Liv. 35, 30. 
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VOL. ii. p. 532. 

The passage of Athenzeus here cited in reference 

to the situation of Ginus, although unfortunately 
corrupt, is still not unworthy of some notice, as 

supplying the names of some Laconian places on 

the authority of the ancient Spartan poet, Aleman’. 

Carystus, here said by Athenzeus to have been near 

Arcadia, is stated by Strabo, in reference to the same 

passage in Aleman, to have been in the Atgytis’, 

the situation of which on the south-western frontier 

of Arcadia has already been shown *. Carystus stood 
probably at the Kaly’via of Ghiorghitzi described 
in Travels in the Moréa, ii. p. 18. Three of the 
other places named by Aleman appear to have been 

suburban villages; for Pentelophi was no more than 

seven stades distant from Sparta, and Onogli and 

Stathmi, having been near Pitane, were probably still 
nearer to the city. 

(nus, described as a small town of Laconia %, 

'"Adkpay Cé mov amvpov oivoy Kai &vOeog OadovTa pyot, TOY 

éx [lévre Adgwy (G¢ gore rémog Umdpryc aréxwv oradiove era) 
\ \ > 79> ’ / , \ ‘ > 9 ~ 

kat tov ex AevOiacwrv (Eptpardc TLVvOC), kat rov && Oivovvroc 

kat Tov 2 ’Ovdydwy kcal LraOudr. (yweia dé ravra ra kai 

(keirac?) wAnotoy Tliravnc) . . . . Kal tov ék Kapvorov, b¢ éore 

mrnolov ’Apkadiac’ amrupov o€ eime Tov ovX Ednpévov’ ExpwyTO 
\ € ~ ou 

yup epOoic otvorc. Athen, 1, 24, 

* Kadpvotog o€ éore kal év ry Aaxwitky, tromo¢g rig Atyvoc 

modc “Apkadiay, ad’ ov Kaptorioy oivoy ’Adkpay eipnke. Strabo, 

p. 446. Stephan. in Kapvoroc. 

° See above, p, 234, and Tr. in Moréa, i. p. 322. 

* Oivotc, modiyviov Aakwrikijc, We ’Avdpotiwy Kat Aidupoc. 

Stephan. in v. 
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occupied, perhaps, as I have already remarked, the 

site of Tzitzina; the ancient name having doubt- 

less been derived from the wine alluded to by 

Aleman, and the district of Tzitzina abounding in 

vineyards. Moreover, this place stands at the sources 

of one of the two principal branches of the river, 

which joins the Hurotas at a mile to the northward 

of Sparta, and is unquestionably the ancient Ginus, 

now called Kelefina. 

If the branch from Araékhova and Vrestena was 

the Gorgylus, as I have given some reasons for be- 

lieving, that which is formed from the rivers of 

Tzitzina and Agrianés was the Ginus ; and this will 

be confirmed if we identify the monastery of the 

Forty Saints with Sed/asia, that position being nearer 

to the branch from Tzitzina and Agrianos than to 

the junction of this river with that of Araékhova and 

Vrestena. 

That the town nus was not below the junction 

of the two branches is rendered probable by its 

having been, like Sellasia itself, a subordinate town 

of Laconia, which, on that supposition, would have 

stood between the capital and Sellasia,—a circum- 

stance very unlikely, as the distance between the 

Forty Saints and the site of Sparta in a direct line 

is not more than three miles, and we have tne names 

of some of the ancient intermediate places, and ap- 

parently on two different routes. 

Denthias or Denthiades appears to have received 

its name, like Cnus, from its principal agricultural 

production, the vine'. There is nothing else to 

1 AdvOuc. olvoc, Adkwvec. Hesych. mv. The name of the 

Dentheliatis, or district of Denthelia, on the left bank of the 
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assist in identifying the site, except its having 

been a fortress, and probably therefore in a strong 

position. 

Pausanias, between Sparta and Sellasia, notices 

only the sanctuary of Jupiter Pythaéus at Thornax; 

but we learn from another authority, that at Thornax 

there were habitations, as well as a mountain or 

hill, of that name': it appears also from Zeno, 

as reported by Polybius, that between Sparta and 

Sellasia occurred a defile named the Straits of 

Poliasium?. The river, the hill, and the straits, are 

Pamisus, which contained Limne, had doubtless the same 

origin. 

' Odpvak dpoc rig Aakwryikijc. Nuxodaoc 0. ro éOviKov Oopva- 

kwoc. Stephan. in v. 

2 "Ev @ ono 6 Zhvwrv, oppioavra rov NaBuv ék rpg Aake- 

Caipovoc Kat duaBavra Tov Evpwray morapoy rapa rov “OmXitny 

(probably a statue on the bank of the Eurotas) rpocayopevdpevor, 

mopeverOar Cuca Tig 6000 Tite oTEevijg mapa TO TloAdowy, Ewe emi 

Tove kara LeddNaciay adixero rémouc’ évrevOev O€ ext Oadapac 

émiaddvra kara Papac wapayevéobat mpoc rov Tdpcoov worapor. 

Polyb. 16, 16. 

Polybius cites these words of Zeno, as one among several 

examples of that ignorance of geography, and preference of an 
elegant style to truth, with which he reproaches the Rhodian 
historian. Zeno had represented Nabis as having marched from 
Sparta to Sellasia in his way into Messenia,—a blunder of Zeno, 

the more ridiculous as it was preceded by a particular descrip- 

tion of the short distance from Sparta to Sellasia, which appears 

to have been correct, as Polybius makes no objection to it. 
The sequel is amusing, and quite of a modern character. Poly- 

bius, who had been a witness of many of the events recorded by 
him, and was anxious for the truth of history, wrote to Zeno, 

pointing out the error which he had committed, when Zeno 
returned his thanks for the information, with expressions of 

regret that it was no longer available, his work being already 
published. We may congratulate ourselves, that a portion of the 
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natural features, which it may be possible to recog- 

nize, although no remains of Thornax or Poliasium 

may exist. That the French surveyors have not 
discovered any of these places, is not surprising, 

because having placed Sellasta at the Khan of 
Krevata, they would have sought for them (if they 

ever adverted to the passage of Polybius, which 

relates to them,) in a different direction. 

facts of Polybius, however ungracefully related, have escaped 
the wreck of ancient literature, rather than the elegant inaccura- 

cies of Zeno and Antisthenes. 
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SUPPLEMENT 

TO 

Y OL, 1. 74, 

CONCERNING the ancient Treasury near Vafio here- 
mentioned, Mr. Mure states as follows: “The name 

Baphio was marked on my map, so that I had no 

great difficulty in finding the site of the ‘Treasury’ 

about a mile to the south of the tower. It is, like 

that of Mycenz, a tumulus, with an interior vault 

entered by a door on one side, the access to which 

was pierced horizontally through the slope of the 

hill. Its situation on the summit of a knoll, itself 

of rather conical form, while it increases the apparent 

size of the tumulus, adds much to its general lofti- 

ness and grandeur of effect. The roof of the vault, 
with the greater part of its material, is now gone, its 

shape being represented by a round cavity or crater 

on the summit of the tumulus: Count Capo d’Istria 

enjoys the credit of its destruction. The doorway is 

still entire: it is six feet wide at its upper and 

narrower part. The stone lintel is 15 feet in length. 

The vault itself was probably between 30 and 40 
1» 

feet in diameter !. 

' Tour in Greece, ii. p. 246. 

= eS as 
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It is surprising that the French Surveyors have 

given no description or drawing of this singular 

monument. M. Boblaye says no more than, “On 
indique dans la plaine des ruines aux villages de 

Vaphio et de Marmalia; nous avons vu des tumulus 

trés-remarquables bordant la rive droite de l Kurotas 

au sud de ces deux villages, ils renferment, dit-on, 

des tombeaux tels que ceux de Mycénes.” 

Mr. Mure’s description, therefore, is the only one 

we possess of this interesting monument, the resem- 

blance of which to those of Erchomenus and Mycenze 

carries back its antiquity to the time of Menelaus, 

and leaves no doubt as to the site of Phare, one of 

the Laconian cities which flourished before the Doric 

occupation. The name, changed only from the Phare 
of Homer to Pharis, was still attached to the site in 

the time of Strabo and Pausanias, whose remarks 

concerning it accord perfectly with this situation’. 

Mr. Mure adds, “ Menelaus is said to have been 

buried at Amycle; this (monument) therefore may 

have been the royal vault of the Spartan branch, as 
the Mycenzean monument was of the Argive branch 

of the Atreidan family.” But Amyclee, even if 

placed, according to the French geographers, at 

Sklavokhori, was more than two miles distant from 

the tumulus near Vafio, and four or five if Amycle 

stood, as I believe, at Aghia Kyriaki, And there is 

‘"Yroméxtwxe O€ TO Taiyéro  Umdprn év pecoyaiq «kai 

"Apucra, ov 76 Tov "AmdANwvoe iepdy Kal  Bagic. Strabo, 

p- 363. 

AcaBaou d€ abrébev morapov DedXiay rapa ’ApiKdac, iovow 

evOeiay we émt Odracoay, Papic morte ev TH Aakwrurn Tore 

@keiro. Pausan. Lacon. 20, 3. 

Aa2 
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strong reason for believing that the structure was 

not a sepulchre, but a treasury '. 

It is supposed, in Travels in Moréa, vol. ili. p. 4, 

that “the river now called Takhirti, which joins the 

Eurotas a little above Vafid, is the Phellia, as being 
the most. considerable stream in the plain, next to 

the Tiasa southward.” In page 165 of the present 

volume will be found the correction of this opinion. 

There can scarcely be a question that the Phellia is 

the river which fiows between the sites of Alesiea 
and Amycle: the Takhirti therefore is unnoticed in 
history; but the name is of Hellenic origin, and 
appears to be derived from rayve. 

Vou. iii. p. 5. 

Of the nine cities of Laconia, enumerated by 

Homer, namely, Phare, Sparte, Messe, Bryseize, 

Augeiz, Amycle, Helos, Las, and Qitylus?: the 

site of Messe alone remains undetermined. The 

order of names being generally, though not strictly, 

from north to south, we may presume to have been 

arranged by the poet, as usual in his catalogue, 

with a view to locality, unless when it interfered too 

much with metrical convenience. 

" See above, p. 256. 

* Ot & eixor Koihny Aakedaipova Kynrwecoar, 

Papyny re, Uraprny re, woAvTpHowra re Méoony, 

Bovoede 7 évépsovro, Kal Avyeac éparervac, 

Ot 7 ap’ ’Apuxdac eixor, "EXoe 7° Epadoy rrodieOoor, 

Ot re Adav eixoy, 70° Olrvdov apdevéporro. 

Hom. B. 581. 
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The latter consideration we may suppose to have 

caused the transposition of Augeiz and Amyclee; for 

the former city having been near Gythium, and the 
latter near Sparta, it is evident that if local arrange- 

ment alone had been considered, ‘ApixAa would have 

been placed as nearly as possible to ®aon, =aaprn, or 
Bovoetaz. With this exception, the arrangement of 

all the nine names is sufficiently topographical to 

justify our searching for Messe in the northern part 

of the great Spartan valley. Here the north-western 

angle alone remains unoccupied by a Homeric city, 

and here, therefore, some reason exists for believing 

that Messe was situated. 

Mistra, favoured with a plentiful supply of water, 
and possessing a natural fortress, which commands 

the entrance into Mount Taygetus from the northern 

end of the plain, is such a position as we cannot 

_ conceive to have been neglected by the Greeks. 

And of all the ancient sites in the Lacedzmonian 

valley, it is far the best adapted to the epithet woAv- 

tpnowv, or abounding in pigeons'; these birds in- 

habit in great numbers the cavities of the rocks of 

Mistra, in the same manner as at Thisbe in Beotia, 

to which place Homer has applied the same epi- 
thet ”. 

Strabo confesses, that the position of Messe was 

unknown; but he warns us against confounding it 

with Messa, one of the component koua of Sparta, 

which gave name to the tribe of Messoatze *. Some 

PAGES (SL, ss 1k volucrumque parens Cythereia Messe. 

Stat. Theb. 4, 226. 

7 Tl. B. v. 502. ° Strabo, p. 364. 
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critics, supposed Messe to have been an abbreviation of 

Messene; but there can be little doubt that Meconvn 

like Aaxedaipwv, *HAtc,”Apyoc, was originally the name 
of a portion of the Peloponnesus; that it was not 

until a chief city in each of those countries arose, 

that the: names were applied to cities, and that 

Meoonvn consequently was not so employed until the 

fourth century before the Christian era. 
Messa, now Mezapo, on the western coast of 

Mani, had from the identity of name a better title to 

be considered the Homeric Messe’. Messa, although 

not mentioned by any other writer, is described by 
Pausanias as a woAtc kat Amny*: there is great dif- 

ficulty, however, in believing that a place, which, 

from its situation, could never have been of much 

importance, should have been one of the nine Laconic 

cities; two of which, namely, Las, occupying the best 

district on the eastern side of the great Laconian . 
promontory, and Gitylus on the western, seem quite 

a sufficient proportion for that promontory, the least 

fertile part of Laconia. 

Assuming Mistra to have been the position of 

* Tr. in Moréa, p. 286. I have here referred to an inscription 

which I found at Mistra, containing the word MEZZIOZ; I sup- 

pose it to be the Gentile of MEZ2H ; but it may be no more than 

a proper name. Even in this case, however, it is not altogether 

unworthy of remark with a reference to the site of Messe. In Tr. 

in Moréa, i. p. 287, I cited Stephanus to show that Méoouo¢g was 
the Gentile of Méoon; this, however, it is right to observe, is 

only an inference from Meconvioc, Messe according to Stephanus 

having been a form of Messene. 
* Lacon. 25, 7 (10). 
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Messe, we overcome that difficulty in placing the 

ancient names of Mount Taygetus, which arises from 

Pausanias having neglected to give any intimation of 

the direction in which he proceeds from Eleusinium to 

Harpleia'. If Mistra was Messe, it seems clear that 

his course must have been southward; since, had it 

* Tr. in Moréa, iii. p. 2.5. The following is as much of the 
passage in Pausanias as describes the middle region of Taygetus 

on the eastern side :— 

“Axpa d& tov Tavyérov Taderoy trep Bovoedv avéxer ravrny 

‘HXiov Kkadovow tspay, cal GdAda re avrdOe ‘HAiw Bvover Kai 

immove’ ro 6&€ avro kal Tlépcac oida Ovev vopilovract Tade- 

Tou d& ov wéppw Kadovpevdc éoriv Evdpac, Onpia Kai adda zpéE- 
\ ct , 5) / a , \ \ > eo \ 

gwv kal aiyac padtora aypiac’ mapéxerar O€ Kal ov Odov TO 

Tavyeroy rev aiyey Tovrwy a&ypay Kal bev, mAElorny OE Kal 

éldgwv Kat doxrwyv. Taderov dé ro perakd kai Evépa Onpac 

dvopaco| vreg Anrw pao amro*| rev dkowy rov Tavyérov..... 

Anhpnrpoc emixdnow "EXevowiac éoriy iepdv’ évravOa ‘Hpaxdéa 

Aakedatpdrvioe kpugOijivai dacty id ’AckAntiov TO rpadpa iwpevov" 

Kat "Opdéwe éorly év avr@ Edavov, edkacyHv, dc pact, Epyor. 

. eee © « Levrexaidexa 6& Tov ’EXevatviov oradiove Apeornke 

Aarifav Kkadovpevoy ard avdpoc éyxwpiov Aaribov. rovrd TE 

ody Aaridady éorw év ro Taiiyérw cai ob woppw Agppiov, évOa 

’Aoréuooe Gyadpa év wraibow Agppidridoce Kai rnyh} wap’ ab’ro prépidog ayadpa év vralbpw Agppraridoc Kat rnyn p ” 

jv "Avwvov dvopaZovor’ pera o&€ ro Aéppiov aradiove mooeAOdvre 
e si = I e tA 3/ ~ , 
we etkoo.v, eorty “AprAera KabhKkoyvta dypt rov mediov. Pausan. 

Lacon. 20, 5 (4) seq. 

* Instead of the words between brackets, the vulgar reading 

is dvoudlovory. ov wéppw O&, without any lacuna after Taiyérov. 
The former reading has been adopted by Bekker, from the 
Moscow MS., and he proposes to fill up the lacuna with the 

words OcGc0a rv Ovyarépa évravOa Onpebovoar' cai. The 

lacuna may possibly have been still longer. Instead of cai we 

should read perhaps ob 76fpw, [or troKkdrw,| O& rwv aKkpwr Tod 

Taiyérov, the repetition of the latter words having caused, as 

im many similar instances, the omission of the transcribers. 
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been northward, he could not have emerged into the 

plain at any other place than Mistra, which, in that 

case, would correspond with his Harpleia. From the 

words tov axpwy in the plural, as well as the name 
Evoras, it is evident that Evoras was one of the 

summits of Taygetus, though Taletum was probably 

the highest peak, now known by the name of 

Makryno or St. Elias', as we cannot well suppose the 

sacrifice of horses to the Sun to have occurred at 
any but the highest. Supposing this to have been 

Taletum, it is difficult to conceive that Hvoras could 

have been any other than Mount Paximadhi, distant 
4 geographical miles in the direction of south 56° 
west from the castle of Mistra; this being a very 

remarkable summit, and the highest next to St. 

Elias, and over which a road leads from Mistra to 

Pigadhia, the highest village on the western face of 

the mountain. It must be confessed, that the dis- 

tance of this summit from St. Elias, 54 geographical 

miles, is hardly consistent with the ov woppw, by 
which Pausanias indicates the distance between 

Taletum and Evoras; but, on the other hand, that 

distance seems not more than sufficient for the 

Therze or hunting-grounds of Diana, (where her 

mother Latona beheld her at the chace from the 

heights of Taygetus), as the There extended only 

from the one summit to the other. The forty or 

forty-five stades of interval between the temple of 

Ceres Eleusinia, and Harpleia, agrees with the dis- 

' Makryno is a name applied to the whole of the highest 

ridge, as well as to the summit; Saint Elias, to the summit 

alone. . 
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tance between Dhipotamo or Poliana, and Xero- 

kambi, and favours the opinion that near the two 

former villages stood the Hleusinium, and at the 

latter Harpleia. Xerokambi accords with the de- 
scription of Harpleia. by Pausanias, as being at the 

entrance of the plain, while the ancient bridge over 

the Rasina', near Xerokambi, and the modern road 

there entering the mountains, attest, that this was 

one of the ancient, as it is also one of the natural 

entrances into the middle Zaygetan district from the 
plain, the two others having been at Jesse and 

Brysee. The French Commission observed a re- 

markable source of water between Gumistaé and 

Xerokambi, which may possibly be the fountain 

Anonus at Derrhium, though it must be admitted 

that the distance between it and the plain at Xero- 

kambi, is scarcely sufficient, on the supposition of the 

latter having been the site of Harpleca. But until 

the middle region of T'aygetus is better examined, it 

will be impossible to form any decided opinion upon 

this question, or upon that of the sites of Lapitheum 
and Hleusinium. 

VOL. ll. p. 6, et seq. 

The true delineation of the north-eastern portion 

of Laconia, now first supplied by the labours of the 
French surveyors, suggests some additions to the 

remarks, which occur in the place above cited, on 

' Rasina seems to be a corruption of Hrasinus, of which 

name there were many rivers in Greece. 
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the ancient cities which at wide intervals occupied 

that generally mountainous and not very produc- 
tive country. Geronthre or Geranthre, as I have 

already observed', was at Gheraki, and Marius at 
Mari or Mario, the identity being attested by the 
existing names, and by the general conformity of the 

positions with the information of Pausanias. We 

are told, moreover, by M. Boblaye, that at Gheraki, 

“M. Lagarde a reconnu au sommet de la colline, du 

coté du nord, un long mur Cyclopéen;” and that at 
Marius, besides the ruins of the woAtpa or town, 

which are, “deux kilométres au sud du _ village 
moderne, et au-dessus du torrent appelé Mario- 
rhevma, on trouve encore des ruines dans la plaine, 

prés du village de Marios, et 4 mille métres au sud 
du Paledkastro, en descendant la vallée. Partout, 

comme le dit Pausanias, coulent des sources abon- 

dantes ’. 

The town of Glyppia, or of the TAvureic as it is 
called by Polybius, is probably the modern Lym- 

biadha. If we suppose the ancient name to have 

assumed the form of TAuumac, Avumiada would be ex- 

actly the Romaic form of the word, according to the 

custom of eliding a slender initial, and of convert- 
ing the nominative into the fourth case. But it is 

not unlikely that ['Avpia was the ancient local form 

' Travels in Moréa, ui. p. 8. 

? Rech. Géogr. sur les Ruines de la Moree, p. 96. 
Mapiodc 0€ GAXO ’EXevBepo\akwrwy modrcopa, 0 ard TepovOpar 

orddla Exaroy adéornKer* iepdy éoriy avrdbc apxatoy Kowwor Dewy 

dmdvrwy, Kal wept avro Gdooc Tapexdpevov mnydc’ Eiol O€ Kal Ev 

"Aprépooc iepm rnyait vowp o€ ApBovoy, eimep AAO TL Kwpior, 

mapéxeTrat kai Mapidc. Pausan. Lacon. 22, 6 (8). 
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of the Hellenic ‘Odvuia, and that Lymbiadha, and 

O'lymbo-khéria, as the district is called which ex- 

tends southward from Lymbiadha towards Gheraki, 

may originate in the same ancient name Olympia, 
having the local form of Glympia. Lymbiddha 

and O'lymbo are modern names found in other 
parts of Greece. The only objection to this loca- 

tion of Glympia is, that Pausanias simply describes 

Glyppia as above Marius, which, Lymbiadha being 
12 a.m. distant in a direct line from Mario, 

seems to require a situation for Glympia nearer 
to Mario; about midway, moreover, there are un- 

questionable proofs of another ancient town. “Au 

village de Kosmas (says M. Boblaye) on trouve des 

tombeaux antiques: et les habitants, qui vendent 

aux étrangers beaucoup de petites figurines en 

bronze, prétendent qu il existe des ruines de ville 

au pied du (mont) Mazaraki'.” Pausanias, however, 

who describes temples and other objects at Marius 

and Geronthre, and notices Glyppia and Selinus’ 

very slightly, as if he had not visited them, may have 

had an incorrect idea of the relative situations of 

some of these towns, as he certainly had of some of 

the distances in this country, if his text is correct in 

assigning 100 stades as the road distance between 

Geronthre and Marius, the direct interval being 

six geographical miles: or in giving 20 stades as the 

* Rech. Géogr. p. 97. 
2 , Sere < N , , : ? ? , \ Kapn d& trép 76 roAcopa (Marium sc.) éorev, év pecoyaia kai 

avrn, ['Avrriat cai é¢ Kkopny erépay Ledivovyra éxk TepovOpev 
> ess , 3! , \ ? Da ~ a . yy éoTtv 600¢ oradiwy Eikoot. Tade pey amo Akpiay avw mpoc Hrec- 

pov’ ra O&€ mpd¢ Baragon TérALc "Aowroc, &c. Pausan. Lacon. 

22, 6 (8). 
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distance between Selinus and Geronthre; such a 

proximity of two towns in a country where they 

stood generally so widely apart, being scarcely 

conceivable. Disregarding the distance, therefore, 

and merely considering Selinus as having been 

situated beyond Geronthre in coming from Acrie, 

and to the northward of Geronthree, because the 

district to the eastward of that town was occupied 

by Marius, there still remains a probability that the 

vestiges of antiquity at Kosma are those of Selinus. 
It is not likely that they indicate the site of Polzchna, 
because this being named by Polybius, together with 

the towns on the sea-coast, Prasiz, and Cyphanta ; 

and as the first among these places taken by Lycur- 

gus, king of Sparta, in an expedition against the 

Argives in the year B.c. 219', Polichna is likely to 
have been nearer than Lymbiadha to the sea-coast. 

I am inclined, therefore, to place it at Réonda, where 

are ruins of a fortified town of the Lower Empire, 

and among them some remains of Hellenic walls, 

which have not been noticed by the French survey- 

ors, but the existence of which I learn from Mr. Fin- 

lay, who has visited the ruins at Réonda. The strong 

situation of this place, and the sources from which it 
took its Byzantine name of Réonda, (ra “Péovra,) 

made it naturally the chief place of the elevated but 

cultivable country which borders upon the ancient 
Prasiatis, and contains the modern towns of Prast6 

and Korako-vini. Possibly a question may arise, 

whether Réonda is not rather the site of Glympia, 

this town having been described by Polybius as 

* Polyb. 4, 36. Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 10. 

—— 
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situated on the confines of Laconia and Argeia'; 

and Réonda being much nearer than Lymbiadha to 

the Argolic boundaries. But it must be consi- 

dered that when the Messenians, in the year B.c. 

218, were attacked at Glympia by the Spartans, 

under lLycurgus, they were on their march from 

Tegea to effect a junction with Philip, son of Deme- 

trius, in the plain of Helos; that they marched 

through Cynuria, instead of taking the direct road 

from Tegea, because the latter would have carried 

them too near to Sparta; but that, on the other 

hand, as their object was a speedy arrival at Helos, 

they were not likely to have made so great a circuit 

as Reonda would have required. The intermediate 

line by Lymbiadha, therefore, was the most likely 
for them to have pursued. Lymbiadha, moreover, 

is exactly in the situation that would have been 

likely to tempt Lycurgus to attack them from 

Sparta, being nearer to Sparta than any other point 

on the road from the Cynurian frontier to Helos. 
As to the castle of Glympia, into which the Messe- 
nians retired, it has its representative as well at 

Lymbiadha as at Réonda ’. 

* Trvprete, Xwploy O Keira TeEpt Touc Opove Tic "Apyeiac Kai 

Aakwricijc. Polyb. v. 20. 

* Lycurgus, unable to effect any other advantage than the 
killing of eight horsemen, and the capture of some horses and 
baggage, retired to Sparta; the Messenians returned home 

through the Argeia and Tegeatis; and Philip, quitting the Helia, 
marched back to Amycle: after which occurred the actions at 
Menelaium and Sparta, concerning which, see Travels in Moréa, 
1. p. 139, seq. 
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VoL. ill. p. 19. 

I have already shown cause for correcting the sug- 

gestion here made, that the ancient city which stood 
at the Kaly'via of Gheorghitzi was gys, by the 
reasons given for placing gys on the western 

branch of the Alpheius, and on the western declivi- 

ties of the Z'aygetic range’: if such was the posi- 
tion of Argys, it is not likely to have been a member 

of the Laconic 7ripolitis, of which the three compo- 

nent cities occupied probably the whole of the vale 

of the Hurotas above Sparta, as far as the Arcadian 

frontier, and were all within that valley. There can 

be little doubt that the ancient remains near the 

Kaly'via of Gheorghitzi mark the site of one of the 
three cities; and there is great reason to believe, as 

before remarked, that it was Carystus, which, we 

know, bordered on the 4igytis?: the other two, as 

already suggested, were probably Belemina and Pel- 
lana, the sites of which have already been described *. 

VOL. ili. p. 23. 

On referring to page 234 of the present volume, 

the reasons will be seen for believing that the river 

of Ghianéus or Xerilopotami is not, as here sup- 

posed, the Gatheates, but the Carnion. 

* See above, p. 235. ? See above, p. 347. 

* Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 16, 20. 
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VOL. iii. p. 56. 

Inert Plain, roads Prinus, Climax, Xenis, Nes- 

tane, &c.! 

Although the French surveyors were enabled to 
trace the natural water-courses of the Mantinice, and 

to ascertain the position of all the outlets or kata- 

vothra, more correctly than I could do, visiting the 

plain in the winter and spring, when there are gene- 

rally inundations, such as render any thing like a 
complete hydrography impracticable, I am still of 

opinion that the vale of Luka, or K«éAzoc of the 
Mantinic plain, opposite to the Scope, was the apyov 
mediov, or “znert plain” of Pausanias*. The French 
surveyors, on the contrary, identify with the Inert 

Plain the valley which lies below Tzipiana to the 
north. The description of the Inert Plain by Pau- 

sanias is indeed applicable to the vale of Tzipiana, 

inasmuch as there is in this valley a katavothra, or 

chasm, into which the running waters flow; but there 

* For the better understanding of the following remarks, a plan 
of the Mantinic and Tegeatic plains, on a larger scale than the 

general map, is subjoined. 
2 'YrepPaddyra dé é¢ THY Mavrivexdy dua tov *Aprepuaiov mediov 

> , ‘ > \ , LZ \ > u \ 4 el éxdéEeral o€ apyov Kadovpevor, Kabamep ye kal éoTi* TO yap vowo 

TO &k Tou Oeov Karepyouevoy é¢ av’To ék THY OpwY apyoY Eivat TO 
, a es , Jak ‘N 4 = z , > mecloy Towel, exWAVE TE OVOEY GY TO TEdLoY TOvTO Eivat ipYnNyY, Ei 

pi To Vowp Hoavilero é¢ yaopa yijc’ apaviober dé évravOa aver 

kara tiv Aewwyy? gore d€ 4 Aewy Kara ro Tevé0Avoy cadovpevor 

Tijc ’ApyoXidoe, Vowp yAuKv éx Oadaoone aveoydpevoy. Arcad. 7, 1. 

See Travels in Moréa, ii. p. 480; il. p. 47. 
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is the same provision of nature in all the other parts 

of the Mantinic plain, with this difference between 

the valleys of Luka and Tzipiana, that in the former 

the chasm and the stream running into it are very 

small, whereas those of Tzipiané are of such magni- 
tude, that the river, which rises at Sanga and flows 

along the middle of the valley, turns a mill standing 

at the entrance of the katavéthra. There is, more- 

over, a sufficient slope on either side of this valley 
to keep the river which drains it in a channel in the 

middle, so that the plain is seldom or never in that 

state, which caused the plain, intended by Pausanias, 

to be named ‘Apyov, or the Inert, an epithet per- 
fectly adapted to the vale of Luka as well as to all 

the adjacent part of the Mantinic plain. 

Nor does the vale of Tzipiana seem better suited 

to another part of the description given by Pau- 

sanias of the Inert Plain, namely, that the emissary 

of its zerethra was at Deine, or the fountain of fresh 

water, now called Anavolo, which rises in the sea near 

the Argolic coast, between Lerna and the Thyreatis, 

there being a strong presumption that this great 
fountain is the emissary of a larger river than any 

in the Mantinice, and that it is derived from that 

which drains the greater part of the Tegeatis, 
and enters the Corythic zerethra or katavéthra of 
Persova. It is much more credible that the river of 

Tzipiana flowing from north to south, and that of 
Luka from south to north, unite at some subterrane- 

ous point between them, and that afterwards flowing 

eastward they emerge at the fountains of Pontinus 
or Lerne, or possibly that they form a junction with 
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the river of Stymphalus, which (as ancients and 
moderns agree in believing) emerges at the source 

of the Hrasinus at the mills of Argos’. 

A. general view of the levels and water-courses 
of the plains of Tegea and Mantineia may serve to 
illustrate this question. It is remarkable that while 

the small, though numerous, katavothra of the Man- 
tinie plains are inadequate to absorb the superfluous 

waters which inundate them, the two chasms of the 

Tegeatice at the Taki and Persova are of sufficient 
capacity to carry off streams larger than those which 

now flow into them. ‘There are indeed small lakes 

around them during the greater part of the year, 

but these are caused by the lowness of the ground 

around them, not by the insufficiency of the chasms 

or subterraneous channels. Nature, therefore, seems 

to have intended that the Mantinice should be 

drained in part by means of the chasms of the 

Tegeatice. The ridge, however, on the northern side 

of Tegea, which separates its plain from that to the 

east of Tripolitz4, made the drainage of the Man- 

tinice difficult, if not impossible, towards the Taki or 

Manthurie zerethra. The Corythie zerethra, or kata- 
vothra of Persova, therefore was the only chasm to 
which the operation could advantageously be di- 

rected. But this, as well as the Manthuric chasm, 

was in the territory of Tegea, always a rival, and not 
unfrequently a hostile state; and hence the drain- 

age of the Mantinic plain was often a subject of 

dispute, negotiation, or agreement between the two 
cities when in their autonomous condition. During 

* Travels in Moréa, ii. p: 340, seq. ; iii. p. 113, 145. 

Bb 
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the Peloponnesian war, in the year B.c. 418, waen 

Agis, king of Sparta, in alliance with the Tegeatze 
and some other Arcadians, was opposed to the 

Argives and their auxiliaries of Athens and of Man- 

tineia, we are informed by Thucydides that he made 

a movement from a position near Mantineia into the 

Tegeatis, and there “turned the course of the water 
into the Mantinice, concerning which water, because 

it caused much injury to the part of the plain to 

which it flowed, the Mantinenses and Tegeatze were 

at war'.” The boundary of the two districts was at 

a distance of about thirty stades to the south of 

Mantineia, or in the narrow part of the plain near 

Scope*®. Agis therefore, it is evident, turned the 

water from the plain situated on the southern side 

of this opening to that part of it which adjoins it on 
the north. When we consider that the plain of 

Luka branched immediately from this part of the 

Mantinic plain, and was contiguous to it, that neither 

the katavothra of Luka, nor those of the Ophis, or 

any others in the A/antinice were adequate to carry 

off the waters here occasionally accumulated, and 

that the only effectual drainage was towards the 

katavothra of Persova, we find an additional reason 

1 Thucyd. 5, 65. Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 59. 
2 Mera dé 76 tepdv tov THocewddvog ywploy trodéeerai ce Spey 

mAijoec, KaNovpevoy HéNayoc* kal ék Marriveiag f é¢ Teyéar dd0c¢ 

géper Ora TwY dovwv* Mayrrivedou O& Spor medc Teyedrag eioty 6 

mepipepnc év TH Newddpw Pwpudc. Pausan. Arcad. 11, 1. 

Kara dé riyv é¢ Tadddrrioy ék Mavriveiacg a&yovcay mpoedOorre 

®¢ TOLdKoYTa TOV OTAadiove TapiKEeL Kara ToUTO é¢ THY Ewddpov 6 

row [lekayouc kadovpévov dpupdc’ Kat ra immed TO’ AOnvaiwy re kat 

Mayrrivéwy évrav0a éuaxéoavro évavria tig Bowriac immov. 11, 

3 (5). 

————" 
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for believing that the plain of Luka was the apyov 
| weciov, or Inert Plain of Pausanias, the superabun- 

| dant waters of which were in his time, when the 

| Roman government had put an end to all such 

causes of war between neighbouring cities, drained 

by means of a canal to those chasms, which Pau- 

sanias seems to have identified by the remark that 

their exit was in the sea at Deine. 
If the plain of Luka was the Inert Plain of Pau- 

sanias, his road, named Pyrinus, was the southern of 

the two which led to Mantineia from the Argeian 

frontier, and the Climax was the northern,—con- 

trary to the conclusion of the French surveyors. I 

have already remarked that the road from Argos to 

Mantineia was probably single as far as Gynoé of 

Argeia ; that this place was not far from the modern 

Katobélissi, and that hereabouts the bifurcation 

occurred ', for Pausanias seems to have intended to 

describe all the three entrances into Arcadia from 

the Argeia as commencing not from Argos, but 

from the Argeian frontier’; and we may infer that 

as one entered the Tegeatice from Hysize, so the 

two others entered the Mantinice from Cinoe. 

It is natural to presume that one of the two latter 

roads entered the Mantinic plain to the south, the 

other to the north of the city, mount Alesius, on the 
eastern side, having been adverse to an easy and con- 

? Travels in Moréa, 11. p. 4138. 

2 Eiaiy ody éc "Apkadiay éaoral kara rv “Apyeiay mpoc pev 

‘Youwyv kal trép ro Gpo¢g ro Tapbévioy é¢ riv Teyearexyy, ovo dé 

éAae card Mavrivecay dud re Hpivov kadovpérne kal dud Kdipaxoc. 

Arcad. 6, 2 (4). 
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Ooha ROADS PRINUS—CLIMAX. 

venient approach in that direction, and such appears 

to have been the fact from Pausanias, who describes 

the different objects on either road, to within a short 
distance of the city; on the one to the fountain of 

the Meliastee, seven stades distant; on the other to 

the fountain Arne, two (or twelve) stades distant. 

The two roads, therefore, could not have united, as 

the French geographers suppose, at Tzipiana, which 

is more than 30 stades distant from Mantineia. 
That Prinus was the southern, and Climax the 

northern of the two roads, seems evident from the 

simple fact, that on the road Climax, at a distance of 

seven stades from the city, was the fountain of the 

Meliastze, whereas we know that precisely at that 

distance, on the road leading south from the city, 

stood the temple of Neptune’. Again, Prinus led 

over the centre of Mount Artemisium, passing by 
the reputed fountains of the Inachus, and the temple 

of Diana, which gave name to the mountain ’; conse- 

quently, if Climax had been the southern of the 
two roads, it must have crossed the mountain to 

the southward of the summit, and could not have 

descended into the plain farther northward than the 

vale of Luku, which would have afforded an argu- 

ment favourable to the identity of that valley with 

1 Travels in Moréa, 1. p. 111; iii. p. 49. 
¢ - , S ’ > 

2 Aurn (se. } KAXipat) cé evpurépa ré éort, kal  Kaodog eixer 

Urn acute E EuTETOLUEVAC “HL 6€ vroNetropéer atrn Pacpidacg more EumeTouevac. . . . . s pen 

TOY OCHY aTevorépa earl Tie Toorépac, Kal Gye Ova Tov ’Apre- 
r cy ~ 7 

puaiov. Totrov de érepvhioOny cal ere mpdrepov Tov opove we 

éxor pev vadv Kal a&yadpa ‘Aprépccoc, Exar O€ Kal Tov “Ivaxou 

rac mnyac. Pausan. Arcad. 6, 4, seq. 
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the Inert Plain, but totally adverse to the identity 
of the Inert Plain with the vale of Tzipiana. 

Climax, therefore, I conclude to have been the 

northern of the two roads from Ginoé to Mantineia. 

It followed, probably, the northern branch of the 

Inachus as far as Kaparéli, from whence it crossed 
the mountain to Sanga, and then the neck, which 
unites the ridge of A/estus with Mount Armenia, 

descending into the north-eastern angle of the M/an- 

tinic plain. Between Kaparéli and Sanga there is 

an ascent and descent so steep, that nothing can be 

more likely than that here the road had once con- 

sisted of steps cut in the rock (whence the name 

Climax), but which steps it appears had ceased to 

exist before the time of Pausanias. From the vici- 

nity of Pikérnes were probably collected the waters 

which in the time of Pausanias supplied the city of 

Mantineia. The Hermaic dedication to Ceres, which 

I purchased from-a peasant of Pikérnes, renders 

| it not unlikely that the grove of Ceres on Mount 

| Alesius was at Pikérnes: and that Melangeia was 
not at Pikérnes, as I supposed'!; but on the neck 

which unites Alesius with Mount Armenia, where a 

brook has its rise, which now flows to the marsh of 

Simiadha, and may anciently have been conducted 

to Mantineia by an aqueduct, as Pausanias men- 
: tions. 

The French Commission noticed a tumulus near 

the entrance of the plain of Luka in coming from 
Mantineia, and the remains of an ancient building 

at a tower which stands at the extremity of a low 

—-— = = 

' Travels in Moréa, 1. p. 53. 
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narrow ridge’, which, advancing north from Luka, 

divides the valley into two parts. Assuming the 

plain of Luka to have been the Jnert Plain, Nestane 
stood probably on some part of the height above 

that plain’, possibly at Luka itself. The field of 
Mera seems to have been the western or narrower 

portion of that plain, and the remains at the tower, 
designated as a sacellum in the French map, was 
probably the temple of Ceres, where the Manti- 
nenses held a yearly festival. Pausanias truly states 
that the exit from the Inert Plain was ten stades 

in length, and that you then enter another plain, 

namely, that which is bounded northward by the 

extremity of Mount A/eszus, and which leads by a 
narrow branch to Tzipiana. In this plain was the 

fountain Arne, but at what distance from the exit 

of the Jnert Plain cannot with confidence be as- 
serted; as Pausanias gives no intimation of that dis- 

tance, and the number of stades which he places 

between Arne and Mantineia is in some MSS. two, 

and in others twelve. If the latter be correct, Arne 

was about the middle distance between Mantineia 

and the entrance of the Inert Plain. 
The temple of Neptune having stood on the 

southern extremity of Mount Alesius, at a distance 

* See a plan and elevation of this monument in the Expéd. 

Scient. de la Morée, Architecture, &c., ii. pl. 54. 

* Nestane would thus have been nearly opposite to the Scope, 

or where I placed it conjecturally in Travels in Moréa, ill. p. 54. 
Nestane appears from Stephanus to shave been also called 

Nostia: Noaria kwon ’Apxadéac’ Oedroprocg rptakooT~ devTépw 

Dilirmuxdv. “Edopoc 70 20vtxov Neoraviog tpn, We Te Kar’ avroy 

Neoravia héyeoOa, } air} yap TH mpoTépqg, we CHAov é Addo. 

Stephan. in Nooria. V. et Suid, in Nooréa. 
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of seven stades from Mantineia, on the direct road 

called Xenis, which led along the western foot of 

that mountain towards Tegea', we have the exact 

position as well of the temple as of the turning to 

the left, which led, at the end of five stades, to the 

tombs of the daughters of Pelias, and twenty stades 
further to the place called Phoezon, near which 

commenced the narrow pass where stood the monu- 

ment of Areithous’; for twenty-five stades is exactly 

the distance between the position of the temple of 

Neptune on the southern extremity of Mount Aleszus, 
and the pass which leads up to Tzipiana, as well as 
into the valley to the north of that place; there 

seems no question, therefore, as to the situation of the 

sepulchre of the Peliades or of Phoezon, or as to the 

identity of the pass of Tzipiané with that where, in 

the time of Pausanias, stood another monument 

which attested that the pass was the same orewwoc 

odoc, where Lycurgus in times of yore was said to 

have pierced Areithous with his spear before the 

Coryneta could make use of his club of iron °. 

* Polyb. 11, 11. 14. Pausan. Arcad. 10, 2. Travels in 

Moréa, i. p. 111; iii. p. 49. 

* Travels in Moyéa, iii. p. 50. Pausan. Arcad. 11, 2, seq. The 

text is defective, and leaves a doubt whether there was a monu- 

ment of the Phoezi, or Phcezon was merely the name of a place. 

? Aiov ’ApniOdov, rov éxikdnowy Koovryrny 

"Avopec Kik\nokov, KaddiLwvol re yuvaixec, 

Otver’ do’ ob rébovor payéokero, Sovpi re pape, 

"AXA atdnpEin KopvYN Piyvucke pdhayyac. 

Tov Avdopyo¢g érepve ddAw, ov Te Kpdret Ye, 

Lrewwro éy cp, 68 ap’ ov Kopiyn ot brAEBpor 

Xpaiope atdnoein’ xpiv yap Avxdopyoc tropbac 

Aovpi pécov repdvncev’ 6 8 irioc ovCE éEpeiaOn. 

il. H. 138. 
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The vale of Tzipiana not only fails to correspond 
to the Inert Plain of Pausanias, but it agrees 

exactly with another valley described in ancient his- 

tory, namely, that omisbev KoATroc tHe Mavrunikine, or 

bay or retired valley of the Mantinice, which was 

very near the city, and into which Agesilaus, in the 

year 370 B.c., retired one evening with the forces 
he had brought from Sparta to interrupt the Man- 

tinenses in the rebuilding of their walls after the 

battle of Leuctra'. The next morning, finding that 

the enemy from Mantineia were collecting on the 

hills, he perceived that it was necessary to lose no 

time in removing out of the valley. Having taken 

every necessary precaution, therefore, for the pro- 

tection of his rear’, he returned through the pass 

into the plain; that pass having evidently been the 

same as that in which stood the monument of 
Areithous. 

It may be thought perhaps that the om ev Kod- 
aoc of Xenophon, and the apyov wediov of Pausa- 

nias, may have been one and the same. But this is 

very unlikely, as in that case the objects described 

by Pausanias, between the Inert Plain and Man- 

tineia, must have been nearly, if not exactly, in the 

same line as those between the temple of Neptune 

and the pass of Areithous, whereas his narrative 

1 c , ’ ’ 7 a , ’ ‘ 

éowépac 0 émuytvopévne, Ehabe orparomEedevodmevog Eig TOY 

omucOev Kédrov Tio Mayrivekitc, pada oveyyue Kal KiKAXw Opn 

zxovra. Xenoph. Hellen. 6, 5,§ 17. Travels in Moréa, ii. 

p- 73, seq. 
2 \ yA ’ , \ , > ~ , 

Eyvw ebaxréov eivae THV TAXLOTHY EK TOU KOATOU ¢ 0s 3 Kae 
el ~ ~ »% 

ovTwe EK TOU oTEvo einye. § 18. 
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leaves scarcely a doubt that they were in very dif- 

ferent situations. 

In conclusion, therefore, it appears that I differ 

from the French geographers, not only as to the 

Inert Plain and the roads Prinus, Climax, and Xenis, 

but likewise as to the position of Arne, Nestane, 

and those depending upon the latter. 

Nor is their identification of Tzipiana, where M. 

Vaudrimey observed remains of an ancient town or 

fortress', with Melangeia free from a strong objec- 

tion. Melangeia was at the fountain-head of an 

aqueduct which supplied A/antineia, whereas the 

river of Tzipiand is at the lowest part of its course 

at that place, and there enters the earth at a point 

which is on a level as low at least as that of Man- 
tinera itself. 

VOL. iii. p. 69. 

According to Xenophon the Mantinenses were 

obliged, by the terms of their peace with the Lace- 
dzmonians after the destruction of their city walls 

by Agesipolis, B.c. 385, to evacuate their city, and to - 

dwell in four small towns, as in the times anterior 

* M. Vaudrimey a vu prés du bourg Tsipiana les ruines de 

cette localité (Melangeia). Il ne reste de bien apparent qu’une 

partie des murs de l’Acropole; ils sont construits en assises 

plus irréguliéres que celles de Mantinée. La porte principale, 

masquée par une tour carrée, s’ouvre du cété du mont Artemisius : 

la ville était inaccessible du cété de la plaine. Boblaye, Rech. 

Géogr. &c. p. 141. 
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to its foundation’. But this state of things con- 
tinued only until the battle of Leuctra, fourteen 

years afterwards. Diodorus, Strabo, and Pausanias ” 

all mention this dispersion or swotKkiopoc Kata Komac 

of the Mantinenses, but the two former allude to 

five towns,*. Possibly the fifth was that of which 

Pausanias observed ruins on a hill called Péolis, situ- 

ated in the midst of the northern portion of the 

Mantinic plain, about a mile to the north of the 

hill of Gurtzali. Nothing is more likely than that, 

before the collecting of the aristocratical towns into 

one democratic city, the principal come of the Man- 

tinenses was here situated, and that it was named 

Mantineia. 

Pausanias has preserved the names of two of the 

Mantinic towns, Nestane and Mera. JNestane I 

have supposed to have occupied a position in the 

Inert Plain or vale of Luka. Mera was distant 

thirty stades from the city, at the northern extre- 

mity of the Mantinic plain, on the western of two 

roads, which led from Mantineia to Orchomenus, 

and was situated, therefore, at or near Khan Belili *. 

The two xéA7o, to the east and west of Mantineia, 

the former of which I have identified with the 

* "Ex dé rovrov kabnpéOn pev ro reixoc, CupkicOn ce f Marrivea 

Terpaxn, Kabarep TO apyaioy wKkovv. Hellen. 5, 2, § 7. 

? Pausan. Arcad. 8, 5 (9). Beeot. 14, 2 (4). 

3 apéoPete amooreihavrec ™poc Thy Mavriveay, ™00ETarTOY TH 

pey reixn KabeXely, avrove dé PETOLKIjoa TavTag eic Tac apxaiac 

mévre kopac, & wy sic thy Maprivecay ro madady cuveKnoar. 

Diodor. 15, 5. 

‘Mapvriveca pev éx wévte Ohuwy br’ Apyetwy evveKioOn. Strabo, 

p- 337. 

* Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 97. 
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omiOev KoATOG tHe Mavtinkne of Xenophon, the lat- 

ter with the plain of Alcimedon of Pausanias, indi- 

cate the situation of the two remaining Mantinic 

come. The eastern was a fortified town, as appears 

by some remains of its walls at Tzipiana; but as to 

its name, I cannot offer any conjecture. Of the 

name of the town which occupied the bay, or retired 

valley, to the westward, we are better informed, 

though still imperfectly. 

Polybius, in describing the third battle of Man- 

tineia, informs us that the forces of Philopoemen 

were drawn up across the plain on the southern side 

of the city, protected by a trench in the front, which 

crossed the plain from the temple of Neptune to 

the hills of the Elisphasii'. These people, therefore, 

appear to have occupied all the valley of which the 

plain of Alecimedon comprehended a part, if not the 

whole. Commentators agree in considering Elis- 

phasii an erroneous reading. If “FArcactor was the 
word, as Gronovius proposes, the name of the west- 

ern Mantinic come was Helice®. In Travels in 

Moréa, iii. p. 88, I proposed “EAtocowror; but as we 
learn from Pausanias that the boundary line be- 

tween the Mantinenses and Megalopolitae was on 

the crest of the Meenalian range *, and that Helisson 

was one of the Arcadian towns which contributed to 
people Megalopolis at the time of its foundation *, 

and was consequently in the Megalopolitis, it is 

* Polyb. 11, 11. See Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 88. 
* Stephanus in ‘Edcx) gives ‘EXucijotot as one of the forms of 

the Ethnic of the Achaian Helice; ‘EXckaotoe would be the 

Arcadian form. 

* Arcad. 12, 3 (4). See above, p. 231. * Arcad. 27, 3. 
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evident that the Helissonii could not have extended 
so far to the eastward as the heights immediately 
bordering the Mantinic plain; but that between 

those heights and the crest of J/enalus there was 
ample space for one of the Mantinic come. It is 

remarkable. that the Ethnic of E/ymia, a place de- 
scribed by Xenophon as situated between Manti- 

neia and Orchomenus, and which some extant re- 

mains of antiquity have induced me to place at 

Levidhi, is a name not less likely than the Gentile 

of Helisson to have been corrupted into ‘Ediog¢actor; 
and that there is every reason to believe that the 

ancient town which stood at Levidhi was one of the 

Mantinic come; because it commanded the pass 

leading out of the Orchomenian plain into that of 

Alcimedon, and in all probability, therefore, had that 

plain, which we know from Pausanias to have be- 

longed to Mantineia, in its territory. Possibly “EXv- 

pacrot, from ‘EAvpn, may have been the word written 

by Polybius. The Gentile of the Arcadian Elyme, 

or Elymia, is the more likely to have had that ter- 

mination, as the people of this place would as usual 

be distinguished from those of Elymia in Macedonia, 
who called themselves ’EAupiwrac’. 

VoL. iii. p. 71. 

The Ophis is here improperly described as flowing 
from Tzipiana, but properly as flowing to the south- 

westward of the ruins of Mantineza, in which direc- 

' Thucyd. 2,99. Arrian, Exp. Alex. 1, 7. Ptolem. 3, 13. 

Stephan. in ’EAdueca. 
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tion it enters a katavothra situated two miles from 
the ruins. During the ages preceding the demo- 

lition of the city by Agesipolis, the Ophis had been 

made to flow through the city; and probably all the 

water-courses of the plain to the southward were 

then collected into one channel above the city, and 

below it were re-conducted to the katavothra, having 

been subsidiary perhaps in both situations to a sys- 

tem of irrigation, as beneficial to agriculture as the 

neglect of it is now pernicious. 

VOL. iii. p. 96. 

The hill, which in the time of Pausanias was called 

Ptolis, cannot be mistaken, being the only height in 

the northern Mantinic plain to the northward of the 

hill of Gurtzali'. Ptolis I have already suggested to 

have been the site of AMantineia prior to the con- 

struction of the new city to the south of Gurtzili; 

when Mantineia was nothing more than the head 
of the five demi into which the Mantinenses 

were then divided. Bishop Thirlwall, with refer- 

ence to a comparative remark on the two situations, 

? On the road to Orchomenus, on which occurred the hill of 

Ptolis, Pausanias, Arcad. 3 (5), first notices the Stadium of Ladas, 

then a lofty tumulus, called the tomb of Penelope, which was to 
the right of the road; and thus continues :—Tov ragov dé ExeTar 

TOUTOU TECloy OV péyA, Kal Opog éaTly év TO TECiw, Ta EpEelmLa ETL 

tijg Mayruveiag Exov Tig apyatac’ Kadetro O& TO Xwpioy éd dy 

II7d\tc. ‘These words seem to require some emendation, the hill 

of Ptolis being an eminence of very inconsiderable height in the 

midst of a large plain. Pausanias wrote perhaps, wediov Kat 

dpo¢ ov péya, or would a simple change of the comma, placing 
it after recfor, instead of after péya, be sufficient ? 
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occurring in Travels in Moréa, ii. p. 41, has misun- 
derstood me as having referred in that remark not 

to the hill of Péolis, but to that of Gurtzali; very 

truly adding, that there is no proof of the latter 

having ever been included within the ancient forti- 

fications of Mantineia. In fact, no person who has 

visited Mantineia can suppose that it ever has been 

within the permanent defences of the city; and the 

exclusion of this steep and lofty cone, the summit 

of which was not more than a mile distant from 
the centre of Mantineia, is a curious fact in refer- 

ence to the military engineering of the Greeks. 

When we consider, however, that, in order to make 

this height permanently serviceable to the defence 

of the city, it would have been necessary to con- 

struct a fortress on the summit, and to inclose the 

face towards Mantineia with walls, doubling the 

expense of fortifying, and requiring a much larger 

garrison than the circular inclosure in the plain, 

which in itself presented on every side a well-flanked 

wall, strengthened by a wet ditch, there is no longer 

any great reason for being surprised at the exclusion 

of the height of Gurtzali. In times of war it might 

be connected with the city by temporary works of 

defence, and might long be defended against an 

enemy, who, when possessed of it, would indeed be 

able to observe every military movement within the 

city, but was still too distant to effect much injury 

with ancient missiles. This would have been dif- 

ferent perhaps after the time of Alexander the 
Great, when balistic instruments and the art of 

attacking fortified places were greatly improved, and 

led to a similar improvement in the arts of defence. - 
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VoL. ii. p. 99. 

According to the French map, the rivulet here 

mentioned as flowing in a direction contrary to that 

of the road, turns westward, and runs into a kata- 

vothra in the way to Kaktri. It cannot therefore, 
as here imagined, have joined the Helzsson. 

Vot. iii. p. 107. 

The river which enters a katavothra two miles 
to the north-east of Skotini is formed of three 
branches. One flows south from Mount Gavria, of 

the Phliasia ; a second to the north, from Mount 

Armenia, on the confines of the MWantinice ; and the 

third eastward, from Mount Saeta, passing by Sko- 

tini. The two former, running in opposite direc- 

tions, water a continued valley about ten miles in 

length, about the middle of which is the katavéthra 
above-mentioned at the junction of the branch from 

Skotini. In the southern division of the valley, 

where it widens considerably, stands Buyati; at a 

mile to the north-east of which the French com- 

mission observed some remains of antiquity, which 

they suppose, with great probability, to be those of 

Alea. 

Vot. iii. p. 109. 

The fountain of Stymphalus not only supplied an 
aqueduct which the Emperor Hadrian constructed 
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for the Roman colony of Corinth, but, assisted by 

other small streams of the Stymphalia, it formed a 

lake in the winter season, and in the summer a river, 

which flowed through the mountains, and at its re- 

appearance at the foot of Mount Chaon in the 

Argolic plain was named Erasinus'. The Stymphalii 
recorded their belief in the identity of their river 

with the Erasinus by worshipping the rivers Erasinus 

and Metope under the forms of oxen. Metope, 
according to Callimachus and Atlian’, was the river 

of Stymphalus, but Pausanias applied the name 

Stymphalus to the river, as well as to the city and 
the fountain: from the genders of the two words, 

however, it seems most likely, that Metope was the 

source, and that the river was Stymphalus, identi- 

fied with Erasinus. Callimachus describes the river 

Metope as pebbly (zodtoraoc), which seems not very 

appropriate to a stream issuing in a body from the 

earth, and flowing through a marsh. But the Alex- 
andrian poets were not very particular in the epi- 

thets which they attached to localities of Greece. 

VoL. iii. p. 145. 

In the year 1821, the zerethra or subterraneous 

channel leading from the plain of Pheneus to the 

’ Herodot. 6, 76. Strabo, p. 275. 389. Pausan. Corinth. 

8, 5.24, 7,(6). Aread. 4, 3 (6)! 22, 2. Stat. Theb.4) Veeco, 
Tr. in Moréa, ii. p. 112 seq. 

? Callim. Hymn. ad Jovem, v. 26. lian. Var. Hist. 2, 33. 
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sources of the Ladon at Lyktria became obstructed, 

in consequence of which the water continued to 

rise in the plain, until it had surrounded the height 

of the ancient Pheneus at the upper extremity of 

the plain; thus covering this fertile district on every 

other side, as far as the slopes of the mountains, and 

destroying seven or eight square miles of cultivated 

country; in this state the plain of Pheneus still 

remains. In Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 115, 140, 151, 

the reader will find a description of the Pheneaiis, 
as it existed in the year 1806, and the change which 

has taken place in the plain will be understood from 

a comparison of the annexed topographical sketch, 
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made in the year abovementioned, with the same 

district, as exhibited in the map of the Moréa. As 

we know that the Pheneatic zerethra were not ob- 

structed for the fist time in 1821, we may look for- 
ward in due time to a natural deobstruction and toa 

restoration of the plain to the uses of agriculture; 

but we may expect at the same time a repetition of 

that inundation of the country about Olympia, which 
is recorded to have happened on the former occasion. 

According to Pliny the calamity had occurred five 
times; but Eratosthenes, who lived three centuries 

earlier, alludes only to a single instance’, and it 

seems not very likely that the accident should 

have happened so frequently as Pliny represents, 

when we consider that the oovyua or trench of Her- 
cules, of which the remains still exist, was a simple 
canal of drainage, five stades in length and thirty 

feet deep, made for the purpose of conveying the 

river in a single body across the plain to the zere- 

thra, and which, although useful against the ordinary 

effects of the seasons, was powerless in saving the 
plain from such an accident as the obstruction of the 

natural subterraneous channels’. Had such obstruc- 

tions, and consequent inundations, been frequent, 

the plain would hardly have been worthy of a Her- 

culean labour. When I visited the Pheneatice, the 

plain still derived some benefit from the work 

of Hercules; one bank of the canal was a conspi- 

cuous object, and was useful in preventing the inun- 

" Plin. H. N. 31, 5 (80). Eratosth. ap. Strabo, p. 389. Tra- 
vels in Moréa, iii. p. 144. 

? Pausan. Arcad. 14, 2. Travels in Moréa; i. p. 136. 
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dation of a part of the plain, while in the lower part 

there were small canals which conveyed the waters 

towards the katavothra. 

VoL. iii. p. 155. 

The reader will perceive from what has been 

stated in p. 367 et seg. of this volume, that this 
recapitulation of the Arcadian zerethra requires to 
be enlarged. The A/antinico-Tegeatic plain contains 
not less than eight katavothra, though some of them 
are so small as not easily to be discovered, except 

in the dry season: four of them carry the waters 

to the western, and four to the eastern coast of the 

Peninsula. 

Vot. iii. p. 169. 

The fountain on Mount Khelm6s is not, as here 

stated, one of the sources of the river of Karnési, 

but flows like the river of Sudhena to the Avroa- 

NiUs. 

Vot. iii. pp. 188. 403. 

The ruins here described are probably not those 

of Ceryneia, as I supposed, but of Bura, as the 

ce? 
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French Commission has determined; for it now 

appears that the remains are little more than a mile 
in a direct line from the Metokhi of Trupia, which 

I before recognized as standing on a part of the site 

of Bura, and where I remarked some remains, which 

appear to have been those of a temple'. Trupia is 

about midway between the rivers Buraicus and 

Cerynites, and about midway, also, between the 

ruins of Bura and the sea-shore, consequently in a 

central situation of the Buraice, which comprehended 
probably, when the Achaic cities flourished, the 

space embraced by the sea and the two rivers, toge- 

ther with the interior country, as far as the confines 

of Cynetha. We learn from M. Boblaye, that some 
remains of Ceryneia were observed by Mr. Vietty 

on the mountain which rises above the left bank of 

the Bokhisia or Cerynites, just where it issues from 

the mountains into the plain’, and just above the 

place where I remarked some ancient remains of 

brick at the foot of the mountain to the left of the 

road leading from Trupia to Vostitza*. These may 
have belonged to a suburb or dependency of Cery- 

neia, Which itself stood, according to Strabo, in a 

very lofty situation *. 

The French surveyors have identified a pyramidal 

rock, pierced with three cavities, which are partly 

artificial, and above one of which is the rude form 

of a human face *, with the cavern of Hercules Bura- 

" Travels in Moréa, u1. p. 399. 

* Recherches Géogr. &c. p. 25. 
° Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 184, 404. 

4} Keovvera éxt wérpne vindAjfjc ipupévyn. Strabo, p. 387. 

> Expéd. Scient. Architecture, &c. iil. pl. 84, fig. 1. 
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icus, described by Pausanias as having contained a 

small statue of the deity, still oracular in his time’. 
But the rock observed by the French officers ap- 
pears from their narrative to be situated between 

the rivers Akrata and Dhiak6fto 2, whereas the words 

of Pausanias place the oracular cavern in the pre- 
cipitous rocks which border the Buraicus, or river 

of Kalavryta; a position not less than five miles 

distant from the cavernous rock discovered by the 

French Commission®. The cavern of Hercules Bu- 

raicus | conceive to have been in a situation similar, 

with respect to the river Buraicus, to that of the 

grotto with votive niches, which I observed in the 

rocks bordering the Cerynites *. 

Vot. iii. p. 185. 

The maritime level which, interrupted only by 
short intervals of rocky «cliffs, extends along the 

north-eastern coast of Peloponnesus from Corinth to 

1 Achaic. 25, 6 (10). Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 406. 
* Expéd. Scient. Architecture, ii. p. 41. 

° M. Boblaye differs from the authors of the Architectural 

Section of the Expédition Scientifique, for he places the Cave of 

Hercules at Trupia (Rech. Géogr. p. 27). But the words of 
Pausanias (karaBavrwy o€ éx Botpac we éxt Oddaccary, worapdc TE 

Bovoaixoc dvopaldpuevoc kat ‘HpardAjfje ob péyac éorly év orndaly,) 

hardly allow of the cavern having been a mile distant from the 

river. Nevertheless, the name of Trupia (from Tpizn or Tpotra) 

appears to have had some connexion with the oracular cavern. 

* Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 403. 
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Patra, appears to have been formed in the course 
of ages by the soil deposited by the torrents which 
descend from the lofty mountains that rise imme- 
diately at the back of the plains. Wherever the 
rivers are largest, the plains are most extensive, and 
each river has its correspondent promontory propor- 
tioned in like manner to its volume. These pro- 
montories are in general nearly opposite to the open- 
ings at which the rivers emerge from the moun- 
tains; but it is observable, that the greater number 
of the rivers flow across the plains which they have 
formed in a direction different from that which they 
pursued through the mountains, and meet the sea- 
coast to the right or left of the promontories. In this 

respect, however, the Crius and Crathis differ from 

the other rivers, and join the sea at their respective 
promontories. The most remarkable projections are 

kthium, Drepanum, that of the river of Rhype, or Sal- 

meniko, which ends in a Delta, that of the Selinus, to 

the east of Vostitza, and that of the Buratcus. The 

Selinus may not have more than restored the loss 
which occurred when Helice and a part of the sur- 
rounding plain were absorbed by the sea; but in 

other parts of the Achaian shore it is probable that 
the plains have considerably increased during the 
historical ages. 

VOL. iii. p. 2238. 

Although the distance in time from Kaméari 
(Aristonaute) to Zugra (Pellene) is greater than 
from the latter to Trikkala, the horizontal dis- 
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tance of these two intervals is nearly equal, and the 

difference of time is accounted for by the eleva- 

tion of the site of Pellene above the sea, which is 

more than the half of that of Trikkala. Pausanias 
ascribes to both the intervals a road distance of sixty 

stades'; and in his time better roads may have pro- 

duced a greater approximation to equality in time. 

From these considerations I have now placed My- 

seum and Cyrus at Trikkala, and not in the valley 
of Flamboritza, in which I had before supposed 
these hiera to have stood. 

The “copious fountains at Mysseum and Cyrus,” 

mentioned by Pausanias’*, will suit any of the three 

divisions of Trikkala: the exact situation, therefore, 

of the two hiera can only be determined by some 
discovery of antiquities. 

VOL. iii. p. 228. 

The river, which rises near the site of Cleone, and 

flows into the Corinthian bay a little westward of 

Lecheum, is named Longo. This seems to be the 

* Achaic. 26, 7 (14); 27, 38, (9). Travels in Moréa, iii. 

p. 217, seq. 
2a 3h BY ov > ~ , Cévo e , ‘ 7 oo NS BESS gore d& ddaoc Ev TO Mvoalw Ccévopa dpoiwe Ta TaYTa Kal Vewp 

apBovoy dveow ék myyav. Achaic. 27, 3 (9). 

"Atwrépw df ov wodv aro TOU Mvoaiov tepdy éoriv "AokAnmwwi, 

kadovupevov Kipoc ..... - Ydwp o& Kal évravOa avédny Eori. 

4(11). 
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Langeia of antiquity’, the Longo being otherwise 
the only river in this part of the Peloponnesian 
coast of which the ancient name is not known. The 
Elissus and Asopus embraced the hill of Sicyon, and 
the Nemea is identified by its having been the 

boundary between the Corinthia and Sicyonia’, by 

the extant remains of the Hierum of Nemea near 

its sources, and by its having been crossed in the 
way from Athens to Phlius*, as well as from Corinth 
to Sicyon. Statius contrasts the sluggish course of 
the Langeia with that of the Elissus, which he has 
justly described as rapid, and having broken banks. 

Vot. iii. p. 236. 

Strabo when an avromrye was accurate. We find, 

accordingly, that his estimate of the height of the 

Acro-Corinthus (three stades and a half*) agrees 
very nearly with the measurement of the French 
surveyors. The perpendicular altitude of the moun- 

tain above the sea is 575 metres, equal to 1886 
English feet, which is equal to three stades and a 

Junguntur memores, transmissi ab origine regis, 

Qui Drepani scopulos et oliviferze Sicyonis 

Culta ferunt, quos pigra vado Langeia tacenti 

Lambit et amfractu riparum incurvus Elissos. 

Stat. Theb. 4, 49. 

* Strabo, p. 382. Liv. 38, 15. 

* Aischin. de Falsé Leg. p. 50. 
* "Opoc iWnrov, bcov TeL@y Hyiov oradiwy Exov Tiv KaGeTor. 

Strabo, p. 379. 
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tenth at 607 feet to the stade. Nor is there any 
great exaggeration in the words of Statius ',— 

» qua summas caput Acro-Corinthus in auras 

Tollit, et alterna geminum mare protegit umbra. 

But it would require a December’s rising sun to cast 

a shadow of the Acro-Corinthus over any part of the 
bay of Lecheum. 

VOL. iii. p. 244. 

Dion Chrysostom describes a place of meeting of 

the Corinthians in terms exactly applicable to the 

existing amphitheatre’. It was without the city, in 

the ravine of a torrent, in a rugged and disagreeable 

situation, which the orator contrasts with that of the 

Dionysiac theatre of Athens at the foot of the 

Acropolis. 

Vou. i, px247. 

The reasons here given for supposing that the 

platform and other remains of a Doric temple, 

which I observed near the cliff to the North of the 

extant columns on the site of Corinth, are those 

of the temple of Apollo, the principal sacred 
edifice of Lower Corinth, are in some degree con- 

* Theb.: 7; 106. 
2 Oi KopirO.or peév eéw rjc wodewe Ev Yapaddog revi, TAHO0C pev 

duvapevy débacba, rorw pumapp dé Adwc’ Kal drov pydsic av 

poe Odere pndéva roy é\evOéowy. Or. Rhod. p. 347, Morell. 
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firmed by an inscription’, to which I neglected to 

advert, though it has been published for more than a 

century. It was found by Spon and Wheler, in the 

year 1676, at the house of a Turk, which seems 
to have stood nearly, if not exactly, on the plat- 

form which I have described. and near which I 

observed a ruined zipyoc’; the platform and other 

vestiges of a temple may have been concealed in the 

time of Spon by the modern buildings, all which, 

except the ruined Pyrgo, have been long since re- 
moved from that part of the site of ancient Corinth. 

Spon and Wheler deduced from the inscription, 
compared with Pausanias, an inference, as to the 

situation of the temple of Apollo, similar to that 

which I derived from a comparison of the ancient 

vestiges with the same authority. 

The inscribed stone appears to have been re- 

moved from the ruins, or site of the Turkish house, 

to a mosque in the town, where it was not less con- 

cealed from the notice of travellers than it had been 

at the Turkish harem, until the mosque having been 

1 L. Hermidius Celsus et L. Rutilius . . . . (emeriti?) 

Augusti et L. Hermidius Maximus et L. Hermidius 

/Edem et statuam Apollinis Augusti et tabernas Deorum. 
By Spon and Wheler, the last word was read “ decem,” but a 

recent copy by Sir Gardner Wilkinson leaves scarcely any 

doubt that it was ‘* Deorum.” 

? Le lendemain nous montames a cheval pour Sicyon, et nous 

primes a la droite pour voir une inscription, qu’on nous dit que 

nous trouverions 4 la maison de Mousselin Naib, ou Lieutenant 

du Cady. Nous la vimes dans la cour d’une maison, qui est le 

serrail de ses femmes, et s'il n’eut pas été absent, nous n’aurions 

pas eu le crédit d’y entrer.”’ Spon, Voyage, &c., p. 178. Wheler 

describes the stone as the “transeant over his door.” T ravels, 

p. 444. 
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destroyed in the Greek war, the stone now lies 

in the road near it. It is part of an architrave, 

the dimensions of which are too small to admit 

of its having formed part of the ancient temple 

of Apollo, which I have given reasons for believing 

to have been of the larger class of Doric hexastyles. 

Probably, therefore, it belonged to a sacellum which 

was situated within the temenus of Apollo, and 
was dedicated to Augustus, identified with Apollo’. 

The ten tabernsz may have served for the festivals 

of the Deities. The situation of the temple of 

Apollo, near the edge of cliffs terminating the table- 
land of the city, and looking down upon the harbour, 

resembled exactly that of similar buildings at Syra- 

cuse and Agrigentum. 

VOL. ili. p. 304. 

The French geographers, although they were 

aware of the existence of some remains of a theatre 

near Port Schenus, now Kalamiéki, at the eastern 

termination of the Isthmus of Corinth, appear not 

to have known that the celebrated temple of Nep- 

tune, the scene of the Isthmic games, was in the 

same situation. M. Boblaye remarks, “Les ruines 

les plus considérables indiquent que la position du 

temple de Neptune était au couwchant du diolcos et 

de la muraille’.” But the only Hellenic remains at 

* Dedications to Apollo Augustus were not uncommon. See 
Gruter Corpus Inscriptionum, pp. 36, 1066. Orellii Insc. Lat. 
Select., No. 404, 1436, 2548, 2628. 

* Rech. Géograph. p. 37. 
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the western end of the Isthmus, are some walls, 

forming a portion of those of a ruined medieval 

fortress, which, like its Hellenic predecessor, defended 

the western extremity of the lines of defence across 

the isthmus’. At the eastern end of the Hellenic 

line, and protected by the works which there formed 

its termination at the bay of Kalamaki, stood the 

temple of Neptune: and adjacent to it were a 

theatre and a stadium, as in other celebrated hiera, 

where periodical exhibitions took place. I observed 
remains of both the latter constructions, as well as 

of the temple of Neptune, exactly where the descrip- 
tion of Pausanias, who had previously been treating 

of the places westward of Megara along the shore 

of the Saronic Gulf’, led me to look for them. I 
am surprised, also, to observe, that M. Boblaye, 

describing the wall built “a plusieurs reprises depuis 

Yinvasion de Xerxes jusqu’en 1463,” says, “les 

ruines des grandes constructions de cette derniére 

époque, et de leur restoration en 1696, sont les 

seules apparentes aujourd’hui.” On the contrary, 

there are remains of a line of Hellenic walls, which 

crossed the Isthmus, and were flanked by towers 

facing to the north. These have served as substruc- 
tions to walls of different times, of which it would 

be difficult to discriminate the exact periods. Athens 

and the isthmus were fortified in the year 253, when 
Thessalonica was besieged, and all Greece threat- 

ened by the Goths in the reign of Valerian*. The 

" See the description of the Hellenic lines, in Travels in Moréa, 

iii. p. 287, 303. 
* Pausan. Corinth. 1, 7. > Zosim. 1, 29. 
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Isthmus was again fortified by Justinian towards 
the end of the sixth century’, and again by the 

Greeks against the Turks in 1415, and by the Vene- 
tians in 1463’. 

VOL. ili. p. 308. 

The distance of 120 stades from Corinth, at which 

Thucydides places Crommyon ’, corresponds exactly 

to Kassidhi, where the French surveyors found “ des 

ruines assez considérables *,” though the name Kas- 

sidhi does not occur in the French map, the village 
probably having ceased to exist. Placing Crom- 

myon at Kassidhi, a correction will be obviously 
required in Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 307, 308. It 
would seem that the ruins of Crommyon have 

hitherto escaped the observation of travellers, from 

not having been in the road, but a little to the left 

of it. The ruined monument observed by Wheler, 

between “three and four yards high, and eight feet 

square, with large planks of marble and_basso- 

relievos upon some of them ’,” appears to have been 

a sepulchral monument in the vicinity of Crommyon. 
To Sidus belonged the valley of Susaki, but the 
exact situation of the fortress has not been ascer- 
tained. 

* Procop. de Aidif. 4,2. Phranza, 1, 34. 38. 

* Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 304. 

* Thucyd. 4, 45. 

* Boblaye, Rech. Géogr. p. 35. 
* Wheler’s Travels, p. 436. 
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VoL. iii. p. 309. 

The only alteration which the French survey sug- 

gests, in illustration of the battle fought between 
the Corinthians and Athenians on the shore below 

Solygeia, in the seventh year of the Peloponnesian 
war, is, that Rheztus was at the mouth of the river 

of Galataki, which joins the sea at a retiring angle 
of the coast three miles south of Kekhriés, and that 

the place was named from the river. Solygeza stood 
probably at the village of Galataki, that place cor- 

responding to the data of Thucydides as to Solygeia, 

namely, that the mountain on which it stood, o 

Lorvyeocg Aogoc, was twelve stades from the shore 

of the bay which lies between Chersonesus and 

Rheitus, twenty stades from the nearest part of the 
Isthmus, and sixty stades from Corinth'. These dis- 

tances are found to accord perfectly with Galataki. 

Vol. iii. p. 315. 

In Corinthia, beyond the Isthmus, and in the 

adjacent part of the Megaris, lying to the west of 

Megara, the ancient sites requiring to be identified 

are Therma, Peirzeum, the Herzeum, Cape Olmie, 

(noe, Tripodiscus, and A‘geirus. In Travels in 

the Moréa, iii. p. 313 et seqg., and in Travels in 
Northern Greece, ii. p. 410, the reasons will be found 

for ;lacing all these sites as they will be found on 

" Thucyd. 4, 42. 
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the map, except that by the error of a name, Bissia 

instead of Skhino is stated in Travels in Moréa, iii. 

p- 315, 1. 14, to have been the site of Ginoe. Lieut. 
Stanley, R.N., Admiralty-Surveyor, remarked some 

ruins one mile east of Cape Melangavi, near the west- 

ern end of Lake Vuliasméni. These seem to mark 

the exact site of the temple of Juno, which took the 

epithet of Acreea from the neighbouring promontory, 

and to be the same ruins which were observed by 

M. Dutroyat'. I am informed by Mr. Finlay that 

he observed some broken inscriptions and other re- 

mains of antiquity at the Kaly'via of Perakhora, 
three miles from Perakhora, on the way to its port 

called Strava. These may be vestiges of some de- 

pendency of Pecreum, or possibly of Peirzeum itself, 

though I am more disposed to place the latter at 

Perakhora, from the fine situation and from the 

similar import of the two names. Cnoe seems 

justly to have been recognized by Dr. Forchhammer 

at a “Paledkastro, de forme quarrée, au-dessus de 
Skhino’.” 

* M. Dutroyat, a vu sur le Cap Hagios Nikolaos, situé 

exactement a 7 milles Romains de Corinth, un lac remarquable, 

nommé Vuliasméni, des fondations d’édifice, une grande quantité 

de poteries antiques, des tombeaux et des citernes creusés dans 

le roc: quelques gros blocs sur le bord occidental du lac indi- 

quent peut-étre la place du batiment dont parle Xenophon. 

Au-dessous de la chapelle Hagios Nikolaos, qui occupe proba- 
blement l’emplacement du temple, est une cavere ot I’on peut 

placer V’oracle de Junon. (Boblaye, Rech. Géogr. sur les 

Ruines de la Morée, p. 36.) ; 
* Boblaye, p. 36. 
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VoL. iii. p. 321. 

Tenea, having been sixty stades to the south of 

the Acro-Corinthus, occupied undoubtedly some 
position in the valley of the river, which rising in 

the same mountains as the Longo or Langeia, or 

river of Cleone, pursues a parallel course, and enters 
the Corinthian plain on the eastern side of the moun- 

tain of Acro-Corinthus. The name of this river has 
not been preserved in ancient history. Perhaps, like 

the Nemea, it was named from the principal place 

towards its sources, which was 7Z'enea. 

Although no remains of the Teneatic gate of the 

Acro-Corinthus, or of the temple of Lucina, which 
stood near it, have been observed in or near the 

modern inclosure of the fortress, we may safely pre- 

sume that it stood near the south-eastern angle 

of the Acro-Corinthus. As the descent of the 
mountain into the vale of Z'’enea must have been of 

considerable length, a road distance of sixty stades 
from the walls of the fortress will hardly reach 

beyond Khiliomédhi. Here ancient sepulchres 
have been observed, in one of which a _ beautiful 

painted «bA&, of the fifth or sixth century B.c., 

has been found. At no great distance, therefore, 

from Khiliomédhi it is probable that Zenea stood. 
The name of Ktenia, a village a mile and a half 

to the southward of Khiliomodhi, may have been 

corrupted from Tenea; but the distance of Ktenia 

from the Acro-Corinthus is greater than 60 stades 
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by the road, nor have any Hellenic vestiges been 

there observed which can outweigh the testimony 

afforded by those at Khiliomédhi. 

VoL. ili. pp. 349, 375. 

Some remains of a fortress are still to be seen on 

a summit of Mount 7ricaranum, about two miles 

north-eastward of the ruins of Phdius, near a small 

village named Kutzi. Professor Ross, of Athens, 

ascribes these ruins to Buphia or Phebia, names 

which, though separate in Stephanus, he rightly 

judges to have belonged to one and the same place’. 

The situation, however, answers so well in every 

respect to that which is required by the narrative of 

Xenophon for 7ricarana*, that I cannot but iden- 

tify it with that fortress. We know nothing of 

Phelia, except that it was in the Stcyonia. 

On the northern summit of the same ridge on 

~which the fortress 7'ricarana was situated, Professor 

Ross found remains of another Hellenic fortress ’, 

which seems perfectly to correspond with Thyamia by 

its situation relatively to Szcyon and Phiius*'. The 
site forms a triangle with the villages of Stimanga and 

Skrapani, at the distance of about a mile from each. 

It lay in the mountain road from Phlius to Sicyon, 

rather nearer to the former city than to the latter, 

* Bulletino dell Instituto di Corr. Archzeol xu. p. 21. 

* Travels in Moréa, i. p. 346, seq. 

* Bulletino di Corr. Arch. xii. p. 22. 

* Travels in Moréa, iil. p. 375. 

pd 
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and nearly on a line with 7%tane, on the opposite 

side of the Asopus. 

Vol. iii. p. 354. 

Professor Ross has confirmed the conjecture here 

advanced as to 7%tane, having discovered its remains 

a little eastward of Voivoda, a village on the same 
mountain side on which Paradhisi and Lidpesi are 
situated, about two miles south of the latter. The 

summit of a narrow ridge, advancing from the 
mountain towards the valley of the Asopus, was 

well fortified on every side, and at the extremity 

there was a citadel, of which the walls and towers 

subsist in some places to the height of twenty or 
thirty feet. Titane, therefore, was a small fortified 

town,—a fact not apparent from Pausanias, who 

alludes only to Titane as a mountain upon which 

stood temples of A’sculapius and of Minerva, sur- 

named Coronis’. Within the acropolis Dr. Ross 

found a church of St. Tryphon, preserving fragments 

of Doric columns, as well as of a frieze, sixteen inches 

high, with metopes, thirteen inches broad’?. As 
these dimensions seem too small for the temple of 

A‘sculapius, they may have belonged to that of 

Minerva, who, as protectress of citadels, is likely to 

have had her temple within the acropolis. No re- 

mains of the temple of A‘sculapius, therefore, are 

likely to be found without an excavation. 

* Pausan. Corinth. 2, 7 (8). Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 877. 

* Bulletino di Corr. Archzol. xii. p. 27. 
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Vot. iii. p. 388. 

The ancient wall here mentioned as stretching 

from the mountain to the shore, although it was 

probably some territorial boundary, could not, as 

here suggested, have marked that of Sicyon towards 

Pellene, for Pausanias describes that boundary as at 
or near a river which had its origin in the moun- 

tains above Pellene’, that is to say, in Mount Cyl- 
lene. Its name, if he ever gave it, has dropped 

from his text. The only river which, having that 

origin, flows to the gulf of Corinth is the Trikka- 

lind, which rises at and above Trikkala, flows along 
the eastern side of the hill of Pellene, and, leaving 

Xylokastro near its left bank at the point where it 
issues from the mountains, joins the sea after a 

course of a mile through the maritime plain. And 

this is so much more likely to have been the river 

intended by Pausanias, as it is the greatest between 

the Sythas, near Sicyon, and the Crius, near dAvgeira. 
Scylax assists in the same conclusion, by stating 

120 stades to have been the length of the Sicyonian 

coast’, which exactly agrees with the twelve geogra- 

phical miles between the mouth of the Trikkalino 

and that of the Nemea, which separated the Sicyonia 

* Tlorapot c& éx Tov dod KarépxovrTat umeo tiv LekAvyv, mpog 

pev Aivyeipac Kadovpevoc Kptoc. exe oé avroy TO dvopa amo 

Tirdvoc Kpiov (dc) kat &ddoc wydpacrar morapmoc, O¢ apXOpEVoS EK 

LuvAov Tov Opoug é¢ Tov “Eppov Karetor. Kabore o€ TeAAnvetouv 

dpot Tig Kwpac Tedc Dkvwrtove eicl, kara TovTY ToTapdc ahtot Tic, 

EoxaToc ToTapnwy Tov Ayaikor, é¢ Tiv Lkvwviay éxdidwor Oadac- 

oav. Pausan. Achaic. 27, 4 (11). Travels in Moréa, 1. p. 393. 

oe tS... Eludson. . 

paz 
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from the Corinthia. The sources of the Trikkalino 
having been entirely in the Pellengza, and the river 
having bordered the eastern suburbs of Pellene, Pau- 

sanias regarded it as a Pellenaean river, as appears 

by his words votapoc ogior; and hence, although it 

marked the frontier of the Pellenzea towards Sicyon 

in the lower part of its course, the crest of the 

north-easterly continuation of the ridge of Mount 

Zy'ria, and not the river, was more probably the 

common boundary in the interior country. It ap- 

pears that Olurus, now Xylokastro, was a fortress of 

the Pellenenses on its maritime frontier. Donusa, 

now Mount Koryfi, the Donoessa or Gonoessa of 

Homer, was another of their fortresses. Aristonaute, 

near the modern Kamari, was their harbour, and 

their sea-coast was separated, probably, from that of 

Aigeira by the promontory Avgo’. 

The French Commission have identified the river 

of Trikkala or Xylokastro with the Sys of Ptolemy’; 

but if the Sys was the same as the Sythas of Pausa- 
nias *, it could not have been so far from Sicyon, 

that is to say, about 10 miles by the road. Such a 
distance was incompatible with the procession of 

seven male and seven female children, who on the 

festival of Apollo went from Sicyon to the Sythas, 

* Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 212, 217, 224, 386. 

* Ptolem. 38, 16. 

* KaraBdor ce é¢ Tov Xekvwviwy Kadovpevoy ypeva Kal 

tpameicey éx “Aptorovavrac, 70 éxivewov ro WedAnvaiwy, tore 

ON yor vmsep THY Oddy év aptorepa Moaecevoc tepdv’ mpoehOovar de 

Kara THY Newhopov ‘EXtoowy re Kahovpevoc moraplog Kal per avrov 

LvIac éoriv, ekerddvrec é¢ OdAagoayv. Pausan. Corinth. 12, 2; 

Travels in Moréa, iii. p. 383. 
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and returned to the temple of Apollo in the agora 

of that city’: and this seems a sufficient reason for 

rejecting the reading of Siebelis and Bekker in the 

passage of Pausanias relating to the river of Pel- 

lene, where for the word ric of the MSS. they have 

substituted Xvbac. Nor can Xue, the proposed read- 

ing of Kuhnius, in the same place, although more 

plausible, be admitted, unless Sys and Sythas were 

different rivers, which it is not easy to believe. 

Von. iii. p. 386. 

The river, which rises on the western side of the 

mountain Mavrioro or Mavronoro, the ancient 

Chelydorea, is not that which I crossed at nine 

A.M. of the 26th of April, but another, and larger, 

which I crossed at 9°45. The former rises on 

the northern side of Mount Chelydorea, at a vil- 
lage named Ghelini. Neither of them is named in 

ancient history; but as Phelloe was in the moun- 
tains above dgetra, forty stades from thence’, 

Zakhuli, or some place near it, must have been the 

situation of Phelloe, and Phelloéis may have been 
the name of the river, as Zakhulitiko is at present. 

‘ vt d& waldag emra Kai toac mapBévove éxi Tov LvOav rora- 

pov cmooréAXovow ikerevoyrac. Pausan. Corinth. 7, 7 (8). 

? Pausan. Achaic. 26, 4 (10). Travels in Moréa, ii. p. 389. 
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Vou. iii. p. 396. 

The Lago-potamo, called the river of Dhiakofto, 
in the lower part of its course from a village of that 

name near its left bank, is the only considerable 

stream, between Ageira and Azgium, of which Pausa- 
nias has not left us the name. It may possibly be the 

Erasinus of Strabo, who, in speaking of the Erasinus 

of the Argeian plain, adds, “Pet d& kat aAXAoc opwvupoc 
EK THC “Apkadiac Eic TOV KaTa Bovear alytadoy 1 The 

Dhiakofto joins the sea about midway between the 

sites of Age and Buwra, and at two-thirds of the 

distance from Aigeira to Bura. Atgze had ceased to 
exist long before the time of Strabo’; all this 

part of the Achaian coast was consequently divided 

between Aigeira and Bura: and the river DhiakOfto, 
being much nearer to the latter site, was probably in 

the Buraice. 

Vou. iii. p. 416. 

The statement here made, that the distance given 

by Pausanias, of 90 stades by sea between the fort of 

Minerva and Erineus, and that of 60 stades by sea 

between Erineus and Agium, confirm the placing of 

the former at Psathé-pyrgo, and of the latter at the 

' Strabo, p. 371. 

? Polyb. 2, 41. Strabo, p. 386. Pausan. Achaic. 25, 7 (12). 

Arcad. 15, 4 (9), 
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Vineyards of Lambiri, may seem to require some 

explanation, as the two direct distances are nearly 

equal; and as the curvature of the coast, although 

it rendered the former paraplus longer, could not 

have made it longer in so large a proportion to the 
latter as nine to six. Consequently, this is one 

among the incorrect details which Pausanias has 

given of the paraplus between Patra and Adgium, 

of which the total (230 stades) is accurate; a line 

parallel to the general outline of the coast, mea- 

sured by openings of three G.m. in the compasses, 

being about 23 cG.m. in length. Nevertheless, 
as we find that 60 stades is the true distance 

between Lambiri and Vostitza, and that 15 stades, 

assigned by Pausanias to the distance between 

the fortress of Minerva and the harbour of Panor- 

mus, accords with the true distance between the 

nearest point of the latter and Psathé-pyrgo, we may 

presume that Psatho-pyrgo and Lambiri, having been 
the only two harbours between /Panormus and 

Eigium, were the two places intended by Pausanias ; 

and we may consider the curvature of the coast 

between Psatho-pyrgo and Lambiri as a confirmation 

of the greater length of that portion of the para- 

plus which lay between the fortress of Minerva 
and digium, although the length ascribed to it by 
Pausanias be not correct either in itself or in its 

proportion to the other part. 
If any doubts should still remain as to the posi- 

tion of the fortress of Minerva, a place named only 

by Pausanias, there can be none at least as to Hri- 

neus, which is described by Thucydides as a harbour 
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in the district of Rhypes'. The bay of Lambiri is 
the only semblance of a harbour between Vostitza 
(dzgium) and Psathé-pyrgo, and its distance from 

Aigium is exactly that at which Pausanias places 

Erineus. 

Vou. iii. p. 418. 

The geographers of the French Commission have 

placed Ahypes at some ruins on the right bank of 
the river Thol6, where it issues into the plain,—the 

same river which I suppose to have been the Phania 

of Pausanias,—whereas they identify the Phenix 

with the river of Salmeniko, without considering 

that this would be inconsistent with the placing of 

Rhypes on the Tholé; because the Phoenix having 
(according to Pausanias) been a river of the Aigiatis, 
Rhypes must, on this supposition, have been situated 

westward of the river of Salmeniko. The distance, 

it is true, of the position on the Tholé from Vos- 
‘itza is correctly that which Pausanias assigns as 

the interval between AXgium and Rhypes; it is, 

moreover, as he indicates, a little to the left of the 

main road from Aigium to Patre’; but one can 

* 6ppifovrar kara “Epuveoy ric “Ayatac év ™ ‘Purecy. Thueyd, 

7, 34. 

? ddlyov 6€ brép Tiv Aewhdpoy ‘PurGy éorl ru EpeimLa’ aradiove 

dé Alywoy mepi rove tpidxovra améyet “Purwy. Aiyiov dé ray 

xwpar orébecoe prev morapoc Moind. Crékevor Cé Kal Erepoc Meya- 

virac, €¢ Oadacoay péeovrec. Achaic. 23, 4. 
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hardly conceive that two of the most important cities 

of Achaia! should have been placed so near to each 

other as 30 stades. We may be allowed, there- 

fore, to suspect the accuracy of Pausanias or his 

text, as to the distance between Rhypes and 

Mgium; and the more so, as there is an evident 

incorrectness in others of his distances between 

Patree and Mgium. Sthypes I have already con- 

jectured to have stood on the banks of the river 

of Salmeniko, in a lofty situation like Cyreneia and 

Bura; and Erineus apparently was its port. Such 

a position is well adapted to the xeoavviar Pimec of 
Aischylus’, as well as to the name itself, which appears 

to be derived from the same origin as <petmeov and 

the Latin rupes. The river was named perhaps, like the 

Cerynites and the Buraicus, from the city by which it 

flowed, and this may partly account for its not having 

been noticed by Pausanias, whose only information as 

to Rhypés is, its position relatively to Aigium, and 

that it had ceased to be inhabited from the time of 

Augustus’*. Strabo confirms the fact of its having been 

’ Rhypes (ai ‘Puzec) sent two colonies to Italy, which became 

opulent cities. Myscellus of Rhypes was the reputed founder 

(oixtarn¢) of Croton; and from Rubi, one of the resting-places of 

Horace in his way from Rome to Brundusium, some of the finest 

specimens of Greek art in bronze and pottery have been ob- 

tained. On some of the coins of Rubi the Greek name is 

written PYW, in the singular. From other coins it appears that 

the inhabitants called themselves PYBAXTEINOI. 

2 "Purrec pév ovK olKovyrau’ Ty Oe ywpav ‘Purica Kadovpeyny 

Eoxov Aiytetc kal Bapeic’ cai Atayvdoc d€ A€yee Tov" 

Bovpay iepoy re Kal Kepavviac ‘Porac. 

Strabo, p. 387. 

* Pausan. Achaic. 18, 5 (7). 
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in the year B.c. 280'. | 

exist near the river of Salmeniko sufficient vestiges 
of Lthypes to fix its exact position. | 

Ti ei ak Se 

1 Polyb. 2, 41. 



ERRATA 

TO 

TRAVELS IN THE MOREA. 

VOLUME I. 

Page line 

77 ~ult. for on the left are seen Vidhisova, Botia, and 

Klistira, and on the right Agrieléa and Varibdépi 

read on the left are seen Agrieléa and Klistra, 
and on the right Varibopi, Vidhisova, and Botia. 

95 1 for. B.c. 392 read_B.c. 295 

191 11 for near Polovitza read above Sokha 

201 13 for right read left 

231 4 for from Priniko to Kavo-Xy'li read from Kavo- 

Xy'li to Priniko 

262 2,3 for northern and southward read eastern and west- 

ward 

282 6 for Kurtztri read Kuskini: see p. 337, |. 22, 

360 19 for Minerva read Diana, 

365 17 for Tyrteus read Euripides 

396 26 for southward read northward 

426 4, 5 

say. 9 | for Higaleum read Agaleos 
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412 ERRATA TO TRAVELS IN THE MOREA. 

VOLUME II. 

Page line 

18 8 for joins the Alpheius read joins the river of 
Andritzena 

42 19 for twenty minutes read fifty minutes 

65 ult. for Sérvoi read Zérzova 

122 8 for behind Lalusi, towards O'lono, is Zoga, read 

below Lalusi is Zoga 

188 17 for river of Tzdia read river of Pyrgo 
260 21 for of the peak read on the peak 

440 11 for peculiarity of statues read peculiarity of the 
statues 

441 penult. after northern side add and three of the southern 

466 9 for northern read south-western 

22 dele colossal 

496 23 for from west to east read from north-west to 

south-east 

529 11 for river of Vérria read river of Vrestena | 

VOLUME III. 

53 24 for Turniki read Karya 

103 20 for north-western read south-western 

135 10 for Stymphalus read Orchomenus 
188 10 for eighty read one hundred 

307 note, |. 1, 2nd col. for Artemidorus read Apollodorus 

315 14 for Bissia read Skhin6é 

367 note for dnav read pac 

379 20 for Demetrius read Demetrias 

Inscription No. 52, is at Mistra, not at Tripolitza. 
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INDEX. 

Abarmus, (1. Abarinus,) Pylus so called 
in the Latin MSS. of Ptolemy, 192 x. 

Abia, 188; separated from Messene, 
185 

Acarnania, arches frequently to be seen 
in, 120 

Accentual verse, ‘‘Chronicle of the 
Moréa,” written in, 135 x. 

Acestor, statue by, at Olympia, 72 
Achzi Paracyparissii, ruins of the city of 

the, 169 
Achaia, Andravidha the ordinary resi- 

dence of the princes of, 141; governed 
several years by a bailli or deputy, 
146 ; rivers of, 390 

Achaic League, refusal of the Olenii to 
join the, 208; observation of Bishop 
Thirlwall on the same, zbid. 

Achilleius, the harbour, 175 seqq. 
Achris, 131 
Acidon, the river, 109 
Acrea, the height, 263 and x. 
Acritas, Cape, 195 
Acrochersites, Sostratus of Sicyon, sur- 

named, 62 
Acro-Corinthus, height of, 204, 392 
Acroreia, 219 
Acte, the Argolic, 279, 291 sq. 
Acydas, the river, 109 
/Eacus, founder of the Panhellenium of 
gina, 271 

Fiigee, 406 
Ege, or give, 170 
fEgina, daughter of Asopus of Phlius, 

carried off from thence to the island 
gina, 277 n. 

/Egina, Panhellenium of, 270 sqg.; the 
Hebeum of, 277; chapel on the Peak 
of, zbid. 

/Eginete dedicate some brazen prows in 
the temple of Minerva, 275 

JEgium, 408 
fEgys, 234 sq. 366 
fEgyte, a town or fortress of the, at 
Londari, 200; the people, 234 

Egytis proper, 234 
/JEpy, perhaps Smerna, 9 

| 

/Esculapius, the statue and throne of, at 
Epidaurus, 22 

Aéti of the Olympieium, 15 
fEtolia, Elis colonized from, 74 zx. 
/Etolians, under Oxylus, fighting against 

the Eleians, supposed representation 
of, 213 

Agamemnon dissipates the wealth of 
Atreus, 258; treasury of, at Mycene, 
256 

Ageladas of Argos, works of, at Olym- 
pia, 65, 66, 69 

Aghéranos, 173 
Aghia Kyriaki, 162 
A’ghii Saranda, 348 
Agnaptus, the stoa of at Olympia, 49, 

78, 90 
Agonistz, seats of the, in the Stadium, 

Agrapidho-khé6ri, ruins at, 219 
Agridhi of Kunupitza, 144, 155 
Akhai’a, 137 
A’khova, 149 
Akhovés, 149 
Alagonia, 179 sq. 
Alcimedon, the plain of, 230, 379 
Alcman, the poet, 350 
Alea, 383 
Alesiz, 164, 165 
Alesius, Mount, 371; grove of Ceres on, 

373 
Aleus, temple of Minerva built by, at 

Tegea, 111 
Alexander, son of Philip, in the charac- 

ter of Jupiter, statue of, 56 
Alexandrian poets, not very particular in 

their epithets to localities of Greece, 
384 

Aliphera, or Alipheira, 206 
Alonistena, 202 
Alpheius, the river, 8, 10, 17, 78, 82 

and nv. 2)4, 234, 247 and n. 298; 113 
sq.; the ancient bank of at Olympia, 
99; ancient monuments found in the 
bed of the, ibid.; remains of medieval 
castles in passes of the, 154 

Altar (the great) of Jupiter in Olympia, 
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37 ; at Syracuse, zlid. ; of all the gods, 
in the studio of Phidias at Olympia, 
43; of Jupiter Olympius, 46; of Ju- 
piter Catabates, 47 ”.; in the Olym- 
pieium, 23; altars in Olympia, 45; 
double altars, 46 2. 

adtipes, 58, 62 
Altis, the sacred grove of Olympia, 7, 

13; entrances into the, 82; remains of 
ancient buildings near the, 98; dedi- 
cations from the, ‘in the British Mu- 
seum, 109 x. 

Alus or Halus, 228 
A‘lvena, height of the mountain of, 204 
Aly Tjeleby’, the river of, 209 
lypus of Sicyon, statues made by, 60, 
5 

"ArXpeuod for ’Aviypou, in Strabo, 109 
Amathus, the river, 110, 175, 176 x. 
Ammon in Libya, Oracle of, 50 
Amphidolia, 219 
Amphitheatre at Corinth, 393 
Amycle, 162 sqq. 355, 357 
Anapli, 141 and z. 
‘Avat)uwov 70, or Ta’ AvaTtrLa, 252 
Anavolo, the fountain of (Deine), 115, 

368 
Anavry’ti, 1642. 
Anaxagoras of /Bgina, statue by, at 

Olympia, 54 
Anaximenes, 73 
Andhréa (Ai), 295, 300; ruins at, 302; 

river of, 339 
Andravidha, 137, 141 
Andreas of Argos, statue by, at Olym- 

pia, 71 
Anemosa, 238 sq.; distance from, to 

Tricoloni, 239; to Methydrium, 240 
Anghelé-kastro, 201 ; remains of a for- 

tified Hellenic town at, 279 
Anigreea, 295 and 2. 
"A 1 abe instead of ’AAdexov in Strabo, 

109 
Anigrus, the river, 108, 110; caverns in 

the neighbourhood of, 108 
Anonus, the fountain of, at Derrhium, 

361 
Anthene, 296, 298 
Antigonus defeats Cleomenes at the | 

battle of Sellasia, 347 sq. 
Antiphilus, work by, at Olympia, 40 
a ers Mount, 243; height of, 

203 
Apene, the car so called, 65 x. 
Aperopia, the island, 284 sq. 
Aphea, temple of, 276 sq. 
Aphrodisium, 247 
Apollo, temple of, in A®gina, 272 x. ; 

temple of, at Corinth, 393 sq.; in- 
scription respecting, 394 2.; Amy- 
cleus, statue of, 349 x2.; Carneius, 
sacred grove of, 236; Parrhasius, tem- | 
ple of, 245 2. 246; Platanistius, tem- 
ple of, 282; Pythaeus, temple of, at 

INDEX. 

Apollonius of Alexandria, surnamed 
Rhantis, 52 

a ts remains of an, near Bélissi, 

a> ee Mount, ancient names of, 

Arainus, 173 
Arakhova, 144 
Araklovo, 153; possession of the castle 
of obtained by Geoffroy de Brienne, 

Araxus, Cape, 214 
Arcadia, entrances into, from the Ar- 

geia, 371 
Arcadian dialect the same as the Eleian, 

3; confederacy, 198 seqqg.; zerethra, 
113 sq. 367 sq. 387 

Arcadians and Eleians, battle in the 
Altis between the, 89 

Arch, at what time begun to be employ- 
ed by the Greeks, 117; ancient, in 
the bridge of Mavrozimeno, 197 

Arches, Roman, 123 
Architecture, Greek, 126 
Areithous, monument of, 375 
Argeia, Cynuria a portion of the, 302; 
Hereum of, 258 sq.; Argeia and Laco- 
nia, boundary of, where placed by 
Ptolemy, 295 

Argolic coast, 115; Argolic Gulf, 293 
| ’Aoyov arediov, of Pausanias, 367 sq. 

Asine, 291 sq.; statue of the same | 
on Mount Thornax, 349 x. 

Argos, Bishop of, 152 
Argos, pyramidal sepulchre near, 251 ; 

distance from Argos to Megalopolis, 
196; road from, to Sparta, 297 ; thea- 
tre of, 265 

Argyr6é-kastro, 201] 
Arkadhia taken by the Franks, 138 
Akladhé-Kambo, 152 
Arimnus, a king of the Tyrrhenians, 

the throne of, in the pronaus of the 
Olympieium, 22 

Ariston and Telestas, brothers, of Sparta, 
a statue by, at Olympia, 54 

Aristeides of Elis, 94 2. 
Aristere, island of, 233 
Aristocles, son of Clecetas, statues by, at 

Olympia, 55 
Aristocles of Cydonia, statues by, at 

Olympia, 57 
Aristodemus, statue by, at Olympia, 6] 
Aristonaute, 390, 404 
Aristonous of A®gina, statue by, at 

Olympia, 53 
_ Aristophanes, Pseudartabas in, 337 

Arne, the fountain, 372, 374; distanee 
between Arne and Mantineia, 374 

Aroania, Mount, height of, 208 
Aroanius, the river, 206, 223, sqq. 
Arsen, the river, 222 sq. 228 
a Mount, 267; height of, 

Aswan plain, the, 115 
Ascarus of Thebes, statue by, at Olym- 

pia, 54 
| Asea, 247 
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Aseatis, the, 114 
Asinezxan Gulf, 289 
Asine, 195, 290 sq.; in Argolis, 293; 

the Messenian, 293; error of Strabo 
respecting Asine, 178 

Asémato, 176 
’AcwrroXis, perhaps an error for ’Acw- 

qos ToXus, 169 
Asopus, the river, 3892 
Asopus, 169 
Asterion, statue by, at Olympia, 61 
Asterion, the river, 203 and .; daugh- 

ters of the, zbid. 
Astra, height of the summit of, 224 
Astré, 115; bay of, 295 
Astrum, 295 sq. 
Atalantes, Curriculum, 240 
Athanasios, Aghios, the ancient Cy- 

hanta, 300, 301 
Atheneum, 247; fortress between Mega- 

lopolis and Asea, 248; Atheneum, not 
the same place as the fortress, ¢bzd. 

Atheneus, corrupt passage of, 350 
Athenians, debarkation of the, on the 

coast of Elis, in the first year of the 
Peloponnesian war, 215 

Athens, number of statues there in the 
time of Pliny, 103 2. 

Athlete, monuments of, in Olympia, 
60; statues dedicated from fines 
levied upon the, 74; where placed, 

Atreus, king, 258 
Atzikolo, 232 
Augeiz (Ege), 170 
Augustus, statue of, in the Olympium, 

22; identified with Apollo, 595 
Aura, the mare of Pheidolas of Corinth, 

statue of, 68 
avQévTns, 141 x. 
Auxesia and Damia, temple of, at Cia, 

275; statues of, 276 
Avarino, the peninsula of, 190; cavern 

at, 191; supposed by some to be Sphac- 
teria, 

as -Y Mount, 289 sq.; promontory of, 
404 

aqeows, or starting-place of the foot- 
racer in the Stadium, 81 

"Axatal wétpar, 215 x. 

B. 

Babyca, a bridge over the Eurotas, 115%. 
Balyra, bridge of Mavroziimeno over 

the, 118 
Banitza, 267 
Barbosthenes, Mount, 344 sq. 348 sq. 
Belali, Khan, 378 
Belemina, 234, 237, 366; Mount, 

height of, 203 
Beleminatis, or Belminatis, 185, 234 
Belissi, remains of an aqueduct near, 

266 | 
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Belminatis and Megalopolitis, the boun- 
dary of, 237 

Benevento (IlovBar), 145 2. 
Beziane, height of the hill of, 204 
Bishops in the Moréa in the thirteent 

century, 139 
Bissia, 399 
Bizati, Port, 287 
Boeckh (Prof.), explanation by, of the 

brazen tablet brought from Olympia 
by Sir W. Gell, 2 sq. 

Boeéthus of Carthage, gilded 
statue of a naked child by, 26 

BoituXos, 178 
Boo Editor of Nicephorus Gregoras, 

6 
Bokhasia, 388 
Bolei, 290 
BovAevtio.ov, or 

Olympia, 38 
Boza, ruins of Asopus at, 169 
Brasex, 295; ruins of, 302; road from, 

to Sparta, 34] 
Brass, commonly employed by the great 

artists of Greece, 103 
Brazen statues, cause of the disappear- 

ance of, 104 
Bridges of Laconia, 115 sqq.; bridge at 

Sparta over the Trypidtiko, 115; over 
the Eurotas, ll5xz. 116; at Xeré- 
kambi, 116; of Mavroztimeno, 118; 
of Vulci, Cora, and Terracina, 124 

Brysezx, 163, 166 
Bucephala, 283 
Buchon (J. A. C.), on an inscription 

upon a fountain at Mistra, 1322. 
‘Chronicle of the Moréa,” edited by, 
136; translation of the Chronicle of 
the Morea, with notes, &c. by, 148 

Buleuterium, or Council-house, 
Olympia, 89, 90 

Buphagium, 2382 sq. 
Buphagus, the river, 232 
Buphia, 401 
Buporthmus, promontory of, 284 sq. 
Bura, 237; ruins of, 387 
Buraice, 388 
Buraicus, the river, 389 
Buréika Kaly’via, ruins of, 237 
Bustrophedon, verses in, 33; on the 

mode of writing on, 347. 
Buyati, 383 
Byzantii, treasury of the, at Olympia, 

’ 

ivory 

council-house, at 

at 

C, 

Ceneus, represented on the western 
aétus of the Olympieium, 17 

Cagaco, the fountain, 173 
Calame, 182 
Callicles of Megara, statues by, at Olym- 

pia, 64 
Callistephanus, a wild olive-trec, at 

Olympia, 48, 86 
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Callisto, tomb of, 238, 239 
Callon of Elis, works of, at Olympia, — 

56, 59 
Canachus of Sicyon, statue by, at Olym- 

pia, 68 
Cantharus of Sicyon, statues by, at 

Olympia, 62, 73 
Calpe, the horse-race so called, 652. 
Caphye, the plain of, 227; the lake of, | 

abid 
Capo d’Istria, Count, accused of having 
at ia the ancient treasury at Pharis, 
54 

Carceres of the Stadium, 92, 937. 
Cardamyle, 179 
Carnasinm, 236; Krano, 248; not to be 

confounded with the sacred grove of 
Apollo so called, zd. 

Carnion, the river, 234, 336 
Carthage, treasury of, at Olympia, 40 
Carye, 342 sqq. 348 sq. 
Caryatis, 298 
Carystus, 350, 366 
Catalans, the, 159 
Caus, 223, 228 

Caverns in the neighbourhood of the 
Anigrus, 103 

Cedar, figures of, studded with gold, in 
the treasury of the Megarenses at 
Olympia, 41 

Cella of the temple of Jupiter, 18 
Centaurs and Lapithe, contest of the, 

represented in the western aétus of 
the Olympieium, 17 

Cephallenia, 214 
Cerausius, Mount, height of, 204 
Ceres, temple of, at Helos, 241; Her- 

maic dedication to, now in the British 
Museum, 373; grove of, on Mount 
Alesius, zb¢d.; the temple of Ceres 
Chamyne, 45; in the Hippodrome of 
Olympia, 78; the priestess of, 75; 
temple of Ceres Eleusinia, within the 
Thelpusea, 228; temple of Ceres 
Thermasia, 281 sq. 

Ceryneia, 338 ; ruins of, 387 
Cerynites, river, 388 
Chaa, 2152. 
Xatana or Xaiapoa, 24n, 
Chains, the, (Scire) near Paus, 221 
Champlitte, William de, 137 sqq. 
Chandler (Dr.), on the Olympieium, 

10x. 106 x. 
Charadrus, river of Argeia, 266; of Cy- 

nuria, 340 
Chariot-race of Olympia, the relict of 

an ancient custom, 93 
Chelonatas, Cape, 210, 214 
Chelydorea, Mount, 405 
Chionis, column of, 67 
Cherius, the torrent, the northern 

boundary of the Eleuthero-Laco- 
nians, 185 

‘** Chronicle of the Moréa,” 135; date of 
the, 148, 159; character of the, zbid. ; 

INDEX. 

translation of the, with notes, by M. 
Buchon, 148; a specimen of the Greek 
language and poetry of the 13th cen- 
tury, 155; French terms in the, 156 

‘“‘ Chronique de Morée” quoted, 134 x. 
Chryselephantine statues in the He- 

reum of Olympia, 25; in the Philip- 
peium, 26 x2. 3 

Chrysothemis of Argos, statues by, at 
Olympia, 66 

Cicero, passage in one of the Verrine 
orations of, 127 

Circus of Romulus, 93 x. 
Cissa, the fountain, 23] . 
Cladeus, the river, 8, 17, 78; changes 

in, 101; the vale of, 8 
Clarence, dukedom of, its name de- 

rived from Clare, in Suffolk, 212 
Clarencia, De, coins of the Frank 

princes of Achaia thus inscribed, 210 
| Cleitor, the river, 224 
Cleomenes defeated by Antigonus at 

the battle of Sellasia, 347 sq. 
Cleon of Sicyon, works of, at Olympia, 

26, 51, 60, 62, 65, 66 
Cleone, river of, see Langeia 
Climax, the road, 371 sg.; whence 

named, 373 
Clymenus, altars erected by, at Olym- 

pia, 47 
| Cnacadinm, the mountain, 173 

Cnacalesia: temple of Artemis Cnaca- 
lesia at Caphye in Arcadia, 173 

Cnacalus, Mount, 173 
Cnacion, the river, 115 and xm. 116z., 

161 and 2. 
Cnaco, the fountain, 174 
Cnidus in Caria, wall at, 126 
Coccygium, mountain, more anciently 

called Thornax, 286, 288 
Cockerell (Mr.), visit of, to Olympia, 

10, 12 
Colonis, or Colonides, 195; island Colo- 

nis the same as Hydrea, 286 
Colotes, maker of the four-legged table 

in the Hereum of Olympia, 26 
| Columnar mode of Greek writing, 33 

Colyergia, promontory, 284 sq. 
Constantine Manasses, Zvvoyis Xpo- 

vind by, 136.n. 
Constantine Paleologus, 143 
Contract of alliance. See Treaty 

| Cora, bridge of, 124 
Corinth in the 13th century, 137; am- 

phitheatre at, 393; temple of Apollo 
at, ibid. 

| Corone, now Petalidhi, 195 
Coryntheium, 195 
Coryphasium, 137. 191 

| Corythenses, 114 
Corythie zerethra, 115, 369 
Corythus, the plain of, 113 
Cotylius, Mount, height of, 203 
Council-house, at Olympia, 38 
Crathis, the river, 390 
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Cratinus of Sparta, statue by, at Olym- 
pia, 65 

Creium, Mount, the rocks Pallantides 
in, 252 

Crius, the river, 390 
Crocex, 170; pebbles at, 171 
Cresus, palace of, at Sardeis, 207 
Cromi, 200, 234 sq. 
Cromitis, 234 
Crommyon, 397 
Cronium, 13 7. 
Cronius, Mount, 8, 137.147. 74, 85 
Cronus, sacrifices there to, 74 x. 
Croton, Myscellus of Rhypes, the foun- 

der of, 409 ». 
Cruni, 239 
Curriculum, or course of the Hippo- 

drome, 94 and 2.; Curriculum Ata- 
lantes, 240 

as ah the, given to Geoffroy II. 
4 

Cyllene, Mount, 210; height of, 203 
Cynadra, the source of the Eleuthe- 

rium, 262 x. 
Cynisca, 60 7.; car of, 60 and x. 
Cynuria, 339 ; in Arcadia as well as in 

Argolis, 340; Ionic the original dia- 
lect of, 338; a part of Argeia, 302 sq. 

Cyparissia, 13 2. 169 
Cyphanta, 301 
a cake 35; the chest of, at Olympia, 

6, 27; figures on, 27 sqq. 213 
Cyrenzi of Libya, treasury of the, at 

Olympia, 41 
Cyrus, in the Pellenza, 391 

D. 

Dedalus of Sicyon, works of, at Olym- 
pia, 59, 61, 62, 64 
iy of Sicyon, statue by, at Olym- 

ia, 
Deis. statue by, at Olympia, 71 
Dameas of Croton, statue of Milo by, 

at Olympia, 68 
Damia and Auxesia, temple of, at Ca, 

275; statues of, 276 
Damocretus of Sicyon, statue by, at 

Olympia, 62 
Damonicus the Eleian, 52 
D’ Aunoy, lord of Arkadhia, 147 
‘De Clarencia,’ coins of the Frank 

princes of Achaia thus inscribed, 210 
Dedébey, 236 
Deine (Anavolo), 115, 367 . 368 
Delphi, oracle at, 47 x. 
Aedopoi, 205 
Dendra, 268 
Dentheliatis, or district of Denthelia, 

187, 188, 351 n. 
Denthias, or Denthiades, 351 
Despena, the Hermeum at, 236; tem- 

ple of, 244 
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de Stackelberg (M.), one of the dis- 
coverers of the Phigalian marbles, 
2 

Dhamala, the rock of Theseus on the 
mountain of, 282 

Dhaskalié, island, 294 
Dhiak6fto, the river of, 406 
Dhidhyma, valley of, 289; natural 

cavity in the earth at, 289 2.; ancient 
well at, 290 z. 

Dhioférti, Mount, 244; height of, 204 
Dhipdtamo, 180 
Dhok6, island, 285 sq. 
Dhulian4, the river of, 113, 249 
Diana, temple of, at Scillus, 9x.; the 

hunting-grounds of, 360; Diana He- 
meresia, temple of, 206 ; Diana Lim- 
natis, inscriptions relating to, 181; 
temples of, 182 

Dictynneum, Cape, 173 
Didymi, village, 289 sq.; temples of 
ae of Neptune, and of Ceres, at, 
ibid. 

Dionysicles of Miletus, statue by, at 
Olympia, 72 

Dionysius of Argos, works of, at Olym- 
pia, 58, 59 

Diophantus, archonship of, 111 
Dipzea, 243 
Doers (Mr.), visit of, to Olympia, 10, 

‘Dogs,’ followers so called, by the 
Romans, 127 

OoXrrxos doduos, 95 n. 
Dolphin in the Hippodrome of Olym- 

pia, 76, 92 
Donoessa, or Donusa, fortress of, 404 
Dontas of Sparta, small figures by, at 

Olympia, 41 
Doric dialect, numerous vestiges of the, 
among the Greeks of Mount Parnon, 
329 n. 

Dorétheos, Bishop of Monemvasia, 
Chronicle by, 135 

Dorycleidas of Sparta, statue by, at 
Olympia, 24 

Drepanum, 390 
dodyyos, probably the Peloponnesian 

form of Adyyos, 158 
Ducange, Glossarium Mediz et Infimz 

Grecitatis, 136 
Ducas, Nicephorus, 146 
Ducas, Theodore, 146 
Dyr6é (Dhikhé ?), 174 
Dyrés. See Tyrus and Tyré. 
Dyspontium, 5 

Eagle, brazen, in the Hippodrome of 
Olympia, 76, 92 

Ke 
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Echo, the portico of, at Olympia, 43, 
90 

F’ghina, 277 
Kilei, 282 
Eipuvi vacos, 294 
Elafonisi, 283 
Elaphus, the river, 240 sq. 
Eleia, Triphylia annexed to, 5; invaded 

by the Lacedemonians, ibid. 
Eleian tablet in the British Museum, 3; 

inscription on it, 342. 
Eleians, libations, &c. of the, 50; ob- 

tain the management of the Olympic 
Festival, 5; battle in the Altis be- 
tween the Eleians and Arcadians, 89 

Elenitza, Mount, 234 
Eleusinium, 361 
Eleutherium, the torrent, 262 and x. 
Eleuthero-lacones, the, 167 
Eleuthero-Laconia, 179, 186 
Eleuthero-Laconians, the torrent Che- 
ae the northern boundary of the, 
86 

‘EArxaotor, ‘EXixnotot, 379 and x. 
Elis, a newcolony brought to, by Oxylus, 

from /Btolia, 5, 74”. ; debarkation of 
the Athenians on the coast of, in the 
first year of the Peloponnesian war, 
215; route from, to Thelpusa, 223 

Elisphasii, the, 379 sq. 
‘EXtogacror, 380 
Elissus, the river, 392 and x. 
Elliniké, 296, 298 
’EXvpacoior, 380 
’EXvutwrat, 380 
Elyme, or Elymia, 229, 379 sq. 
Embolus at Olympia, 97 
Endymion, the tomb of, at Olympia, 

76 
English poetry, early, 136 2. 
Entasis of columns, 127 
Enyalius, Mars so named, 30 
Epaminondas, the founder of Messene 

and Megalopolis, 198; the Arcadian 
confederacy supported by his autho- 
rity, ibid. ; invades Laconia, 346 

Ephyre, island, 294 
Epidamnii, treasury of the, at Olympia, 

0 
Epidaurus, 283; Epidaurus Limera, 300 
Epitalii, the, 217 
Erard, the last lord of Arkadhia, 159 
Erard, more than one of that name, 147, 

148 n. 
Erasinus, the river, 884, 406 
Erineus, 406; Port, 409 
Erinnys Telphusea, 205 
Eumedes of Argos, 252 
Eumelus the poet, 33 
Eunza, a town of Argolis, 340 
Eupolemus of Argos, the Hereum of 

Argeia built by, 261 
Eurotas, the river, 247 and x. ; bridge 

over the, 115. 116 
Erymanthus, height of the highest sum- 

INDEX. 

mit of, 204; the river, 206; Mount, 
and river, 224 

‘Eotiatopuov, at Olympia, 38 
Etruscans, the, 123; noted for their 

works in brass, 103 7. 
Eubeea, Mount, 263 and z. et sq. 
Eutelidas of Argos, statues by, at Olym- 

pia, 66 
Eutelidas, 70 
Eutychides of Sicyon, statues by, 61 
Evea, 3 
Eva (Eveea?), an Arcadian city, 3 
Eva of Cynuria, 339 sq. 
Evander, the hill of, 196 x. 
Evoras, a summit of Taygetus, 360 
Expédition Sciéntifique de la Morée, 

statements in the, corrected, 11 

F. 

Fakhin6, or Fokiané, 299 
Fallremeyer, error of, as to the origin of 

the modern Peloponnesians, 326 
Fanaritiko, Mount, height of, 203 
®epai, Béppora the Macedonian form 

of, 345 n. 
Ferentinum, gate of, 124 
Filia, 226 
Finlay (Mr.), on the site of the He- 
reum of Argeia, 258; journey in Tza- 
konia by, 299 seqq. ; limits of 'T'za- 
konic dialect according to, 304 

Flamboritza, valley of, 391 
Florent de Hainault appointed Prince 

of Achaia, 146 
Forests of fir and oak to the N. E. of 

Sparta, 341 
Forty Saints, the monastery of, 343, sq. 
Frangévrysi, 247 
i. lordships, towns giving names to, 

49 
ae victories of the, in the Morea, 

38 
French commission, excavation of the 

Olympieium by, 12; discoveries made 
by the, 18 .; French terms in the 
““Chronicle of the Moréa,” 156, 158 

Furkaria, harbour at, 283; remains ofa 
Hellenic fortress, &c, at, did. 

G. 

Galata, the castle, 149 
Galataki, village of, 398 
Gardhiki, 237 
Gareates, the river, 115 sq. 249 
Gasmuli, the, 334, 336 
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Gaston, a French chieftain, 137 
Gastiini, or Ghastiini, 37, 220 
Gates of Mantineia, 111; of Volaterre, 

of Perusia, and Ferentinum, 124; of 
Messene, zd. 
re at Volterra in Etruria, 122, 

25 
Gathex, in Cromitis, 234 
Gatheates, the river, 234, 366 
Gell (Sir Wm.), brazen tablet brought 

from Olympia by, 1; visit of, to 
Olympia, 10 

Geoffroy de Villehardouin, 137 
Geoffroy I., 137 sqq. 
Geoffroy II., 140 sqq. 211 
Geoffroy de Brienne, 147 , 159 
Gerlach (Stephen), letter of, to Martin 

Crusius on the Tzakonic dialect, 336 
Geronthre, or Geranthre, 149, 362 sq. 
Gheorghitzi, Kalyvia of, 350, 366 
Gheraki, 149, 362; called Ieraki by 

Pachymer, 153 
Ghermotzani, 206 
Ghianéus, the river of, 366 
Ghizeh, great pyramid at, 119 
Gigantomachia, representation of the, 

Glanitza, Hellenic ruins near, 228 
Glaréntza, 141; Cape, 210; derivation 

of the name, 212 
Glaucias of A®gina, works of, at Olym- 

pia, 65, 67 
Glaucus of Argos, works of, at Olympia, 

5 
Glaucus of Anthedon, 65; of Carystus, 

ibid. 
TAuptreis, MAvutia, MAvuteds, 362 
Glympia, or Glyppia, 362 sq.; castle 

of, 365 
Golden shield under the statue of Vic- 

tory in the Olympieium, 16 
Gonoessa, 404 
Gordon (Col.), discovery of the site of 

the Hereum of Argeia by, 258 
Gorgylus, the river, 347 sq. 
Gortynius, the river, 233 
Gortys, 232 
Greek arch, the, 118; architecture, 

126; inscriptions, methods of writing, 
33 n.; language sprung from the 
Pelasgic, 338; language and poetry of 
the thirteenth century, 155; metre on 
the accentual principle, ‘‘ Chronicle of 
the Moréa”’ written in, 135 7.; Greek 
and Sclavonic names of places in the 
Morea, proportion between the, 326 ; 
Romaic Greek of the thirteenth cen- 
tury, 157 

Greeks, character of the, at the present 
day, 107; knowledge of the, in the 
fine arts, 126 

Gregoras (Nicephorus), notice of the 
Tzakonians by, 3384 sqq. 

Gritzena, 153 
Gryllus, son of Xenophon, 88 x. 
Gurtzali, height of, 382 
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Gymnasium, at Olympia, 38, 44, 83 
Gythium, 170, 283 

H. 

Hadrian, statue of, in the Olympieinm, 
22 

Hemonie, 247 
Halia, Port, 288 
eee palace of Mansolus at, 

Halice, 286 sq. 
Haliussa, the island, 283; whether a 

harbour at, zbed. 
Halus, or Alus, 228 
Harpinna, 218 
Harpleia, 360 sq. 
Hawkins (Mr. John), visit of, to Olym- 

pia, 10 
Hebaum of gina, the, 277 
Hebe by Naucydes, statue of, in the 
Hereum of Argeia, 261 

Hegylus, work of, at Olympia, 41 
Heights of mountains, 203 
Heilotes, the, 166 
H ae the temple of, at Therapne, 

Helice, 209, 379, 390 
Helisson, 379; the river, 238, 241 
Helissonii, 379 sq. 
Hellanodice, 75 and x.; seats of the, in 

the Stadium, 80, 81 
Hellenic, vestiges of, in the ‘‘ Chronicle 

of the Moréa,” 157 
Hele insurrection of, 166; gates of, 

Helote, or Heilote, meaning of, 166 
Herea, 3, 231 et sq. 205; the road from 

Megalopolis to, 231 sq.; confounded 
by Strabo with Phare in Achaia, 218 

Hereum, of Argeia, 258 sq.; of Olym- 
pia, 23, 84; statues in the, 24; the 
original idols of the temple, 25; the 
four-legged table, 26; chest of Cypse- 
lus, 26 e¢ sqq.; cella of the, 36 

Herculaneum, excavations at, 108 
Hercules, actions of, represented on the 

metopes of the Olympieium, 17; 
Buraicus, cavern of, 388, 389 2. ; 
trench of, at Pheneos, 386 

Herme, 298; on the road from Thyrea 
to Sparta, 341 

Hermione, 281, 283 
Hermionic Gulf, 292 x. 
Hermionis, 280 sgq.; promontories and 

islands of, 284 sqq. 
Hermon, son of Pyrrhus, joint architect 

of a treasury at Olympia, 40 
Herodes of Athens, statues erected by, 

at Olympia, 45 
Heroum, meaning of the term, 256 
Hesperides, statues of the five, by Theo- 

cles, 24, 41 

Ee 2 
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Heyne (M.), opinion of, respecting the | Juno, temple of, at Olympia. 
chest of Cypselus, 34 

Hieron, son of Hierocles, statue of, 67 
Hippaphesis, the starting-place of the 

horses, at Olympia, 49, 76, 78, 81, 92 
Hippias, statue by, at Olympia, 68 
Hippicum, the distance so called, 95x. 
Hippodameia, statue of, 77 
Hippodameium, or Hippodamium, of 

Olympia, the, 43, 74, 87 
Hippodrome of Olympia, description of 

the, 76 et seq. 85. ; mode of making 
the circuit of, 93; sides of the, 96 

Hippola, 175 
Homer misunderstood by Strabo, 292 2. 
Hore, statues of the, in the Hereeum of 

Olympia, 24, 25 
Hydrea, island, 284 and x. et sqq.; 

whether the Colonis of Pliny, 286 
Hyoselaton, (Mount Arachneum,) 270 
Hyperteleatum, 168 
Hypsi, 172 
Hypsus, the town, 240; Mount, zbzd. 
Hysiex, 152 

L 

Tanni Ai (Heraea), 232; in Cynuria, 
298 

Ichthys, the promontory, 213 sq. 
Téraka, 301 sq. 
Teraki. See Gheraki 
Tlia ( Ai), 230 
Vio, 282 
Inachus, sources of the river, 267, 372 
Inert Plain, 367 sq. 
Inscription respecting the temple of 

Apollo at Corinth, 394n. 
Inscriptions, stops in very ancient, 3; 

different methods of writing in Greek, 
33n.; two, relating to Diana Lim- 
natis, 181; on two ‘Epuata showing 
the ancient boundaries between Mes- 
sene and Lacedemonia, ibid. 184 

Ioannina relieved from the blockade of 
the Greeks, 146 

Tonians of Cynuria, 337 
Tre, 188 
Treland, round towers of, 120 
Tri, plain of, 291 sq.; river of, 293 
Trine, ( Etouv% vijcos,) 294 
Islands, (Nasi,) common name for mea- 

dows intersected by rivers, 229 
I’sova, or O’siva, 148, 154; ruins of a 

Gothic church at, 204 
Isthmus, walls of the, 396 
Ithome, height of, 204 
Tum of Sciritis, 248 

J. 

Jardanus, the river, 212 
Julian, (the Emperor,) his allusions to 

the statue of Jupiter Olympius, 105 x. 

INDEX 

See He- 
reum. 

Jupiter, statue of, in the Olympieium, 
17, 19 and m.; the throne of, 20; the 
pedestal, 21; the pavement before 
the statue of, zbid.; the woollen cur- 
tain before the statue of, 22; statue 
of, in the pediment of the Olym- 
pieium, 17; statue of Alexander, son 
of Philip, in the character of, 56; 
statues of, in Olympia, 51 sqq. ; statues 
of, erected from the produce of fines, 
51 sqq.; the great altar of, in Olym- 
pi. 7, 84; temple of, at Olympia, 
00; statue of, by Phidias, at Olym- 

pia, 105; a sacellum and a sacred 
portion of Minerva generally attached 
to temples of, 272; dedications at 
Olympia, not representations of, 56; 
Lyceus, altar of, 245; Messapeus, 
temple of, 166; Olympius, Chrysele- 
phantine, statue of, by Phidias, 16; 
altar of, 46; the temple and sacred 
grove of, 4. See Olympieium. Hor- 
cius, statue of, 55; Catebates, altar 
of, 47 .; Croceatas, temple of, 170; 
Hellanius in Aigina, temple of, 271 

K. 

Kabatomy’lo, 228 
Kayako, 173 
Kaio, Porto, 175 sqq. 
Kakavulia, or Kakovulia, 171 
Kakoréos, 231 
Kalamaki, Port, 395 
Kalami, 183 and x. 
Kalavryta, 389 
Kallif6ni, height of Mount, 224 
Kamara, 235 
Kamari, 390, 404 
Kamenitza, 201 
Kandia, village, 292 sq. 
Kani, river, 302, 340 
Kaparéli, 373 
Kapsa, 230, 231 
Karatila, 238 
Kardhara, 231 
Karfoxylia, the river of, 201 ; ruins of a 

temple on the bank of the, 202 
Karnési, the river and gorge of, 225 
Kary’dhi, Mount, 142 
Kary’tena, height of, 204 
Kassidhi, 397 
Kastanitza, 339 sq.; name whence de- 

rived, 327 
Kastélia, 195 
Kastri, 281 
Kastro a part of Mistra, 132 sq. 
Katakolo, the promontory, 213 sq. 
Katavéthra of the plain of Mantineia 

and Tegea, 369 ; of Stymphalus, 384; 
of Pheneos, 384 sq. ; of Caphye, 227; 
of Skotini, 383; of Sudhena, or Kar- 
nési, 206 
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Katobélissi, 371 
Katokhéri of Mistra, 132 
Katzanes, the river of, 223 sq. 
Katzingri, 269 
Kavalos, 172, 174 
Kavo Groso, 175 
Kavo-Skyli, 282 sq. 
Kavo Xyli, 169 
Kelefina, the river (Ginus), 115 2. 347, 

350 sq. 
Khaiaffa, 215 ».; Paled-kastro of, 217 
Khalandritza, 149 
Khan Belali, 378 
Kheli, Port, 287 
Khelmés, Mount, 237; height of, 203 ; 

medieval castle on the summit of, 
150; the fourtain on, 387 

Khiliomédhi, 400 
Khiradhes, 234 
Khlematzi, or Khlomttzi, the peninsula, 
141, 210; the fortress of, zbid. 

Khortas, Port, 213 sqq. 
Khésiari, 173 
Kiladhia, Port, 287 
Kipala, 175 
Kistérnes, 176 
Kitriés, 180 
Kivéri, 297 
Klaréntza, Cape. See Glaréntza 
Kvaxadiov, the mountain, 173 
Kvakadynoia Artemis, temple of, at 
Caphye in Arcadia, 173 

Kvaxados, Mount, 173 
Kvax«cov of Sparta, 173 
Kvaxw, now Turkévrysi, 173. 
Pa pearls Count, attacks Nauplia, 

54 
Kokhla Dervéni, 235 
Koékora, 231 
Kondovinia, height of the summit of, 

204 a 
Kopitar, error of, in supposing the Tza- 

konic tongue to be of Sclavonic origin, 
326 sq. 

Korako-viini, 364 
Koréni, 195; castle of, 293 
Koryfi, Mount, 404 
Kosma, 364 
Kosta, Cape, 286 
K6torna (or Kotrénes), 172, 174, 176 x. 
Kranidhi, Hellenic ruins in the penin- 

sula of, 287 
Krano (Carnasium), 236, 248 
Kréstena, 144 
Krevata, khan of, 342 sq. 348 
Krevata, fountain of, at Mistra, 132 
Krya Vrysi fountain, 112 
Ktenia, 400 
Kulogli, ruins on the Ladon, near, 219 
Kunapia, 304 
Kunupitza, the Agridhi of, 144, 155 
Kuoas, To yedvpu THs, 223 n. 
Kurkila, height of Mount, 204 
Kutrtlis (Michael), Despot of the West, 

invades Thessaly and Macedonia, 142 
Kutufarina, river, 237 

Laconia, Messenia annexed 
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Kutzi, 401 
Kyparissia, 299 
Kyradhes, 234 
Kyriaki, Aghia, 355 

Lacedemon and Messene, ancient boun- 
daries of the cities of, 181, 184 

Lacedemonia, the bishopric of, trans- 
ferred to Mistra, 130 

Lacedemonians, the, turn their arms 
against the Pisate, 5; invade Eleia, 
and occupy Olympia, ¢b¢d.; war be- 
tween’the Lacedemonians and Arca- 
dians, 199 

fo, 
bridges of, 115 sgg.; maritime places 
of, according to Scylax, 1777.; plun- 
dered by the French, 144; invasion 
of, by Epaminondas, 346; division of, 
according to the decree of, 186; cities 
of, enumerated by Homer, 356 ; boun- 
dary of Laconia and Argeia, where 
placed by Ptolemy, 295; corrupted 
into Tzakonia, 138 7.; the Tzakonia 
of the thirteenth century, 150; the 
Zaccunia of the Venetians, 336 

Laconian marble, 170 
Laconians in the time of the Byzantine 

empire, 334 
Lacrates, son of Pyrrhus, joint builder 

of a treasury, at Olympia, 40 
Ladas, the stadium of, 381] x. 
Ladika, river of, (Selinus,) 218 
Ladoceia, 247 and x. 
Ladon, the river, 222 sq.; places on the, 
au sq.; ruins on the, near Kulogli, 

Lady’s- Bridge, 223 
Lago-potamo, 406 
Aadkxor, 138 x. 
Lakos, 153 
Lambiri, the vineyards of, 407 ; the bay 

of, 408 
Lampeia, Mount, 224 
Langadhia, the river of, 223 
Langeia, the river, 392 and x. 400 
Lapithe and Centaurs, contest of the, 

represented in the western aétus of 
the Olympieium, 17 

| Lapitheum, site of, 361 
Lapithus, Mount, 217; height of, 204 
Larissus, the river, 209 
Las, 150, 172, 174, 358 
+e tongue, sprung from the Pelasgic, 

8 
Latona beheld Diana at the chace from 

the heights of Taygetus, 360 
Lebas (M.), on an inscription upon a 

fountain at Mistra, 131 
Leftro, 179 
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Lenidhi, 292 sq. 
Leochares, statues by, at Olympia, 25, 

39 
Ledédhoro, the castle of, 232 
Leonideum, the, at Olympia, 43, 44 2. 

83 
Leonidhas, Aghios, ancient building 

converted into a church so called, 
300 

Lepreatis, 217 : 
Lerne, fountain of, 368 
Lessa, 268 n. 269 
Lethens, the river, 72 2. 
Letrinea, 215 
Leucasium, 228 
Leuctra, 179 
Leuctrum, 248 
Levétzova, 170; quarries of, 171 
Levidhi, 229, 231, 380 
Libon of Elis, architect of the Olym- 

pieium, 15 
Lichas, son of Arcesilaus, 61 
Lidhoréa, 143 
Liguridé, (Lessa, ) 269 
Limera, Epidaurus, 300 
Limne, 181, 352 7.; situation of, 182 
Limni, 170 
Lidépesi, 402 
Londari, 150; Hellenic remains at, 

200 
Mag sepulchre of, at Asine, 
2 

Longo, the river, 391, 400 
Longovardho, the river, ancient vestiges 

at the mouth of, 194 
Lordships (Frank) in the Moréa, in the 

thirteenth century, 139; towns giving 
names to, 149 

Lucina Olympia, temple of, 37, 74, 85 ; 
temple of Lucina at a gate of the 
Acrocorinthus, 400 : 

Luka, vale of, 367 sq.; river of, 368; 
plain of, 370 sq. ; katavéthra of, 370; 
tumulus near the entrance of the 
plain of, 373 

Luku, ancient site at, 294 sq. 303; 
river of, 296, 302 sq. 339, 340; vale of, 
372 

Aupmids, 362 
Lusi, 206 
Lyceus, Mount, 244; height of, 204 
Lyceus, Jupiter, altar of, 245 
Lychnidus, 13] 
Lycius, son of Myron of Athens, great 

work by, at Olympia, 53 
Lycoa, 243 
Lycosura, 244 
Lycurgus of Tegea pierces Areithous 

with his spear, 875 ; Lycurgns and the 
Spartans attack the Messenians at 
Glympia, 365 and x. 

Lycuria, 225 
Lykédhemo, Mount, height of, 204 
Lykatria, pass of, 225 
Lymbiadha, 362 sqq. 365 
Lyrceia, 268 

INDEX. 

Lysippus of Sicyon, works of, at Olym- 
pia, 60, 61, 63, 69,72 

Lysis of Macedonia, statue by, at Olym- 
pia, 72 

M. 

Macistus, 5, 217 
Menalian plain, 243 
Menalus, Mount, 231, 242 sq.; height 

of, 203 
Menalus, the city, 243 
Mera, field of, 374, 378 
Magia, the river of, 161 
Mainfroy, king of Sicily, 143 ». 
Maini, or Mani, 142 
Makhéra, height of Mount, 224 
Makryné, a peak of Taygetus, 360; its 

highest ridge also so called, 360 x. 
Makryplaghi, Mount, 235 
Maletas, river, 201 
Malevo, Mount, height of, 204 
Mallea, 248 
Mallus, river, 236, 248 
Mani, or Maini, 142 
Maniates, the, 138 2. 335 
Manthuric plain, 115 
Mantineia, 110, 153, 378 and x. 381 sq. ; 
number of gates at, 111; height of, 
204; whence supplied with water, 
373; levels and water-courses of the 
plain of, 369; route from, to Methy- 
drium, 229 sq.; other roads from; 
third battle of, 379; distance between 
Mantineia and the fountain Arne, 374 

Mantinenses, the, after the destruction 
of their city walls by Agesipolis, 377 
sqq.; war between the Mantinenses 
and Tegeatz, 369 

Mantinic come, 377 sqq.; plains, kata- 
vothra of the, 369 

Mantinice, the rivers of, 249; water- 
courses of the, 367; valley of the, 
376 

Mantinico-Tegeatic plain, the, 250; 
katavéthra in the, 387 

Maratha, 154, 232 
Marathona of /X®gina, inscription in a 

church at, 272 2. 
Marganex, 13 . 219 
Mari, or Mario, 362 
Marius, 362, 363 
Marmialia, 355 
Marmara, or Marmaria, 248; ancient 

remains at, 341 
Mars named Enyalius, 30 
Mases, 286 sq. 
Masonry, Hellenic, in the bridge of 

Mavroztimeno, 197; Pelasgic, 117 
Matapan, Cape, 175 bis. 176 
Mausolus, palace of, at Halicarnassus, 

207 at 
Mavriéro, or Mavron Oros, height of, 

204, 405 
Mavrozimeno, bridge of, 118, 197 
Mazaraki, Mount, 363 
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Medon of Sparta, statue by, at Olympia, 
24. 

Mega Kyrato, of Athens, 159 
Megacles, joint architect of a treasury 

at Olympia, 40 
Megalokhorié, 278 
Megalopolis, 198 sqq. 230, 247n.; at 

Messene, the gate of, 124; routes 
from, 231 sqq.; distance from Mega- 
lopolis to Argos, 196; the road from, 
to Herea, 231 sq. 

Megalopolitis and Belminatis, the boun- 
dary of, 237; the boundaries of Mega- 
lopolitis and Messenia, 235 

Megarenses, treasury of the, at Olympia, 
4] 

pnxos, 94. 
Melenee, 231 sq. 
Melangeia, 373, 377 and x. 
Meliaste, fountain of the, 372 
Melinga, 153 
Melingis, 138 2. 154 
Melite, the marsh, 122 
Menelaium, the pass of, 161; Mount, 

ibid. 
2a whether buried at Amycle, 

Mesoboa, 228 
— not to be confounded with Messe, 

Messana, Zancle assumed the name of, 

Messapex, 166 and x. 
Messe, site of, 356 sqq.; not to be con- 

founded with Messa, 357 ; whether an 
abbreviation of Messene, 358 and 7. ; 
Mizithra probably the Sclavonic form 
of, 135 

Messene, 118, 198 sqq.; stadium of, 91; 
enters into the Achaian league, 185; 
ancient boundaries of the cities Mes- 
sene and Lacedemon, 181, 184; the 
gate of Megalopolis at, 124; bridge 
of, 197 

Messenia annexed to Laconia, 5; boun- 
daries of, fixed by Philip, son of 
Amyntas, 177; rivers of, 180; the 
scene of one of the lost tragedies of 
Euripides, 188; the boundaries of 
Messenia and Megalopolitis, 235 

Messenians attacked at Glympia by the 
Spartans, under Lycurgus, 365 and x. 

Méoouos, whetner the Gentile of Méo- 
on, 358 2. 

Messoate, the tribe of, 357 
Messola, 188, 189 
Metapontini, treasury of the, at Olym- 

pia, 41 
Metapontium, 41 x. 
Methana, two hot sulphureous sources 

in the peninsula of, 278; the isthmus 
of, fortified by the Athenians, zd. ; 
written Methone in some copies of 
Thucydides, 279 7. 
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Methydrium, 200 sqq.; distance from, 
to Anemosa, 240; route from Man- 
tineia to, 229 sq.; distance between 
Methydrium and Nymphasia, 202; 
gate of, at Mantineia, 112 

Metope, river, 384 
Metopes of the Olympicium, 17 
Metroum, the, at Olympia, 37, 51, 52, 

80, 83 
Mezapé, 358 
Micon of Athens, painter, statue by, at 

Olympia, 64 
Micon of Syracuse, works of, at Olym- 

pia, 67 
Mideia, or Midea, 264, 268, sq. 
Miléa, the river of, 179 
Minerva, statue of, by Medon, 24; of 

Phidias at Athens, 105; sacella of, 
generally attached to temples of Jupi- 
ter, 272; the Panhellenium of AZgina 
supposed by some to be dedicated to, 
270 sqq.; the Aiginete dedicate some 
brazen prows in the temple of, 275; 
Minerva Alea, at Tegea, temples of, 
110; Minerva Cyparissia, 169; for- 
tress of, on the Achzan coast, 407 

Minthe, Mount, 109; height of, 204 
Miraka, 218 
Misokhéri, 132 
Mistra, 1388 2. 162,357 sqq.; the bishop- 

ric of Lacedemonia transferred to, 
130; inscription on a fountain at, 131 ; 
ancient church at, part of a monas- 
tery, 133; fortress built there by Wil- 
liam de Villehardouin, 134 

Mizithra, or Mistra, 135 
Mokhli, 152, 153 
Molottus, the river. 
Molycium, 279 
Monasteries in Tzakonia, 304 
Monemyasia, 283; taken by William 

de Villehardouin, 134 
Monostich inscriptions, 33 7. 
Montferrat, Marquis of, King of Thes- 

saly, 142 
Moréa in the thirteenth century, 135 et 

sqq.; Frank customs common in the 
13th century, 131; Moréa, Chronicle 
of the. See Chronicle 

Morée, Chronique de. See Chronique 
Mosté, the marsh of, 295 
Mountains, heights of, 203 
Music contests in Greece, 88, 89 
Muzaki, Cape, 285 sq. 
Mycenew, 255 sqg.; gate of, 254; trea- 

suries of, 255 sq. 354 
Mylaon, the river, 201 
Myron, tyrant of Sicyonia, 40 
Myron ot Athens, works of, at Olympia, 

61, 64, 65, 67 
Myseum, 391 
Myscellus, the founder of Croton, 

409 n. 
Myzithra, of Villehardouin, 132 

See Maletas 
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N. 

Nabis and Philopemen, contest be- 
tween, 344 

Nasi, 227; of the Ladon, not the same 
with Nasi of the river Tragus, 229 ; 
common name for low ground inter- 
sected by rivers, zbzd. 

Naucydes of Mothone, statues by, at 
Olympia, 64, 65 

Nauplia, 252 sq. 
Navarino, bay of, 192; island of, 194 
Naxus in Sicily, 68 2.; ancient coins of, 

abid. 
Neda, the river, 212, 214 
Nemea, tlic river, 392, 400 
Neokhori, the river of, 236 
Neokhério, 234 
Neptune, Lake of, at AXgia, 170 
Neptune, temple of, on Mount Alesius, 

374 n.; remains of the temple of the 
Isthmian, 395; temple of Neptune 
Geaiichus, 164; ruins of a temple of 
Neptune Hippius, on the bank of the 
Karfoxylia, 202; temple of Neptune 
Samius, 109 

Neris, 298; supposed ruins of, 340 
Nestane, 374 and x. 378; also called 

Nostia, 374 n. 
Nestor, the position of the city of, an 

ancient question, 192 
Nicephorus Ducas, 146 
Nickli, 150 
Nicodamus of Menalus, works of, at 

Olympia, 56, 58, 62, 64 
Nicolas, St., monastery of, in Tzakonia, 

304 
Nicomedes, king of Bithynia, statue of, 

in the Olympieium, 22 
Nimnitza, the river of, 202 
Nisi, 182 
Nostia, Nestane so called, 374 x. 
Notena, two Hellenic fortresses on the 

mountain of, 220 
vioocat of the Olympian Hippodrome, 96 
Nymphas, 235 
Nymphasia, the fountain, 202 

O. 

(Ea, situation of, 276; temple of Damia 
and Auxesia at, 275 

(Echalia, 236 
(Enia, 12] 
(Enoé of Megaris, 399; of Argeia, 266 

sq. 371 
CEnomaus, statue of, in the Olym- 

pieium, 17; tomb of, in Olympia, 78; 
the wooden column of, at Olympia, 
50, 87; stables of the horses of, 78 

INDEX." 

(Enone, ancient name of Aigina, 276 
GEnns, the river, 115”. 298, 347, 350 

sq. 
(Etylus, 178, 358 
a ee of the Olympic Hippaphesis, 

Olenus, 137.; at the time of the revival 
of the Achaic league, 208 

O’lonos, Mount, height of, 203, 224 
Olurus, 404 
O/lymbo, 363 
O’lymbo-khéria, 363 
Olympia, brazen tablet of, 1; Pisa iden- 

tified with, by Pindar and Herodotus, 
6; the town of, 7; the sacred grove 
named Altis,zi¢d.13; the vale of, 7, 
8 ; visits to, by different travellers, 11, 
101 2. 106; remains of the temple of 
Jupiter at, 10;. description of, by Pau- 
sanias, 14; the buildings of,—Olym- 
pieium, 15; the Hereum, 23; the great 
altar of Jupiter, 36; the Metroum, 37; 
the temple of Lucina Olympia, ¢bzd. ; 
the temple of Venus Urania,—the Pry- 
taneium,—BovAeuTovop, or Council- 
house,—the Theecoleon,—the Pro- 
édria, 38; the Philippeium, 39; the 
Treasuries, 39, 73; the Pelopium, 
42; the Hippodamium, 43, 74; the 
Pecile Stoa,—the Studio of Phidias, 
—the Leonideum, 43, 44”.; the 
Gymnasium, 44; the Palestra,—the 
temple of Ceres Chamyne,—altars, 
45; dedications in, 56 

Olympia, 4 e¢ sqq. ; the description of by 
Pausanias, 14; brazen plate in the 
British Museum, found at, 237. ; 
theatre at, 87 

’Oduutria, 363; inundations of the 
country about, 386; in the latter part 
of the 2nd century, 102; three thou- 
sand statues there in the time of 
Pliny, 103 ; fragments of armour, &c. 
seen there by Pausanias, 100; cause of 
the disappearance of monuments and 
statues in, 105, 106 

Olympiads managed by the Pisate, 5 
Olympian valley, changes in the surface 

of the, 100; victors were feasted, 
place where, 38 

Olympias, chryselephantine statue of, by 
Leochares, 25 

Olympic Festival, the management of 
the, passes from the Pisate to the 
Eleians, 5 

Olympiecium, or Olympium, remains 
of, 10 et sqq.; remarks on, in ‘‘ Tra- 
vels in the Moréa,” 11; dimensions 
of the, according to Pausanias, 12, 
16; description of the, by the same, 
15; the Aéti of the, and its riches, 
ibid.; the building of the, «id.; 
general description of the, 16; its 
resemblance to the Parthenon, 16, 
19; its difference from the The- 
seium, 16; metopes of the, 17; cella 
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and opisthodomus of the, 18; interior 
construction of the, 19; the throne, 
20; the pedestal, and the brazen vase 
on the pavement in the, 21; the pro- 
naus of the, the brazen tripod, and the 
statues of Roman emperors in the, 
22; bucklers, pillars, and altars in the, 
23; state of the, in 1766,106n”. See 
Jupiter 

Olympionice, the garlands of the, 86 
Olympius, Mount (Cronius), 13 x. 
Olympus, statue by, at Olympia, 62 
Olympus, or Lyceus, a mountain of 

Arcadia, 244 
Onethus, joint maker of a statue at 

Olympia, 54 
Onatas of Sicyon, works of, at Olympia, 

57, 59, 67 
Onogli, 350 
Ophis, the river, 380; katavéthra of, 

249, 370 
Opisthodomus of the Temple of Jupiter 

in Olympia, 88 x.; representation of 
the labours of Hercules on the, 17 sq. 

Opus, 220 
Oracle of Ammon in Libya, 50; at 

Delphi, 47 x. 
Oresthasium, or Orestium, 247 and x. 
Orias to Kastro, 175 
*Opos, 70, (the peak of St. Elias, in 

/Egina,) 271 
a Mount, 289; height of, 

4 
Oryx, the valley of, 228 
O’siva, or I’sova, 1438, 154; ruins of a 

Gothic church at, 204 
Ostracine, Mount, 230 sq. 
Oxylus brings a new colony into Elis, 

5; the reviver of the Olympic con- 
test, 742. 

Pachymeres (George), notice of the 
Tzakonians by, 334 sq. 

Pzonius of Mende, statue by, at Olym- 
pia, 54 : 

Pestum, great temple of, 129 
Paintings in the Olympieium, 15 
Palzologus (Michael), 334 sq. 
Palamari, 240 
Palestra, the, of Olympia, 45 
Palamedes, 253 
Palamidhi (IaAapmjédrov), 252 
Palati, 154 
Palatia, 201 
Palea-Khora, 276 ; plain of, 339 
Palea Monemvasia, 300 
Paleé Avarino, castle of, 199 sqq. 
Paleé-kastro, 201, 247 
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Paledkastro, Mount, height of, 203 
Paleomiri, 240 
Paleo-MO6khli, 152 
Paliscius, 241 sq. 
Palladium, the, taken by Eumedes to 

Mount Creium, 252 
Pallantides, the rocks, 252 
Pallantium, discharge of the waters 

from the valley of, 249 
Palus, plain of, 240 
Pamisus, the river, 181; sources of the, 

182; fountains of the, 183 
Pamisus Minor, 179 
Pan, altar of, at Olympia, 38 
Panachaicum, Mount, height of, 204 
Panathenaic, vase, inscription on a, 4 
Panenus, nephew of Phidias, paintings 

by, at Olympia, 20 
Pandeléimona, river, 165 
tavyyupts, Olympian, 105 
Panhellenium of Aigina, 270, sqq.; 

inscribed fragment found among the 
ruins of the, 273 

Pantarces of Elis, 70 
Pantias, or Panthias of Chius, statues by, 

at Olympia, 62, 65, 69 
Papadha, 232 
Paradhisi, 402 
Parnon, Mount, height of, 204; Greeks 

of, retain numerous vestiges of the 
Doric dialect, 329 .; forest on the 
slopes of, 341 

Pee a suburb of Mistra, stream of, 
65 

Paroria, 239 sq. 
Parrhasii, a town or fortress of the, at 

Londari, 200 
ae Apollo, temple of, 245 x. 

246 
Parthenius, Mount, 113; height of, 203 
Parthenon, the, 126, 128; resemblance 

of the, to the Olympieium, 16; height 
of the, 12 

Pasha Vrysi, 235 
Passava, 150; river of, 172 
Patra, 137 
Patra, Bishop of, in the thirteenth cen- 

tury, 139; temples of Jupiter and 
Hercules at, 207 

Patrocles of Crotona, statue by, at 
Olympia, 40 

Paus, ruins of, 22] 
Pausanias, description of Olympia by, 

14; names on the chest of Cypselus, 
as described by, agreeable with those 
still existing on Greck vases, 32; 
whence he derived his information of 
Olympia, 60; text of, often corrupt, 
24; alterations suggested in the text 
of, 203, 381 m. 405; errors in the in- 
formation or text of, 196, 226, 241, 
242, 285, 375x.; computations of 
jong distances by, generally in excess, 

Paximadhi, Mount, 360 
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Peacock, marble, part of a, found in 
the Hereum of Argeia, 261; of gold 
and precious stones, 262 

Pege, 237 
Peireum, 399 
Peirithous represented on the western 

aétus of the Olympieium, 17 
Peirus, river, 207, 224 
Pelagonia, battle of, 143 
Pelasgi, the, 119, 123. 
Pelasgic, the Tzakonic dialect supposed 

by M. Thiersch to have been derived 
from the, 333; Greek and Latin 
languages sprung from the, 338 

Pelias, tombs of the daughters of, 375 
Pellana, 366 : 
Pellenza, 403 
Pellene, 390 
Pelopium of Olympia, the, 42, 79, 84 
Peloponnesians, the modern, supposed 

by Fallremeyrer to be entirely of 
Sclavonic descent, 326 

Peloponnesus, height of some summits 
of the, 204 

Pelops attaches his name to part of 
Greece, 4; statue of, in the Olym- 
pieium, 17 

Peneius, river, 224; the Upper, 206 
Penelope, tomb of, 381 x. 
Pentelophi, 350 
Pephnus, 178 
Perethex, 241 sq. 
Perakhéra, 399 
Pergamus, palace of the kings of, at 

Tralleis, 207 
Periander, the son of Cypselus, 33 
Perieci, the, 167 
Persova, katavéthra of, 113, 249, 369, 

370 
Perusia, gate of, 124 
Petali, Cape, 173 
Phedria, 236 
Phalesie, 237 
Phalanthus, Mount, 202, 239 sq. 
Phare of Messenia separated from Mes- 

sene, 185 
Phare in Achaia, vale of, 207; Hereea 

confounded with, by Strabo, 218 
Phare in Laconia, 355 
Pharis, 165,355; treasury of, 354 
Pheia, 213 sqq. 
Phellia, river, 355 2. 356 
Phelloé, 405 
Phelloéis, river, 405 
Pheneatic zerethra, 384 sq. 
Pheneatis, a description af 385 sq.; the 

inundations of, 250 
Pheneus, the lake of, 225; plain of, 

385 sq. 
Phere, 345. Béépora, the Macedonian 

form of Bepai, 345 n. 
Phidias of Athens, statue of Jupiter 

Olympius by, 16; the studio of, at 
Olympia, 45, 83; works of, at Olym- 
pia, 20, 63 

INDEX. 

Phigalia, M. de Stackelberg on the tem- 
ple of, 270 

Philanorium, 290 
Philesius of Eretria, brazen oxen by, at 

Olympia, 59 
Philip, son of Amyntas, chryselephan- 

tine statue of, by Leochares, 25; 
Pamisus Minor, the subject of an ad- 
judication of, 179, 184 

Philippeium, the, at Olympia, 39, 51; 
chryselephantine statues in the, 26 x. 

Philopemen, contest between, and Nabis, 
344; put to death at Messene, 196 

Philotimus of AMgina, statue by, at 
Olympia, 69 

Phliasia, 383 
Phliasii, statues of Jupiter and Aégina 

dedicated by the, 277 n. 
Phlius, ruins of, 401; A®gina, daughter 

of Asopus, carried off from, to the 
island Aigina, 277 x. 

Phlius, Argolic, of Ptolemy, perhaps 
Phyllus, 270 

Phebexum, the, at Sparta, 161 
Phebia, 401 
Phenix, river, 408 
Phazi, monument of the, 375 2. 
Phezon, 375 n. 
Pholoé, Mount, produce of the chace on, 

set apart by Xenophon for the festi- 
vals, &c. of Diana, 10 2. 

Phormis of Menalus, 59 
Phradmon of Argos, 

Olympia, 64 
Phrixa, 217 x. 
Phylace, 113 
Phyllus, 269, 270 
Piana, 239 
Pidhima, river of, 180 
Pikérnes, 373 
Pillars of brass at Olympia recording 

treaties, 23, 54 
Pirnitza, 155; battle of, 154 
Pisa, in Italy 4; in Greece, 4 e¢ sqq. 218 ; 

antiquity of the ruin of, 6; identified 
with Olympia by Pindar and Herodc- 
tus, zbed.; situation of, ¢bzd. 

Pisate, the, 5 e¢ sqq.; character of, by 
Xenophon, 6; sea-coast of, 214 

Pisatis, 214 
Pityussa, island, 283 
Plataniston, river, 246 
Platanistus of Sparta, 161, 164; Apollo 

Platanistius, temple of, 282 
Platano, 339 sq. 
Platya, island, 294 
Platza, 178 
a)evpal of the Hippodrome, 96 
Plinth-shaped mode of Greek writing, 33 
Pliny, his number of statues at Olym- 

pia somewhat suspicions, 1032. 
Podhogora, the valley of, 228 
Peecile Stoa, in Olympia, 43, 89, 90 
Bers early English and Romaic, 

6 2. 

statue by, at 
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Poliani, 18], 183 
Poliasium, Straits of, 352 sq. 
Polichna, 364 
Polycleitus of Argos, who made the Juno 

of Argeia, works of, at Olympia, 61, 
63, 64, 65, 68, 261 

Polycleitus of Argos, another statue by, 
at Olympia, 64 

Polycles of Athens, statue by, at Olym- 
pia, 63; statue, at Olympia, by the 
sons of, 67 

Polydamas of Scotussa, 63 
Pompeii, excavations at, 108 
Pompic way at Olympia, 14, 49 2. 80; 

Pompic entrance to the Stadium, 91 
Pondik6-kastro, isthmus of, 213 sq. 
Ilov.Bar (Benevento), 145 x. 
Pontinus, fountain of, 368 
Porphyry, green, whether the marble 
known among the Romans by the 
name of Laconian, 170 

Portes, 220 
Portico (painted) at Olympia, or portico 

of the Echo, 438 
Porto Kaio, 175, 176, 177 
Posidonium of the Isthmus, 395 
Potheus, joint builder of a treasury at 

Olympia, 40 
Prast6, 304, 364; written Tpodoreioy 

by Phranza, 327 
Praxiteles, statue by, at Olympia, 26 
molykimas, 141 - 
Priniko, inscribed column near, 168 
Prinitza, battle of, 204 sq. 
Prinus, the road, 371 sq. 
IIpodoretov written for 

Phranza, 327 
Proédria, building at Olympia, 38, 87 
Pron, mountain, 288 
Prosymna, the region, 263 and n. 268 x. ; 

the city, 264, 269 
Prytaneium at Olympia, 38, 83, 89 
Pramathus, 175, 176%.; a harbour of 

Tenarum, 176 
Psath6-Pyrgo, 155 
Pseudartabas in Aristophanes, 337 
Psophis, 206, 221 ; route from, to Thel- 

pusa, 222 sq. 
Ptolemy, names in the geography of, 

often misspelt, 270 
Ptolichus of Aigina, statue by, at Olym- 

pia, 65 
Ptolis, 381 ; hill of, 378, 381 x. 
Punctuation in inscriptions, irregulari- 

ties of, 3 
Pungaki, river of, 227 
Pylii and Arcadians, supposed represen- 

tation of a battle of the, on the chest 
of Cypselus, 213 

Pylus of Coryphasium, 190; also called 
Abarmus, (/. Abarinus,) 192 ”.; har- 
bour of, 192; confounded by Dio- 
dorus with Pylus of Eleia, 132. 

Pylus of Eleia, 219 
Pylus Triphyliacus, 109; doubts as to 

the existence of, 194 

Prast6é by 
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Pyramidal sepulchre, near Argos, 251 
Pyrgo of Eleia, 155 and .; near Methy- 

drium, 201; river of, 202 
Pyrilampes of Messene, statues by, at 

Olympia, 62, 70, 71 
Pyrrhi Castra, 344 sq. 
Pyrrhichus, 174; distance from the 

Scyrus to, bid. 
Pyrrhus, joint builder with his sons of a 

treasury at Olympia, 40 
Pythaeus, Apollo, temple of, at Asine, 

291 sq. ; near Sparta, 349 
Pythagoras of Rhegium, works of, at 

Olympia, 62, 64, 67, 68, 73 
oe of Sicyon, the flute player, 

Q. 

Quatremére (M.) de Quincy, opinion of, 
ios the chest of Cypselus, 28, 

R. 

Rakhamy’tes, 241 sq. 
Raoul-Rochette (M.), on the sixth 

metope of the Olympieium, 18 x, 
Rapsomati, 237 
Rasa, 218 
Rasina, 361 2. 
Rema of Argos, river, 267 
Réonda, 364; hill of, 339 
Rezeniko, Mount, 242 
Rhea, cave of, 201 2. 202 
Rheitus, 397 
Rheunus, 227 
Rhium, 189, 390 
Rhecus and Theodorus, the artists, of 

Samos, 25 
Rhyme, when adopted by the Greeks, 

136 2. 
Rhypes, river of, 390 
Rhypes, 408 sq. 409 x. 
Roino, Mount, 230; height of, 203 
Romaic poetry, 136 7. 
Romaic-Greek of the 13th century, 

156; “Chronicle of the Moréa” 
written in, 135 

Roman arches, 123; emperors, statues 
of, in the Olympieium, 22 

Romania, Great Domestic of, 141 
Romulus, Circus of, 93 x. 
Rubi, 409 z. 

S. 

Sacred Grove of Olympia, 102; statues 
in the, 104 

Sacrifices, superintendents of, called 
OenxodAat, 38 
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Saindkastro, 149 
Salamis, 283 
Salmeniko, river of, 390, 408 
Samara, 235 
Sandaméri, 220 
Sanga, 373 
Samicum, 217 
Samius Neptune, temple of, 109 
Sandameridtiko, Mount, height of, 203 
Sapuselaton, Mount. Arachneum an- 

ciently so called, 270 
Saranda-potaméd, 112 sq. 
Sarakiniko, the mountain of, 233 
Sardeis, palace of Creesus at, 207 
Schenus, near Methydrium, 240; Port, 

at the Isthmus, 395 
Scilluntia, 10 x. 
Scillus, 5; town and river, 9, 10; temple 

of Diana at, zbed. 
Sciritis, hills of, 349 
Sclavonians, settlements of the, on 

Mount Taygetus, 138 ”.; occupy the 
ridges of Taygetus, 162 

Sclavonic and Greek names of places in 
the Moréa, proportion between the, 
326 

Scollis, Mount, 220, 224 and x.; height 
of, 203 

Scotitas, temple of, 341, 342 
Scopas, Scopia, 172 
Scopas of Parus builds a temple of 

Minerva at Tegea, 110 
Scotane, ruins of, 22] 
Scurzola, battle of, 145 and x. 
Scylleum, promontory, 282 sq. 
Scyras, river, 172, 174 
Secret entrance into the Stadium at 

Olympia, 75, 80 
Segesta, temple of, 128 
Seire, 221 
Sekhi, height of the summit of, 204 
Sela, 194 ; 
Selinuntii, treasury of the, at Olympia, 

4 
Selinus of Eleia, 218 ; of Laconia, 336 sq. 
Selinus, river, of Eleia, 9; of Achaia, 

390 
Sellasia, 342 sq.; battle of, 347 
Sepulchres, distinction between 

and treasuries, 256; sepulchre, Pyra- 
midal, near Argos, 251 

Serambus of gina, statue by, at Olym- 
pia, 66 

Shalesi, 241 
Shield, golden. See Golden 
Sicyonian treasury, at Olympia, 39 
Sidhero, Ai, river of, 109 
Sidinia written for Sitena by Kopitar, 

327 
Sidus, 397 
Sigeian pillar, inscription on the, 34 x. 
Silanion of Athens, statues by, at Oiym- 

pia, 63, 68, 69 
Simiadha, marsh of, 373 
Simon of Aigina, works of, at Olympia, 

59 

INDEX. 

Sinan-bey, 163 
Sitena, 339 sq. 327 
Sitzova, 181, 184; discovery of two 

‘Eppata near, zbid, 
Skafidhia, 214 
Skai’dha, or Skiadha, fortress near the 

village of, 220 
Skala, 268 
Skhina, 399 
Sklavokh 6éri, 162, 355 
Skopa (Teuthrone), 172 
Skorta, 154; the pass of, 153 
Skortini, revolt of the, 144 
Skotini, river of, 383 
Skrapani, 401 
Skurta, 14] 
Skyli, Cape, 282 
Smenus, the river, 172, 173 
Smerna, the mountain of, 9, 10; height 

of, 204 
Smicythus, 58 x. 
Smilis, or Smilus of Aigina, 24, 25 

and 7. ; statues by, at Olympia, 24 
Sokha, 164 
Sologorgus, 205 
Solon, the laws of, engraved in bustro- 
"aig 33 

Solygeia, 397 
Somis, statue by, at Olympia, 69 
Soron, the forest of, 221 
Sosandrus of Smyrna, 52 
Sosipolis, a demon, 38; sanctuary of, 

Sostratus of Sicyon, surnamed Acro- 
chersites, 62 

Sparta, 115. 116, 129 e¢ sqq. 345; state 
of, at the time of its capture by Alaric, 
133; remains of a fortress at, 134; 
probable origin of the name, 162 z. ; 
the key of Laconia, 151; harbours of, 
187; six ruined churches at, 130; 
state of, in the year 396, 133; in the 
13th century, 134 sq. ; monument of 
Eumedes, son of Hippocoon, in the 
dromus of, 252 

Spartans, condition of, until the Roman 
conquest, 167; under Lycurgus, at- 
tack the Messenians at Glympia, 365 

Spathari, village of, 223 
Spétzia, island, 286, 294 
Sphacteria, island, 192 sq. 
Spina in the Circus of Romulus, 93 x. 
St. Adrian, near Katzingri, 269 
St. Andrew, 295 
St. Elias, 164, 230; the peak of, 270, 

360”.; summit of the Menalian 
range, so called, height of, 203; Tale- 
tum of Taygetus, height of, 204 

St. Isidore, river of, 110 
St. Omers, one of the French families of 

the Moréa in the 13th century, 220 
St. Tryphon, church of, within the 

Acropolis of Titane, 402 
oTad.odpopos, 66 x. . 
Stadium of Olympia, the, 75 and x. 52, 

78, 85x. 83; entrances into the, 80; 
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description of the, 75 and x.; Pompic 
entrance into the, 91; on the disap- 
pearance of the, 101; of Messene, 91; 
of Thebes, 75x.; of the Hierum of 
Kpidaurus, 75 x. 

Stathmi, 350 
Statues in the Olympieium, 15; brazen, 

of Jupiter within the Altis at Olym- 
pia, 51; brazen, cause of the disap- 
pearance of, 104; in the Hereum of 
Olympia, 24; chryselephantine statues 
in the same, 25; of Jupiter erected 
from the produce of fines, 51 sqq. 74, 
85 

Statues of Jupiter, 52,53; at Olympia, 
number of; in the time of Pliny, 
103; at Athens, number of, in the 
time of Pliny, 103 x. 

Stenyclerus, the plain of, 151 
Sthenis of Olynthus, statues by, at 

Olympia, 72, 73 
Stimanga, 401 
Stoa of Agnaptus, at Olympia, 49, 78, 

90 
Stoa of the Echo, in Olympia, 90 
Stoa (Pecile) of Olympia, 43, 89, 90 
Stomium, the place at Olympia so called, 

Stomius of Elis, 61 
Stomius, statues by, at Olympia, 69 
Stops in inscriptions, irregularities of, 3 
Strabo, imperfection of the text of, 109 ; 

vagueness common in, 171; emenda- 
tions proposed in the text of, 109 
bis; error of, respecting Asine, 178; 
Hera confounded with Phare in 
Achaia by, 218; geographical testi- 
mony of, to be received with caution, 
218; proposed emendation of, 214, 
224; often gives incorrect informa- 
tion, 280; a passage of Homer mis- 
understood by, 292 x. 

Strava, Port, 399 
Strovitzi, river of, whether the same as 

the Acidon, 110 
Struthus, promontory, 288 
Studio of Phidias at Olympia, 43 
Stymphalus, river of, 369; fountain of, 

383 sq. 
Stemnitza, 240; mountain of, bid. 
Sudhena, 206 
Sulphureous sources (two) in the penin- 

sula of Methana, 278 
Sumatia, 243 
Susaki, valley of, 397 
bit ees treasury of the, at Olympia, 

4 
Symbola, 113 
Syracuse, the great altar at, 37 x. 
Syriamu, 228 
Syriamu Kurtaghi, 228; river of, 223 
Syrus, river, 236 
Sys of Ptolemy, 404, 405; the same as 

the Sythas of Pausanias, ibid. 
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Tt. 

Table, four-legged, in the Hereum of 
Olympia, 26; tables in temples for 
depositing offerings, 2bid. 

Tablet (brazen) of Olympia, inscription, 
1; versions of the same in /Kolic, 
Hellenic, and Latin, 2; remark on 
it, 

Tenarum, 175; harbours of, 176; tem- 
ple of Neptune at, and cavern near it, 
abid. 

Tawvia, 63 
Takharti, the river, 164, 356 
Taki, 249; the marsh at, 114; chasm 

of, 369 
Taletum, 164; highest summit of Tay- 

getus, 360; height of, 204 
Tanus, river, 298, 302, 340 
Tara, river of, 223; khan of, 227 
Taraxippus of Olympia, 77, 96, 97 
Tartari, Mount, 224; height of, cbid. 
Taygetus, Mount, 1387. 153, 171, 359 
and z.; height of, 204 

Tegea, 112 sqg. 151, 153, 199; the 
ancient road from Tegea to Sparta, 
343, 345; levels and water-courses of 
the plain of, 369; temple of Minerva 
Alea at, 110 

Tegeate and Mantinenses, war between 
the, 369 

Tegeatic plain, the, 114, 115 
Tegeatis, the rivers of, 249 
Telphusa, 205. See Thelpusa 
Temathia, Mount, height of, 204 
Temples served for treasuries, 256 
Tenea, 400 
Terracina, bridge of, 124 
Tetrazi, Mount, height of, 204 
Teuthrone, 172, 174, 176 
Thalame, 178, 220 
Thaliades, 228 
Thaumasius, Mount, 201 2. 202. 
Theagenes of Thasus, athlete, 66 
Theatre of Argos, 265; at Olympia, 87 
Thebans, one thousand, assist the Arca- 

dians, 199 
Thebes, Sparti of, gave the name to 

Sparta, 162 x. 
Theecoleon at Olympia, the, 38, 87 
Theecolus, office of the, 50 
Theisoa in the Arcadian Cynurea, 154 
Theius, river, 237 
Thelpusa, 205; route from Psophis to, 

222 sq. 228; route from Elis to, 223 
Thelpusa (Vanena), 223, 228 
Thelpusza, places in the, 228 ; temple of 

Ceres Eleusinia within the, 228 
Themis, statue of, in the Herezum of 

Olympia, 24 
Themistius (the sophist), declamations 

of, 105 x. 
Theocles of Sparta, statues by, at Olym- 

pia, 24. 
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Theocles, son of Hegylus, joint maker 
with his father of figures at Olympia, 
4] 

Theodorus and Rhecus, artists, of Samos, 
25 

Theomnestus of Sardeis, statue by, at 
Olympia, 70 

There, the hunting-grounds of Diana 
on Taygetus, 360 

Therapne, 161, 162”.; temple of He- 
lene at, 161 ’ 

Thermasia, Ceres, temple of, 281 sq. 
Thérmisi, 282 sqq. 
Theron of Beotia, statue by, at Olym- 

pia, 69 
O@noavooi at Mycene, 256 
Thessaly, invasion of, in 1259, 142 
Thessaly, Marquis of Montferrat, king 

of, 142 
Theseus attacking a centaur, represented 

on the western aétus of the Olym- 
pieium, 17 

Theseus, rock of, in Trezenia, 282 
Theseium of Athens, 129; its difference 

from the Olympieium, 16 
Thiersch, Dr. Frederick, dissertation of, 

on the Tzakonic dialect, 304 sqq. 
Thirlwall (Bp.), on the site of the new 

city of Megalopolis having been chosen 
by Epaminondas, 198; on the time of 
the desolation of Olenus, 208 

Thisbe in Beeotia, 357 
Thol6, river, 408 
Thornax, Mount, 348, 352 and x.; 

Mountain, afterwards called Coccy- 
gium, 286, 288 

Thucydides, error in the text of, 193; 
distances in the text of, not always 
correct, 296 

Ovpeatns KoATrOs, 295 
Thuria, separated from Messene, 182, 

185 
Thyamia, 401 
Thylacus, joint maker of a statue at 

Olympia, 54 
Thyreum, 240 
Thyrea, 294 sq. 303 
Thyreatis, 295; road from thence to 

Sparta, 296, 341; to Argos, 297 
Thyrides, peninsula of, 175 
Tiasa, river, 116 2. 165 
Time, mode of reckoning, usually em- 

ployed by the Romaic Greeks, 131; 
in the Moréa, ibid. 

Timon of Elis, 71 
Tiryns, 268 and 2. 
Titane, 402 
Tjorbadji, 109 
Toldén, 291 sg. ; Paleédkastro of, 293 
Tornése, Cape, 210. See Glaréntza 
pein pi the French coins so called, 

l 
Towers, round, of Ireland, 120 
Tragéi, 246 
Tragus, river, 223, 226 sq. 
Trajan, statue of, in the Olympicium, 22 

INDEX. 

Tralleis, palace of the kings of Per- 
gamus at, 207 

ToaTreCat oTemavypopot, 26 
Treasury, ancient, near Vafid, 354 
Treasuries, the, at Olympia, 39, 73, 85; 

at Mycene, 256 
Treaties of alliance between the Athe- 

nians, Argives, and Martinenses, 23 
and 2.; between Elis and Herea, 
ibid. ; between Sparta and Athens, 54 

Tricarana, 401 
Tricoloni, 238 sg.; distance from, to 

Anemosa, 239 ; to Cruni, zbid. 
Tricrana, island, 284 sq. 
Trikeri, island, 285 
Trikkala, 391; river of, not the Sys of 

Ptolemy, 404 
Trikkalin6, the river, 403 
Triodi, 243 
Triphylia annexed to Elis, 5; the rivers 

of, 109 
Tripod, brazen, in the Olympieium, 22; 

Tripods, prizes in the foot-race and 
the race of the quadriga, 29 

Tripolitis, the Laconic, 366 
Tripolitzé, 152, 153; to Mistra, the 

road from, 343 
Tripé6tamo, 221 
Tritza, perhaps an error for Phare in 

Strabo, 224 7. 
Trezen and Hermione, description of 

the country between, by Pausanias, 
280 n. ; 

Treezenii, the island of Hydrea pawned 
to the, 284 x. 

Tropzxa, 222 sq. 228 
Trupia, village in Laconia, 116”. ; mo- 

nastery in Achaia, 388, 389 7. 
Trypidtiko, river, 161, 165; ancient 

bridge at Sparta over the, 115 
Tumulus, near the entrance of the plain 

of Luka, 373 
Turkévrysi, river, 172, 173 
Turniki, Mountain of, height of, 203 
Tupos anciently Tupos, 295 
Tuthoa, river, 223 
Typeus, Mount, 8 
Tyr6, the ancient Tyrus, 294, 295, 299 
Tyrrhenians, the, 123; noted for their 

works in brass, 103 2. 
Tzakones, history of the, 334 sqq. 
Tzakonia, a corruption of Laconia, 

138 x.; extent of, 304; monasteries 
in, 7bid.; more vulgarly accented 
Tzakonia, 326 2. ; apparently synony- 
mous with Laconia in the 13th cen- 
tury, 150, 336 

Tzakonic dialect, where spoken, 138; 
dissertation on the, by Dr. Thiersch, 
304 sgq.; differences of dialect at 
different places, 305 . Of the 
vowels and consonants, 306. De- 
clensions, 308; formation of the 
plural, 309; lexicology, 310; pro- 
nouns used as suffixes to verbs, 318; 
numerals, 314; the verb eiui, ibid.; 
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inflection of verbs, 315; formation of 
the persons of verbs, 317; personal 
inflection, and conjugation of the pre- 
sent and imperfect, 319; lexicological 
remarks on verbs, 322; specimens of 
phraseology, 325.— The Tzakonic 
tongue, whether of Sclavonic origin, 
326 sq. ; contains many words derived 
from modern Greek, 327, and some 
ancient Greek words long extinct, 
328; many Dorisms, 329; some 
undeveloped forms, 331 ; observations 
on the Tzakonic tongue, 332 sqq.; not 
a dialect of the Greek language, 333; 
partly derived from the Pelasgic, 
wid. ; and partly a descendant from 
the Ionic, 337, 338 

Tzernota, 226; the plain of, 227, 228 
Tzetzes (John), Chiliads by, 136 2.; 

note on Lycophron concerning the 
Cnacion, 1152. 
ade Mount, 247 sq.; height of, 

03 
Tzipiana, vale of, 367 sq. 373 sqq.; 

river of, 368 
Tzipiana identified with Melangeia by 

the French geographers, 377; dis- 
tance of, from Mantineia, 372; pass 
of, 375; river of, 377 

Tzitzina, 351 

we 

Ulysses, statue of, conveyed from Olym-- 
pia to Rome by Nero, 57 

voTrAnyé, 93 n. 

Vi 

Vafié, 165, 355; ancient treasury near, 
354 

Valtétzi, 241 sq. 
Vanena, 223 
Vathy’, 173, 175 sqq. 
Veligésti, 150 
Velimakhi, river of, 222, 223 
Venus in bronze, in the Hereum of 

Olympia, by Cleon of Sicyon, 26; 
Urania, temple of, 38, 74, 85 

Verres, the Roman pretor, 126 
Vérria, 345 
Verses, iambic, in the churches of St. 

Luke of Stiris, and of St. Demetrius 
at Salonika, 132 

Versus politici, 135 7. 
Vesta, sanctuary of in the Prytaneium 

of Olympia, 38, 89 
Victory, gilded statue of, in the Olym- 

piecium, 16; in the hand of the statue 
of Jupiter, holding a brow-band, 19 
and 2.; four Victories attached to the 
four legs of the throne of Jupiter, and 
two at the foot of each leg, 20 
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Villehardouin, family of, govern the 
oe in the 13th century, 137 sqq. 

Villehardouin, William de, 134, 141 sqq. 
Villehardouin, Geoffroy de, 137 sqq. ; 

Geoffroy II. de, 140 sq. 
Vitruvius on the entasis of columns, 

127; probably only parts of his works 
in existence, 129 

Vitylo, 178 
Vlisiri, 155 
Voidhia, Mount, 204 
Voidhé-kilia, harbour, 190, 192 
Véivoda, 402 
Volterra in Tyrrhenia, arched gateway 

at, 122, 125 
Vostitza, 408 
Vrestena, river of, 347 sq. 
Vroma, ancient baths at, 278 
Vromolimni, ancient baths near the vil- 

lage of, 278 
Vulci, bridge of, 124 
Vurlia, bay of, 289; khan of, 344 
Varvura, river of, 113 
Vytina, vale of, 202; river of, 227 

W. 

Wilkins on the Olympieium, 10 
Wordsworth (Rev. Dr.), on the Pan- 

hellenium of /Egina, 271 et sqq.; on 
an inscription in a church near, 272 n. 
i on the ancient modes of Greek, 

n. 

X. 

Xenis, the road, 375 
Xenophon, 88 and z.; erection of a tem- 

ple of Diana at Scillus by, 9; his 
monument, 10 x. 

Xeril6 Potamd, 234, 366 
Xerokambi, or Xerédkambo, 361; ancient 

bridge near, 116, 361 
ecm: (Olurus,) 404; river of, 

ibid. 

Y; 

Ydhra, island, 284 sq. 
Ypsili, island, 289, 294 

Z. 

Zaccunia, Laconia socalled by the Vene- 
tians, 336 

Zakhulitiko, river, 405 
Zakktika, Mount, height of, 203 
Zancle, afterwards Messana, 57 
Zanes, statues of Jupiter at Olympia de- 

dicated from fines levied upon Ath- 
letee, 51, 52,74; where placed, 85 
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Zarax, 301 sq. Zinka, monastery in Tzakonia, 304 
Zarnata, 180 Zetia, 239 
Zatuna, mountain of, 233 Zosimus, on the state of Sparta at the 
Zavitza, Mount, 295 time of its capture by Alaric, 133 
Zeno, blunder of, 352 x. Zugra, 390 
Zibovisi, 238 Zy’ria, Mount, 404; height of, 203 % 

THE END. 

GILBERT & RivINGTON, Printers, St. John’s Square, London. 
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